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Abstract

In this project switched capacitor converters (SCCs) for rechargeable hearing aids
(RHAs) are studied. The power management system in an RHA should step down
a Li-Ion battery voltage to the voltage levels needed by the system. To achieve long
battery life, a high conversion efficiency is required. At the same time, the physical
size should be low as it is desirable for the end-user to have small hearing aids. The
small size, combined with a requirement of high quality audio and wireless connec-
tivity, makes electromagnetic interference a challenge (EMI). The main results of the
project is a low-EMI controller that regulates both switch conductance and switching
frequency, a sizing methodology for multi-topology output stages, a switching technique
for lowering radio disturbances, a reconfigurable converter output stage, and a system-
atic method for synthesizing switched capacitor topologies. The frequency-planned
switch-conductance modulating controller yields a 84.8% reduction in worst-case low-
load output ripple voltage and a 1.5% increase in peak efficiency. The low EMI switching
technique shows a measured 45% reduction of near field magnetic induction (NFMI)
radio disturbance from the (SCC) while resulting in a 0.28% efficiency penalty. The
systematic topology synthesis method is employed to find all step-down topology imple-
mentations in output stages with one to four flying capacitors. The resulting number
of unique topologies, in terms of switch placements, are 8.4 billion for the four flying
capacitor case. Finally, a number of related subjects has been studied. Namely, effi-
ciency limits of fully-integrated interleaved SCCs, a capacitor-free linear regulator for
hearing aids applications, and a gearbox fully-integrated SCC is designed on schematic
level.





Resumé

Dette projekt vedrører design af effektkonverterer baseret p̊a skiftende-kondensator-
teknik til brug i genopladelige høreapparater. Effektstyringssystemet i et genopladeligt
høreapparat skal nedkonvertere Litium-Ion-batterispændingen til de spændingsniveauer
som der er brug for i høreapparatets elektroniske platform. En høj konverteringseffek-
tivitet er nødvendig for at opn̊a en lang batterilevetid. Samtidig er det vigtigt at ef-
fektkonverterens fysiske størrelse er lille da det er ønskværdigt at lave høreapparaterne
s̊a sm̊a og diskrete som muligt. Den lille størrelse, kombineret med et krav om høj
lydkvalitet og god tr̊adløs forbindelse, medvirker at elektromagnetisk interferens er en
udfordring. Reultatet af dette projekt er en effektkonverter-regulator, der styrer b̊ade
kontaktkonduktans og skiftefrekvens, en metode til at bestemme størrelserne p̊a transis-
torerne i multitopologi-udgangstrin, en skifteteknik der nedbringer forstyrrelsen af nær-
feltsmagnetiskinduktionsradioer, et udgangstrin der kan konfigureres efter lastnings-
betingelserne, og en systematisk metode til frembringelse af skiftende-kondensator-
topologier. Den frekvensplanlagte kontaktkonduktans-modulerende regulator medfører
en 84.8% reduktion af de værste lav-lastningsscenariumsforstyrrelser og en forøgelse af
maksimaleffektiviteten p̊a 1.5%. Skifteteknikken til nedbringelse af elektromagnetisk
interferens mindsker forstyrrelsen af en nærfeltsmagnetiskinduktionsradioantennen med
45% og medfører en mindskning af effektkonvertereffektiviteten p̊a 0.28%. Den system-
atiske topologisyntese er blevet anvendt til at finde frem til alle nedkonverteringstopolo-
gier i udgangstrin med én til fire flyvende kondensatorer. Det totale antal unikke topolo-
gier, defineret ved placeringerne af udgangstrinnets kontakter, er 8.4 milliarder, n̊ar fire
flyvende kondensatorer bruges i udgangstrinnet. Derudover er et antal relaterede emner
blevet undersøgt. Effektivitetsgrænsen for fuldt integrerede sammenflettede skiftende-
kondensator-konverterer er blevet fundet, en kondensatorfri lineær regulator til brug i
høreapparater er blevet designet og en gearboks-fuldt-integreret skiftende-kondensator
er blevet designet.
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Glossary and Abbreviations

ADC analog to digital converter.

AgZn Silver-Zinc.

ASIC applications specific integrated circuit.

battery life the time a device can operate before having to be recharged.

CCM continuous conduction mode.

DAC digital to analog converter.

DCM discontinuous conduction mode.

DRAM dynamic random-access memory.

DSP digital signal processor.

EMI electromagnetic interference.

FSL fast switching limit.

HA hearing aid.

IC integrated circuit.

KCL Kirchhoff’s current law.

KVL Kirchhoff’s voltage law.

Li-Ion Lithium-Ion.

MIM metal-insulator-metal.

MLCC multi layer ceramic capacitor.

MOM metal-oxide-metal.

MOS metal-oxide-semiconductor.

NFMI near-field magnetic induction.

NiMH Nickel metal hydride.

PCB printed circuit board.

PDN power delivery network.

PFM pulse frequency modulation.



PMIC power management integrated circuit.

receiver hearing aid loueaker.

RHA rechargeable hearing aid.

SCC switched-capacitor converter.

SMD surface-mount device.

SSL slow switching limit.

VCR voltage conversion ratio.

Zn-Air Zinc-Air.



1
Project Description and

Introduction
This chapter introduces the problem this thesis sets out to solve, namely

researching techniques to enable and improve the use of Lithium-Ion
(Li-Ion) batteries in hearing aids (HAs), and why this problem is

important from a technical and end-user perspective.

1.1 Background and Motivation

The ability to perceive sound through mechanical vibrations is an important part of
our sensory inputs. For ages our hearing has helped us detect danger and listen for
prey. With the advent of speech it has allowed us to communicate. We express our
feelings, share knowledge, and create beautiful music through mechanical vibrations
that the auditory perception expertly detects with an incredible precision. From an
engineering point of view, a sensor that flawlessly detects sound in the range 20 Hz
to 20 kHz with a 130 dB dynamic range is impressive. Such an advanced sensor is
unfortunately not always performing according to the specifications. In electronics, the
performance of a sensor depends on several factors. The production will have a certain
yield, i.e. not all sensors will perform perfectly after they exit the production line.
The sensor performance will also decline if it is operated outside of its specifications.
Overloading the sensor by applying a too powerful input signal might degrade the
sensor performance. Finally, when the sensor reaches its maximum operating lifetime
its performance will decline more rapidly. The similarities between electronics and the
human body are in this case profound.

Hearing loss is a problem for a large part of the population. The World Health Orga-
nization estimated in 2001 that 250 million globally had a disabling hearing loss [1].
There are many causes of hearing loss. Hearing loss is especially age-related but indi-
viduals of all ages can be affected. It is estimated that 718 000 children born in the
developing world will have a permanent bilateral hearing loss (meaning hearing loss on
both ears) [2]. In 2012 it is estimated that 13.7% of the U.S. population was above 65
years old, and by 2030 this number is expected to reach 20% [3]. This increase in the
demographic above 65 years makes treating hearing loss an increasing challenge in the
future. In 2015 approximately 15 million people in Germany had a significant hearing
loss. However, only 20% of people with a significant hearing loss were using a hearing
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Figure 1.1: Visualization of the scale of annual hearing aid battery use. The estimated 2.35
billion batteries can approximately fit in 11 forty-foot shipping containers.

aid1. Making hearing aids even more convenient to use could help increase the number
of users benefiting from better hearing.

Depending on the type of hearing loss, several solutions exist for improving the hearing.
Conventional hearing aids use air as a medium for sending the amplified sound signal to
the inner ear. In contrast to using air conduction, a bone conducting hearing aid trans-
mits the sound through vibrations of the temporal bone of the skull. Finally, cochlear
implants use surgically implanted electrodes for stimulating the cochlea directly using
electric signals. Of these three types of hearing aids, the conventional air conducting
device is by far the most prevalent.

Hearing aids have for several decades relied on Zinc-Air (Zn-Air) batteries as the power
source. While this battery technology boasts very high energy density it still needs
replacement approximately one time per week. The act of changing the battery can
be a big problem for many users. Reduced dexterity or illnesses like arthritis makes
it especially demanding for elderly people to change the battery and many rely on
having other people change the battery for them. From a user perspective, there is a
benefit of introducing rechargeable hearing aids (RHAs) in terms of reduced struggle
and reduced dependence on health care personnel for keeping the HA operational.
From an environmental point of view, the advent of RHAs would reduce the number
of batteries being disposed of every year. To get a sense of the scale of this issue,
the number of Zn-Air batteries used annually is estimated next. Numbers from the
European Hearing Instrument Manufacturers Association shows a global sales of 43
million HAs in total for the past three years (2015, 2016, and 2017)2. Assuming that
each of these devices use a battery per week gives a total of 2.35 billion batteries per
year. A typical hearing aid battery (size 13) has a diameter of 7.9 mm and a height of
5.4 mm. Most of the estimated 2.35 billion batteries would fit in 11 forty-foot containers
as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. This still leaves 24 million batteries that is assumed to be
distributed in the glove boxes and sleeping compartments of the trucks. This is only
a rough estimate and as the average lifetime of a hearing aid is upwards of five years3

1U.S. Department of Health and Human Services - National Institutes of Health, Fact
sheet. 2016: https://www.nidcd.nih.gov/sites/default/files/Documents/health/hearing/
CochlearImplants.pdf

2EHIMA press release from May 2, 2018: https://www.ehima.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/
EHIMA-Press-Release-Hearing-aid-sales.pdf accessed October 3, 2018

3”Hearing Aids: Reasonable Expectations for the Consumer”, Rose L. Allen: https://www.
audiologyonline.com/articles/hearing-aids-reasonable-expectations-for-1176

https://www.nidcd.nih.gov/sites/default/files/Documents/health/hearing/CochlearImplants.pdf
https://www.nidcd.nih.gov/sites/default/files/Documents/health/hearing/CochlearImplants.pdf
https://www.ehima.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/EHIMA-Press-Release-Hearing-aid-sales.pdf
https://www.ehima.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/EHIMA-Press-Release-Hearing-aid-sales.pdf
https://www.audiologyonline.com/articles/hearing-aids-reasonable-expectations-for-1176
https://www.audiologyonline.com/articles/hearing-aids-reasonable-expectations-for-1176
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the number is potentially even higher. While the total number of batteries is certainly
large, it is still a small price to pay for improving the lives of 43 million people. However,
if high-performing RHAs could be made available for the users, this number could be
lowered making less batteries end up on landfills.

An RHA contains additional circuits compared to the non-rechargeable types. A bat-
tery management system is needed to safely charge and discharge the rechargeable
battery. As the voltage levels of rechargeable and non-rechargeable HA batteries are
very different, a dedicated power converter is also needed. A Zn-Air battery has a
voltage between 1.1 V and 1.5 V (typically ∼1.2 V) while a rechargeable Li-Ion battery
has a voltage range of 3.0 V to 4.2 V (typically ∼3.7 V). The small size of hearing
aids, and the limited energy available in rechargeable batteries, makes electromagnetic
interference (EMI), power density, and efficiency important parameters to consider in
the power management design. The challenges in designing this converter is covered in
detail later.

In summary, the motivation of this project is to enable the design of better RHAs
through advancing the knowledge of power converter design for hearing aid applications.
Hearing impairment affects many people and for a large part of the users, a rechargeable
solution would reduce the hassle of using a hearing aid. In addition to this, a positive
side-effect of introducing rechargeable hearing aids is the reduction of the number non-
rechargeable batteries being disposed of per year.

1.2 Project Scope and Objectives

The overall scope of this project is electronics for power management in rechargeable
hearing aids. The goal is to find better ways to design power converters for hearing
aids. Before the project commenced, three research questions were posed to guide the
research direction:

• Conversion method: Which methods for dc-dc voltage conversion at 1 mW
power level from a Li-Ion battery to the voltages needed in the hearing aid are
available and which one is the preferred method for HAs?

• Size-efficiency trade-off : Which options are available for optimizing and trad-
ing off the total efficiency for a hearing aid versus the physical size of the solutions?

• Implementation: How can a dc-dc converter, meeting the specifications for
HAs, be implemented on an integrated circuit, i.e. which circuitry is needed, how
much silicon area will it require?

The resulting research was based on an interpretation of these initial research objectives.
The scope has been focused on research in switched capacitor power converters.

1.3 Thesis Structure

The purpose of the main body of this thesis is to introduce and motivate the problem,
conduct a state-of-the-art analysis, and to refer to the enclosed papers and patent
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applications, which constitutes the main part of this work. On the next page a depiction
of how the enclosed papers and patent applications relate to the section of this thesis
is shown.
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2
Hearing Aid System Description

To design the best possible power converter requires knowledge of what
constitutes a good design. In the case of hearing aids, the objective is for

the end-user to get the best possible experience of using a hearing aid.
The work done in this project is all trying to facilitate this: to make
better hearing aids. To achieve this it is important to know what a

hearing aid comprises and how the different parts are affected by the
power converter. This is studied in this chapter.

2.1 Overview

In the following, the blocks of the system block diagram in Fig. 2.1 are introduced. The
main objective of a hearing aid (HA) is to amplify sound to compensate for the hearing
loss of the user. One or more microphone channels and an audio amplifier is therefore

DSP DAC
Audio
output
stage

ADC

ADC

Telecoil
RX

NFMI
Radio

2.4 GHz
Radio

Non-volatile
memory

Battery
management

+

Wireless power transfer

Microphones
Loud-

speaker

Li-Ion

Antennas

Power
conversion

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a fully-featured wireless rechargeable hearing aid. The scope of
this project, the power conversion block, is highlighted in red.
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needed. Since the mid-1990s, the sound processing has been carried out by a digital
signal processor (DSP). To process the signal in the digital domain, several analog
to digital converters (ADCs) and a digital to analog converter (DAC) is needed. The
output of the DAC is amplified and drives a loudspeaker, which in the HA nomenclature
is denoted a receiver. The receiver uses a balanced armature design where a coil injects
flux into an armature that causes a membrane to vibrate. This type of loudspeaker
can be made smaller and more efficient than typical moving-coil loudspeakers. Finally,
non-volatile memory is used for storing program data and user settings.

HAs come in many variants in terms of size, feature set, and audio quality. Different HA
producers have chosen different ways to achieve the same common goal of helping the
hearing impaired user. The block diagram in Fig. 2.1 shows a fully-featured wireless
rechargeable hearing aid (RHA) and three different radio technologies are therefore
included. These include telecoil for support of reception of signals in e.g. churches,
a 2.4 GHz radio for communication with smart phones and wireless accessories like
a TV streamer, remote control, or an extra microphone, and an near-field magnetic
induction (NFMI) radio for ear-to-ear communication. Ear-to-ear communication is
used for sending data between the left and right device. The ear-to-ear link can be
established either via the 2.4 GHz or the NFMI radio. Different HA manufactures use
either all or a subset of the radio technologies.

Finally, the power management system is shown as a power conversion block and bat-
tery management block in Fig. 2.1. In a RHAs with wireless charging, the battery
management system includes both an antenna for wireless power transfer and a bat-
tery management system for safely operating and charging the Li-Ion battery. The
scope of this project is the dc-dc power converter part that translates the battery volt-
age to the voltages needed by the rest of the platform. This part will be covered in
detail later.

2.2 Physical Appearance and Implementation

In-the-canal In-the-ear Mic-in-helix Receiver-in-ear Behind-the-ear

Figure 2.2: Different sizes and styles of hearing aids.

The size of a hearing aid depends on the included features and how profound the hearing
loss of the user is. In Fig. 2.2, a range of hearing aid styles are lined up. The severity of
the hearing loss of the user decides the size of the receiver. For profound hearing losses,
a large receiver is needed that cannot fit in the ear canal. The behind-the-ear types
to the far right in Fig. 2.2 therefore houses both the receiver and the electronics. The
sound is in this style directed through a sound tube to the ear canal. For less profound
hearing losses the receiver can fit in the ear, leaving only a thin wire visible going from
the ear canal to the electronics sitting behind the ear (receiver-in-ear style). Finally,
the whole hearing aid can sit either in the ear or in the ear canal. These smaller sizes do
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: (a) A modern rechargeable receiver-in-ear hearing aid. (b) Line-drawing showing
the internal parts. The cylindrical battery is clearly visible inside of the device.

(a) (b)

Fold line
4.3 mm

4.6 mm

1.6 mm

Fold line

Figure 2.4: A hearing aid electronics platform implemented on a flexible printed circuit board
(PCB). (a) before folding and (b) after folding.

not have room for a large receiver or battery to accommodate profound hearing losses
but they are less visible.

As many users prefer small and discreet devices, the hearing aid should be made as
small as possible. The small size impacts the electronics design in several ways. Firstly,
the electronics should be miniaturized to the greatest extend, e.g. through the use of
applications specific integrated circuits (ASICs). Secondly, the battery has to be small,
which poses requirements of high power converter efficiency. Finally, there is very
limited room for leaving space between an electromagnetic interference (EMI) aggressor
and possible EMI victims. The latter is relevant for the power converter design, as it
has to be designed to coexist with several sensitive antennas placed in close proximity.

A rechargeable hearing aid is shown in Fig. 2.3 together with a line-drawing for showing
the internals. In Fig. 2.3b the receiver is visible in the ear-piece, and the battery is
seen to take up a large part of the device that sits behind the ear. Apart from the
battery, the housing holds a telecoil antenna, a Bluetooth antenna, and the electronics
platform that is studied next.

Two pictures of an example HA electronics platform is shown in Fig. 2.4. In Fig. 2.4a
the ASICs and discrete components are seen mounted on a flexible PCB. The PCB is
foldable along the line shown in the figure. In the final electronics platform assembly
in Fig. 2.4b, the PCB has been folded and glued to provide a densely packed module.
A slightly different model of the electronics is shown from the top and a cross-sectional
view in Fig. 2.5. The compactness of the electronics module clearly shows why the
volumetric size of the power converter is an important metric. Another observation
is that the fine-pitch PCB technology used allows for placing discrete surface-mount
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Cross sectional viewTop view

Figure 2.5: Top-view and cross-sectional view of hearing aid electronics platform.

device (SMD) components very close together. The latter enables the use of external
capacitors in the power converter implementation as the external routing overhead can
be small. If the total implementation size can be minimized by using high-density
capacitors then that is a viable solution in a HA system.

2.3 Energy Source

The energy to power the hearing aid can come from different sources. The most predom-
inant is non-rechargeable Zinc-Air (Zn-Air) batteries due to their high energy density.
Early implementations of RHAs used Nickel metal hydride (NiMH) batteries. The
battery life1 of the NiMH-based devices were, however, limited due to the low energy
density of this battery technology. Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) battery technology has grad-
ually improved over the past decades. Compared to NiMH, batteries based on Li-Ion
technology has higher energy density, higher cycle live and lower self-discharge [4].
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Figure 2.6: Energy density vs. total energy of different hearing aid batteries. The three
rechargeable technologies are seen to have significantly lower energy density than
the non-rechargeable Zn-Air batteries2.

1”Battery life” is the time the hearing aid can operate before having to be recharged. In some other
works, battery life is defined as the lifetime of the rechargeable battery before it has to be replaced.

2Battery measurements provided by Senior Electronics Engineer Kim Rasmussen of GN Hearing.
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of size and energy density of two common household batteries and
two hearing aid batteries. The batteries are drawn to scale.

While the development of Li-Ion technology is mainly driven by applications such as
electric vehicles and energy storage systems, the development of small batteries for
e.g. medical devices has also been studied [5], [6]. Several alternative technologies
for powering hearing aids are also being investigated, such as, fuel cells [7], and solid
state thin-film lithium batteries3. Some retrofit rechargeable solutions also exist with
Silver-Zinc (AgZn) batteries but these have lower lifetime and energy density than most
Li-Ion batteries.

The energy density and energy per cell is compared in Fig. 2.6 for four different
battery types. The Zn-Air batteries have a significantly higher energy density than the
three rechargeable battery technologies. Overall, then Li-Ion batteries have the highest
energy density among the rechargeable batteries. Finally, in Fig. 2.7, two commonly
known household alkaline batteries are compared with two HA batteries in terms of
size and energy density. From the figure it is evident that Zn-Air batteries have an
exceptionally high energy density. While the rechargeable Li-Ion battery has a smaller
energy density than the Zn-Air type it is still comparable to the two alkaline batteries.
Finally, the batteries are drawn to scale in the figure, which gives the reader a sense
of how small hearing aid batteries are and how potentially inconvenient it might be to
replace them by hand in the case of non-rechargeable hearing aids.

The output resistance of a Li-Ion and Zn-Air battery differs. It is a general limitation of
Zn-Air batteries that they have a large output resistance. This limits the peak current
draw from the battery. On the other hand, Li-Ion batteries have a rather small output

3In the EU Horizon 2020 project grant 692482 Energy for Smart Objects - EnSO
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Figure 2.8: Example discharge curve of a Li-Ion battery with 1 mA constant load current.

resistance.

The battery discharge curve in Fig. 2.8 was obtained with a dc load current of 1 mA,
which is close to the typical average current draw of an RHA. The discharge curve
measurement is used to find a relation between the state-of-charge and open-circuit
voltage of the battery. The modeling of battery state-of-charge is a topic studied
extensively in the literature [8], [9]. The specific choice of battery depends on many
factors such as the product model and feature set, and business-related considerations
like sourcing and cost. The input voltage has an impact on the power converter design
in terms of device breakdown voltages, switched-capacitor converter (SCC) topology
selection, and component sizing. It is therefore quintessential to consider the battery
discharge curve when assessing the performance of a power converter for a battery-
powered application. Metrics like peak power efficiency provides a convenient way
to compare the performance of power converters in a single operating point. It is
therefore widely used in the literature to compare proposed power converter designs.
Unfortunately, the peak power efficiency is less suited for assessing the performance of
applications that has a multitude of operating points. An operating point for a dc-dc
power converter is defined as Rx = [Vin,x, Vout,x, Iload,x] (adopting the notation from
[10]). In a hearing aid both Vout and Iload are continuous variables, which essentially
creates an infinite number of operating points.

2.4 Power Management

Most hearing aids are today build to use Zn-Air batteries as the main energy source and
the power management has evolved accordingly. In general, the different systems of the
hearing aid operates either directly from the Zn-Air battery domain, or from regulated
step-down or step-up converters. This opens for several opportunities and things to
consider in the design of the power management for rechargeable hearing aids. One is
that regulated voltages that was previously stepped up from the Zn-Air battery might
now be generated more efficiently with a direct step-down converter from the Li-Ion
battery. In addition to this, the voltage domain that before was the Zn-Air battery
voltage will now have to be a regulated voltage from a power converter. Two possible
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Figure 2.10: Dedicated Li-Ion power management system.

power management strategies are shown in Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.10. The electronics
platform of the HA requires a range of voltage and three output voltage from 0.6 V to
1.8 V are shown in the figures. The 1.2 V is the most critical to have high efficiency as
most circuitry in the HA is already optimized to operate from the Zn-Air voltage level.

It is desirable to power large parts of the system directly from the battery. By not
having to convert the voltage, no potentially noisy switched-mode power supply is
required. Only when the integrated circuit (IC) technology limits the maximum supply
voltage, when the varying voltage of the battery is undesired, or when an efficiency
improvement can be obtained, would a power converter be implemented to regulate
the voltage. A large part of the system is therefore powered from the Zn-Air voltage
domain and this domain now has to be generated by a power converter. This calls
for a powerful dc-dc converter that will have conversion losses and noisy switching
operation. Some parts of the system might evolve to be powered directly from the
Li-Ion battery but until then a capable power converter is needed. In addition to
this, the DSP supply voltage continues to decrease with the scaling of IC technology.
The voltage gap from the energy source to one of the largest power consumers of the
system, the DSP, will continue to grow. The entire range of 0.6 V→ 1.8V is considered
on the topological level, wile the 1.2 V and 1.8 V voltages are the basis of the prototype
converters developed in this project.

2.4.1 Architecture and system partitioning

As this research is application-specific there are many considerations to take into ac-
count in the power converter design. While parameters like efficiency and physical
volume are key parameters in the design, there are also requirements that are not as
easily quantifiable. An example is EMI. The extend to which the conducted and radi-
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ated disturbances of the power converter is problematic, depends on the sensitivity of
EMI victims in the system. Another implication of the application-specific nature of
the HA power converter is that the choice of e.g. input and output capacitors is more
a system-level design choice than a power converter block-level-choice only. While the
output capacitor serves to reduce the ripple voltage of the power converter, it also
ensures that ICs having steep current transients have a local reservoir of charge close
by to reduce the loop area of the high-frequency current draw to minimize the radi-
ated disturbance. So while the power converter would benefit from having the output
capacitor of a certain size placed close to the power management integrated circuit
(PMIC), system level considerations might make another size and placement better at
the system-level.

2.5 Power Converter Design Constraints from System Blocks

In this section the specific requirements that each system block from Fig. 2.1 impose
on the power converter is listed.

2.5.1 Power Dissipation

The specific power dissipation of the individual parts of the system depends on the
feature-set of the specific HA and the use-mode. Using e.g. the wireless streaming
feature increases the base current draw significantly. A hearing aid is never operating
in ”sleep” mode. It is either turned off, typically at night time when the user is sleeping,
or continuously operating to amplify the sound for the user. Therefore, a base load
from the DSP is always present. This base load current is typically around

Ibase ≈ 1.0 mA, (2.1)

referred to the Zn-Air voltage domain. I.e. the base load power dissipation of approxi-
mately

Pbase ≈ 1.2 mW. (2.2)

The block power dissipation in a HA are typically referred to the Zn-Air voltage domain
as the current draw in this domain is a performance parameter that is used to compare
different devices. I.e. the DSP voltage level is typically lower than the Zn-Air battery
voltage.

The peak load current is in a super-power HA, used for severe and profound hearing
losses, dominated by the receiver peak current. While this current has a high magni-
tude, its transient variations are relatively slow as the audio frequencies are much lower
than typical power converter operating frequencies. Combined with flash memory writ-
ing, wireless radio, DSP, and signal path blocks, the peak current can be upwards of

Pmax = 100 mW. (2.3)

This is for the special case of super power HAs and typically the peak power dissipation
is significantly lower than this.
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2.5.2 Switching Frequency Constraint

The choice of switching frequency in the power converter is impacted by the audio
signal path (ADC, DAC, and audio output stage), as well as the antennas. All of
the audio-path blocks are sensitive to disturbances in the audio band. Therefore, the
switching frequency should be kept above

Fsw,min = 20 kHz (2.4)

While the DAC and ADC are mostly affected trough the power converter output volt-
age, the telecoil is also sensitive to radiated disturbances generated from the switching
operation of the power converter. The NFMI and 2.4 GHz bluetooth antennas are both
sensitive to disturbances in a band around their carrier frequencies. The pulsed current
generated by switched-mode power supplies are broadband signals due to the steep rise
and fall times. This makes not only the switching frequency but also switching events
and their slopes a potential EMI issue. Finally, the audio output stage is sensitive
to disturbances and potential mixing phenomena might deteriorate the audio quality
[11]–[13]. The combination of these constraints makes investigating frequency-planned
control and minimizing the switching event disturbances two subjects that is considered
in this project.
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3
Technology Comparison and

State of the Art
In this chapter the different ways of implementing a power converter is

explored. The basic expressions for efficiency and the current waveforms
are found for each to allow for comparing their feasibility for use in a
rechargeable hearing aid (RHA). The main purpose is to explore how

switched capacitor converters behave compared to other alternatives. The
switched-capacitor converter (SCC) analysis in this chapter therefore only
contains what is necessary for comparing it to the other converter types.

3.1 Converter Types

The conversion of the Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) battery voltage to the lower voltages needed
by the hearing aid (HA), can be achieved in several ways. The conversion can be
done linearly with a series or shunt regulated resistance, or using switched-mode power
converters based on inductors or capacitors. Several of the methods can be combined
in e.g. linear-assisted switched mode power supplies or in resonant converters where
both inductors and capacitors are employed. Some research has also investigated the
use of piezoelectric transformers for use in power converters [14]–[18]. This method
was briefly explored in this project but the available piezoelectric transformers were
too large for being suited for use in an RHA.

In the following, linear regulators, switched-mode buck converters, and switched capac-
itor converters will be compared. Shunt regulators are not considered due to their lower
efficiency compared with linear regulators. The use of shunt regulation is an especially
ill fit due to the large variation between minimum and maximum load current.

3.1.1 Linear Regulation

To regulate the output voltage by adjusting the resistance of a series transistor, is
a simple way of achieving a regulated supply voltage. A basic schematic of a linear
regulator using a PMOS pass device is shown in Fig. 3.1. With a Li-Ion battery with a
minimum voltage of 3.0 V as input and e.g. Vout = 1.8 V, the minimum voltage across
the pass device is

Vpass,min = Vin,min − Vout = 3.0 V− 1.8 V = 1.2 V. (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Linear regulator schematic.

The large Vpass,min enables the use of an NMOS source follower pass device, which
simplifies the stability analysis and provides higher conductance per area. However, the
efficiency is accordingly low due to the high voltage conversion ratio VCR = Vout/Vin.
The efficiency of the linear regulator is readily obtained by observing Fig. 3.1, and
assuming Icntrl = 0 and neglecting the power dissipation of the control circuit. With
these assumptions the input and output current are equal:

Iout = Iin − Icntrl = Iin. (3.2)

The resulting power efficiency is then given by the following expression

ηlin = Pout

Pin
= VoutIout

VinIin
= VoutIin

VinIin
= Vout

Vin
. (3.3)

For a typical Li-Ion battery voltage of 3.7 V and a 1.2 V output the efficiency is:

ηlin = 1.2 V
3.7 V = 32.4.% (3.4)

This is efficiency is too low for the main Li-Ion to Zinc-Air (Zn-Air) voltage level
conversion. However, the linear regulator has no switching noise and hence very low
electromagnetic interference (EMI). For this reason linear regulators are still used sev-
eral placed in an HA where the voltage gap is lower. Linear regulators can e.g. be used
to generate low-noise supplies from a noisy switching-supply, or to reduce the power
dissipation of digital circuits. Linear regulators are considered in Chapter 5 Other
Research Topics but is not part of the main scope of the project.

3.1.2 Switched Capacitor

One way of achieving a higher efficiency than the linear regulator is by using a SCC.
A schematic of a divide-by-two (1/2) topology is shown in Fig. 3.2. In this section
the basic operation and efficiency limit is covered. This is used to compare it to the
inductor-based buck converter in the next section.

In Fig. 3.2, example current waveforms are given for the input, output and flying
capacitor currents. It is evident that the flying capacitor is charged when p1 = 1, i.e.
in phase 1, and discharged when p2 = 1. To study the fundamental operation of the
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Figure 3.3: The two operating phases of the 1/2 SCC.

converter, each of the two phase circuit diagrams are shown in Fig. 3.3. Next, the two
fundamental limits of an SCC are found, namely, the intrinsic voltage conversion ratio
and intrinsic efficiency limit.

3.1.2.1 Intrinsic Voltage Conversion Ratio

The voltage conversion ratio (VCR), VCR = Vout/Vin, of the unloaded ideal SCC is
named the intrinsic voltage conversion ratio and denoted M . As Iload = 0 is assumed,
there will be zero voltage-drop across the switches, and zero charge will be transfered
by the capacitor. As Qcfly,p1 = Qcfly,p2 = 0, Vcfly will be a dc voltage:

Vcfly = Vcfly,p1 = Vcfly,p2. (3.5)

To find M , the Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) equations are found for the two circuits
in Fig. 3.3:

−Vin + Vcfly + Vout = 0 (3.6)
−Vcfly + Vout = 0 (3.7)

Solving (3.6) and (3.7) for Vout yields:

Vout = (1/2)Vin (3.8)
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Where the intrinsic voltage conversion ratio is

M = 1/2. (3.9)

This is the maximum output voltage of the 1/2 topology. A lower output voltage can
be achieved by introducing a ripple on the flying capacitor resulting in an additional
loss in the switch on-resistances. This relation between the topology and maximum
achievable efficiency is explored next.

3.1.2.2 Intrinsic efficiency limit

The switches are modeled as resistors when they are conducting, and as open circuits
when they are disabled. The fundamental efficiency limit of an SCC is found by com-
puting the input and output charge of the converter throughout one switching period.
If the converter is time tp1 in phase 1 and tp2 in phase 2, the switching period is

tsw = tp1 + tp2. (3.10)

Next, the Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL) equations for each circuit are found using
charge instead of currents. In phase 1 the circuit in Fig. 3.3a yields the following two
equations:

Qin,p1 =Qcfly,p1, (3.11)
Qout,p1 =Qcfly,p1 = Qin,p1. (3.12)

In phase 2, the circuit in Fig. 3.3b yields:

Qin,p2 =0, (3.13)
Qout,p2 =−Qcfly,p2 (3.14)

In steady state, the net charge of the capacitor will be zero:

Qcfly,p1 +Qcfly,p2 = 0. (3.15)

Using (3.12) and (3.15), the flying capacitor charge in phase 2 can be found as a function
of the input charge:

Qcfly,p2 = −Qcfly,p1 = −Qin,p1. (3.16)

Now, using (3.12), (3.14), and (3.16), the total output charge in one switching period
is found:

Qout = Qout,p1 +Qout,p2 = Qin,p1 −Qcfly,p2 = Qin,p1 +Qin,p1 = 2Qin,p1. (3.17)

Similarly, using (3.13), the input charge is found as a function of Qin,p1:

Qin = Qin,p1 +Qin,p2 = Qin,p1 + 0 = Qin,p1. (3.18)

The input and output currents are found given the charge transfer in each switching
period as follows:

Iin =Qin

tsw
, (3.19)

Iout =Qout

tsw
. (3.20)
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Figure 3.4: Efficiency of an 1/2 SCC converter with Vout = 1.2 V and Li-Ion battery input.

Vout = 1/2Vin-Iload Rout(Fsw,Gsw)
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2:1
+

-

Figure 3.5: Static model: ideal transformer model.

The output current Iout is then found as a function of the input current Iin, using
(3.17), (3.18), (3.19), and (3.20)

Iout = Qout

tsw
= 2Qin,p1

tsw
= 2Iin. (3.21)

Interestingly, this relation is independent of the switch resistances. Using (3.21), the
intrinsic efficiency limit of the 1/2 topology is found:

ηintr = VoutIout

VinIin
= Vout2Iin

VinIin
= Vout

(1/2)Vin
(3.22)

The peak efficiency is at the point Vout = Vin/2 = MVin. To compare the efficiency
limit of the SCC with that of the buck converter (studied in the next section), the
intrinsic efficiency is plotted in Fig. 3.4. The losses can be interpreted by considering
the ideal transformer model in Fig. 3.5. This fundamental model of the SCC shows
that in order to regulate Vout below MVin, i.e. in this case below Vin/2, power has to
be dissipated in the equivalent output resistance (named Rout in Fig. 3.5).

As even a converter using ideal components cannot exceed this limit, it is worth knowing
exactly where the limit is before proceeding to design an SCC. Next, the buck converter
is analyzed, and the result from Fig. 3.4 is compared to the corresponding efficiency
plot of the buck converter.
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Figure 3.6: Synchronous buck converter.

3.1.3 Inductor-based Buck Converter

A schematic of the synchronous buck converter is shown in Fig. 3.6. The buck converter
is widely used in applications that handle higher power levels than those of an HA. As
will be discussed in the literature study in Section 3.2, there has also been work reported
in using fully-integrated buck converters in low-power applications. The purpose of this
section is to compare the results of the SCC analysis from the previous section to the
case of a buck converter. To study the fundamental difference between the SCC and
buck converter, a simple state-space conduction loss model is derived. The purpose of
this model is to see how the buck converter efficiency depends on the switch resistance,
and to compare this with the case of the SCC. The state vector of the model is defined
as

x =
[
Vcout IL

]T
, (3.23)

and input vector
u =

[
Vin Iload

]T
. (3.24)

Next, the system dynamics matrix A and input matrix B are found to construct the
state space model of the form:

ẋ =A1x + B1u, (3.25)
ẋ =A2x + B2u. (3.26)

The circuit diagrams of the two buck converter operating phases in Fig. 3.7 are used
to derive the system model. The circuit equation of phase one (Fig. 3.7a) are:

IL − Icout − Iload =0, (3.27)
−Vin + ILRsw + VL + Vcout =0, (3.28)

and in phase 2 (Fig. 3.7b):

IL − Icout − Iload =0, (3.29)
RswIL + VL + Vcout =0. (3.30)

The following fundamental relations between the voltage and current of capacitors and
inductors are employed:

IC = CV̇C (3.31)
VL = LİL. (3.32)
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Figure 3.7: The two operating phases of the buck converter.

Using these relations, the set of equations in phase 1, (3.27)-(3.28), are solved as func-
tions of the elements of the state vector ẋ =

[
V̇cout İL

]T
:

V̇cout = 1
C
IL −

1
C
Iload = 0, (3.33)

İL =−1
L
Vcout −

−Rsw

L
IL + 1

L
Vin, (3.34)

and the equations in phase 2, (3.29)-(3.30),

V̇cout = 1
C
IL −

1
C
Iload, (3.35)

İL =−Rsw

L
IL −

1
L
Vcout. (3.36)

The models of the two phases are thus:

A1 =
[

0 1/Cout

−1/L −Rsw/L

]
, B1 =

[
0 −1/Cout

1/L 0

]
, (3.37)

A2 =
[

0 1/Cout

−1/L −Rsw/L

]
, B2 =

[
0 −1/C
0 0

]
. (3.38)

Next, the model is discretized such that the dynamics from an arbitrary time t0 to dtsw,
where d is the duty cycle and tsw the switching period, is captured by (Ad1(d),Bd1(d)).
Similarly, the dynamics in the second phase (p2 = 1) are described by (Ad2(d),Bd2(d)).
Here each matrix is shown to be a function of the duty cycle. As continuous conduction
mode (CCM) operation is assumed, the duty cycle is controlled to regulate Vout when
Vin is varied. The time that the converter will operate in phase 1 and phase 2 will vary
according to d. If discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) operation was encountered,
a pulse frequency modulation (PFM) control could be modeled by varying tsw instead
of d. These considerations are outside the scope of this comparison between the SCC
and buck converter efficiency limits. The resulting discrete time system is:

x(t0 + dtsw) =Ad1(d)x(t0) + Bd1(d)u(t0), (3.39)
x(t0 + tsw) =Ad2(d)x(t0 + dtsw) + Bd2(d)u(t0 + dtsw). (3.40)
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Table 3.1: Design parameters of the example buck converter.

fsw L Cout Rsw Iload

4.0 MHz 2.5µH 2.2µF 0.2Ω to 5.0Ω 100 mA
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Efficiency of buck converter | Vout=1.2V

Rsw = 0.00 Ohm
Rsw = 1.25 Ohm
Rsw = 2.50 Ohm
Rsw = 3.75 Ohm
Rsw = 5.00 Ohm

Figure 3.8: Buck efficiency simulation for different switch resistances.

The steady-state state-vector, given by

x̂ =
[

ˆVcout ÎL

]
, (3.41)

is found as follows assuming dc input voltage and load current:

x̂(d) = (I−Ad1(d)Ad2(d))−1 (Ad2(d)Bd1(d) + Bd2(d)) u (3.42)

Having derived the model, the efficiency can now be estimated vs. input voltage Vin

for a range of switch resistances Rsw. The example design parameters are listed in
Table 3.1. In each operating point the duty cycle d is adjusted to yield the desired
Vout = 1.2 V. The duty cycle adjustment is done using the Python implementation of
Brent’s method. The result of the input voltage sweep for varying switch resistance is
presented in Fig. 3.8. From the figure it is evident that the efficiency approaches 100%
as the switch resistance diminishes.

Comparing the 1/2 SCC efficiency plot for ideal components in Fig. 3.4 with that of
the buck converter in Fig. 3.8, it becomes clear that the design of SCCs and buck
converters differs fundamentally. The buck converter has no limit to how low the losses
can be made using the circuit topology in Fig. 3.6. Furthermore, the conduction losses
in the CCM design example above, is close to being constant across the Vin range. This
is in contrast to the SCC efficiency limit in Fig. 3.4 where the losses are clearly not
constant and depends on Vin. The implication of this difference is that while the power
efficiency of the buck converter evaluated at a typical input voltage of e.g. Vin = 3.7 V
is a good indicator of how the converter performs in the entire input voltage range,
that is not the case for SCCs. Furthermore, as there is a natural limit to how high the
efficiency can be of an SCC, it is important to decide on which topology to use before
moving on to actually implementing the converter.
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3.2 Literature Study

In this section the relevant literature is studied and put in relation to the project at
hand. The goal is to highlight the trends in SCCs research and to discuss whether
certain techniques are relevant for use in RHAs or not. Before moving on to specific
SCC subjects, some references to SCC literature is given for the reader unfamiliar to the
subject. An overview of the research in fully integrated capacitor-based and inductor-
based power converters is given in [19]. In the first six chapters of [10], the fundamentals
of SCC theory is covered along with modeling and control of these converters. For a
historic perspective, the first integrated SCC was reported by Dickson in 1976 [20]. The
ground pillars in the more modern SCC theory were established in [21]–[23]. In [24]
Tellegen’s theorem [25] was used to develop closed-form expressions for the equivalent
output impedance approximations.

3.2.1 Applications

Extensive research has been carried out in the field of switched capacitor power convert-
ers for powering microprocessors [26]–[30]. The benefit of stepping down the voltage
on-chip is that a higher voltage can be supplied to the IC resulting in lower current
flow in the power supply pads. The result of this is a potential reduction in the number
of pads required for powering microprocessors. Point-of-load converters are designed in
the same deep submicron process as the microprocessor. Developing power converters
for Li-Ion input is not favored in cutting edge nodes due to the limited device break-
down voltage. Furthermore, as the base power dissipation in an HA is in the order of
1 mW, most of the power conversion appears at load currents where the losses in the
power delivery network (PDN) are small. Some work has, however, reported ways of
extending the high-voltage capabilities e.g. a 65 nm process for handling up to 36 V
[31]. Using SCCs for step-up converters are also common [32], [33]. Such converters
can e.g. be used for powering flash memories [34], [35]. Finally, energy harvesting is an
area receiving much research attention — also in the use of SCCs for such applications
[36]. For the prototypes developed in this work, a 180 nm CMOS process was used
(see e.g. paper A.1 and A.5). Having access to 5 V devices is really one of the most
important requirements. Alternatively, triple-wells technologies with device stacking
can be used to handle the Li-Ion voltage levels.

3.2.2 Capacitor Technologies

Several different technologies have been used for implementing the flying capacitors in
SCCs. The metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitor is a popular choice due to the lower
backplate capacitance than other alternatives [37]–[41]. On the other hand, metal-
oxide-semiconductor (MOS) capacitors often provide higher capacitance density at the
cost of higher blackplate losses [42], [43]. Using both in combination for a stacked
capacitance structure has also been reported [44]–[46]. In some process technologies,
deep trench capacitors are available boasting very high capacitance density [26], [27],
[47]–[49]. Finally, external capacitors are used in applications where a high peak load
current is encountered or very high efficiency is required Using external capacitors [32],
[33], [50]–[57]. One result worth pointing out is the work of [57] where the external
capacitor were mounted directly on the silicon die providing a very compact and high-
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efficiency solution. In the prototypes developed in this project, external capacitors are
used. This is discussed further in Section 4.1.

3.2.3 Interleaving

Interleaving is a technique used for reducing the ripple voltage and current in fully-
integrated converters. With on-chip capacitors the SCC can be split in several identical
smaller converters that operate with a phase-shift. Different number of phases can be
used, e.g. 8-phases [40], 16-phase [27], [41], and 32-phase [58] or even as high as 123
phases [59]. This technique is not suited when off-chip capacitors are used as they
cannot be split in smaller parts. To implement interleaving would therefore increase
the number of external capacitors and thereby the total area. Furthermore, a faster
clock is required for generating the phase-shifted clocks required for each segment in the
interleaved converter. In the enclosed paper A.6, the cost of having the clock circuitry
operate faster is taken into account in the case of a fully-integrated converter design.
In applications such point-of-load converters for microprocessors [30], [48], [49], [60],
[61], a fast clock signal is often already present on-chip. In that way it does not cost
extra power to generate a fast clock for the SCC interleaving. This is not the case in
a power management integrated circuit (PMIC) for hearing aids where generation a
fast clock would add to the power budget. Instead of interleaving, switch conductance
modulation is used to reduce the converter disturbances (see paper A.1).

3.2.3.1 Modeling

To design efficient SCCs or stable controllers, several different modeling approaches
can be employed. The basic static behavior of an SCC can be modeled with the
ideal transformer model [10], [21], [24], [62]–[64]. The fundamental metric, equivalent
output resistance, is an integral part of the transformer model and can be found using
charge flow vectors [10], [21], [24]. The equivalent output resistance can be split in a
contribution from the finite switch resistance (the fast switching limit (FSL) resistance)
and one from the finite capacitance and switching frequency (the slow switching limit
(SSL) resistance). An estimate of the total equivalent output resistance can be found
using the euclidean-norm approximation [46], [65]. The model can be extended to
model losses due to parasitic capacitance and gate driving losses [42], [48]. For cases
with small output capacitors the model can be extended to also be accurate in these
cases [66]. This is, however, not relevant an external capacitor with high capacitance
is used as output filtering capacitor. Finally, the converter dynamics can be modeled
using e.g. the model in [67] or using state space modeling [48], [62], [64], [68], [69].

3.2.4 Topology Existence and Synthesis

Finally, the very interesting problem of finding out how to interconnect the switches and
capacitors in an SCC has been studied in the literature. To achieve a given ideal voltage
conversion ratio M , a number of flying capacitors have to be interconnected using a
number of switches. A proof of the existence and limits to these topologies were found
in [21] and [70]. These proofs provided the knowledge of what fractions of M could be
implemented given the number of flying capacitors. The next problem is to show how
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to the capacitors should be connected by switches given a desired faction of M . This
problem was studied in [71] using canonical forms and in [72] using a general approach
for synthesizing topologies. The canonical forms provide a predefined structure of how
the switches in the SCC should be placed. This structure is easily expanded to a higher
number of capacitors. However, not all possible implementations of a given ideal voltage
conversion ratio can be found using the canonical form. For this the general approach
in [72], [73] can be employed. The synthesis of topologies is relevant for this work as the
limited number of capacitors available make fractional converters a must. Combining
several of these in a multi-topology output stage requires the designer to know how
each topology should be implemented using switches and capacitors. The problem of
generating any switch interconnection of a SCC output stage is covered in Paper A.4.

3.2.4.1 Reported converters

As discussed above, a great amount of research has covered the design of power con-
verters for microprocessors. However, the voltage levels of these are often not suited for
use with a Li-Ion battery as input. In this section, the converters that were specifically
made to handle Li-Ion battery input voltage are compared. To compare the different
reported converters, the conversion efficiency at a typical operating point is considered
together with the converter volume. The typical input and output voltage is

Vin,typ = 3.6 V Vout,typ = 1.2 V. (3.43)

The efficiencies for a typical and medium load current are compared for reasons that
will be explained next. The load currents considered are

Iload,typ = 1.0 mA, Iload,med = 10.0 mA. (3.44)

While the efficiency at 1 mA load is the most interesting to compare as this is approx-
imately the base load current of the RHA, not all reported converters have efficiency
measurements going down to this load. For this reason both efficiencies are included
in the comparison.

The volume of a converter is in this comparison split in three. One is the input and
output capacitor, the second is the other passive necessary for the converter’s operation,
and the third is the integrated circuit. For fully integrated converters, all volume will
be attributed to the integrated circuit category. For buck converters with external
inductors, the inductor volume will be attributed to the external passive category (that
does not include input and output capacitors). Both commercially available converters
and converters reported in the literature are included in the comparison. The input
and output capacitors are not included in the volume comparison, as they are always
present regardless of the type of power converter is employed. One could argue that
some fully-integrated converters can get away with not having any output capacitance
due to interleaving and fast controller response. However, in a RHA there will most
likely always be a need for having decoupling on the output of the power converter
anyway.

The total volume is calculated as the boxed volume of the integrated circuit added
to the boxed volume of th passive devices. I.e. the boxed volume of the passive
devices is the footprint area times the highest passive component. Furthermore, a
200% footprint overhead is added to the passive footprint to account for component
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spacing on the PCB. This is an estimate that holds true for most small SMD components
when mounted on the fine pitch PCB of the RHA platform. Due to the boxed volume
calculation, e.g. a very tall passive inductor will not make the volume of the integrated
circuit larger as it is calculated separately. The reason for calculating the volume in
this way is that the passive are often mounted on the outside of the foldable PCB while
the ICs are mounted separately on the inside (see e.g. Fig. 2.5).

The found Li-Ion compatible converters are plotted in Fig. 3.9. The performance pa-
rameters extracted from the datasheets of the commercial solutions are listed in Table
3.2. Similarly, the performance parameters found in the reported converters from the
literature are listed in Table 3.3. In the scatter plot in Fig. 3.9, each design, whether
commercial or academic, is plotted on the y-axis as the efficiency at 1 mA load (round
symbols) and at 10 mA load (square symbols). The two symbols are connected with
a line to symbolize that it is the same converter having the two different efficiency
values. The letters in the scatter plot corresponds to the letters in the ”Label” column
of Table 3.2 and 3.3. The points with label ”A” to ”L” are the commercially available
converters and the converters from the literature are labeled ”N” to ”V”. Not all con-
verters had measurement results presented for the voltage and current cases considered
here. Therefore, the specific Vin and Vin that the efficiency is extracted for is listed in
both tables (in columns Vout and Vin). While all the commercial solutions in Table 3.2
supports the entire Li-Ion battery voltage input (3.0 V to 4.2 V, that is not the case for
the academic converters in Table 3.3. Therefore, the input voltage range is included in
Table 3.3.

The different converters are grouped in two categories of two values. The converter
is either inductor-based, buck converter, or capacitor based, SCC. Additionally, the
passive is either integrated our external. E.g. the datapoints labeled ”Ext-L” Fig. 3.9
and the two tables is a buck converter with external inductor.

From the scatter plot in Fig. 3.9 the commercial solutions are seen to have large
volume than the ones presented in the research literature (all data points outside of the
”commercial” area). Furthermore the academic converters have quite low efficiency.
On the other hand, the converters from the research literature are significantly smaller
than the commercially available ones.

In the scatter plot is also labeled the target area for a power converter suited for
powering an RHA. An efficiency above 80% and volume below 1 mm3 is preferred. The
two solutions being the closest to this is converter ”U” and ”T”. The first of these
is the fully integrated SCC from [74]. This converter is close to being in the desired
specification area in terms of efficiency. However, it only has a single topology and data
is not available on the 1 mA efficiency. The ”T” converter is the SCC with external
capacitors from [75]. This converter has the higher efficiency of all and 24 topologies.
It uses four external 2.2µF flying capacitors and a rather large silicon area of 3.47 mm2.
However, the very good efficiency makes this converter the best suited prior art result
for powering an RHA. For this reason, the case of using multi layer ceramic capacitor
(MLCC) external capacitors is considered in Papers A.1, A.2, A.3, A.5, and A.4. The
case of using a single external flying capacitor combined with a fully integrated SCC is
briefly covered in Chapter 5 and in Patent application B.5.
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Figure 3.9: Efficiency vs. volume of prior art converters. The rectangular grey area is the
focus area of this project. Entries D, F, G, L, and M were slightly moved on the
x-axis to avoid them overlapping (correct values avilable in the tables).

Table 3.2: Parameters of commercially available converters.

Label Part Passive Vout Vin η@1 mA η@10 mA Gears Chip vol. Passive vol. Total

A XC9245 [76] Ext-L 1.2 V 3.6 V 82.1% 87.7% N/A 0.68 mm3 11.50 mm3 12.20 mm3

B TPS62736 [77] Ext-L 1.3 V 3.6 V 86.9% 87.7% N/A 12.30 mm3 6.00 mm3 18.30 mm3

C TPS62748 [78] Ext-L 1.2 V 3.6 V 86.2% 86.4% N/A 0.72 mm3 3.20 mm3 3.62 mm3

D TPS62235 [79] Ext-L 1.2 V 3.6 V 78.2% 86.3% N/A 0.87 mm3 1.32 mm3 2.19 mm3

E TPS60503 [80] Ext-C 1.5 V 3.6 V 77.0% 81.6% 1
3 ,

1
2 ,

2
3 16.72 mm3 0.20 mm3 16.92 mm3

F LM2770 [81] Ext-C 1.2 V 3.6 V N/A 67.0% 1
3 ,

1
2 ,

2
3 7.20 mm3 0.20 mm3 7.40 mm3

G LM2772 [82] Ext-C 1.2 V 3.6 V N/A 65.9% 1
3 ,

2
5 ,

1
2 7.20 mm3 0.30 mm3 7.50 mm3

M TPS82674 [83] Int-L 1.2 V N/A 82.4% 85.2% N/A 5.00 mm3 0.00 mm3 5.00 mm3

H LMZ21700 [84] Int-L 1.2 V 3.6 V 77.4% 80.4% N/A 6.67 mm3 0.00 mm3 6.67 mm3

I LMZ10500 [85] Int-L 1.2 V 3.6 V 77.5% 82.5% N/A 21.44 mm3 0.00 mm3 21.44 mm3

J LMZ20501 [86] Int-L 1.2 V 3.6 V N/A 66.5% N/A 11.7 mm3 0.36 mm3 12.06 mm3

K XCL210B121GR-G [87] Int-L 1.2 V 3.6 V N/A 65.5% N/A 21.44 mm3 0.42 mm3 21.86 mm3

L XCL222B121ER-G [88] Int-L 1.2 V N/A 83.9% 86.2% N/A 5.00 mm3 0.00 mm3 5.00 mm3

Note 1 Efficiency is extracted at the voltage listed in the Vin and Vout columns. The operating point closest to Vin = 3.6 V
and Vout = 1.2 V is chosen.
Note 2 All entries can handle the entire Vin range 3.0 V to 4.2 V.
Note 3 ”Ext-L” denotes external inductor, ”Ext-C” external capacitor, ”Int-L” integrated inductor.
Note 4 In all the ”Int-L” entries, the inductor is co-integrated as System in Package (SiP)
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Table 3.3: Parameters of buck converters from the literature.

Label Author/Year Passives Vin range Vout Vin η@1 mA η@10 mA Pmax Gears Chip vol. Passive vol. Total

N Amin18 [89] Int-C 2.8− 4.2 V 1.00 V 3.60 V 72.6% 76.6% 40.0 mW N/A 0.30 mm3 0.00 mm3 0.30 mm3

O Bang16 [90] Int-C 3.4− 4.3 V 1.20 V 4.00 V 65.0% N/A 0.5 mW 117 0.34 mm3 0.00 mm3 0.34 mm3

P Le13 [91], [92] Int-C 3.0− 4.0 V 1.00 V 3.60 V 74.2% 74.2% 162.0 mW 1
3 , 2

5 0.13 mm3 0.00 mm3 0.13 mm3

Q VanBr.11 [46] Int-C 3.0− 3.9 V 1.52 V 3.60 V 57.0% 150.0% 40.0 mW 1
2 0.65 mm3 0.00 mm3 0.65 mm3

R Sarafi.14 [93], [94] Int-C 2.8− 8.0 V 1.20 V 3.60 V 50.0% 59.0% 40.0 mW 1
5 , 1

4 , 1
3 , 1

2 0.05 mm3 0.00 mm3 0.05 mm3

S Tong13 [95] Int-C 3.5− 4.0 V 0.80 V 3.80 V 60.0% 63.0% 35.0 mW 1
4 0.21 mm3 0.00 mm3 0.21 mm3

T Salem15 [75] Ext-C 2.5− 5.0 V 1.20 V 3.60 V 94.0% 94.0% 186.0 mW 24 0.69 mm3 1.49 mm3 2.18 mm3

U Nguyen18 [74] Int-C 3.2− 4.0 V 1.07 V 3.70 V 78.0% 79.0% 48.2 mW 1
3 0.08 mm3 0.00 mm3 0.08 mm3

V Wens08 [96] Int-L 3.0− 4.0 V 1.80 V 3.60 V 50.0% 52.0% 300.0 mW N/A 0.90 mm3 0.00 mm3 0.90 mm3

Note 1 Efficiency is extracted at the voltage listed in the Vin and Vout columns. The operating point closest to Vin = 3.6 V
and Vout = 1.2 V is chosen.
Note 2 Passives are MIM for N, P, R, S; MOS for Q; MIM+MOS for U; MLCC for T; bonding wire inductor for V.
Note 3 A chip thickness of 200 µm is assumed for N-U, and 400 µm for V to estimate the added height due to the bonding wire
inductor.
Note 4 A 200% spacing overhead is included in the numbers listed in the ”Passive vol.” column.
Note 5 In the ”Gears” column, individual gears are listed as fractions. The total number of gears are listed for O and T.
Note 6 ”Ext-L” denotes external inductor, ”Ext-C” external capacitor, ”Int-L” integrated inductor.



4
Switched Capacitor Converter

Design

In this chapter the main work of this thesis is discussed and references
made to the relevant appendices.

4.1 Capacitor Technologies

The only passive devices used are capacitors. The capacitance obtained by having two
conducting plates of area A separated by an insulator with permittivity ε and thickness
d is

C = εA

d
. (4.1)

From the above equation it is evident that either a large area or thin insulator is needed
to achieve a high capacitance.

In baseline processes optimized for digital circuitry the capacitive coupling is desired
to be as small as possible to minimize losses. Adding more mask and processing steps
allow for adding e.g. MIM capacitors. Some specialized processes also have deep
trench capacitors that are mainly used for dynamic random-access memory (DRAM).
To visualize why it might be the best solution to use external multi layer ceramic
capacitors (MLCCs), the dimensions of the different capacitor technologies are com-
pared. First, the on-chip capacitors are drawn to the scale that is usually considered
when drawing cross-sectional views of ICs. This is shown to the left of Fig. 4.1.
Here, the metal-insulator-metal (MIM), metal-oxide-metal (MOM) and metal-oxide-
semiconductor (MOS) capacitor implementations are shown for typical dimensions of
an example 180 nm process. To compare, deep trench capacitors of 170µm depth are
also visualized. These capacitors are only available in a few deep submicron processes
but they are included here to display why such capacitors have significantly higher
capacitance density.

To the right of Fig. 4.1, the IC is shown to full scale of the silicon thickness. In this
example a backgrinded thickness of 200µm is considered. It is now evident that mos
on-chip capacitor technologies make poor use of the volume, as most of the space is
taken up by the silicon substrate. The exception is the deep trench capacitors that
actually use the depth of the substrate.

In Fig. 4.2, the on-chip capacitors are shown to scale to a EIA-01005 MLCC component
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Figure 4.1: Size comparison of MOS, MIM, MOM, and deep trench capacitors. Approximate
layer thicknesses for a 180 nm process are used. Deep trench capacitors of 170µm
depth are included for comparison — these are not available in 180 nm CMOS.
A backgrinded 200µm wafer thickness is asumed.

drawn with dimensions of a high-density miniature capacitor 1. The horizontal black
lines of the SMD component is the capacitor plates. From this comparison it is evident
why MLCCs can provide high capacitance density.

Finally, the capacitance density of a number of SMD components are compared to on-
chip MOS, MIM, and deep trench capacitors [97]. The maximum capacitance available
in each package is chosen. The dc capacitance degradation effect is included for each ca-
pacitor. The nominal and actual capacitance value at 1.2 V bias voltage for the MLCCs

1Thin MLCC Reliability Evaluation Using an Accelerated Ramp Voltage Test, John Scarpulla,
2016, http://www.ieee-astr.org/past_presentations/2016/1_ThinC%20MLCC%20(Multi-LayerC%
20CeramicC%20Capacitor)C%20Reliability%20Evaluation%20Using%20an%20Accelerated%20Ramp%
20Voltage%20Test.pdf

http://www.ieee-astr.org/past_presentations/2016/1_ThinC%20MLCC%20(Multi-LayerC%20CeramicC%20Capacitor)C%20Reliability%20Evaluation%20Using%20an%20Accelerated%20Ramp%20Voltage%20Test.pdf
http://www.ieee-astr.org/past_presentations/2016/1_ThinC%20MLCC%20(Multi-LayerC%20CeramicC%20Capacitor)C%20Reliability%20Evaluation%20Using%20an%20Accelerated%20Ramp%20Voltage%20Test.pdf
http://www.ieee-astr.org/past_presentations/2016/1_ThinC%20MLCC%20(Multi-LayerC%20CeramicC%20Capacitor)C%20Reliability%20Evaluation%20Using%20an%20Accelerated%20Ramp%20Voltage%20Test.pdf
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Figure 4.2: Side-by-side comparison of on-chip and an MLCC. Silicon height is assumed to
be 200µm, and approximate MLCC dimensions are drawn.

in Fig. 4.3 are:

• 008004 22 nF nominal - 17.5 nF actual

• 010005 470 nF nominal - 360 nF actual

• 0201 4.7µF nominal - 2.8µF actual

• 0402 15µF nominal - 7.2µF actual

• 0603 47µF nominal - 32µFactual

• MOS 8 fF/µm2

• MIM 2 fF/µm2

In addition to the dc degradation effect, a keep-out area is added to each MLCC to
account for the component spacing. 100µm side-spacing from each component (cor-
responding to a total of 200µm spacing between two components) is used. For the
dimension where the solder pads are, 400µm spacing is assumed. Finally, two IC pad
cells of 100µm × 200µm are added to the area of the MLCCs. With these effects
included, the capacitance density values of Fig. 4.3 result. From the figure it is evi-
dent that MLCCs can have approximately two orders of magnitude higher capacitance
density when the fine pitch PCB technology of hearing aids (HAs) is used.

4.2 Physical Size of PMIC and Capacitors

While the main results of this work is controllers for single topologies along with the
EMI-reducing switching technique, and systematic synthesis method, the implementa-
tion of a full power converter solutions is considered here.

In Fig. 4.4, an example floorplan of a switched-capacitor converter (SCC) with three
01005 flying capacitors is shown. In addition to the flying capacitors and power man-
agement integrated circuit (PMIC), an input and output capacitor in 0201 packages
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Figure 4.3: Capacitance volumetric density comparison of different capcaitor technologies.

are shown. As discussed in the literature review, the input and output capacitors are
excluded when comparing the different solutions. The remaining components take up
a volume of 0.84 mm3.

4.3 Reconfigurable Output Stages

In Paper A.3 and in Patent Application B.3. an output stage with multi-output using
three flying capacitors is presented. The reader is referred to the paper for further
details.

4.4 Test and Emulation Board

To test the prototype integrated circuits a dedicated test printed circuit board (PCB)
was developed. Due to the application specific nature of this project, the test PCB is
made to accommodate several test scenarios. In addition to testing the prototypes, the
board is also developed for emulating other parts of the hearing aid system through a
fast current waveform generator.

To text the stability of the developed switched conductance modulation and pseudo-
fixed frequency controller in detail the fast current waveform generator was used to
emulate different load cases that the converter would encounter in an rechargeable
hearing aid (RHA).

A simplified block diagram of the test setup is shown in Fig. 4.5. The device under
test (DUT) can be controlled from via the serial interface to the microcontroller The
different bias voltages of the DUT can be controlled via the on-board DACs. Finally, a
high-speed ADC is included for testing control loops emulated on the microcontroller
platform.

In Fig. 4.6, the lab setup used for testing the controller is shown. A close up of the
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Figure 4.4: Example layout of a power converter using external MLCC capacitors. As the
prior art comparison excluded Cin and Cout (as these are necessary in all power
converter solutions) only the area of the power management IC (PMIC) and flying
capacitors is considered.

board in operation is shown in Fig. 4.7. Finally, the full schematic of the test setup is
presented in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.5: Block diagram of test PCB.

Figure 4.6: Image of lab setup.
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Figure 4.7: Close-up of the test setup.
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S1/A12 Y0 11Y1 12Y2 15Y3 16Y4 19Y5 20

U17

CDCE706

GNDD GNDD GNDD

V3V3

0805
100n C61

GNDD

0805
100n C62

GNDD

V3V3

V1V8PERI

0805
0R

R70

GNDD

GNDA

GNDD

0805
10k <1%

R53

GNDD

GNDA

V1V8PERI
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100n C60

GNDD

V3V3

V1V8PERI

GNDD

0805
100n

C65

0805
100R

R43
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P38

Header 3

1
2
3

P43

Header 3

VSET1_DUT

VSET3_DUT

VOUT1

VOUT3

GNDD

1
2

3
4

5
6 P66

Header 3X2 Two jumpers in parallel
for lower resistance

External V3V3 supply
1
2

P65

VH2

V1V8PERI

GNDD

1
2

3
4

5
6 P67

Header 3X2 Two jumpers in parallel
for lower resistance

External V1V8PERI supply

500mA/1000mA
F7

750mA/1500mA
F60805 100n

C98

SMBus

This ADC is on 5V supply to
allow for measuring Vbatt

Min. SCL frequency = 10 kHz
(to not trigger SMBus timeout)

3.3 V
3.3 V
3.3 V
3.3 V
5.0 V
3.3 V
3.3 V

DLLCNTRL_DAC

DLLCNTRL_POT
DLLCNTRL_DAC
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1u

C38

0805

1u
C2

0805

1u
C29

0805

1u
C1

0805

100n
C11

0805

100n
C12

0805
1u

C42

VBATT
0805
1u

C39

0805
1u

C43

0805
1u

C46

0805
1u

C49

0805
1u

C40

0805
1u

C44

0805
1u

C47

0805
1u

C50

VBATT_CURR

V1V8DUT

V1V8DUT_CURR

VOUT1

VOUT3
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1u

C45
VSET1_DUT

0805
1u

C48
VSET3_DUT

For adding DC to differential
ADC measurement of Vout
in DSP control loop

Add Vout load currents here
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5 6
7 8
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Header 4X2
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SERIN_DUT_ARDUINO_1V8

SERLATCH_DUT_ARDUINO_1V8

SERCLK_DUT_ARDUINO_1V8

CLK_DUT_ARDUINO_1V8

SEROUT_DUT_FPGA_1V8

SERIN_DUT_FPGA_SE_1V8

SERLATCH_DUT_FPGA_1V8

SERCLK_DUT_FPGA_SE_1V8

CLK_DUT_FPGA_1V8

SERIN_DUT_FPGA_LVDS_1V8

SERCLK_DUT_FPGA_LVDS_1V8

CLK_DUT_DSP__1V8

SEROUT_DUT_DSP_1V8

SERIN_DUT_DSP_1V8

SERLATCH_DUT_DSP_1V8

SERCLK_DUT_DSP_1V8
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3 4
5 6
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Header 3X2

SERLATCH_DUT_FPGA_3V3

CLK_DUT_FPGA_3V3

SERIN_DUT_FPGA_SE_3V3

SERCLK_DUT_FPGA_SE_3V3
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A23

A34

A45

A56

A67

A78
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GND10 OE11

B8 12B7 13B6 14B5 15B4 16B3 17B2 18B1 19

VCCB 20
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V1V8PERI
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V3V3
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C102
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1 3
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Y1
Crystal_3mm2_2mm5
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14p C79
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14p C80
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1
2

P61

Header 2

DSP/Crystal clock select

Crystal clock source
(only populated if DSP clock is not good enough)

Short this footprint if
crystal is not mounted
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3 4
5 6
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Header 3X2
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5 6
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SERIN_DUT_FPGA_LVDS_3V3

SERCLK_DUT_FPGA_LVDS_3V3

SERIN_DUT_FPGA_LVDS_1V8

SERCLK_DUT_FPGA_LVDS_1V8

CLK_DUT_FPGA_1V8

SERLATCH_DUT_FPGA_1V8

SERIN_DUT_FPGA_SE_1V8

SERCLK_DUT_FPGA_SE_1V8

SERIN_DUT_DSP_1V8

SERLATCH_DUT_DSP_1V8

SERCLK_DUT_DSP_1V8

CLK_DUT_DSP__1V8

SERIN_DUT_DSP_3V3

SERLATCH_DUT_DSP_3V3

SERCLK_DUT_DSP_3V3

CLK_DUT_DSP__3V3

SEROUT_DUT_DSP_1V8

V1V8PERI

DLLOUT_DUT_DSP_1V8

Iref routed to potentiometer
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Header 2X2
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VSET3_DUT

VSET2_DUT

VSET1_DUT
SC2 enabled and clocked by Arduino

VSET1_POT

VSET2_POT

VSET3_POT
VSET3_DAC

VSET2_DAC

VSET1_DAC

VSET1_DAC
VSET2_DAC
VSET3_DAC
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Header 2X2
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VREFHI_DAC

VREF_DAC

VREFLO_DAC
VREFLO_POT

VREF_POT

VREFHI_POT

VREFHI_DAC
VREF_DAC
VREFLO_DAC
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3 4P29

Header 2X2

12-bit DACs

16-bit ADCs

V1V8DUT supply

V1V8PERI supply

V3V3 supply

12-bit ADC
170-250 MSPS

Level shifters

Flip flops

ADC supply

PLL

DLLOUT_DUT_DSP_1V8

0805
0R

R58

GNDD

0805
0R

R54
V1V8PERI

<- Duty cycle stabilizer enabled

<- Offset binary enabled

<- Serial interface disabled

VOUT_ADC_B8
VOUT_ADC_B9
VOUT_ADC_B10
VOUT_ADC_B11
VOUT_ADC_OVR

A 1

B 2Y3

GND4

Y5 A/B 6G 7

VCC 8

U24

SN74LVC2G157DCTR
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SDOID/CS 25SCLKD/ FS 26

CSB 27

RESET28

PWDN29

RBIAS31

CML40

CLK+44

CLK-45

DCO- 49DCO+ 50

DA6 1

DA7 2

DA8 3

DA9 4

DA10 5

(MSB) DA11 6

OVRA 9

(LSB) DB0 10
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DB2 12

DB3 13

DB4 14
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DB6 16

DB7 17

DB8 18

DB9 19

DB10 20

(MSB) DB11 21

OVRB 22

VIN+35
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DA1 52

DA2 53
DA3 54
DA4 55

DA5 56
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C6 Y 4
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74LVC1G11
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ADC_EN_FLIPFLOP_DSP
ADC_EN_FLIPFLOP_FPGA

VOUT_ADC_B1
VOUT_ADC_B2
VOUT_ADC_B3
VOUT_ADC_B4
VOUT_ADC_B5
VOUT_ADC_B6
VOUT_ADC_B7
VOUT_ADC_B8
VOUT_ADC_B9
VOUT_ADC_B10
VOUT_ADC_B11

VOUT_ADC_B0

VOUT_ADC_OVR

VOUT_ADC_B1
VOUT_ADC_B2
VOUT_ADC_B3
VOUT_ADC_B4
VOUT_ADC_B5
VOUT_ADC_B6
VOUT_ADC_B7
VOUT_ADC_B8
VOUT_ADC_B9
VOUT_ADC_B10
VOUT_ADC_B11

VOUT_ADC_B0

VOUT_ADC_OVR
ADC_EN_FLIPFLOP_FPGA

ADC_EN_FLIPFLOP_DSP

SERCLK_DUT_DSP_3V3 SERCLK_DUT_DSP_PLL_3V3
SERCLK_DUT_DSP_SCK_3V3

SERCLK_DUT_DSP_SEL

V3V3
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GNDD

SEROUT_DUT_FPGA_1V8

SERIN_DUT_FPGA_LVDS_3V3

SERCLK_DUT_FPGA_LVDS_3V3

1

SD2

IN3
IN4 OUT 5

OUT 6

FB 7

NC8

GND

U13 ADP3334ARZ-REEL7
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P31

VH2

RSB1

RS+2

RS-3

NC4

GND 5

SHDN 6

REF 7FB 8

OUT 9

VDD10

U16

MAX9922EUB+
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Sense resistor bypass

GNDD

1 2 3

P37 Header 3
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Male header External Rsense
Female header
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GNDD GNDD GNDD
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GNDD
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GNDD

VBATT_BUFF
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R37
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Green

D2
LED

GNDD

TTL input 0805
1k5

R38
0805
1k5

R39

0805 100n
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60 MHz GBW

0805 1n

C76

Noise reduction cap
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GNDD
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R40

Physically close to LDO
A
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S

R
Physically close to DUT 1 2

P36
VH2

GNDD

V1V8DUT sense header
Connect close to DUT

V5V0

123

P54
Header 3

LDO Feedback
selection

VBATT_FB_POT
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R49
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2
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Header 3

VBATT_FB
VBATT_FB_DAC

VDAC_VBATT

Vbatt = 4.49 V @ VDAC = 0.00 V
Vbatt = 3.00 V @ VDAC = 529 mV

External Vbatt

Vbatt supply selector
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15R 0.1%

R36

VBATT supply

VBATT

VBATT_CURR

V1V8PERI

2

3
1VR4

3006P-1-101ZLF

Adjustable from 1.4 to 1.8 V

Should be referenced to DUT GND

GNDDUT
EN_MASTER_DUT_1V8
VREF_DUT_1V8
VREFHI_DUT_1V8
VREFLO_DUT_1V8
VSET3_DUT
VSET2_DUT
VSET1_DUT
IREF_DUT
V1V8DUT_DUT

VBATT
VBATT
C3A
VOUT3
C3B
GNDD
VOUT1
GNDD
C12B
C11B

MalePin 40-44,1-6 Pin 7-17

C12A
C11A
VBATT
VBATT
C2A
VOUT2
C2B
GNDD
EN_SC2_DUT_1V8
CLK_SC2_DUT_1V8

Male Pin 18-28

DLLOUT_DUT_DSP_1V8
DLLCNTRL_DUT_1V8
SEROUT_DUT_1V8
SERIN_DUT_1V8
SERLATCH_DUT_1V8
SERCLK_DUT_1V8
CLK_DUT_1V8
V1V8PERI

Male Pin 29-39

Init at Zero volts

DUT pin headers
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DRVDD7 DRGND 8
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SERCLK_DUT_DSP_SCK_3V3

SERIN_DUT_DSP_3V3
SEROUT_DUT_DSP_3V3

SEROUT_DUT_DSP_3V3

DLLOUT_DUT_DSP_3V3
SEROUT_DUT_FPGA_3V3

SERLATCH_DUT_DSP_3V3 SDA_3V3
SCL_3V3DLLOUT_DUT_DSP_3V3

SEROUT_DUT_ARDUINO_1V8

VL11

VL23

VL34

VL45

VL56

VL67

VL78

VL89

VL2
EN10

VCC1 20

VCC2 18

VCC3 17

VCC4 16

VCC5 15

VCC6 14

VCC7 13

VCC8 12

VCC 19

GND11
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V5V0V1V8PERI

GNDD

CLK_SC2_DUT_1V8
EN_SC2_DUT_1V8

SERIN_DUT_ARDUINO_1V8
SERLATCH_DUT_ARDUINO_1V8
SERCLK_DUT_ARDUINO_1V8
CLK_DUT_ARDUINO_1V8

SEROUT_DUT_ARDUINO_1V8

CLK_SC2_DUT_ARDUINO_5V0
EN_SC2_DUT_ARDUINO_5V0

SERIN_DUT_ARDUINO_5V0
SERLATCH_DUT_ARDUINO_5V0
SERCLK_DUT_ARDUINO_5V0
CLK_DUT_ARDUINO_5V0

SEROUT_DUT_ARDUINO_5V0
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5k6
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V3V3

V3V3
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SDI 2
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LE/DM1 4

OUT05 OUT16 OUT27 OUT38 OUT49 OUT510 OUT611 OUT712 OUT813 OUT914 OUT1015 OUT1116 OUT1217 OUT1318 OUT1419 OUT1520

OE/DM2 21

SDO 22

R-EXT 23

VDD 24

PAD

U32

STP16CP05

Approx. 4 mA

1V8 <-> 5V0 3V3 -> 1V8

3V3 -> 1V81V8 -> 3V3

GPIO header
CLK_DUT_DSP__3V3

Readback to input capture
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Header 2For connecting sense resistor ->
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Header 2
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Header 2
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V3V3 V1V8PERI

Max Fclk = 30 MHz

PBCLK2 (SCK1)

PBCLK2 (SCK3)

^REFCLKO3 (PPS)
REFCLKO4 (PPS)SERCLK_DUT_DSP_SEL

PWDN_FAST_ADC
LEDDRV_LE
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IDAC_B4
IDAC_B5
IDAC_B6
IDAC_B7
IDAC_B8
IDAC_B9
IDAC_B10

PLL_CLKIN
LEDDRV_CLK

Level shifters

LVDS interface

IC1/IC6

IC4/IC8

REFCLKO1 IDAC_CLK_DSP
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Header 2
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Header 2
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1
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Ext load
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GNDD

VOUT1 VOUT3
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SERIN_DUT_FPGA_LVDS_3V3_P

SERIN_DUT_FPGA_LVDS_3V3_N
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SERCLK_DUT_FPGA_SE_3V3
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SERIN_DUT_FPGA_SE_3V3
SEROUT_DUT_FPGA_3V3
SERLATCH_DUT_FPGA_3V3
CLK_DUT_FPGA_3V3
V3V3

SDA_5V0
SCL_5V0
SERIN_DUT_ARDUINO_5V0
SERLATCH_DUT_ARDUINO_5V0
SERCLK_DUT_ARDUINO_5V0
SEROUT_DUT_ARDUINO_5V0 GNDD

CLK_DUT_ARDUINO_5V0
EN_SC2_DUT_ARDUINO_5V0
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Vbatt,max = 4.75 V
Vbatt,min = 2.51  V

VBATT_FB_POT Req@3.6 V = 50 kOhm
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Notice: ADP3334 Voutmin = 1.50 V
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ADC_OUTCLK_3V3
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V5V0

Vth increased to 0.2 V to allow for base current to turn completely OFF

DA3V3_0
DA3V3_1
DA3V3_2
DA3V3_3
DA3V3_4
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Figure 4.8: Full schematic of the test and emulation board.
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4.5 Multi-topology contour plots

Optimization of SCCs is the act of choosing capacitor sizes, switch types, and switch
sizes to maximize the efficiency given e.g. a constraint on area or volume. The opti-
mization of single-topology SCCs operating in a single operating point has been studied
in the literature before. The optimal distribution of the total switch conductance and
capacitance between the different components in a single topology was optimized by
Seeman in [24]. In seeman’s thesis [65] the dominating losses where modeled, and
efficiency contour plots in the design space of switch-area and switching frequency
was obtained. A Pareto front approach was used by Andersen in [98] to optimize
the efficiency for a given power density by varying component sizes and switching fre-
quency for a single operating point. In [42] design insights were obtained by assuming
Req ≈ RF SL +RSSL. This approximation is not very accurate in the operating region
between slow switching limit (SSL) and fast switching limit (FSL) where the highest
efficiency is typically achieved. However, the assumptions allows for deriving closed-
form expressions for optimal component sizes. A trade-off always exist between the
modeling precision and the ability to derive meaningful closed-form expressions. The
works by Seeman [24] and Andersen [98] used more accurate efficiency estimates at the
cost of having to use numerical methods for finding the optimum values. The work
of Le [42] was in the other end of this trade-off: using less precise efficiency estimates
but achieving relatable closed-form design expressions. These expressions poses a lower
entry barrier for many designers and are definitely better than using no optimization.
However, to achieve the best possible efficiency, an accurate efficiency measure has to
be used at the cost of no closed-form expressions. Instead, the design parameters are
swept and the maximum is recorded.

Figure 4.9: Contour plot of a multi-topology Makowski converter design with 3 flying capac-
itors and Iload = 1 mA. Total switch conductance on the y-axis and maximum
switching frequency on the x-axis.

The design space of single-topology single-operating point converters can be reduced to
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only three parameters: switching frequency, capacitance area and switch area. In [65],
a fixed capacitance area was chosen, and the added switch area was then swept along
with switching frequency. In [98] all three parameters where swept and the results
presented in the two dimensions: efficiency and power density [W/mm2].

In multi-topology converters the input voltage, load current, or both varies with time.
The optimization can therefore not be carried out in a single operating point.

Here a multi-topology equivalent of the single-topology contour plots from [65] is pre-
sented. The efficiency model from Paper A.2 is used to estimate the efficiency through-
out an entire battery discharge cycle. The Fibonacci canonical form from [71] is used
to implement topologies. An algorithm is implemented to automatically implement the
best suited topologies available from the Fibonacci canonical form given a number of
flying capacitors. The resulting topology is then analyzed in terms of charge flow vec-
tors, and the fast switching limit resistance RF SL and slow switching limit resistance
RSSL is found. The power dissipation of the control loop is assumed to be proportional
to the maximum switching frequency. This corresponds to assuming that e.g. a single
boundary controller is used. I.e. the closed loop control is achieved by varying the
switching frequency.

Figure 4.10: Contour plot of a multi-topology Makowski converter design with 3 flying capac-
itors and Iload = 10 mA. Total switch conductance on the y-axis and maximum
switching frequency on the x-axis.

The switching frequency has a very different impact on the efficiency in the single-
topology and multi-topology cases. For single-topologies, varying the switching fre-
quency will change the equivalent output resistance directly leading to higher or lower
output resistance loss. In the multi-topology case, the output resistance is always de-
cided from the present Vin, Vout and Iload. I.e. a closed loop control is always employed
to keep the output voltage steady when the input voltage varies. The result of this is,
that the maximum switching frequency only has an impact on the minimum equiva-
lent output resistance, and correspondingly when the converter has to change to a less
efficient gear as the input voltage decreases.
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The purpose of computing these multitopology contour plots is to provide knowledge of
whether e.g. three large 360 nF flying capacitors would lead to higher overall efficiency
than four small 17 nF capacitors. This specific scenario is explored next for two different
load currents.

The plot in Fig. 4.9 show the multi-topology contour plot for three 360 nF flying
capacitors. Each pixel in the plot is a simulation using the efficiency estimation method
from Paper A.2. I.e. this is the energy efficiency of a discharge cycle of the battery.
As the SCC efficiency varies significantly as the input voltage decreases, this energy
efficiency is a good measure to judge how much energy was lost in the power converter
from the battery was fully charged to fully discharged.

The contour plot of Fig. 4.9 had a load of 1 mA. Next, the load is increased to
Iload = 10 mA, resulting in the contour plot of Fig. 4.10. Comparing the two plots, it
is evident that a higher maximum switching frequency and total switch conductance
leads to a higher efficiency at this higher load current.

Figure 4.11: Contour plot of a multi-topology Makowski converter design with 4 flying capac-
itors and Iload = 1 mA. Total switch conductance on the y-axis and maximum
switching frequency on the x-axis.

Now, the number of flying capacitors are increased to four but the capacitance of each
is reduced to 17 nF (i.e. the maximum available in a 008004 SMD package). This
provides several more topologies for the algorithm to choose for but it also severely
increases the equivalent output resistance due to the smaller capacitors. I.e. using four
flying capacitors instead of four increases the extrinsic losses (due to having to switch
faster) but reduces the intrinsic losses (due to the higher number of topologies used).

The plot contour plot in Fig. 4.11 is the Iload = 1 mA case and the Iload = 10 mA case
is in Fig. 4.12.

Some areas in Fig. 4.12 are white as these combinations of total switch conductance
and maximum switching frequency could not supply the 10 mA load current. As these
are plots for multi-topology converters, this suggests that not even the highest gear
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Figure 4.12: Contour plot of a multi-topology Makowski converter design with 4 flying capac-
itors and Iload = 10 mA. Total switch conductance on the y-axis and maximum
switching frequency on the x-axis.

used could supply the load current.

4.6 Multi-topology sizing

In the previous multi-topology contour plots, all switches where sized to be equal size.
In the case of single-topology converters, the switch sizes can be optimized using [24],
[99]. Those methods are however not directly usable in the multi-topology case. In
Paper A.2 a suggested method for sizing the switches in multi-topology converters is
presented.

4.7 Topology synthesis

The contour plots found above used the canonical forms from [71] to find the switch
connections. In Paper A.4 a more general approach to synthesizing topologies is pre-
sented.

4.8 Magnetic Induction Radio-Aware Switching

To minimize the disturbances from the switching events of the SCC a new switching
technique for minimizing noise in near-field magnetic induction (NFMI) radios is pre-
sented in Paper A.5 and in Patent Application B.4. The measurement setup used for
testing the switching technique is shown in Fig. 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Lab setup for testing the proposed switching technique for minimizing radio
disturbances.
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4.9 Switch Conductance and Pseudo-Fixed Frequency Con-
trol

A controller for minimizing EMI of the power converter is presented in Paper A.1 and
in Patent Applications B.2 and B.1. A more detailed block diagram of the implemented
power converter is shown in Fig. 4.14. In addition to the results presented in the paper,
the circuit level implementation of the compensation filter, operations transconductance
amplifier (OTA), and comparator are shown in Fig. 4.15-4.17. The OTA is used in
the switched capacitor compensation filter, and the comparator is used in the 8-bit
quantizer in Fig. 4.14.
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5
Other Research Topics

In addition to the main work of this thesis, several related topics where studied. A
power converter combining internal and external flying capacitors and a capacitor-free
linear regulator for driving digital loads in a hearing aid.

The converter combining external and internal flying capacitors has a number of po-
tential benefits. The idea of combining a switched capacitor converter with external
and internal capacitors were presented in Patent Application B.5. The idea is to make
have an outer and inner switched capacitor converter work together. The outer con-
verter uses of a single external MLCC component for making the first big step down in
voltage from the Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) voltage levels. The outer converter can operate
at very slow switching frequency due to the large capacitance density of the external
MLCC. As the outuer converter has to handle Li-Ion voltage levels 5 V devices are re-
quired. However, the inner converter can operate using low voltage core devices, which
minimize the losses attributed to the power switches. The inner converter would be a
fully-integrated converter made to operate with the output of the outer converter as
input. The work done in Paper A.6 and A.7 dealt with the design of fully-integrated
SCCs for use in e.g. this combined converter.

As linear regulators are ubiquitous in most electronics systems, a study was made in
designing a linear regulator especially suited for hearing aids applications. This work
is detailed in Paper A.8 and A.9.
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6
Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

The work presented in this thesis has investigated different subjects with the common
goal of expanding the knowledge available for designing switched capacitor power con-
verters for rechargeable hearing aids. The application has first been studied to identify,
which areas are of interest for studying further. As there is a desire to make small hear-
ing aids due to user preferences, the available space for the electronics platform is very
small. This both poses requirements for the power converter to have a small outline
but also makes electromagnetic interference (EMI) a challenge. Due to the constrained
space, the antennas in the system cannot be placed far from the power converter. This
provides little distance for attenuating disturbances from the switching power supply.
Furthermore, as there is an audio channel in the system, any switching in the audio
frequency band, or disturbances on the audio output stage supply rail can potentially
impact the audio quality for the hearing aid user. The energy source has traditionally
been Zn-Air batteries with a very high energy density. In a rechargeable hearing aid
e.g. Li-Ion batteries is used, which have lower energy density. The converter efficiency
is therefore of high importance as well. It was found that EMI reduction and efficiency
improvements are two important areas that is the basis of the further research.

To reduce the EMI of the power converter, two techniques has been employed. The
first is by designing an SCC controller that uses switch conductance modulation and
pseudo-fixed frequency modulation to reduce noise. Often, the SCC does not need
to use the entire switch conductance in the output stage, and the designed controller
adjusts the number of enabled output stage switch fingers accordingly. The result is
a 84.8% reduction in the worst-case low-load output ripple voltage. The worst case is
at the maximum input voltage where the drop across the equivalent output resistance
of the converter is the largest. The peak efficiency of the converter using the proposed
controller is 1.5% higher, while the low-load efficiency is reduced. The reduction in
efficiency is due to the constant power dissipation of the more complex controller than
the simple pulse skipping controller that it was compared to. The second technique
used to lower EMI, is the two-step switching scheme for reduced near field magnetic
induction (NNFMI) radio disturbance. By segmenting the output stage switches in two
parts, and operating them with a delay in between that is equal to half of the resonance
period of the NFMI antenna, a reduction in antenna disturbance of 45% is measured.
The downside is a 1.19% increase in converter losses.

Three results in improving the converter efficiency were presented. The first, is a sizing
technique for multi-topology converters. The second is a reconfigurable output stage
that takes advantage of the fact that some high-power loads are only used momentarily,
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while other loads are continuously active. The proposed reconfigurable output stage is
shown to improve the overall system efficiency. The third is a topology synthesis method
that is used to find all interconnections of the output stage capacitors. The result is a
database of more than 8.4 billion topologies for the case of four flying capacitors. By
knowing all possible ways a given ideal voltage conversion ratio can be implemented
allows for finding the optimal solution given the available devices in the process used.

Finally, studies were made on the performance limits of fully integrated converters, and
a gearbox converter was designed and simulated. The combination of a fully-integrated
converter with an external slow-switching converter showed the potential of creating
a power converter with high low-load efficiency while at the same time being able to
support the peak load currents of the hearing aid.

6.2 Future work

Two more controller variants were developed in this project and taped out but a 10
month production delay resulted in these not being included in this thesis. These
converters should be evaluated in the future. One of the controllers is a combined
continuous frequency-modulation and switch-conductance control that provides both
high efficiency and low disturbances. However, it does not have fixed or pseudo-fixed
switching frequency. The second controller has pseudo-fixed frequency and a dynamic
clock inverter for minimizing the glitches incurred when changing switching frequency of
the power converter. In addition to this, the controller regulates the switch conductance
based on a binary counter value. This enables implementation a hysteresis band around
the switching frequency-changing mechanism. This allows for reducing the amount of
times the controller changes clock frequency.

The proposed controllers should be implemented in a gearbox converter and the gear
shifting controller should be implemented. The proposed controller with binary con-
ductance representation is especially suited for providing glitch-less gear shifting.

A detailed stability analysis should be carried out for preferably finding expressions
that guarantee stability. In the work presented in the thesis, a state space model was
used for simulating the controllers across all operating regions. In addition to this, the
dedicated test board was used to test the controllers in worst case operating conditions.
Despite the converter newer becoming unstable, a formal proof of stability would be
highly desired.

The topology synthesis should be extended, if possible, to a higher number of flying
capacitors. In addition to this, step-up converters could be investigated for use in
other applications. For expanding the technique to a higher number of capacitors more
constraints need to be imposed on the capacitor interconnections to limit the number
of possible topologies to a number that allows for reasonable compute times.
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Abstract—A switched capacitor dc-dc converter with
frequency-planned control is presented. By splitting the output
stage switches in eight segments the output voltage can be
regulated with a combination of switching frequency and
switch conductance. This allows for switching at predetermined
frequencies, 31.25 kHz, 250 kHz, 500 kHz, and 1 MHz, while
maintaining regulation of the output voltage. The controller is
implemented in 180 CMOS with a 1/3 series-parallel output
stage designed for 3.6–4.2 V input, 1.2 V output, and 1–40
mA load current. The proposed controller is compared with
a co-integrated pulse skipping controller and yields a 84.8%
reduction in worst-case low-load output ripple voltage and
a 1.5% increase in peak efficiency reaching 92.5%, while
also providing a predictable spectrum of the switching noise,
reducing the risk of interfering with other sensitive circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increased integration of electronic systems has led to
the development of portable battery-powered products that
provide people with a broad range of benefits. A modern
hearing aid is a good example of a heavily integrated de-
vice, which in a small form factor combines advanced audio
processing from multiple microphones, an audio output stage,
and Bluetooth communication for audio streaming, device
configuration, and communication between two hearing aids.
The many features result in substantial power consumption
when compared with the available energy in the small battery.

In a small wearable device like a rechargeable hearing aid
the noise generated by the power supplies is an issue. Both
the microphone channels, class D amplifier, and the Bluetooth
and telecoil radio systems are susceptible to noise in certain
frequency bands, and they are all placed in close proximity
to the power converters. Combined with the desire to use fre-
quency modulation control to ensure a high power conversion
efficiency makes the control of the power converters especially
challenging.

Recent research in switched capacitor converters (SCCs) has
mainly focused on fully integrated converters for microproces-
sors. Fully integrated power conversion is a necessity in e.g.
point of load converters for dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling on individual processor cores, and for reducing the
number of power pads on high performance microprocessors.
For a low power system like a hearing aid, where the typical
supply current is in the order of 1 mA, loss in the power

Output
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* Level shifters
* Enable logic
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Non-overlap
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clksamp
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Fig. 1. The proposed converter consisting of a 1/3 output stage where
each switch is split in eight segments, a switched capacitor PI filter, a
single-comparator 9-level quantizer, and the clock selection logic. The output
stage takes the switch conductance selection vector q[0:7] and the two non-
overlapping clock signals p1 and p2 as inputs.

distribution network is small. Having the power converter
integrated with the DSP is therefore not a necessity and having
a dedicated power management IC (PMIC) allows for more
flexibility in the choice of process technology when having
to interface to Li-Ion battery voltage levels (3.0–4.2 V). The
PMIC should be designed for high efficiency to give a long
operating time between recharging the Li-ion battery and the
power density should be high to keep the hearing aid small.

In this paper we present an SCC with frequency planned
control that ensures that most of the switching energy is
located at predetermined frequencies in contrast to most prior
art [1], [2]. The use of external multi layer ceramic capacitors
(MLCCs) results in a competitive power density and the
proposed control results in a reduction in both output voltage
ripple and the input peak currents when compared with a
traditional pulse skipping control scheme. In Section II the
design and modeling of a 1/3 topology SCC output stage is
described and in Section III the proposed controller design is
presented. In Section IV measurement results on a prototype
IC in 180 nm CMOS are presented and in Section V the paper
findings are summarized.
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II. SWITCHED-CAPACITOR OUTPUT STAGE DESIGN AND
MODELING

The operation, modeling, and design of SCCs have been
widely studied in the literature [3], and we will therefore focus
on the specifics of the pseudo fixed frequency controller. An
SCC consists of an output stage and a controller. The output
stage used for evaluating the controller is a 1/3 series-parallel
topology, such as the one reported in [4], and it consists of
two flying capacitors and seven switches. Before defining the
output stage operating points for the controller in Section II-B
we need to understand the dynamics of the output stage.

A. Output Stage Fundamentals

The output stage has two inputs (see Fig. 1): the selected
clock signal clk sel (having a certain frequency Fsw) and
the number of selected switch segments in the output stage
q[0:7] (leading to a certain switch conductance Gsw). In
this way both the switch conductance Gsw = 1/Rsw and
output stage switching frequency Fsw can be controlled by
having a proportional-integral (PI) controller slide between
eight operating points. Each operating point is defined with
a certain Gsw and Fsw value. We therefore need to establish
the output stage dynamics at the eight operating points.

The output stage operates by periodically connecting the
two flying capacitors in Fig. 1 in parallel with Vout or in
series between Vin and Vout. The output voltage of an SCC
can be expressed as a function of the equivalent converter
output impedance Rout:

Vout = NVin −RoutIload. (1)

This widely used model [5], reveals that Rout has to be
controllable in order to maintain a desired Vout when both
Vin and Iload are varying given that N = 1/3 is fixed by the
topology. The expressions for Rout in the two extremes, slow
switching limit (SSL) and fast switching limit (FSL), for when
the switching period is much greater or smaller than the time
constant of Cfly and the switch resistance, shows how Rout

depends on Rsw and Fsw [3]:

RSSL =
1

4.5CflyFsw
, RFSL =

14

9
Rsw ≈ 1.56Rsw. (2)

Here Rsw is the resistance of each switch and Cfly is the
capacitance of each flying capacitor.

The minimum equivalent output impedance Rout,min is
achieved at the maximum Fsw. Rout,min is chosen based
on the Iload specifications and the desired minimum Vin

where the controller can still maintain Vout at the desired
voltage. The controller presented here will be used with a multi
topology gearbox output stage in the final implementation
which adds another dimension in the decision of Rout,min

of each topology. For the sake of comparing the proposed
controller with the prior art the 1/3 output stage is designed
to have Rout,min = 2Ω, and the two flying capacitors are
chosen to be Cfly = 185 nF, and Cout = 4.7 nF. With these
values the equivalent output impedance Gout = 1/Rout can
be evaluated as a function of Gsw and Fsw.
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Fig. 2. The equivalent output conductance as a function of Fsw with one
through eight switch segments engaged.

B. State Space Model and Operating Points

An SCC is a switched linear system which makes it suited
for modeling as a sampled data state space system [6]. By
representing each of the two operating states as a linear
system, the dynamics can be readily found. The model is
used to design the eight operating points to be approximately
equidistant in the Gout dimension. The maximum Gsw (the
entire switch conductance) and maximum Fsw defines the top
operating point q7 in Fig. 2. The frequency is increased when
increasing Gsw only has little effect on the Gout which is
the case when the converter is moved into SSL where the
capacitors fully settle in each state.

III. CONVERTER IMPLEMENTATION

The 1/3 output stage is fabricated together with the proposed
controller and a pulse skipping controller in a 180 nm CMOS
process (see Fig. 3). The main elements of the system are
depicted in Fig. 1. To the right are the external flying capa-
citors and output filter capacitor, and next to that the output
stage block comprising seven switches and necessary circuitry
to interface between the 1.8V controller logic and the Li-Ion
battery voltage domain. The output stage is operated in one
of the eight operating points described above, or turned off if
necessary. As there always is a base current consumption in
the system the lowest Gout operating point can be designed
to satisfy the lightest load scenario that the converter will be
exposed to.

The clock selector block directly maps the number of
enabled switch elements to a given clock frequency. Fsw of
the different operating points can be extracted from Fig. 21.

The switched capacitor PI controller filters the error signal
Verr = Vset − Vfb (Vfb is Vout inside the chip before the
bonding wire). It is clocked at 2 MHz and implemented using
two OTAs and a network of switches and capacitors.

1In the implemented prototype ripple voltage is momentarily elevated when
the controller switches between two clocks. E.g. when switching from the
250 kHz clock (having 2µs between clock transitions) to the 500 kHz clock
(having 1µs between clock transitions) sometimes a single pulse of 3µs
duration occurs (longer than for the two clock signals it is switching between)
which causes the output voltage to drop. An updated clock selector correcting
this problem is to be manufactured.
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Fig. 3. Photograph of the prototype together with the layout of relevant blocks
shown. The prototype was manufactured on a multi-project IC.

The filtered error signal Vfilt is quantized by the reference
tracking quantizer. The quantized Vfilt, q[0:7], directly deci-
des the output stage operating point. This causes the controller
to continuously slide between the different operating points to
minimize Verr. The controller operation can be understood by
considering the situation where Vout drops due to an increase
in Iout. This causes Verr to increase which will eventually
cause Vfilt to engage another level in the quantizer. This
results in an increase in Gout which will cause more charge
to be delivered to Cout effectively increasing Vout again.

The 9-level quantizer directly selects one of the eight opera-
ting points, or the state where all switch segments are turned
off. It is implemented using a single low-power comparator
having a moderate offset combined with a logic block (the
reference tracker) that routes one of the eight reference voltage
levels to the comparator. Only the level directly above and
below the current quantization level is updated in each clock
period to minimize power dissipation. By only using a single
comparator, the offset of the comparator contributes the same
to each quantization level and is therefore a constant common
offset that is suppressed by the DC gain of the PI filter.

The output stage is implemented with 5V transistors each
designed to have equal conductance. The output stage requires
three unique clock signals (two non overlapping clocks phases
and one inverted phase for PMOS transistors). Multiplying
this with eight switch segments results in 24 gate drivers. An
automated buffer chain generator was implemented to optimize
each gate driver to the specific gate capacitance to minimize
the power dissipation.

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The proposed controller can be directly compared with
the pulse skipping controller as both are implemented on
the same chip. In the final application the PMIC would be
flip-chip mounted but the prototype was wire bonded to a
package. The resistance from a pad to package pin was
measured to RBW ≈ 0.5Ω. The extra series resistance results
in Rout,min = 3.7Ω instead of the expected 2Ω without
bonding wires. As the feedback loop for the controllers is

Vout

Iin

Gsw

Iout
1.0 mA

8.0 mA

8.6 mA

ΔV = 4.6 mV

Vin = 3.7 V Vout,DC = 1.2 V Proposed control

Fig. 4. Measured output voltage, input voltage, and the live switch conduc-
tance read-out, for a typical hearing aid load scenario and 3.7 V input.

closed inside the chip (notice Vfb 6= Vout in Fig. 1) the load
regulation of the power converter is dominated by RBW .

The operation of the proposed controller is demonstrated by
loading it with a typical load scenario of a hearing aid: a base
load of 1mA DC plus a 7mA rectified 1 kHz sinusoidal current
waveform emulating a load from a full bridge audio output
stage (i.e. the combined load goes from 1mA to 8mA)2 with
typical Li-ion battery voltage Vin = 3.7V. In Fig. 4 Iout is
shown together with a digital readout of Gsw, the input current
Iin, and Vout. We observe that the controller choses between
the operating points in response to the Iout waveform. The
peak Iin tracks the load current such that the power converter
generates very little noise at low audio signal levels.

To investigate the transient load performance and to de-
monstrate how the controller helps minimize the Vout ripple
and peak Iin, a step load from 1mA to 25mA is applied
in Fig. 5. The measurements for the pulse skipping control
in Fig. 5a shows constant Vout ripple and Iin peak values,
and the varying Fsw is clearly observed. Notice that Gsw is
not plotted for the pulse skipping controller as this type of
controller always uses all the switch segments.

The Vout and Iin waveforms for the proposed controller in
Fig. 5b clearly shows the benefits of modulating the switch
conductance as both the output rippled and peak Iin are
reduced. Especially the disturbances at the 1mA load are
reduced. The output voltage shows some undershoot, although
the peak-peak value of Vout is still significantly lower than that
of the pulse skipping controller. Notice that the Gsw values
are mostly at very low values as the high input voltage level
results in a high Rout being required to regulate Vout, referring
to (1) (high Rout is achieved with low Gsw).

In Fig. 6a and 6b the efficiency is plotted for various Vin

and Iout. The proposed controller has lower efficiency at low
load due to the higher power dissipation of the controller
circuitry compared with the low power dissipation of the single
comparator used in the pulse skipper. At higher currents the
proposed controller has superior efficiency as it minimizes the

2At Vin = 3.7V we have to limit the load to 8mA due to RBW limiting
Rout,min to 3.7Ω. I.e. Vout = 3.7V/3− 3.7Ω× 8mA = 1.2V. Without
the RBW we could have loaded it up to 16mA at this specific Vin.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of (a) pulse skipping and (b) the proposed controller for a load step.
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Fig. 6. Measured efficiency for (a) a load sweep with Vin = 4.2V and (b) an input voltage sweep, and (c) a the ripple voltage vs. input voltage.

gate losses by only charging a subset of the switch segments.
The efficiency peaks at 92.45% for the proposed controller
and at 90.96% for the pulse skipper. The proposed controller
shows a 84.8% reduction in worst case ripple voltage in Fig.
6c.

V. CONCLUSION

A frequency planned controller for switched capacitor dc-dc
converters is presented and compared with a traditional pulse
skipping controller. The controller uses a quantized version of
the filtered error signal to configure the output stage to operate
in one of eight operating points, each defined by a fixed swit-
ching frequency and switch conductance. The measurements
show a 84.8% reduction in worst case output ripple voltage.
At low load levels the proposed controller ensures minimal
disturbances. The controller results in 1.5% increase in peak
efficiency and higher efficiency at low battery voltage. Due to
the higher power dissipation in the more complex controller,
compared with pulse skipping, the efficiency is lower at low
loads. In addition to this the controller ensures a predictable
disturbance frequency spectrum.
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Sizing Methodology for Multi-Topology Switched
Capacitor Power Converters with External

Capacitors
Dennis Øland Larsen, Student Member, IEEE, Martin Vinter, and Ivan H. H. Jørgensen

Abstract—Multi-topology switched-capacitor power converters
are used in battery-powered applications to provide a high
efficiency across the input voltage range. However, while the
sizing methodology of single-topology switched-capacitor con-
verters is well-established, that is not the case for the multi-
topology converters. This paper presents a method for sizing the
transistors in multi-topology integrated switched capacitor dc-
dc converter output stages. When sizing multi-topology output
stages, the conventional charge flow vector optimization cannot
be directly applied as the charge flow is different in each topology.
Instead, the output stage is sized in terms of the individual
topology equivalent output resistance. The method takes into
account parasitic routing resistance, transistor blocking voltage,
body effect, and the topological charge multiplier coefficients
of each topology. A loss model used in the optimization is
developed and verified with measurements on a 180 nm CMOS
test chip. An example three-topology converter for a battery-
powered application is sized using the proposed method.

Index Terms—Battery powered applications, charge pumps,
circuit optimization, dc-dc power converters, switched capacitor
circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION

SWITCHED-CAPACITOR converters (SCCs) allow for
designing both efficient and compact step-up and step-

down dc-dc converters. They are used as step-up converters
in e.g. memory chips [1] and energy harvesting systems [2].
Step-down SCCs are used in mains-connected converters [3],
microprocessors [4], [5], and in battery powered devices like
hearing aids [6] and mobile devices [7]. Compared with
inductor based converters, SCCs offer advantages in terms
of power density and efficiency [5], [8], low electromagnetic
interference (EMI) [6], [9], flat converter profile due to the
lack of bulky inductors, and the potential for full integration in
baseline CMOS fabrication processes [8], [10]. A disadvantage
is that the maximum achievable efficiency strongly depends on
the voltage conversion ratio VCR = Vout/Vin and topology.

The converter design challenges depend on the switch
and capacitor implementation. Having both discrete capacitors
and switches [11]–[13] allow for using high density ceramic
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Fig. 1. Schematic depicting the problem we want to solve: how to size the
switches in the SCC output stage to minimize the energy loss.

capacitors and low on-resistance switches. However, the long
printed circuit board (PCB) traces make parasitic inductances
a challenge [14], [15]. Integrating the switches while using
external capacitors [3], [6], [16]–[20] gives the benefit of
lower inductance, close proximity of gate drivers and switches,
and the possibility of using segmented switches [6], [21].
Fully-integrated designs [4], [5], [8], [21] have lower PCB
complexity and allows for using complicated topologies to
minimize intrinsic losses. The limited capacitance density of
capacitor technologies available in most CMOS processes
(1−20 fF/µm2) makes external multi layer ceramic capacitors
(MLCCs) relevant for applications requiring high peak load
current and efficiency. An MLCC in a 200× 400µm package
provides 4375 fF/µm2 at 1.3 V dc bias voltage [22]. In prod-
ucts where fine pitch PCB technology is used the overhead
for routing between the integrated circuit (IC) and the external
capacitor is small. Due to the high capacitance density, sizing
the switches is the biggest design challenge in SCCs with
external capacitors. Furthermore, due to the high capacitance
density of MLCCs, the dominating loss is typically the switch
resistance loss.

Several methods for sizing the switches in single topology
SCCs have been reported [23], [24]. These single-topology
sizing methods use the charge flow vectors and transistor
characteristics to derive the optimal switch sizes. However, in
the multi-topology output stage, each topology is only active in
a fraction of the total converter operating time. A consequence
of this is that the single-topology sizing methods cannot be
applied in the multi-topology case. In the case of a battery-
powered device, the topology with the lowest ideal voltage
conversion ratio M will be used when the battery is fully
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charged. As the battery is discharged, the voltage decreases
and eventually the lowest gear cannot sustain the output
current and a higher, less efficient gear due to the intrinsic
losses, has to be used. The point where a gear can no longer
sustain the output current depends on the equivalent output
resistance. The multi-topology sizing methodology should
therefore take this into account. Each output stage switch is
used in at least one topology but not necessarily all. Making
one switch larger than the others would therefore potentially
improve the equivalent output resistance of one topology but
decrease it for the others. The sizing methodology effectively
adjusts the equivalent output resistance of each topology via
a topology weighting factor.

Multi-topology converters are needed in applications where
input voltage and load current varies significantly. This is the
case for battery powered systems [6], [7], [25]–[27]. As the
SCC efficiency varies greatly with the VCR and topology,
an efficiency measure taking into account the input voltage
profile is needed to define a measure of optimality. Such an
efficiency measure also allows the system designer to compare
SCCs with buck type inductive converters whose efficiency is
less dependent on the VCR.

In this paper we propose switch size optimization methods
for single and multi topology SCCs. In multi-topology output
stages a numerical method is used to find optimal switch sizes
by performing an exhaustive search in the design space of
possible output stages. The key to enabling this in reasonable
computing time is the drastic reduction of the design space
by considering the output stage as a number of topologies,
each having a minimum equivalent output resistance, instead
of individually sized switches. A design example of a multi-
topology SCC with Li-Ion battery input and varying load
current is presented to show the relations between the topology
equivalent output resistance weights, efficiency, and area. The
problem is shown visually in Fig. 1. The objective is to find
the widths of the transistors of different types and body biases
that minimize the energy loss in the time from the battery is
fully charged to discharged. This energy loss relates directly to
the battery lifetime of the end product. Both the input voltage
and output voltage can vary with time.

The paper is organized as follows. The switched capacitor
theory and loss model necessary for developing the optimiza-
tion method is covered in Section II. Next, the parameters
affecting the resistance of the non-ideal switches are covered in
Section III, and the loss model is verified with measurements
in Section IV. The system surrounding the power converter
is studied in Section V. The single-topology optimal sizing
method is introduced in Section VI followed by the multi-
topology case in Section VII. In Section VIII a three-topology
converter exemplifies the use of the proposed method and
compares it to two other sizing approaches. Finally, Section
IX concludes the paper.

II. SWITCHED CAPACITOR CONVERTER FUNDAMENTALS

In this section we introduce the operation principle and
static behavioral model followed by an overview of the con-
verter losses. These fundamentals are used in the optimization

method later. For a more in-depth treatment of SCC theory
see e.g. [28].

A. Equivalent Output Resistance and Intrinsic Efficiency

The basic static behavior of an SCC is governed by

Vout = MVin −ReqIout. (1)

The output voltage Vout is given by the product of the input
voltage Vin and the topological ideal voltage conversion ratio
M (a fraction of positive integers), and a voltage drop across
the equivalent output resistance Req caused by the converter
output current Iout. The model is often referred to as the
ideal transformer model [5], [24], [29]. The equivalent output
resistance depends on the flying capacitors Cfly,i, switching
frequency fs, and switch resistances Rsw,i. For a two phase
converter Req can be modeled as a combination of the slow
switching limit resistance RSSL and fast switching limit RFSL

RSSL =

Ncap∑

i=1

a2c,i
Cfly,ifs

(2)

RFSL =2

Nsw∑

i=1

Rsw,ia
2
r,i +Rpar. (3)

Here, the topology specific parameters ac,i and ar,i relate to
the fraction of the charge delivered to the output capacitor that
flows in the capacitors and switches [24], [30]. The parasitic
resistance Rpar is a measure of the additional series resistance
that is not part of the converter switch resistances. We will
show how to compute Rpar in Section III. The negative effect
of Rpar on the peak output current of the converter needs to
be compensated by making the switches larger. The parasitic
resistance is especially important to include when external
capacitors are used to ensure that the series resistances in the
flying capacitor loops are included. If the parasitics are not
included the converter might not be able to deliver the peak
load current, which would result in the output voltage dropping
below the desired level.

The equivalent output resistance Req can be approximated
as a Minkowski distance of order p ≈ 2.55 between RFSL and
RSSL [31]

Req ≈
(
R2.55

FSL +R2.55
SSL

)1/2.55
. (4)

The voltage conversion ratio (VCR) is given by

VCR = Vout/Vin. (5)

Fundamentally, the VCR is limited to

VCR ≤M, (6)

and the intrinsic input current of the converter is a fraction of
the output voltage according to the ideal transformer model

Iin,intr = MIout. (7)

By means of (5) and (7) the intrinsic efficiency of an SSC can
be derived:

ηintr =
VoutIout
VinIin,intr

=
VoutIout
VinMIout

=
Vout
MVin

=
VCR

M
. (8)
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In a real converter parasitic capacitance will make
Iin > Iin,intr and equivalently we have the efficiency limit

η < ηintr (9)

where η = Pout/Pin is the actual efficiency including para-
sitic losses. The multi-topology output stage is also called a
”gearbox” and the individual topology a ”gear” [32]. When
more gears are available it is desirable to always operate in
the lowest M to maximize (8) while adhering to (6).

From (1) and (5) we see that the term ReqIout determines
how close VCR can approach M . The minimum equivalent
output resistance, or conversely maximum output conductance
Geq,max = 1/Req,min is therefore an important parameter.
In the case of a frequency controlled converter, Req,min is
obtained at the maximum efficiency. It can be interpreted
in different ways in single and multi-topology converters. In
the single topology case Req,min gives the maximum output
current at a given VCR. In the multi-topology case Req,min

determines the lowest value of Vin where the converter can
still provide the required load current before having to switch
to a less efficient gear

Vin,min =
Vout + IoutReq,min

M
. (10)

The longer the converter can operate in a gear with a lower
M than the following gear the better the overall efficiency.

Finally, we can use (1) to (4) to derive an approximation of
the switching frequency fs that we will use when estimating
the losses:

fs ≈

∑
i

a2c,i
Cfly,i((

MVin − Vout
Iout

)2.55

−R2.55
FSL

)1/2.55
. (11)

With the above expression we can estimate the switching fre-
quency given the topology, the choice of switch and capacitor
sizes, and the operating point in terms of input voltage and
output voltage and current.

B. Converter Losses

1) Intrinsic losses: The intrinsic efficiency limit in (8) is
caused by the naturally lossy operation of transferring charge
between capacitors through resistive elements. Even with ideal
switches and capacitors the SCC efficiency is still limited to
the intrinsic efficiency. The intrinsic loss Pintr is derived using
the expression for the intrinsic input current in (7):

Pintr =Pin,intr − Pout

=VinIin,intr − VoutIout
=VinMIout − VoutIout
= (MVin − Vout) Iout. (12)

2) Gate losses: Charging and discharging the gates of the
switches requires energy. The gate losses are proportional to
the switching frequency fs and dependent on the width of each

switch Wi. In the case were the gate drivers are supplied by
the input voltage Vin the loss is given by:

Pgate = εV 2
infs

∑

i∈Isw,g

WiC
′
gate,i (13)

where ε is a factor accounting for the losses in the gate driver,
C ′gate,i is the gate capacitance per unit width of each transistor,
and Isw,g ⊆ S is the subset of all switch indexes that are active
in the topology (or ”gear”) currently in use.

3) Parasitic capacitance losses: Some parasitic capacitance
Cpar,i exists in all the switching nodes of the output stage.
When external capacitors are used Cpar,i mainly consists of
source/drain diffusion capacitance from the power switches,
coupling capacitance from on-chip metalization and off-chip
PCB traces, and potentially ESD diodes on the I/O pads.
Depending on the gear, the nodes will have a certain voltage
difference ∆Vcpar,i between the two phases. The sum of the
losses in each node yields the parasitic capacitance losses:

Pcpar = fs
∑

i∈In,g

Cpar,i∆V
2
cpar,i (14)

where In,g is the indexes of the subset of nodes in the output
stage that are switching in a given gear.

Including all the above losses yield the efficiency estimate
used later in this paper:

ηest =
VoutIout

VoutIout + Pintr + Pgate + Pcpar
. (15)

III. CIRCUIT LEVEL PARASITICS

To compute the loss terms from Section II we need to
determine resistive and capacitive parasitics. First, we look at
the parasitics attributed to the transistors used in the output
stage followed by the parasitic resistances extrinsic to the
transistors.

A. Transistor Parasitics

The flying capacitors are charged through paths having
several transistors in series. To find the minimum resistance
of series connected transistors of different types we need to
extract a parameter for the conductance of a switch per unit
area. If e.g. an NMOS and PMOS are connected in series
and we want to minimize the total resistance, given an area
constraint, we would make the NMOS slightly larger than the
PMOS due to the difference in carrier mobility.

The transistor gate capacitance is obtained using a netlist
with back-annotated parasitics from a layout to include both
capacitance from the transistor model and the extracted met-
alization parasitics. A signal Vgs with a 0 to 3.7 V (typical
Li-Ion battery voltage) transition is applied between gate and
source and the unit gate capacitance is calculated using the
switch gate current Igate as follows

C ′g =

∫∞
0
Igate(t) dt

Wi∆Vgs
. (16)

The results obtained for the three transistor types used in the
example output stage considered in Section VIII are tabulated
in Table I.
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TABLE I
TRANSISTOR GATE CAPACITANCE AND AREA PER UNIT WIDTH

Type PMOS (5V0) NMOS (5V0) NMOS (1V8)

C′
g [fF/µm] 1.51 2.11 1.31

KA [µm2/µm] 1.57 1.62 0.92

3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2
Vin [V]

0

5000

10000

15000

20000

25000

K G
 [

m
2 ]

P5V (3/5Vin)
P5V (2/3Vin)
P5V (Vin)
N5V (1.2V)
N5V (1/5Vin)
N5V (0.0V)
N1V8 (0.0V)

Fig. 2. Transistor conductance figure of merit KG simulation in the typical
process corner for the devices used in the example application. The body
voltage is given in parantheses on the legend. All switches are driven by gate
drivers suppled by Vin, i.e. for higher Vin each switch has higher overdrive
voltage.

In the optimization method we use two technology constants
for each transistor:

• KA: The area per transistor width [µm2/µm]
• KG(Vin): The area-resistance product figure of merit [Ω·

µm2].

The area is found from layouts of the three transistor types
each with 20 fingers and 1000µm total width. By dividing
the area by the transistor width the KA values in Table I
are found. The conductance of the transistors depends on
the carrier mobility, body effect, and overdrive voltage. To
capture all these effects we simulate the conductance for the
three transistor types with all the different source-bulk voltages
that we encounter in the example multi-topology output stage.
The KG(Vin) parameter is then found by multiplying the
simulated resistance by the area. We use the notation to
explicitly show the dependence on Vin as we will later evaluate
it at different input voltages. The resulting values for typical
process parameters are shown in Fig. 2. The values are also
simulated in the slow-slow process corner as this is needed
to design a converter that can handle the peak load current
in the worst case scenario. Notice that in Fig. 2 the higher
body biases (indicated in parentheses on the legend) yields
higher resistance for the same transistor types. The transistors
are either connected between two capacitors, therefore having
a body bias as a fraction of the input voltage (e.g. 3/5Vin),
or connected to ground, Vout, or Vin resulting in a fixed body

bias (e.g. 1.2 V or Vin).

B. Parasitic Series Resistances

The resistance from the energy source to the converter and
from the converter to the load should be considered in both
fully and partially integrated SCCs. In converters with external
capacitors the routing resistance to the off-chip passives should
also be included. The resistances are weighted with the square
of the fraction of current passing through the parasitic resistor
relative to the output current in the same way as for the
switch resistances in the RFSL equation in (3) [33, Sec. 3.3.1].
We denote the set of all parasitic resistances SRpar and the
charge multiplier value ar,x(p1) and ar,x(p2) for the parasitic
resistance Rx in phase 1 and phase 2, respectively. Using these
definitions the total parasitic resistance for the topology M is
given as follows:

Rpar(M),p1 = 2
∑

Rx∈SRpar

Rxa
2
r,x(p1) (17)

Rpar(M),p2 = 2
∑

Rx∈SRpar

Rxa
2
r,x(p2) (18)

Rpar(M) = Rpar(M),p1 +Rpar(M),p2. (19)

We name four types of parasitic resistances: the battery output
resistance Rbatt, the chip I/O resistance Rio (bump or pad plus
bonding wire), capacitor equivalent series resistance (ESR)
Rcfly , and the resistance from the converter output to the
load Routp. For a simple 1/2 converter with a single flying
capacitor and four switches we have

Rpar(1/2),p1 =2

(
1

2

)2

(Rbatt + 4Rio +Rcfly +Routp)

(20)

Rpar(1/2),p2 =2

(
1

2

)2

(4Rio +Rcfly +Routp) (21)

Rpar(1/2) =
1

2
Rbatt + 4Rio +Rcfly +Routp. (22)

Here, all the ar values are equal but that is not always the
case.

IV. LOSS MODEL VERIFICATION

Before using the loss model from Section II and the par-
asitics extracted in the previous section we verify them with
measurements. A voltage dividing SCC (1/2) with a single
flying capacitor was fabricated in a 180 nm CMOS process.
The prototype allows for activating all fingers in the output
stage transistors or only a fraction (40%). This allows us to
test the model on two cases. The converter was operated in
open loop with a 50% duty cycle clock signal. The frequency
was adjusted at each point in the load current sweep to yield a
1.8 V output voltage with a 3.8 V input voltage. The maximum
frequency was set to 1 MHz.

The component values and parameters of Table II were used.
Cpad is both present on the top and bottom plate of the flying
capacitor as it is attributed to the I/O pads. The node parasitics
include Cpad in addition to an estimated 1.5 fF per µm channel
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Fig. 3. Measured (solid black) and calculated switching frequency including
Rpar (dotted) and without considering Rpar (dashed). Both the case of 40%
and 100% of the output stage transistor fingers activated are shown. Input
voltage Vin = 3.8V and output voltage Vout = 1.8V.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS USED IN THE MODEL VERIFICATION

Cfly Cpad Rbatt Rio Rcfly Routp ε

180 nF 2.5 pF 50mΩ 550mΩ 30mΩ 0.0Ω 1.08

width connected to that node attributed to the interconnect
metalization. In the measurement a linear regulator was used
to provide the input voltage. Rbatt represents the output
resistance and PCB trace resistance to the test chip. The
bonding wire resistance was measured to 550 mΩ, which is
large due to long and thin bonding wires on the prototype
chip. The ceramic capacitor resistance Rcfly is estimated from
the datasheet. Auxiliary power loss for non-overlapping clock
generation and level shifters were simulated on an extracted
layout. As the output voltage was measured directly on the
output of the chip we have zero Routp. Finally, the gate driver
power loss parameter ε was estimated from simulations.

The result of using (11) to calculate the switching frequency
is shown in Fig. 3 with and without including Rpar in the
RFSL calculation along with the measured values. We observe
that the dotted lines representing the case were Rpar is
included is very close to the measured values. We also observe
that the peak output current is overestimated if Rpar is not
included in the RFSL calculation.

In Fig. 4 the measured efficiency is shown in solid black.
The case with 40% of the gates activated is shown at the top
and the case of all gates active on the bottom. The result of
using (15) to estimate the efficiency is shown with dotted lines
where Rpar is included and dashed if we ignore Rpar. Again,
we see a good correspondence between measurements and the
model with Rpar included.
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Fig. 4. Efficiency of the measured prototype and the model. The operating
point of the converter (Vin and Vout) varied slightly during the load current
sweep (around ±5mV). As the efficiency is highly dependent on the VCR
the model calculations were performed with the same Vin and Vout as the
measured values in each load current point (given rise to the non monotonic
curves). Input voltage Vin = 3.8V and output voltage Vout = 1.8V.
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Fig. 5. Example battery discharge curve with constant 1 mA disharge.

V. SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Optimizing efficiency in SCCs with varying input voltage
and load current requires knowledge of how these parameters
vary. We have used the proposed optimization method for a
Li-Ion powered application so we will use this as an example.

The Li-Ion battery was characterized by loading it with
a constant 1 mA current from a fully charged voltage level
of 4.2 V until it reached 3.0 V, which we define as fully
discharged. The resulting voltage discharge curve is shown
in Fig. 5. As the battery voltage is varies continuously with
time. The battery voltage curve can be considered as a number
of discrete voltage intervals of equal size (e.g. 10 mV). The
time the battery voltage is in a certain voltage interval varies
depending on the battery voltage. I.e. at 3.7 V the battery is
a longer time in each interval compared to at 3.0 V due to
the rapid battery voltage decline towards the battery being
fully discharged (see Fig. 5). As the SCC efficiency is highly
dependent on the VCR, and equivalently on Vin if Vout is
fixed, we want to quantify how long the converter will operate
within a given voltage interval. To achieve this we compute
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Fig. 6. Equivalent battery capacitance used in efficiency calculations.

TABLE III
LOAD CURRENT DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXAMPLE APPLICATION

Fraction of time dload,i 0.30 0.10 0.10 0.50

Iload [mA] 2.0 10 25 50

the equivalent capacitance of the battery across the voltage
range

Ceq = Iload
∆T

∆V
. (23)

Here Iload was fixed at 1 mA and the battery voltage was
sampled at a constant 600 s interval. The voltage difference
between two samples ∆V is computed and we obtain the
equivalent capacitance curve in Fig. 6. When calculating the
total energy efficiency from charged to discharged we can
reuse (23) to get an estimate of how long the battery will
have a certain voltage given the load current.

The load current can be estimated if the power management
designer knows the typical power consumption of the system
where it will be used. In the sizing example of Section VIII
we use the load current values in Table III.

VI. SINGLE TOPOLOGY SIZING

The maximum output current of an SCC can be determined
by the ideal transformer model and the equivalent output
resistance [24], [30]. A certain minimum output resistance is
needed to supply a given output current and it is therefore
a design constraint that needs to be considered when sizing
the switches. The sizing approach proposed in this work takes
into account this minimum output resistance constraint along
with the body effect, transistor type (PMOS or NMOS), and
blocking voltage of each switch in the output stage. The
methodology presented here serves as an introduction to the
multi-topology sizing of the next section. The single-topology
case was also treated in [24] where the switch blocking voltage
was included and in [23] where body effect, transistor type,
and blocking voltage was included but the constraint was
set on the total transistor width. Here we use a constraint
on Req,min in the single-topology case. This allows us for
ensuring the converter can supply the peak output current at
the minimum input voltage.

We find the transistor widths Wi that minimize silicon area
using Lagrange Multipliers [34]. The Lagrangian consists of an
expression for the area to be minimized f(w), the constraint
h(w), and the Lagrange multiplier λ:

L(w, λ) = f(w) + λh(w). (24)

Remembering that KA,i has the units
[
µm2/µm

]
gives us the

following expression of the area:

f(w) =

Nsw∑

i=1

KA,iWi (25)

where Nsw is the number of switches. The constraint is
that RFSL should be equal to a certain value R∗FSL, which
ensures that Req,min is low enough to support the peak
load current at the minimum input voltage. To compute
RFSL we use the expression from (3) were we substitute
KG,i(Vin,min)/(KA,iWi) for the switch resistance Rsw,i as
we want to have the switch resistance as a function of Wi. The
notation KG,i(Vin,min) shows that the conductance parameter
should be extracted at the minimum input voltage. Finally, we
obtain:

h(w) = 2

Nsw∑

i=1

a2r,iKG,i(Vin,min)

KA,iWi
+Rpar −R∗FSL, (26)

where KG,i is expressed in [Ω ·µm2] and should be extracted
in the slowest process corner, i.e. where the transistor con-
ductance is lowest. R∗FSL is the minimum fast switching limit
resistance that is needed to support the worst case loading
condition. Using (1) to (4) it is found to be

R∗FSL =


(
Vin,minM − Vout

Iload,max

)2.55

−
(∑

i

a2c,i
Cfly,ifs,max

)2.55



1/2.55

.

(27)

The Lagrangian L is then constructed:

L(w, λ) = f(w) + λh(w) =
Nsw∑

i=1

KA,iWi + λ

(
2

Nsw∑

i=1

a2r,iKG,i(Vin,min)

KA,iWi
+Rpar −R∗FSL

)
.

(28)

Next, we find a stationary point of L by setting the partial
derivatives with respect to the transistor widths and the La-
grange multiplier λ equal to zero:

∂L
∂Wi

= KA,i − λ
2a2r,iKG,i(Vin,min)

KA,iW 2
i

= 0 (29)

∂L
∂λ

= 2

Nsw∑

i=1

a2r,iKG,i(Vin,min)

KA,iWi
+Rpar −R∗FSL = 0. (30)

We can then eliminate λ and solve for Wi in (29) and (30):

Wi =

2ar,i
√
KG,i(Vin,min)

Nsw∑
j=1

ar,j
√
KG,j(Vin,min)

KA,i (R∗FSL −Rpar)
(31)

We include this result for completeness and then move on to
the multi-topology optimization.
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VII. MULTI TOPOLOGY SIZING

In this section the main result of this work is presented.
Using the theory of Section II and the loss model of III, which
was verified in IV, we extend the sizing method of Section
VI to multi-topology output stages. The terms topology and
gear are used interchangeably, and the subscript g is used to
distinguish that some expressions are dependent on topology.

A. Topology-weighted Req Minimization

Having several topologies gives more degrees of freedom
in choosing the switch sizes. Each topology uses a subset
of all switches, and some switches are used in more than
one topology. To find the transistor widths that maximize
efficiency we need to know how long the converter will
operate in each gear, and this depends both on the minimum
equivalent output resistance, load current, and input voltage.
The optimum choice of switch widths gives rise to an Req,g

for each gear. As stated before, the switch sizes that optimize
efficiency depend on how long the converter operates in the
different gears and that also depends on the Req,g . This cyclic
dependence on the equivalent output resistance suggests that
a closed form solution is not obtainable. Instead, a numerical
exhaustive search can be used, or, when a large number of
topologies are used, one may choose to use a minimization
algorithm instead to reduce the computing time. The key is to
not sweep the individual switch widths but instead sweep the
weights for each topology.

We now define the function to be minimized as a linear
combination of the fast switching limit resistances for each
topology:

f(w) =
∑

g∈G
αMg

(
2

Nsw∑

i=0

ar,igKG,ig(VB,g)

KA,iWi
+Rpar,g

)
.

(32)
Here αMg is the topology weight, G is the set of all gears,
Nsw is the number of switches, ar,ig is the switch charge
flow vector for the gear, KG,ig(VB,g) is the area-resistance
product evaluated at the ”gear boundary voltage” VB,g, i.e.
the minimum input voltage where that gear can still supply
Iout for typical process parameters, and KA,i is the width to
area constant of each switch. The area is constrained to a given
value Aspec with the following expression

h(w) =

Nsw∑

i=1

KA,iWi −Aspec. (33)

The Lagrangian L is then defined as:

L(w, λ) = f(w) + λh(w) (34)

By finding the roots in the partial derivatives of the Lagrangian
the switch sizes are found:

Wi =
Aspec

KA,i

√∑
g∈G

αMgar,igKG,ig(VB,g)

Nsw∑
j=1

√∑
g∈G

αMgar,jgKG,jg(VB,g)

(35)

In the above, ar,ig is a vector of length Nsw (i.e. all of the
switches in the output stage) and the entries for switches that
are not active in a gear are zero. As the KG,ig parameter
varies with the input voltage we choose to extract it for
each gear at the voltage level where RFSL has the largest
influence on Req . This is the case when fs = fs,max, i.e.
just before the converter switches to a higher gear (when
Vin is decreasing). If the extracted KG,ig curves (Fig. 2)
varies greatly with Vin one can do the sizing in iterative
steps: first Wi is found with VB,g = Vout/Mg (assuming
Req,minIout = 0), then the obtained Req,min is used to
evaluate VB,g = (Vout +Req,min,gIout) /Mg and recompute
Wi. We found that using VB,g = Vout/Mg without an iterative
approximation to have a negligible impact on efficiency in the
example of Section VIII.

Now we have a mapping from the space of topology weights
{αMg | g ∈ G} to a set of optimal transistor widths Wi.
Next, we show how to evaluate the performance of a converter
implemented with a specific set of topology weights given
varying input voltage and load current.

B. Numerical Optimization Routine

The numerical method tests valid candidate output stages
by estimating the efficiency across input voltage and load
current. The objective of the optimization routine is to find
the combination of topology weights that maximizes the
efficiency. The routine is outlined in Fig. 7 and the following
text. Our implementation was done in Python with the C
compiler Cython to further speed up the algorithm [35].

A valid output stage can deliver the peak load current at the
minimum input voltage in the slow-slow process corner. This
amounts to testing if the following inequality is true (for the
highest g):

MmaxVin,min − Iout,maxReq,min(SS)gmax > Vout (36)

where (SS) refers to the slow-slow process corner and Mmax

is the ideal voltage conversion ratio of the highest gear.
All other calculations use the values for the typical process
corner as we choose to do the optimization for typical process
parameters.

To evaluate the efficienc,y we first compute Req,min,g

starting from the lowest gear, which is the gear with the lowest
Mg . We do this as it is desirable to operate in the lowest
possible gear to achieve high efficiency as seen from (8). Using
Req,min,g we can test if the converter can supply Vout when
loaded with Iout:

MgVin − IoutReq,min,g > Vout (37)

Once we find the lowest possible gear where (37) is true we
know what topology parameters to use in (11) to estimate fs.
Using fs we can then estimate the losses using the model from
Section II.

To compute the efficiency throughout the operating time of
the battery we need to compute the energy going in and out
of the converter at each input voltage and load current value.
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The efficiency in terms of energy for the entire time from a
charged to discharged battery is defined as (see also Fig. 1):

ηE =
Eout

Ein
. (38)

To compute the above energy efficiency we need to sum the
energy consumed in each (Vin, Iout) combination:

Eout =

Niload∑

j=1

dload,j

Nvin∑

i=1

∆TijPout,j (39)

Ein =

Niload∑

j=1

dload,j

Nvin∑

i=1

∆TijPin,ij . (40)

We use the index j to sum over the Niload load cases (see
Table III for an example) and i for the Nvin data points we
choose for the equivalent capacitance (Fig. 6). In practice we
sweep the input voltage and load current and for each (i, j)
we compute the time used in that specific operating point
by rewriting the expression in (23) for the equivalent battery
capacitance to

∆Tij =
Ceq,i∆Vin,i

Iin,ij
. (41)

Here the value ∆Vin,i is given by the difference between two
voltage levels in the input voltage linear sweep. The output
power is calculated as

Pout,j = VoutIout,j , (42)

assuming that the converter has closed loop control to keep
Vout independent of Vin. The input power depends on both
Vin, Iout, and on the gear the converter is using.

In battery powered applications an important design param-
eter is the battery lifetime from fully charged to discharged.
This value can be computed as follows:

Tdischarge =
∑

i,j

dload,j∆Tij . (43)

The equations of energy efficiency (38) to (40) together with
the total discharge time expressions (43) gives the system
designer a way to estimate the impact of the design choices
made in the power converter on the user experience of the end
product.

VIII. MULTI-TOPOLOGY SIZING EXAMPLE

The sizing method is now used to find the transistor sizes
in a battery-connected SCC with three topologies. Using the
synthesis method from [36] we design the output stage in Fig.
8 comprising three capacitors and 13 switches. The output
stage switches are driven by two non-overlapping clocks, p1
and p2, 180◦ out of phase. A single-boundary control is
assumed resulting in 50% duty cycle. Using the phase mapping
from Table IV, three topologies are implemented: 1/3, 2/5,
and 1/2. The interconnection of the capacitors in the different
gears is depicted in Fig. 9. We use 1.8 V NMOS transistors for
S12 and S13, and 5 V devices for the other switches. The gate
drivers for the 1.8 V transistors are assumed to be supplied
by a voltage generated by a linear regulator from Vin (this is
taken into account when the gate losses are computed).

Select next set of topology 

weights (α1...αNg)

Can highest gear supply 
Iout,max at Vin,min?

Compute Req,min(tt)g

Compute ΔTij, Eout,ij, and Ein,ij

Ein = 0, Eout = 0, g = 0

Select next (Vin,Iout) point

Start

Compute Req,min(ss) for the 
highest gear

Can gth gear supply Iout at Vin?

No

Yes

Eout = Eout + Eout,ij

Ein = Ein + Ein,ij

Was this the last (Vin,Iout) point?

g = g +1

No

η = Eout/Ein (for selected α1...αNg)

Was this the last (α1...αNg) 
set? 

Output 
α1...αNg that 
maximizes η

Yes

Yes

No

NoYes

Compute optimal Wi values

Fig. 7. Flowchart of optimization procedure. Notice the ”programming nota-
tion” of incrementally adding the energy used in each (Vin, Iout) operating
point.

TABLE IV
SWITCH GATE DRIVING SIGNALS FOR THE THREE TOPOLOGIES

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13

1/3 p1 p2 p2 p1 p1 p2 p2

2/5 p1 p2 p2 p1 p2 p1 p1 p1 p2 p2

1/2 p1 p2 p2 p1 p1 p2 p2 p1

The component values of Table V are used. We use the
largest ceramic capacitors in EIA-01005 packages available to
us: 470 nF capacitors rated at 350 nF capacitance at 1.2 V dc
bias. As the optimization algorithm only takes little computing
time we could easily investigate how a choice of smaller or
larger external capacitor would impact the overall efficiency.
With external capacitors only a discrete number of values are
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s3 s4

s9

Vss_int

Vbatt_int Rio

=

1.8 V 5.0 V

Fig. 8. Output stage transistor level schematic. The I/O bumps are shown as
crosses in a square.

available and some sizes may be preferred due to system level
constraints, price, and compliance. A maximum switching
frequency of 500 kHz is chosen as a tradeoff between losses
and required control loop response time.

The parasitic resistances are derived for each of the gears:

Rpar(1/3) =
2

9
Rbatt + 4Rio +

8

9
Rcfly +

10

9
Routp (44)

Rpar(2/5) =
8

25
Rbatt +

104

25
Rio +

4

5
Rcfly +

28

25
Routp (45)

Rpar(1/2) =
1

2
Rbatt + 3Rio +

1

2
Rcfly +Routp. (46)

The charge flow vectors for the switches and capacitors are
derived using [24]:

ac,1 =

[
1

3

1

3
0

]
ac,2 =

[
2

5

1

5

1

5

]
ac,3 =

[
1

4

1

4
0

]

(47)

ar(1/3) =

[
1

3
0

1

3

1

3

1

3
0 0 0

1

3
0

1

3

1

3
0

]
(48)

ar(2/5) =

[
2

5
0

2

5

1

5

1

5

1

5

1

5
0

1

5

1

5

1

5
0

1

5

]
(49)

ar(1/2) =

[
1

4

1

4

1

4

1

4
0 0 0

1

4

1

4
0

1

4

1

4
0

]
. (50)

As the area is constrained, the gear weights are linearly
dependent, meaning that the dimension of the design space
is only two. To better visualize the results we therefore
parameterize the three coefficients as a triangle in the plane
using the two parameters α and β:

α1/3 = 1− α− β (51)
α2/5 = α (52)
α1/2 = β, (53)

constrained by α+β ≤ 1. By sweeping α and β from 0.01 to
0.99 (leaving out the extreme cases of zero topology weight)

TABLE V
COMPONENT VALUES OF THE DESIGN EXAMPLE

Cfly Rbatt Rio Rcfly Routp ε fs,max

350 nF 1.0Ω 50mΩ 30mΩ 30mΩ 1.08 500 kHz

we obtain the landscape of possible fast switching limit con-
ductances shown in Fig. 10. Due to the parameterization, each
topology has a maximum area allocated in each of the three
corners as indicated in the figures with a star. The purpose of
the optimization method is to choose which α and β, and the
corresponding fast switching limit conductances for the three
gears, leads to maximum efficiency.

To visualize the efficiency landscape, we run the algorithm
with a 50 mA dc load current. Fixing the switch area at
25000µm2 and setting Iout = 50 mA, we obtain the efficiency
landscape of Fig. 11. We see that the optimum is between the
two corners where 1/3 and 2/5 dominate respectively. The
gray area of the figure is candidate output stages that could not
supply the maximum output current in the slow-slow process
corner in the highest gear (1/2).

At lower loads the efficiency depends less on Req,g as it
is dominated by the intrinsic losses. I.e., as the load is so
small the drop across Req,g is mostly negligible. At lower
load currents the 1/2 topology would get very little weight
as the two other gears can supply the load current in a larger
part of the input voltage range. If we had included even more
topologies, the Req,g contribution to the losses would become
even more important. The proposed sizing method is therefore
increasingly relevant for converters with higher output current
and more topologies.

The load case from Table III in Section V is considered next.
The optimized efficiency vs. area is compared with several
simpler transistor sizing methods: equal switch area and equal
switch width. We also try variants of these methods where
the PMOS devices are three times larger than NMOS devices
(denoted ”P/N weight”) to account for the difference in carrier
mobility.

The results for the different methods are shown in Fig.
12. We observe that, in this specific example, the equal
width sizing methods are the best of the simple approaches.
The optimized output stage has up to 3% higher efficiency
depending on the chosen switch area. The proposed sizing
method also allows for trading off efficiency for a lower switch
area compared with the simpler methods. The simpler methods
yield output stages that cannot deliver the peak load current
for switch areas below 30000µm2 while the optimized designs
can still support it down to 18000µm2. When only a small
area is available, the algorithm will assign most weight to the
1/2 gear to ensure that the converter can supply the maximum
load current. The simpler sizing methods do not take this into
account.

IX. CONCLUSION

A sizing method for designing efficient switched capacitor
converters (SCCs) in battery powered products was presented.
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Fig. 9. The output stage interconnection in the three topologies. The unloaded steady state voltages of the capacitors are shown as fractions of Vbatt.
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The loss mechanisms and device parasitics impacting the con-
verter performance were described. The loss model was veri-
fied with measurements on a prototype SCC in 180 nm CMOS.
The parasitic resistances were found to have an impact on the
efficiency and equivalent output resistance of the converter.
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Fig. 12. Total efficiency of a discharge period vs. area for the proposed sizing
method and four simple alternatives.

For single-topology converters, an expression for optimal
switch widths, constrained by a worst case output current, was
derived. For the multi-topology case, the dimensionality of the
optimization problem was reduced using Lagrange Multipliers.
Instead of sizing each switch individually the problem was
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reduced to finding an optimal weight for each topology.
The proposed method is also relevant in multi-topology

converters for applications with fixed input voltage and varying
output current or voltage. Additionally, the method can be used
in converters with multiple outputs.

The explicit inclusion of the parasitic resistance is also
relevant in higher power systems, in systems where discrete
switches are used, or when using capacitor technologies with
higher ESR. In these cases the parasitics will greatly impact
the converter performance and the optimal choice of switch
widths.

It was shown how the battery voltage curve and output
current load scenarios can be incorporated in an efficiency
measure of the total discharge period. This allows the circuit
designer to evaluate design choices on a measure that directly
impacts the battery lifetime of the final product. One key
outcome from this work is that it allows to optimize on an
entire discharge period instead of individual operating points.
Due to the continuously varying voltage of batteries, a single
operating point is only valid in an infinitesimal time period.
Thinking in terms of a full discharge cycle allows for directly
relating design choices to the experience of the end user in
terms of operating time between having to recharge the battery.
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Abstract—A dual output battery-connected reconfigurable
switched capacitor dc-dc converter (SCC) is presented. The
design improves the overall power efficiency of the system by
reconfiguring the SCC output stage based on the output load
scenario. The number of capacitors to use in an SCC is a
tradeoff between area and efficiency. Having more capacitors
improves efficiency but increases the implementation area and
cost. The proposed combined dynamically reconfigurable output
stage changes the number of capacitors used for each output
depending on the load. The implemented converter is compared
with a solution where an SCC is implemented separately for each
of the outputs. Transistor level simulations of the proposed and
prior art output stages show an overall improved efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

POWER conversion is needed when there is a difference
in voltage between the energy source and the electronic

circuit requiring power. It is desirable to have as little power
loss as possible in the power converter. A high converter
efficiency directly translates to longer battery life in battery-
powered devices like energy-harvesting wireless sensor-nodes
[1], hearing aids [2], and implantable medical devices [3].
Such systems often require several regulated voltage supplies.
The digital signal processor (DSP) typically requires a lower
voltage than e.g. analog microphone interfaces, audio out-
put stage, or flash memory. In addition to this, the power
dissipation of the different parts of the system varies with
time. A hearing aid does e.g. only access the flash memory
sporadically, and a wireless sensor node might only use the
radio intermittently.

Power converters based on only capacitors, switched ca-
pacitor converters (SCCs), have been studied widely in the
literature and provide benefits in terms of potentially low
electromagnetic interference (EMI) and high power density
and efficiency. The efficiency of an SCC is, however, very
dependent on the input-to-output voltage conversion ratio
VCR = Vout/Vin and the ideal voltage ratio M [4]. The
interconnection of the capacitors leads to a given M , such as
1/3 or 1/2, and the efficiency is limited to η < VCR/M . If
we for example want to convert Vin = 4.0V to a regulated
Vout = 1.2V with an M = 1/2 topology we have have an
upper efficiency bound of η < (1.2/4.0)/(1/2) = 60%. It is
therefore evident that we want to have several values of M
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Fig. 1. The system consists of a battery-connected power management IC
(PMIC) delivering two different output voltages. One load current is constant
while the other switches between high and low current draw.

to achieve a high efficiency across the input voltage range of
e.g. battery-powered applications. Such an SCC is denoted a
”gearbox” [5].

To implement a large number of topologies, each having an
ideal voltage conversion ratio M , requires a large number of
capacitors. This is problematic when the size of each capacitor
is fixed, which is the case when external capacitors are used.
Combining the desire to have a large number of topologies,
for having a large range of M , with a requirement of multiple
output voltages leads to a requirement of a large number
of capacitors. Having many capacitors leads to a large size,
which is problematic in space-constrained medical devices.
It furthermore increases cost and printed circuit board (PCB)
complexity.

External ceramic capacitors have higher capacitance den-
sity than capacitor technologies available in standard CMOS
processes. With a footprint of 200×400µm an example multi
layer ceramic capacitor (MLCC) provides 350 nF at 1.3V dc
bias [6]. This is three orders of magnitude higher density
than e.g. 2 fF/µm2 metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors.
The downside is that the external capacitors come in discrete
sizes whereas integrated capacitors can have any size desired.
The large capacitance values are often necessary in wearable
devices with sound output where the audio output stage can
draw large peak currents as the achievable efficiency with on-
chip capacitors is limited [7]. Previously proposed multiple
output SCCs have either had shared states between the two
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outputs [3], [8], reconfigured capacitance but not topology [1],
or used time sharing of the capacitor resources between the
two outputs [9].

In this paper we propose a dual output dynamically reconfig-
urable switched capacitor output stage. A different number of
flying capacitors is assigned to each of the outputs depending
on the load currents. This enables a higher efficiency for a
lower number of capacitors. By not using shared switching
states or time-interleaved switching between the two outputs,
the solution avoids cross regulation problems. The system
considered in this work is depicted in Fig. 1. Notice that the
load current for the first output Iload1 is constant while Iload2
changes between a high and low current draw.

In the next section the efficiency and topologies of SCCs
are discussed, followed by the design of the proposed output
stage in Section III. The results of transistor level simulations
is presented in Section IV and Section V concludes the paper.

II. SWITCHED CAPACITOR CONVERTER LOSSES AND
TOPOLOGIES

The losses in an SCC is often dominated by the inherently
lossy operation of charging and discharging capacitors through
resistors. The losses in an SCC with ideal resistors and
capacitors can be modeled as an ideal transformer in series
with an equivalent output resistance Req [10]. The transformer
converts the input voltage into MVin without loss. To regulate
Vout ≤ MVin, the voltage drop across the equivalent output
resistance is controlled. The control of Req can be achieved
by adjusting the frequency, switch conductance, or both. The
following equation describes the transformer model:

Vout =MVin −ReqIload, (1)

where Iload is drawn from the positive output terminal.
From the transformer model the efficiency limit of an SCC

can be derived [4]:

η ≤ Vout/Vin
M

. (2)

Having several values of M allows to maximize (2) when Vin
varies as the battery discharges.

The constant M is a fraction of positive integers, each lim-
ited to the k′th Fibonacci number [11] where k = NCfly +1,
NCfly being the number of flying capacitors. For one to three
flying capacitors this gives the following available fractions:

• NCfly = 1⇒M ∈
{
1

1
,
1

2

}

• NCfly = 2⇒M ∈
{
1

1
,
2

3
,
1

2
,
1

3

}

• NCfly = 3⇒M ∈
{
1

1
,
4

5
,
3

4
,
2

3
,
3

5
,
1

2
,
2

5
,
1

3
,
1

4
,
1

5

}

If we limit the total number of flying capacitors we would
have to choose how many capacitors to use in each of the
converters for the two output voltages.

TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS

Vin Vout1 Vout2 Iload1 Iload2,lo Iload2,hi

3.0− 4.2V 1.20V 1.80V 2.50mA 0.25mA 15.0mA

III. OUTPUT STAGE DESIGN

In this work we use three external flying capacitors in EIA-
01005 packages each having 350 nF effective capacitance. An
output capacitor value of 3.5µF is used in the simulations to
meet the ripple requirements of a hearing aid. The specifi-
cations for the converter are summarized in Table I. Notice
again that the first output has a constant load current while
the second output sees two different loads. In the hearing
aid platform considered here, a central system microprocessor
decides when e.g. radio and flash memory connected to
Vout2 is used. The reconfiguration of the power converter can
therefore be controlled from the system microprocessor. I.e.
the microprocessor is not added to control the power converter
but is already present in the system.

We compare the proposed reconfigurable output stage with
two non-reconfigurable solutions. In prior art solution A we
use one flying capacitor for Vout1 and two for Vout2 resulting
in the following M :

Mout1,A ∈
{
1

2

}
, Mout2,A ∈

{
1

1
,
2

3
,
1

2

}
(3)

The second non-reconfigurable solution uses two Cfly for the
first output and one for Vout2:

Mout1,B ∈
{
1

2
,
1

3

}
, Mout2,B ∈

{
1

1
,
1

2

}
(4)

Finally, the proposed reconfigurable output stage has a mode
for when Iload2 = 0.25mA and a mode for Iload2 = 15mA.
In total the union of the available topologies is:

Mout1,C ∈
{
1

2
,
2

5
,
1

3

}
, Mout2,C ∈

{
1

1
,
2

3
,
1

2

}
(5)

We have chosen the subset of topologies for each output based
on the Vin and Vout specifications. E.g. in (3) we do not
use 1/3 in Mout2,A as for the highest Vin we would have
a maximum output of 4.2V× (1/3) = 1.4V which is below
the specification for Vout2.

Based on the choice of topologies, we can find where the
switches should be placed in the output stage with e.g. [12].
The schematic of the proposed output stage is shown in Fig. 2.
The proposed output stage was synthesized by the use of [12]
combined with a script mapping the different topologies to the
minimum number of switches in the combined output stage.
The choice between NMOS and PMOS implementation of a
switch was made to maximize conductance for the given area.
The transistor widths were chosen to be WN = 1000µm and
WP = 2000µm for the N and P types, respectively. An excep-
tion is sw18, which has W18 = 500µm as it is only used as a
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the proposed reconfigurable output stage.

TABLE II
SOLUTION AREA COMPARISON

Output stage A B C (reconfigurable)

No. of NMOS 6 5 9

No. of PMOS 7 7 9

Switch area estimate [µm2] 47550 45120 60728

Capacitor area estimate [µm2] 240000 240000 240000

Relative total area 100% 99.1% 105%

switched linear regulator. Each switch size could be optimized
to slightly improve the efficiency of all the three solutions.
Due to the large capacitance density available, the losses are,
however, mostly limited by the intrinsic losses of the SCC. I.e.
even if we used much larger capacitor values we would not
achieve a significantly higher efficiency. The capacitance value
and switch sizes are therefore of less importance compared
with the number of capacitors. This observation substantiates
why the proposed technique is relevant.

The area of the output stage switches is summarized in
Table II. In the comparison 50% area overhead is included
in the output stage for routing and gate drivers. The proposed
reconfigurable output stage is only an estimated 5% larger
than the non-reconfigurable as the area is dominated by the
capacitors. Extra area for routing and spacing of the external
capacitor would make the difference even smaller.

The switches are controlled by two non-overlapping clocks
φ1 and φ2. These clocks are generated such than when one is
ON the other is OFF, including a 15 ns dead time in between.
Based on the topology needed, the two clocks are routed to
different switches. In Table III the mapping is given for the
proposed output stage. The clock signals for the PMOS devices
are inverted in the gate drivers such that both NMOS and
PMOS devices are conducting at the same time if they have the

TABLE III
SWITCH GATE SIGNALS FOR THE THREE TOPOLOGIES. Vout1 TOPOLOGIES

ARE THE TOP THREE, AND Vout2 TOPOLOGIES THE BOTTOM FOUR

Vout1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

1/2 φ1 φ2 φ1 φ2

2/5 φ1 φ2 φ2 φ1 φ2 φ1 φ1 φ1 φ2 φ2

1/3 φ1 φ2 φ2 φ1 φ1 φ2 φ2

Vout2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

1/1a φ1 φ2 on

1/1b on

2/3 φ1 φ1 φ2 φ2 φ1 φ1 φ2

1/2 φ1 φ2 φ1 φ2

TABLE IV
TOPOLOGY COEXISTENCE MATRIX. AN ’×’ INDICATES TWO TOPOLOGIES

CAN OPERATE SIMULTANIOUS

Vout2 topologies

1/1a 1/1b 2/3 1/2

V
o
u
t1

to
po

lo
gi

es

1/2 × × × ×
2/5 ×
1/3 × × ×

same clock. The top three topologies in the table are for Vout1
and the bottom four for Vout2. We use two implementations
of the 1/1 topology: one using Cfly3, 1/1a, and the other is
a pulsed linear regulator directly from Vbatt, 1/1b. The two
topologies have similar efficiency but 1/1a has slightly lower
ripple. The solution could be extended with a linear regulator
to further reduce noise emissions.

The reason for having two 1/1 implementations is evident
from Table IV. The table shows which topologies can operate
simultaneously. As some Vout1 and Vout2 topologies use the
same flying capacitors they cannot operate at the same time
without creating a short circuit. When we want to use 2/5 for
Vout1 all three Cfly are in use, and we therefore rely on 1/1a
(or a linear regulator) to supply Vout2.

The converter is reconfigured by the system microprocessor
to give priority to either Vout1 or Vout2. I.e. whenever the two
outputs would be most efficiently converted with topologies
that cannot coexist (from Table IV) one has to use a less
efficient topology. In a system where high-current loads are
controlled from a microprocessor, the priority can be changed
whenever such a load is enabled. If the PMIC has to operate
independently, an estimate of the intrinsic losses based on the
battery voltage and switching frequency can be used to decide
which output to give priority.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The output stages, gate drivers, control circuit, and non-
overlapping clock generator are implemented on transistor
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Fig. 3. The efficiency as a function of battery voltage. Each data point on the plots is the result of a transient simulation with fixed Vbatt.

level. In the simulations, a behavioral model of the control
circuit is used to a achieve faster simulation time. A 3 pF
parasitic capacitance is added to all external nodes to account
for ESD protection circuitry and capacitive routing parasitics.

We first consider the efficiency vs. battery voltage for the
three converters in Fig. 3. The efficiency of the individual out-
put, η1 and η2 was simulated. For the two prior art solutions,
A and B, the only difference between the Iload2 = 0.25mA
and Iload2 = 15mA case is that the converter can operate
in the 1/2 gear down to a lower input voltage when the
load is low. This is due to the smaller voltage drop across
Req (see (1)). The η1 efficiency is the same regardless of the
Iload2 value. For the proposed converter C, both η1 and η2 is
dependent on the Iload2 value. When Iload2 = 15mA we have
the values η1,hi and η2,hi. When Iload2 is only 0.25mA we
obtain the efficiencies η1,lo and η2,lo. Notice that η2,hi > η2,lo
(remembering that the ”hi” subscript denotes high Iload2). I.e.
the efficiency for the second output is higher when Iload2 is
high. Conversely, we have η1,hi < η1,lo, i.e. when Iload2 is
high Vout1 has a lower efficiency.

The efficiency depends greatly on the input voltage, and
the input voltage changes as the battery discharges. A Li-Ion
battery has a typical voltage of 3.7V but the total voltage
range is e.g. from 3.0V to 4.2V. To properly capture the
effects of the varying battery voltage we use a measured
battery voltage curve in the simulations.

The control is achieved using two pulse skipping controllers
having 500 ns pulse width. This is a type of frequency control
where one phase has a constant on-time. A separate sim-
ulation was performed on an extracted layout of the pulse
skipping controller and non-overlapping clock generator. The
total area of the two blocks is 1520µm2. The controller
dissipates 1.33µW at 1MHz clock input. The non-overlapping
clock circuit dissipates 0.543µW/MHz. The pulse skipping
controller is operated at a constant clock rate and the non-
overlapping clock at the instantaneous pulse frequency. The
combined power dissipation under worst case load conditions
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Fig. 4. Transient simulation of the proposed converter.

is 1.81µW to 1.95µW across process corners. The impact
of the controller power dissipation on the best peak system
efficiency of the three SCCs considered is calculated to be less
than 0.05% (i.e. less than 1/20 of a percent). As expected, the
intrinsic SCC losses dominate the efficiency in this application.

We use tsim = 25ms to have reasonable simulation times.
In reality the battery will last longer than 24 hours in e.g. a
hearing aid. The simulation, however, allows us to extend the
results to the full operating time of the battery. The example
transient simulation result in Fig. 4 shows the functioning
closed loop control of the two outputs and the battery voltage
discharge curve.

The energies going in and out of the converter is integrated
over the entire simulation time from time 0 to tsim:

Eout,sim =

∫ tsim

0

Vout1Iload1 + Vout2Iload2dt (6)

Ein,sim =

∫ tsim

0

Vbatt(t)Iindt (7)

Each gear in the output stage will be used in a fraction of the
total operating time depending on the input voltage level. This
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fraction of time is only depending on the shape of the battery
voltage curve. If the simulation time was doubled we would
see that the converter will operate in each gear double as long.
This would double both Eout and Ein but keep η = Eout/Ein

the same. The only effect not captured is the energy lost when
changing gears. The longer operating time, the more times the
converter will change between the different gears wasting a
little energy each time. This effect is, however, small compared
to the capacitor charging losses and gate losses.

We now perform transient simulations for both Iload2 =
0.25mA and Iload2 = 15mA. The resulting energies are
denoted Eout,hi and Ein,hi for the case of 0.25mA, and
Eout,hi and Ein,hi for the case of 15mA. In both cases the
first output sees a constant load of Iload1 = 2.5mA.

If the time where the system is operating with a high Iload2
is uniformly distributed we can compute the total efficiency
as a function of the fraction of time where Iload2 is high:

ηtot =
dhEout,hi + (1− dh)Eout,lo

dhEin,hi + (1− dh)Ein,lo
(8)

The resulting system efficiency vs. the fraction of time
where Iload2 = 15mA, dh, is shown in Fig. 5. For values of
dh around 1%, the proposed solution has a 7.54% or 15.4%
better system efficiency when compared with the two prior
art solutions respectively. In many applications the high load
circuits are only operated in a small fraction of the time.

V. CONCLUSION

A reconfigurable switched capacitor converter for two out-
puts has been presented. The proposed design was shown to be
especially suited for systems where one output has a constant
load current while the other varies between high and low
current draw. Using three flying capacitors the proposed design
can efficiently convert a Li-Ion battery voltage to 1.2V and
1.8V regulated outputs. The proposed solution was compared
with two non-reconfigurable designs. For the case of Iout2

being high 1% of the time a simulated system efficiency
improvement of 7.54% and 15.4% was achieved compared
to the two prior art designs.
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Abstract—In this paper an algorithm for finding two-phase
step-down switched-capacitor converter topologies is presented.
The output stage is considered as a number of nodes, namely
ground, input, output, and the top and bottom plates of the
capacitors. Finding all switch placements between these nodes
yields a complete database of possible topology implementations.
The algorithm is applied for the case of one to four flying capaci-
tors. This result is useful in the design of multi-topology gearbox
output stages where several topologies are implemented. Having
a database of all possible implementations allows for designing
optimal output stages based on a number of possible performance
metrics. All parts of the synthesis method is automated. In the
case of four flying capacitors a total of 8.40 billion topologies are
found.

Index Terms—dc-dc converter, switched capacitor converter,
switched-mode power supply, topology synthesis

I. INTRODUCTION

Switched-capacitor converters (SCCs) rely on charging and
discharging capacitors by periodically switching between a
number of operating phases. The specific interconnection of
the capacitors in the different phases, called a topology, gives
rise to a certain ideal voltage conversion ratio M . The value
of M is a fraction if non-zero integers and the values it can
attain depends on the number of flying capacitors Ncfly . In [1]
it was shown that given k = Ncfly + 1, M has the following
bounds for two-phase converters (here disregarding negative
conversion ratios):

M =
1 ≤ P ≤ Fk

1 ≤ Q ≤ Fk
, (1)

where F0 = 1, F1 = 1, F2 = 2, Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2, i.e. Fk

is the k’th Fibonacci number. This fraction sets the limit of
both the voltage conversion ratio VCR = Vout/Vin < M and
the efficiency η < VCR/M . These two limitations call for
having several topologies, i.e. multi-topology output stages, in
applications where the VCR varies across a wide range such
as in battery-powered applications. A multi-topology output
stage is also called a gearbox [2]. Several gearbox SCCs
have been reported [2]–[6]. Each gear with an ideal voltage
conversion ratio M requires switches to implement a certain
interconnection of the capacitors, and the combined multi-
topology output stage consists of the union of the switches
required for each topology. An unconnected output stages is
depicted in Fig. 1.

The general problem of synthesizing topologies with any
M has been addressed in [7]–[11]. The prior art methods can

Vout

Vin
n2

n3

n4

n5

n6

n2Ncfly+1

n0

n1

Vss

Cfly,1 Cfly,2

...
Cfly,Ncfly

n2Ncfly+2

+ + +

Fig. 1. An unconnected SCC output stage with each node named
n0, n1, . . . , nm. The objective of this work is to find all possible topology
implementations by tring all switch combinations. An output filtering capacitor
is connected to Vout but not shown.

be grouped in two. One is the synthesis based on canonical
forms where a predefined switch structure is repeated for
each flying capacitors [7], [8], [10], [11]. The other approach
is the iterative algorithm in [9]. The first method, based on
canonical forms, has the advantage of a fixed structure that
is easily extended to a large number of flying capacitors. The
second approach, the iterative algorithm, is more general as
it does not assume a pre-defined switch interconnection of
the flying capacitors. However, special cases such as having
a subset of the flying capacitors connected between Vss and
Vin and another subset connected between Vss and Vout
in one of the two phases would not be possible with the
iterative approach. Similarly, a ladder topology would not be
immediately synthesized with the iterative algorithm. While
the prior art covers many useful topology implementations, an
automated approach for synthesizing topologies that does not
rely on a pre-defined interconnection structure or any designer-
input, such as assigning capacitor polarity by inspection [9],
would allow for systematic design of both single-topology and
gearbox output stages.

In this work we propose an algorithm for systematically
finding all possible step-down topologies given a number of
flying capacitors. The algorithm is applied to the cases of one
to four flying capacitors resulting in a database of all possible
step-down topologies. In the following, an overview of the
method is given, followed by a description of each of its parts
using a 1/3 with two flying capacitors as a vehicle for the
method development. Finally, an example case of synthesizing



a 1/8 converter is given and compared with prior art.

II. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SYNTHESIS METHOD

The presented method three parts as described in the fol-
lowing:

• Part A: Capacitor interconnection generation.
– A list of all possible switch placements is build.

• Part B: Invalid interconnection removal.
– Invalid interconnections are removed based on a set

of requirements using adjacency matrices.
• Part C: Phase combination.

– All combinations of two capacitor interconnections
from the list generated in Part A-B are tested.

– The combination of two capacitor interconnections
is denoted a candidate topology.

– Each candidate topology is either rejected or stored
in the database.

Following the synthesis, each topology can then be analyzed.
To limit the number of solutions a number of constraints are
imposed:

• Capacitor voltages are positive: Vcfly,i > 0
• Output stage node voltages should be Vss ≤ Vn,i ≤ Vin,

where Vss = 0.
• Only a single switch can connect two nodes, i.e. no

parallel switches.
Having a node Vn,i < Vss would forward-bias the body diode
in bulk CMOS switches, and Vn,i > Vin is not desirable in a
step-down converter.

III. TOPOLOGY SYNTHESIS

A. Capacitor Interconnection Generation

In a two-phase converters each topology is defined as two
distinct interconnections of the flying capacitors and the three
external terminals: Vss, Vout, and Vin (see Fig. 1). In this
section all the capacitor interconnections that could potentially
be part of a two-phase topology are found.

Each flying capacitor is considered to have a switch con-
nected to its top and bottom node. The other terminal of each
of these switches is connected to another node in the output
stage, i.e. the other capacitor terminals along with Vss, Vout,
and Vin. The case for Ncfly = 2 is shown in Fig. 2a. The next
step is to choose where to connect the other end of each of
the switches connected to the capacitor terminals. The valid
nodes a switch can be connected to are listed in curly-braces
next to each unconnected switch terminal in Fig. 2a. In the
following we denote the switches as ”the nx switch” for the
switch connected to the capacitor terminal node nx (i.e. n3,
n4, n5, or n6). The n3 switch (top left in Fig. 2a) can be
connected to any of the nodes {n1, n2, n5, n6}. It cannot be
connected to n0 as this would make Vn4 < Vss as Vcfly,1 > 0,
and n3 and n4 are excluded as this would either short Cfly,1,
resulting in Vcfly,1 = 0, or having both ends of the switch
connected to the same node.

The two capacitor interconnections used in a 1/3 topology
are shown in Fig. 2b-c as an example. Under each capacitor

interconnection is listed the interconnection list Sph. The
entries in this list are the node numbers of the nodes that
each of the switches are connected to. The first entry is the
n3 switch connection, followed by the n4 switch connection
and so forth. In summary, the list Sph has the following entries
for the case of Ncfly = 2:

Sph = [Xn3, Xn4, Xn5, Xn6] (2)
Xn3 ∈ {1, 2, 5, 6}, Xn4 ∈ {0, 1, 5, 6}
Xn5 ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, Xn6 ∈ {0, 1, 3, 4}

All capacitor interconnections can then be generated by choos-
ing all combinations of these entries. The number of switch
connections to make is equal to the number of capacitor
terminals 2Ncfly . Each switch can be connected to two of the
three external nodes (Vss, Vout, Vin), along with any of the
capacitor terminals except the terminals of the capacitor that
the switch is already connected to 2(Ncfly−1)+2 = 2Ncfly .
The total number of capacitor interconnections is therefore:

Nph = (2Ncfly)
2Ncfly (3)

Before moving on to using adjacency matrices to removing
invalid solutions, we remove any overlapping switches in the
generated Sph lists. The case in Fig. 2b was e.g. generated
as Sph = [2, 5, 4, 1] but as both the second and third entry
represents a switch from n4 to n5, the last entry is replaced
with −1 representing ”no switch” (see the switch crossed out
in Fig. 2b).

B. Invalid Interconnection Removal

The outcome of this part is a number of capacitor intercon-
nections lists Nph. In Part C of the method, the total number
of combinations that is to be tested is given by the binomial
coefficient, i.e. every possible way of choosing two capacitor
interconnections from the list of Nph possibilities:

Ncandidates =

(
Nph

2

)
=

Nph!

2!(Nph − 2)!
=
N2

ph −Nph

2
(4)

This is potentially a very large number of combinations
and it is therefore desirable to rule out as many capacitor
interconnections as possible in Part B.

To systematically remove invalid capacitor interconnections,
the output stage is considering as an undirected graph G
having nodes n0, n1, ...nm, where m = 2Ncfly + 2, and
each switch representing an edge in G. The adjacency matrix
is then a symmetric m × m matrix Aadj where each entry
aij = aji = 1 if node ni is connected to node nj by a switch.
All other entries are zero. For the capacitor interconnection in
Fig. 2c, the adjacency matrix is:

Aadj,p2 =




0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0




(5)
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Fig. 2. Output stage with Ncfly = 2 with (a) a switch for each capacitor terminal showing the list of valid connections of each. An example capacitor
interconnection for a 1/3 topology in (b) for phase 1 and in (c) for phase 2. Below each capacitor interconnection in (b) and (c) are the switch terminal
assignment lists Sp1 and Sp1.

The first row of and column of Aadj represents the connec-
tions to and from n0 (as it is an undirected graph). Similarly,
the second row is connections to n1 and so forth. From the
first row and column in (5) we e.g. see that n0 is connected
to n4 and n6, which agrees with Fig. 2c.

The powers of the adjacency matrix can be used to find
walks between any nodes in the graph. It can be shown
that the (i, k)th entry akij of Aadj

k represents the number
of walks of length k starting and ending in ni and nj ,
respectively. Using this property, and the fact that only the
switches and not capacitors are included as vertices in the
graph, allows for detecting if there is any path through the
capacitor interconnection that would short-circuit a capacitor,
or e.g. connect a top plate to Vss. A total of four checks are
performed using adjacency matrices:

• Capacitor top plate to Vss or bottom plate to Vin
• Anti-parallel capacitor connections (not allowed as
Vcfly,i > 0)

• Both ends of a series connection of several capacitor
being connected to the same node

• Loops containing only switches
In the case of Ncfly = 4, the above techniques reduce
the number of capacitor interconnections from Nph =
(2Ncfly)

2Ncfly = 16 777 656 to only Nph = 327 436. Using
(4) this amounts to a reduction by a factor 2625 in the number
of candidate topologies to check in the next step.

C. Phase combination
A candidate topology is valid if we can find a set of

Ncfly + 1 independent Kirchoff’s voltage law (KVL) equa-
tions. This allows for solving for the flying capacitor voltages
Vcfly,i, i ∈ {1, 2, ..Ncfly} and output capacitor voltage Vout
as a function of Vout. To obtain the KVL equations, the
approach from [12], [13], i.e. using node incidence matrices,
is employed on each capacitor interconnection.

The rows of the node incidence matrix Ainc represent the
circuit nodes except Vss (n0), i.e. capacitor terminals, Vout
and Vin, and each column constitutes the connection of each
element i the circuit. Each element aij of Ainc has the value

1 if the j’th element has its positive terminal connected to the
i’th node. Conversely, aij = −1 if the negative terminal of
the j’th element is connected to the i’th node. Finally aij = 0
if the j’th element is not connected to the i’th node. The
switches are chosen to all have the positive terminal connected
to the capacitor terminal. We partition Ainc in a sub-matrix
consisting of the input, output, and capacitor connections
Ainc,c, and another containing the switch connections Ainc,r

Ainc =
[
Ainc,c Ainc,r

]
. (6)

The capacitors are connected to the same nodes in each phase,
i.e. the Ainc,c is equal for both phases. A different set of
switches are active on each phase resulting in an Ainc,r matrix
for each phase. For the capacitor interconnection in Fig. 2b,
the following node incidence matrix is obtained:

Ainc,p1 =




0 0 0 1 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 −1 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 1



, (7)

where the first four columns are Ainc,c and the last three are
Ainc,r1 (one column for each switch). For phase 2 of the
example 1/3 topology in Fig. 2c we have:

Ainc,p2 =




0 0 0 1 −1 0 −1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 1



, (8)

Next, the KVL equations are found via obtaining a basis
for the null space (kernel) of Ainc,p1 and Ainc,p2 [12],
[13]. Practically, this is done by Gauss-Jordan elimination and



TABLE I
NUMBER OF VALID TOPOLOGIES

Ncfly 1 2 3 4

Ntopol 2 542 1.12× 106 8.40× 109

possible columns re-ordering. The resulting KVL equations on
matrix-form for the two phases are:

KVLph1 =
[
−1 1 1 1 −1 1 1

]
Vcomp = 0, (9)

KVLph2 =

[
0 1 0 −1 −1 1 0 0
0 0 1 −1 0 0 −1 1

]
Vcomp = 0,

(10)

where Vcomp is the component voltage vector:

Vcomp =
[
Vin Vcfly,1 Vcfly,2 Vout Vsw1,px . . . Vswn,px

]T
,

(11)
Writing e.g. (9) as an equation yields:

−Vin+Vcfly,1+Vcfly,2+Vout−Vsw1,p1+Vsw2,p1+Vsw4,p1 = 0
(12)

A valid SCC topology will have zero voltage-drop across the
switches in the unloaded steady-state case. Furthermore, the
capacitor voltages should be equal in each phase. A set of three
KVL equations in four variables [Vin, Vcfly,1, Vcfly,2, Vout]
from the first four columns of (9) and (10) are then found:

KVLc =



−1 1 1 1
0 1 0 −1
0 0 1 −1


 (13)

The system of equations can be solves as a function of Vin
by setting Vin = 1. The resulting system to solve is:



0 0 −3
1 0 −1
0 1 −1


Vx +



−1
0
0


Vin = 0 (14)

The solution to this is:

Vx =
[
Vcfly,1 Vcfly,2 Vout

]T
=
[
1/3 1/3 1/3

]T
,

(15)
i.e. the capacitor voltages and Vout are all equal to a third of
Vin, as expected for the 1/3 topology in Fig. 2b-c. The above
process of generated node incidence matrices, finding KVL
equations from the null space, and solving the KVL equations
as a function of Vin is carried out for all combinations of
capacitor interconnections that were generated in Part A and
B of the algorithm.

The number of entries in the result databases for 1 to four
flying capacitors are listed in Table I.

IV. EXAMPLE: SYNTHESIS OF 1/8 TOPOLOGY

To show an example usage of the obtained database, a
1/8 topology is synthesized using four Cfly, and the results
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Fig. 3. Histogram of the sum of squared switch charge flow elements for
33 489 topologies having M = 1/8.

compared to the Fibonacci canonical form in [7]. To compare,
we consider the sum of square charge flow vectors

KSSL =

Ncfly∑

i=1

a2c,i, KFSL = 2

Nsw∑

i=1

a2r,i, (16)

and the maximum capacitor steady-state voltages. Using the
canonical form, a total of three possible implementations of
the 1/8 topology is found. All three have the same charge flow
vector sums:

KSSL,canon = 1/4.27, KFSL,canon = 2.19 (17)

Of the three solutions, one has a maximum absolute capacitor
voltage of (5/8)Vin, and the other two (3/8)Vin.

Next, the 33 489 topologies having M = 1/8 from the gen-
erated database are compared. They all have KSSL = 1/4.27,
i.e. that same as the canonical result. A histogram of the KFSL

values are shown in Fig. 3. A total of 108 topologies have the
lowest KFSL = 1.44, of which 52 have a maximum capacitor
voltage of (3/8)Vin. An example of this has the following
switch terminal assignments:

Sp1 = [2, 9, 7, 0, 10, 1,−1,−1] , Sp2 = [5, 0, 9, 1, 1, 0,−1, 0]
(18)

An steady state capacitor voltages [3/8, 2/8, 1/8, 3/8]Vin.

V. CONCLUSION

An algorithm for finding all possible step-down converter
topologies was developed. A total of 2, 542, 1.12 million,
and 8.40 billion topologies was found for one to four flying
capacitors. Knowing all ways an ideal voltage conversion ratio
M can be implemented, allows for finding optimal designs
by considering e.g. the maximum operating voltages of the
switches and capacitors used in a design. As an example, a
1/8 topology was synthesized using four flying capacitors and
compared with the Fibonacci canonical synthesis. A total of
33 489 implementations was found, of which 52 had 34.2%
lower sum of squared switch charge flow vector elements
while other performance metrics were equal to the result of
using the prior art synthesis method. The algorithm is best
suited for a low number of flying capacitors due to the rapidly
growing solution space. For a large number of capacitors,
canonical forms or iterative algorithms could be used instead
to find a subset of the solutions.
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Two-step Switching in Switched-Capacitor
Converters for Reduced Radio Disturbance

Dennis Øland Larsen, Student Member, IEEE, Ivan Riis Nielsen, Member, IEEE, Martin Vinter, and Ivan Jørgensen

Abstract—In this brief a switching technique for switched-
capacitor converters for wireless applications is presented. To
minimize disturbances of near-field magnetic induction anten-
nas, the switched-capacitor output stage switches are split in
two segments. By introducing a small delay between the two
switch segments, destructive interference can be created in the
coil antenna. The proposed technique is demonstrated with
measurements on a 180 nm CMOS test chip and a radio for
a wearable device. A 45.5-46.7% reduction of the peak-peak
antenna voltage is measured across 2-50 mA converter load
current. The technique only requires two additional level shifters
and a delay element. Using the technique, the converter losses
increase by 1.19% resulting in a 0.28% efficiency penalty at a
typical operating point.

Index Terms—DC-DC power converters, electromagnetic inter-
ference, interference suppression, near-field magnetic induction,
switched-capacitor circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS communication and switched-mode power-
converters often have to coexist. The radio receivers in

smart phones, tablets, hearing aids, and wireless headsets are
all susceptible to both the intended signal to be received and
unwanted noise from switching power converters. Applications
having wireless connectivity are often battery-powered and
efficient power conversion is therefore a priority. However,
the requirements of high conversion efficiency and low elec-
tromagnetic interference (EMI) are often opposing.

In space constrained devices, the use of shielding is unde-
sired. It is therefore problematic to use power converters with
inductors as the magnetic field is costly to shield. In switched-
capacitor converters (SCCs), the energy is instead stored as an
electric field between the plates of the capacitor. Using dense
capacitors instead of inductors allows for designing small
converters [1]. On the other hand, the lack of inductors gives
rise to large time derivatives of the currents in SCCs. These
current transients effectively make the metal traces connecting
the capacitors into loop antennas.

In wearable applications, such as hearing aids and headsets,
one or more radios are typically included for communicating
to e.g. smart phones and between the left and right device.
The latter is often called ear-to-ear communication [2], [3].
The ear-to-ear link can be established using the 2.45 GHz
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Fig. 1. The system consisting of a switched-capacitor converter (SCC) and
a near-field magnetic induction (NFMI) radio.

Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) band [3], or using
a near field magnetic induction (NFMI) radio [2], which
typically operates below 15 MHz. The NFMI radio has the
advantage of low power and latency [4], and the magnetic
signal is not attenuated by the head tissue to the same degree as
a 2.45 GHz RF signal. A block diagram of a system containing
an SCC and an NFMI radio is shown in Fig. 1. The current
loops of the input, flying capacitor, and output capacitor are
shown along with an example antenna response Vant(t).

Using integrated capacitors reduces the noise emissions
from the flying capacitor loops. The peak output current of
fully integrated converters is, however, limited by the small
capacitance density of on-chip capacitors. This makes fully
integrated converters less suited for applications where the
power converter is supplying an audio output stage where the
peak currents can be high. External capacitors are therefore
often used to achieve high power density [5]–[7].

Several methods for further improving the electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) of SCCs have been proposed. Current
controlled switches were used in [8] to reduce the current
pulses. To spread the switching energy, delta-sigma modulated
control was proposed in [9]. Regulating the switch conduc-
tance was used in [10] to reduce the noise. In prior art, the
reduction of noise has relied either on a more complex control
loop or on the use of linear regulation in series with the SCC.

In this brief we propose a simple SCC switching tech-
nique that reduces the induced noise in NFMI antennas. The
technique exploits that the resonance frequency of the tuned
antenna is known. The proposed method only requires splitting
the output stage switches in two parts and a delay element
equal to half the antenna resonance period. It can therefore
be implemented in most SCC architectures without significant
modifications. The characteristics of the NFMI radio and an-
tenna is described in Section II and the circuit implementation
of the SCC with the proposed switching technique is covered
in Section III. Measurements and simulations are presented in
Section IV followed by a conclusion in Section V.
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Fig. 2. Two wearable devices having a digital signal processor (DSP), NFMI
radio, and an SCC. NFMI antennas shown with dimensions.

II. NFMI CHARACTERISTICS

The system block diagram in Fig. 2 shows two wearable
devices with NFMI radios. The antennas are concentric and
spaced a distance R apart, where R is approximately the width
of a human head. The technology rely on the near-field non-
propagating magnetic field emitted by the antenna.

The NFMI antenna is essentially a solenoid with a ferrite
core. The core material permeability µ, number of turns N ,
length L, and radius r give rise to a certain self inductance

Lant =
µN2πr2

L
(1)

The radio front-end has a tuning network to trim the antenna
resonance frequency. The resulting circuit is modeled as a
parallel RLC network, where the losses are lumped in a
parallel resistor (see Fig. 3). If two antennas are placed in
proximity, they will have a mutual inductance [11]. Given
a driving current ITX , the generated on-axis magnetic field
can be found using the Biot-Savart law as the distance R is
significantly lower than the wavelength

Bz =
µNITX r

2

2(R2 + r2)3/2
≈ µNITX r

2

2R3
, (2)

where the last approximation assumes R � r. The transmit-
ting current ITX is the amplitude of the signal assumed to
be at the carrier frequency fc. The magnetic flux linking each
turn of the receiving antenna is:

Φ =

�
S

Bzds = πr2Bz. (3)

The induced electromotive force of the receiver coil is then

ε = −dNΦ

dt
= − d

dt
Nπr2Bz =

d

dt
Nπr2

µNITX r
2

2R3
. (4)

The objective is to find a simple model for referring the SCC
loop currents to antenna disturbances and not calculating an
actual link budget. We transform the electromotive force to a
current IRX injected into the antenna equivalent RLC circuit
as shown in Fig. 3. In the figure, both the current induced from
the received signal IRX (t) and the SCC switching induced dis-
turbance Idist(t), are shown. Dividing the electromotive force
with the inductor impedance yields the estimated IRX (t):

IRX (t) =
ε

sLant
= − µπN

2r4

2LantR3
ITX =

r2L

2R3
ITX = KlinkITX

(5)
The antenna parameters and distance are collected in the
scaling factor Klink .

Antenna model
Idist(t)IRX(t)

fres = 10.67 MHz
Q ≈ 32

Fig. 3. Antenna model including received current and disturbance current.

The current carrying loops of the SCC (see Fig. 1) will
also induce a current in the antenna. The shapes of these
loops depend on the printed circuit board (PCB) layout and
relative antenna positioning. We introduce a scaling factor for
each of them: Kin , Kcfly , and Kout . The combination of the
three current loops shown in Fig. 1 amounts to the antenna
disturbance current:

Idist(t) = KinIin(t) +KcflyIcfly(t) +KoutIout(t) (6)

The three scaling factors for the disturbances are found in
section IV.

III. THE PROPOSED SWITCHING TECHNIQUE

In this section we analyze the antenna disturbance from the
SCC switching events and introduce the two-step switching
technique. Finally, the prototype SCC converter implementa-
tion is presented.

A. Single-step switching

The divide-by-two (1/2) SCC topology used to test the
switching technique is shown at the top of Fig. 4. The two
phases are shown with the corresponding example waveforms
below each sub-circuit. The SCC output stage switches are
controlled by the non-overlapping clocks p1 and p2. A dead-
zone of tdead = 5.5 ns exists where both p1 and p2 are logic
low to avoid shoot through. The resonance period tres, and
pulse widths tph1 and tph2 are also annotated.

A switching event is defined as the current transients
incurred at the rising edge of p1 or p2. Due to the sharp
edges of the switching events, a broad-band disturbance is
generated. The response of the narrow-band NFMI antenna is
a decaying sinusoid with period tres = 1/fres. The polarity
and magnitude of the induced antenna response depends on
the coupling factors that are found in Section IV.

Next, the time following a rising edge of p1 is considered to
compare the two switching techniques. At the bottom of Fig.
4, a timespan of tres after a p1 rising edge is shown along
with the sub circuits of the two-step switching implementation.
Only the p1 case is shown but the rising edge of p2 is split
on two parts in the same manner.

B. Two-step switching

1) The concept: The SCC output stage switches consist of
several smaller transistors in parallel. The gate of each of the
smaller transistor can be operated individually. It is therefore
possible to split the output stage in two equal parts, A and
B, and applying a gate signal with a small delay in between.
The induced antenna disturbance of only switching part A
will have approximately half the magnitude compared with the
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Fig. 4. Switching technique comparison. The top half shows a switching
period tsw of a 1-step SCC. The sub-circuit is shown above each phase. On
the bottom half, a detailed view of the first tres time of phase 1 is shown. The
2-step switching sub-circuits are shown below the corresponding waveforms.
The waveforms are not to scale, e.g. tdead is larger in the figure than in
reality.

case where part A and B are both switched. The switching of
part A will induce an exponentially decaying sinusoid in the
antenna. If we switch part B exactly at the time instant where
the Vant(t) response to the part A switching event crosses
zero, the combined effects ideally cancel. In the bottom part
of Fig. 4, single-step switching is shown with dashed lines and
two-step switching with solid lines. The peak-to-peak antenna

voltages of the two approaches are shown with vertical arrows.
With two-step switching, ideally, only the first half-period of
a disturbance with half magnitude is induced. The potential
reduction in peak-to-peak disturbance is therefore 75%.

The switch resistance of part A and B are shown explicitly
in Fig. 4. The first set of switches in part A have resistances
RSxA (x: switch number) and are controlled by the p1 and
p2 clocks. The second set of switches have resistances RSxB
and are controlled by the delayed clock signals p1d and p2d.

2) The impact on output resistance: In two-step switching
only half of the switch conductance is activated in the first
part of a phase. The impact on the equivalent output resistance
Req [12] depends on the SCC operating region. The operating
region depends on the time constant of the switch resistances
and flying capacitance in a given phase, and the switching
period. Next, expression for approximating the increase in Req
due to two-step switching is derived. It is assumed that Cout �
Cfly, and that all switches have an on-resistance of Rsw (when
both part A and B are active).

In the beginning of each phase, a voltage difference ∆V will
appear across the active switches. This is due to the charging or
discharging of Cfly from the previous phase. This voltage will
decrease exponentially with a time constant τ = Cfly2Rsw
as two switches are in series in each phase in a 1/2 topology
(see the top of Fig. 4). The total charge delivered to the output
capacitor in a phase is therefore given by

Q1step(tph) = ∆V

� tph

t=0

e−t/τ

2Rsw
dt, (7)

where tph is the time in a given phase (tph1 or tph2). In
two-step switching the equivalent switch resistance is double
during the first tdel of a phase as only part A of the output
stage is enabled. The remaining time from t = tdel to t = tph,
i.e. until the end of the phase, both part A and B are active.
The resulting charge delivered to the output will be

Q2step(tph) =

∆V

(� tdel

t=0

e−t/2τ

4Rsw
dt+ e−tdel/2τ

� tph

t=tdel

e−(t−tdel )/τ

2Rsw
dt

)
.

(8)

The equivalent output resistance increases if less charge is
transfered to the output, i.e. Req ∝ 1/Qxstep(tph). The
increase in Req due to two-step switching, denoted Fr, is
estimated by comparing the sum of the charge flow in p1 and
p2 for the two cases:

Fr =
Req,2step
Req,1step

=
Q1step(tph1) +Q1step(tph2)

Q2step(tph1) +Q2step(tph2)

=
2− e−tph1/τ − e−tph2/τ

2− e−(2tph1−tdel )/2τ − e−(2tph2−tdel )/2τ
. (9)

Evaluating Fr in the fast switching limit (FSL) and slow
switching limit (SSL) [12] yield:

FSL: lim
τ→∞

Fr =
tph1 + tph2

tph1 + tph2 − tdel
, SSL: lim

tph→∞
Fr = 1.

(10)
There is no Req penalty in SSL as the flying capacitor voltage
completely settles in each phase. In FSL the capacitor current
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Fig. 5. The implemented test chip. The current loop disturbances are shown with arrows along with the RLC antenna model.

TABLE I
COMPONENT VALUES, VOLTAGES, AND NOISE COUPLING COEFFICIENTS.

Cfly Cout Vin Vref Kin Kcfly Kout

230 nF 2.7µF 3.6V 1.2V 0.005 −0.003 0.005

is constant throughout a phase and the maximum Req increase
is observed. In Section IV we use (9) to estimate the increase
in losses due to two-step switching.

C. Circuit Implementation

A simplified block diagram of the test chip is shown in Fig.
5. A 1/2 topology is implemented using four switches. The
gate drivers and switches are each split in two segments of
approximately equal size. The non-overlapping clock genera-
tor outputs p1 and p2. The clocks p1d and p2d are generated
using a rising edge delay implemented with current starved
inverters. The delay element bias voltage can be adjusted to
tune the delay. Compared to a traditional single-step switching
converter only two delay elements and two extra level shifters
are required. Splitting the gate drivers amounts to making a
gate driver of half drive strength and instantiate two copies
of it. The output stage is already implemented with several
fingers and splitting it amounts to routing the gate signals in
two different nets.

The closed loop output voltage regulation is implemented
using a simple pulse skipping controller. The time of phase 1
(p1 = 1) is variable and the pulse width of p2 is fixed. The
p2 pulse width is equal to half the period of the main clock
minus the tdead .

IV. SIMULATIONS AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The prototype power management IC (PMIC) is mounted
in a socket on a test PCB as shown in Fig. 6. The capacitors
are mounted on the backside of the PCB opposite the socket.
The NFMI antenna is placed above the test chip on a PCB
containing the front-end circuitry for measuring the antenna
response. Simulations are performed on an extracted layout in
addition to the disturbance coupling model from Section II.
Measurements and simulations for three cases are provided in

PMIC

Antenna

Fig. 6. Lab setup: The power management IC (PMIC) and magnetic
inductance antenna. Capacitors are mounted on the opposite side of the PCB.
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Fig. 7. Antenna peak-to-peak voltage measured in the radio front-end. A 46%
reduction is achieved using two-step switching for the case tph2 = 500 ns.
The dashed tph2 = 250 ns is used to estimate the coupling coefficients.

Fig. 7. To find the disturbance coupling factors, two cases of
one-step switching are used. One with the pulse skipper driven
at 1 MHz and one with 2 MHz, corresponding to tph2 = 500 ns
and tph2 = 250 ns, respectively. The measurements and sim-
ulations are fitted to the single-step switching measurements
with tph2 = 250 ns (dashed) and tph2 = 500 ns (solid) at
Iload = 2 mA in Fig. 7. The component values, voltages, and
disturbance coupling factors are given in Table I.
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Fig. 8. Simulated antenna voltage vs. delay tdel for Iload = 50mA. An
optimal at tdel = tres/2 is observed. The single-step case is showed with
the dashed line as a reference. The reduced-parasitic flip-chip mounting case
is used for the simulations.

From Fig. 7 we observe a measured 45.5% to 46.7%
disturbance reduction when two-step switching is used for
tph2 = 500 ns. The simulations for two-step switching fit
the measurements well even though the coupling factors were
calibrated using the single-step switching case. The reduction
is limited by the large inductance and resistance of the bonding
wires and socket of the test setup. In a final product, flip chip
mounting would be used. Simulations using inductances and
series resistances representative of flip-chip mounting show a
relative reduction of 61.9% at 50 mA load.

Next, we use (9), and the fact that Rsw ≈ 1Ω, to estimate
the additional loss at Iload = 50 mA. At this operating point
we have tph1 ≈ 4.5µs and tph2 = 500 ns− tdead and find

Fr =
Qph1,2step(4.5µs) +Qph2,2step(494.5 ns)
Qph1,1step(4.5µs) +Qph2,1step(494.5 ns)

= 101.10%,

(11)
i.e. Req is 1.10% higher due to two-step switching. To
compensate for the worse Req , the controller increases the
switching frequency to lower the RSSL. As Req depends on
both RSSL and RFSL [13] the increase in switching frequency
is expected to be slightly higher than the 1.10%. Simulations
show a 1.19% increase in losses corresponding to a 0.28%
efficiency penalty.

In Fig. 8 the switching delay tdel is swept. The optimum
is at tdel = tres/2 but even with large variations in tdel , a
reduction in antenna disturbance is observed. With a ±20%
variation in tdel, the peak-peak antenna voltage increases by
12.2%/8.60% relative to the optimum value. This is equivalent
to a worst-case improvement of 53.4% antenna noise reduction
with ±20% variation in tdel in the reduced-parasitic flip-chip
case.

V. CONCLUSION

A method for reducing the SCC switching noise in NFMI
antennas was presented. A measured noise reduction of 45.5%-
46.7% across 2-50 mA SCC load current was observed. Simu-
lations without additional test setup parasitics showed a 61.9%
reduction in antenna peak-to-peak voltage. To implement the
technique, a delay element and two additional level shifters
were required. With ±20% variation in the delay element, a
worst case reduction of 53.4% was simulated in the case of
parasitics representative of flip-chip mounting. The increase in
losses at 50 mA load was found to be 1.19%.
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Abstract—This paper analyzes the relationship between ef-
ficiency and chip area in a fully integrated switched capacitor
voltage divider dc-dc converter implemented in 180nm-technology
and a 1/2 topology. A numerical algorithm for choosing the
optimal sizes of individual components, in terms of power
loss, based on the total chip area is developed. This algorithm
also determines the optimal number of parallel phases in the
converter, based on an estimate of power consumption in flip-
flop based clock circuits. By these means the maximum achievable
efficiency as a function of chip area is estimated.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to increase the speed and performance of modern
electronics, it is constantly sought to increase the number and
density of transistors on silicon chips. With circuit power being
a primary constraint, the development of integrated power
supplies is of great importance. New technologies enable the
use of smaller components, increasing the power density of
converters, while maintaining the high efficiency of traditional
switch-mode converters, examples include [1] and [2].

This paper explores the relationship between chip area
and efficiency for a converter with a typical load current for
a low power microcontroller in a battery powered device, see
Table I for specifications. The converter is designed from a
1/2 series-parallel voltage divider topology, as described in
[3] and shown in Fig. 1.

This topology consists only of capacitors and switches,
making monolithic integration relatively simple. In order
to achieve the highest possible converter efficiency for any
given chip area, different capacitor types are examined, and
the distribution of area between switches and capacitors that
allows the highest efficiency is determined.

The work described in this paper is focused on a converter
implemented in 180nm technology, but the same optimization
can also be applied to more advanced processes.

Area-driven optimization of switched-capacitor converters
has previously been investigated in [4], but in this paper
a more detailed optimization of the 1/2 voltage divider
is described, taking into account output capacitance and
multiphase interleaving.

Vin

+

−

S1

ϕ1

S2

ϕ2

S3

ϕ1

S4

ϕ2

Cfly

Cout
Vout

− +

Fig. 1. Converter schematic

II. SC CONVERTER LOSS ANALYSIS

The power loss in a switched-capacitor converter can be
described as 2 groups: Intrinsic losses, which depend on the
converter topology, and extrinsic losses, which include gate
loss, parasitic capacitance loss and control circuitry power
consumption. The extrinsic losses can be minimized by cor-
rectly sizing the switches and capacitor relative to each other.
Extrinsic losses can also be minimized by special circuit
techniques such as parasitic charge recycling [1].

Vin Vout ILoad

1.3 V ±5% 600 mV ±5 mV 450 µA

TABLE I. CONVERTER SPECIFICATIONS

A. Impedance analysis

An idealized model of the SC converter is seen in Fig. 2.
The conversion ratio in the converter is defined by the topology
and output impedance, Rout. As the name implies, the ideal
voltage conversion ratio (iVCR) of a 1/2 voltage divider is
1:1/2, but with a non-zero output impedance and load current,
the actual conversion ratio will be slightly lower. The output
impedance needed to deliver the desired output voltage at a
given load current is described by the following equation,
where N = iV CR:

Rout =
NVin − Vout

Iload
(1)

As described in [5] the output impedance of the converter
can be approximated by 2 asymptotic expressions: The fast
switching limit (FSL), determined by the on-resistance in
the switch components, and the slow switching limit (SSL),
dominated by the amount of flying capacitance. For the voltage

978-1-5090-1095-0/16/$31.00 ©2016 European Union
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Fig. 2. Model of an idealized switched-capacitor converter

divider, the expressions are as follows:

RFSL =
1

2

4∑

k=1

Ronk
(2)

RSSL =
1

4Cflyfsw
(3)

The value of Cfly will increase linearly with the capacitor
area, and the on-resistance of the switches can be assumed to
be inversely proportional to the gate width for a given gate
length.

For converters with an output capacitance in the same range
as the flying capacitance, a better fitting approximation of the
slow switching limit is described in [3]:

RSSL =
Cout

Cout + Cfly
· 1

4Cflyfsw
(4)

The total output impedance can be approximated by the
Eucledian norm of the two elements:

Rout =
√
R2
FSL +R2

SSL (5)

While the total size of the output impedance is constrained by
the conversion ratio and load current, the distribution between
the capacitive and resistive elements can freely be chosen.
For optimization purposes, a constant β is introduced to
describe the relative size of the two impedance elements:
RFSL =

√
1− βRout and RSSL =

√
βRout.

B. Types of losses

The intrinsic losses in the converter depend solely on the
conversion ratio and load current of the converter, and is
completely independent of the β value:

PRout
= Rout · I2

load (6)

However, the switching losses can be optimized by carefully
sizing the individual components. In this paper, two sources of
switching losses are considered: the gate loss of the switches,
and the bottom-plate losses of the flying capacitor.

Pgate =
∑

j

V 2
gate,jfswCgate,j (7)

Pbp = V 2
outfswCbp (8)

The parasitic bottom-plate capacitance of the flying capacitor
can be described as Cbp = αCfly , where the ratio α depends
on the chosen type of capacitor. The parasitic gate capacitance
of each switch can be assumed to increase linearly with the
gate area, ideally making it inversely proportional to the on-
resistance for a given gate length. The switching frequency can

be described as a function of Cfly and Cout by rearranging
(4):

fsw =
Cout

Cout + Cfly
· 1

4Cfly
√
βRout

(9)

The switching losses can now be described as

Pgate =
∑

j

V 2
gate,j

Cout
Cout + Cfly

· 1

4Cfly
√
βRout

·
C∗
gate,jfj√

1− βRout
(10)

Pbp = V 2
out

Cout
Cout + Cfly

· 1

4
√
βRout

α (11)

Where C∗
gate,j is the gate capacitance per unit gate width for

each switch, and fj is a function related to the width-resistance
product of each switch.
The total power loss in the converter is given by the sum of
all three types of losses, where β have great influence:

Ploss = Pgate + Pbp + PRout ⇔ (12)

Ploss =

(
K1

Cfly
· 1√

β
√

1− β +K2 ·
1√
β

)
Cout

Cout + Cfly
+K3

(13)
Where the constants K1−3 depend on topology and component
types:

K1 =
1

4R2
out

∑

j

V 2
gate,jCgate,jfj (14)

K2 = α
V 2
out

4Rout
(15)

K3 = RoutI
2
Load (16)

For a given set of capacitor sizes, an optimal value of β can
be found.

C. Choice of component types

1) Switches: Four switches are used in the converter, and
the total on-resistance for each pair of synchronized switches
should be

√
1− βRout. However, the topology causes some

of the switches to have a positive source-bulk voltage and
the switches will therefore have lower driving voltages and
higher threshold voltages due to the body effect, causing large
differences in the conductance-width ratios of the transistors.
The topology requires switches S1 and S4 to be implemented
using PMOS and NMOS transistors respectively, while S3 and
S2 are implemented with NMOS transistors to be minimize the
required gate area. In order for the transistor blocks to have
the same total length in the layout, the NMOS transistors are
made with 50 fingers, while the PMOS is made up by 48
fingers. The conductance of each transistor is simulated at the
minimum driving voltage as a function of transistor width. S2

and S3 have a source-bulk voltage equivalent to Vout giving
them a minimum Vgs of 635 mV, while transistors 1 and 4
have Vgs equal to the input voltage, giving a minimum value
of 1.235 V.
Knowing the relationship between gate width and conduc-
tance for each transistor, the distribution of resistance that
requires the smallest total transistor area for any given value
of
√

1− βRout can be easily be computed with a script,
determining the fj values.

Simulated values of the gate capacitances at minimum drive
voltages can be seen in Table II. Due to the source-bulk bias,
the gate capacitances of S2−3 are different from that of S4.



Transistor S1 S2 S3 S4

C∗
gate 1003 aF/µm 2630 aF/µm 2630 aF/µm 682 aF/µm

TABLE II. SIMULATED GATE CAPACITANCES

2) Capacitors: In the used technology, 3 different types of
capacitors are available: MIM, DualMIM and MOS. Through
simulations, the capacitance and α of each type has been
determined for different sizes. These values are shown in Table
III for effective areas of 300 and 10,000 µm2, the largest
areas for MOS and MIM/DualMIM capacitors allowed in the
technology. The DualMIM capacitors are superior to MIM
on both parameters. While the MOS capacitor does have a
higher capacitance density, the significantly larger value of
α makes it unsuited for use as a flying capacitor. The MOS
capacitors could possibly be used as output capacitance, since
the parasitic capacitance is only beneficial for this purpose.
However, for simplicity DualMIM is used for all capacitors as
the difference in capacitance density is small. To simplify cal-
culations, the capacitors are considered to consist of units with
an effective area of 104µm2 and capacitance Cunit = 44 pF.

Aeff = 104 µm2 Aeff = 300 µm2

C /pF α/% C /pF α/%

MIM 20 0.83 0.6 1.5
DualMIM 44 0.47 1.8 1.0

MOS - - 2.4 4.2

TABLE III. COMPARISON OF AVAILABLE CAPACITOR TYPES.

D. Optimization

For a given set of capacitor sizes, the value β that gives the
minimum power loss can now be determined numerically. As
seen in Fig. 3, the optimal value increases with the capacitor
size, meaning that with an increase in flying capacitance, the
switches should also be made larger.

III. CHIP AREA CONSIDERATIONS

Most of the total chip area is used for the capacitors,
meaning that the most effective way to reduce the size of the
converter is to reduce the amount of capacitance. However, as
indicated earlier, a smaller flying capacitance will reduce the
efficiency of the converter as the switching losses will increase.
A smaller output capacitance, on the other hand, will reduce
both the losses and the converter size.

A. Output capacitance

The required amount of output capacitance is related to the
switching frequency and allowed voltage ripple. As described
in [3] the needed output capacitance can easily be estimated
by considering the SSL case of converter operation. For the
voltage divider, (17) can be used to used to find a size for
Cout. 1/ζ is the fraction of charge trough each switch, and as
stated in Table I the allowed voltage ripple, ∆v, is 10mV.

Cout + Cfly =
Iload
∆vout

· 1

ζfsw
(17)

Combining this with (9), the output capacitance can be de-
termined as a function of the flying capacitance, as seen in
(18).

Cout = Cfly ·
4Iload

√
βRout

∆voutζ
(18)

Fig. 3. Optimal β value vs. capacitor size for 3nf output capacitance and
minimum input voltage. Dashed lines mark asymptotic values.

This means that the required output capacitance for a given
flying capacitance can be reduced by an increase in ζ. As de-
scribed in [3], this can be achieved by means of fragmentation
and phase interleaving.

B. Multiphase interleaving

By splitting the converter into several phases, the size of
the output capacitance can be decreased without exceeding
the allowed voltage ripple. By this method, the power density
and efficiency of the converter can be improved significantly,
as demonstrated in [6]. For a converter with nP interleaved
phases we have ζ = 2nP , and the output capacitance can
be reduced by a factor nP compared to the single-phase
case. As seen in (9) this will also allow the converter to
operate at a lower switching frequency and thus reduce
the switching losses in the converter output stage. The
flying capacitor and each of the switches are separated into
nP fragments of equal size, all switches has a duty cycle
of 50% and the phases are shifted 180

nP
degrees from each other.

C. Total chip area

The total area for each component is slightly larger than
their effective areas. For a transistor with a gate length of
180 nm, width W and n fingers, the total area for NMOS and
PMOS components are described by the following equations.

APMOS =

(
W

n
+ 840 nm

)
· (700 nm · n+ 1240 nm) (19)

ANMOS =

(
W

n
+ 480 nm

)
· (700 nm · n+ 400 nm) (20)

In the used design, the transistors are implemented with 48
and 50 fingers for p- and n-type transistors respectively.

The total area for each capacitor unit with an effective area
of 104 µm2, Acapunit, is 1.41·104 µm2. The total area of each

capacitor is estimated as
C

Cunit
·Acapunit.



Fig. 4. Power loss vs. number of phases for Cfly = 1 nF

IV. EFFICIENCY CALCULATIONS

A. Power stage

Combining (10), (11) and (18), expressions for the power
stage switching losses for a converter with nP interleaved
phases can be written:

Pgate =
1

4
√
βRout + ∆vout

Iload
2nP

∑
j v

2
gate,jC

∗
gate,jfj√

1− βRoutCfly
(21)

Pbp = V 2
outα

1

4
√
βRout + ∆vout

Iload
2nP

(22)

The intrinsic losses are given by (6), and are independent of
both nP , β and Cfly.

These equations indicate that a sufficiently large number
of interleaved phases will make the switching losses insignifi-
cant, leaving only the intrinsic losses. However, the increased
number of phases will require a more complicated gate driver
circuit with increased power consumption.

B. Clock consumption

In order to drive the switches a digital clock interleaver is
used, similarly to [7]. For an nP -phase converter, a 1

2nP
clock-

divider consisting of nP flip-flops is used followed by nP − 1
additional flipflops for phase-shifting the divided clock signal.
This circuit is capable of delivering shifted clock signals to
any number of phases that is a power of 2.

The power consumption of the clock interleaver will
increase with the number of phases. The power consumption
has been estimated through schematic level simulations in
Cadence with BSIM3V3-Models. Simulations show that the
power consumption of the clock interleaver can be estimated
by (23).

Pclk = fsw ·
(
31.16 fJ · n2

P + 183.5 fJ · nP − 132.2 fJ
)

(23)

Combining this with (21) and (22) it is possible to
determine the optimal number of phases for a given capacitor
size.
Figure 4 show the total power loss, as well as the separate
losses for the clocking circuit and the power stage, as a

Fig. 5. Efficiency comparison of single-phase converter and a converter with
optimal np along with the optimal value of np for varying chip area

function of the number of phases for a converter with
Cfly = 1 nF.

The power consumption of the clock circuit would be
lower in smaller process-nodes, increasing the optimum
number of phases and the total efficiency of the converter.

Using a script, the optimal number of phases for each value
of Cfly is found. This number increases with the capacitor
size, as larger capacitors reduce the switching frequency and
the power consumption of the clock interleaver.

Since the area of the clock interleaver is assumed to be
much smaller than that of the output stage, it is not included
in the estimate of the chip area.

C. Area and efficiency

Having determined the optimal number of phases and β-
value for any value of Cfly as well as the total chip area as
a function of Cfly and the number of phases, the maximum
efficiency for any chip area can be estimated. Figure 5 shows
the maximum- and single-phase efficiency as well as the
optimal number of phases as a function of chip area at the
minimum input voltage.

V. CONCLUSION

Design consideration for the SC converter were described,
and the components of the converter were optimized for
minimizing the switching losses at minimum input voltage.
A method for determining the optimal number of interleaved
phases for any size of flying capacitor has been developed, and
the maximum converter efficiency for any silicon chip area has
been determined.

The use of interleaved phases has been shown to improve
the converter efficiency by several percent, achieving a theo-
retical efficiency of more than 94% for a chip area of 1 mm2.
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Abstract—This paper discusses a methodology of minimizing
the amount of switches in a multi-topology fully integrated
switched capacitor dc-dc converter powered by a super capacitor
for energy harvesting purposes. The design of a simple controlling
circuit for the multi-topology power stage using a gearbox
approach is presented with all the required circuits. The converter
is able to generate a output voltage of 1.2 V from a 470 mF
capacitor charged to 3 V down to 1.4 V. The output voltage
is regulated with a ripple voltage below 7 mV. The controlling
circuit including buffers with ideal comparators has a power
consumption of 129 µW, the average efficiency is 67% and the
peak efficiency of the converter is 81%.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the current trend of combining digital and analogue
circuitry on to a combined Systems-on-Chip (SoC), power
management is more vital than ever. Due to this trend the
dc-dc converters are starting to get integrated into the same
chip and switched mode converters are the main integrated
solutions [1].

In portable devices there are strict requirements on area and
power consumption. Inductive dc-dc converters are very pop-
ular for external supplies, they however have their limitations
when being integrated due to the magnetic devices and need
for external components. Even though inductors are getting
smaller due to high frequency switching their size is still not
applicable to portable devices [2]. Fully integrated switched-
capacitor (SC) dc-dc converters are more feasible to integrate
in CMOS technologies due to their higher power-density and
high efficiency [1].

The efficiency of SC converters is very dependent on the
choice of topologies as a certain topology can only achieve a
theoretical 100% efficiency at one specific voltage-conversion-
ratio (VCR = Vout/Vin). Thus the choice of the topologies is
very important to achieve a high average efficiency for the
entire input voltage range.

The SC converter for this project will have to generate
a 1.2 V output voltage for minimum of 8 minutes when
the input capacitor is fully charged. The energy is supplied
from a 470 mF super capacitor which have been charged by
energy harvesting. The voltage of the input capacitor will range
between 1.4 V and 3 V. Furthermore, the output voltage should
not be more than 3 mV below the 1.2 V output voltage when

TABLE I. CONVERTER SPECIFICATION

Vin 1.4 V - 3 V Rout,min 30 Ω
Vout 1.2 V Vripple 7 mVpp

Iload 50 µA - 2 mA Istep,1µ 0.5 mA → 1.1 mA
fs 10 MHz Istep,5µ 1 mA → 2 mA

Cout 350 nF Vout,min 1.197 V
Cin 470 mF Min reg. time 8 min

the SC converter is operating and in general the peak-peak
ripple voltage should be below 7 mV. The specifications for the
SC converter are summed up in Table I including the current
steps which can be expected at the output.

This paper will go through the process of designing a SC
converter with the minimum amount of switches for applica-
tion in energy harvesting systems. It will be presented how
to find the maximum amount of common phases for different
conversion ratios. Furthermore the circuits for controlling the
SC power stage using a gearbox approach will be presented
and a simulation in schematic level will be presented.

II. SWITCHED CAPACITOR LOSSES

SC converters are often modeled as an ideal transformer
with a varying non zero output impedance, Rout where only
certain conversion ratios of VCR is available [3].

The losses for SC converters are separated into intrinsic
and extrinsic losses. The losses due to the non-zero output
impedance are called the intrinsic losses and can be described
by (1), the intrinsic losses are due to the operation of the SC
converter.

PRout = RoutI
2
load (1)

where the output impedance for SC converters can be described
using equations (2)-(3), [4]:

Rout =
√
R2
SSL +R2

FSL (2)

RSSL =
KC

Ctotfs
RFSL =

2KS

Gtot
(3)

where RSSL and RFSL is the effective resistance in the slow
switching limit (SSL) and fast switching limit (FSL), KC and
KS are proportionality constant associated with the structure
of the capacitors and switches respectively, fs is the switching
frequency, Ctot is the total amount of flying capacitance and
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Fig. 1. Different conversion ratios maximum efficiency as a function of the
VCR

Gtot is the total conductance due to the switches. The intrinsic
loss and output impedance for each topology is changed
with the switching frequency effectively regulating the output
voltage.

The extrinsic losses are caused by the switching operation
of the SC converter. The two main switching losses are the
loss due the parasitics at the gate of the switches, see (4), and
the bottom-plate losses of the flying capacitors, see (5).

Pgate =
∑

i

V 2
gate,ifsCgate,i (4)

Pbp =
∑

j

V 2
node,jfsCbp,j =

∑

j

V 2
node,jfsαCfly,j (5)

where Vgate,i and Cgate,i is voltage change and the capacitance
at the gate of switch i, Vnode,j and Cbp,j is the voltage change
and the capacitance at the bottom plate of the flying capacitors
and α is the proportion of the flying capacitance which is
considered to be the bottom plate capacitance. Further extrinsic
losses in the SC converter are due to the switches which are not
being used for a certain topology and due to the extra circuitry
which are needed to operate the SC converter. It is important
to note that the efficiency of the SC converter is mainly voltage
dependent, and thus the choice and implementation of the
conversion ratios have a great impact on the efficiency.

III. SYNTHESIS OF MULTI-TOPOLOGY OUTPUT STAGE

When implementing a SC converter only a limited number
of different VCRs can be obtained as proved in [5]. To get a
good average efficiency the power stage of the SC converter
need to be implemented using multiple conversion ratios. The
maximum efficiency characteristics, ηmax = iVCR/VCR for
a certain conversion ratio is only very efficient at a certain
VCR. This can be seen in Fig. 1 where all possible step-down
converters using 2 flying capacitors and 1 output capacitor have
been plotted, the dotted line shows how the multi-topology is
needed to increase the average efficiency.

Fig. 2. A schematic representation of the two phases for the series-parallel
SC converter with 2 flying capacitors and 4 terminals

TABLE II. COMBINED REALIZATION TABLE FOR THE 1/2, 2/3 AND 1/1
CONVERSION RATIOS

Terminal t0 t1 t2 t3
1/2 Vout Vin Vout VSS
2/3 Vout Vin Vin VSS
1/1 Vout Vin Vin Vin

Using the voltage distribution in time depending on the
chosen conversion ratios, it was found that the average ef-
ficiency would not increase much if choosing more than
three VCRs. The three optimal conversion ratios could all be
implemented with 2 flying capacitors, thus the power stage of
the SC converter should be able to realize the VCRs of 1/2,
2/3 and 1/1. The method used to design the SC converter took
into account the operational losses in the converter.

If each conversion ratio had to be implemented with
different switches optimized for each VCR there would be
between 15-21 switches. However, by finding common phases
between the different conversion ratios a lot of switches can
be saved. An easy approach to find common phases, is to set
up realization tables like done in [6] and look at the phases
for the SC topology.

Using two flying capacitors the two phases for the series-
parallel topology can be seen in Fig. 2. Here it can be seen
that a common phase between two conversion ratios exist if
terminals t0, t1 and t2 are connected to the same nodes (input,
output or ground). The same can be done if terminals t0 and
t3 are connected to the same nodes. By setting up realization
tables for all conversion ratios the common phases can easily
be identified by finding two conversion ratios which utilizes
the same nodes. In Table II it can be seen that the 2/3 and
1/1 conversion ratios have terminal t0, t1 and t2 in common
thus leading to a common phase. Conversion ratios 1/2 and
2/3 have terminals t0 and t3 in common, leading to one more
common phase.

Realizing the power stage for the SC converter with this
approach leads to the SC schematic seen in Fig. 3 where the
switches should be operated as seen in Fig. III to realize the
different conversion ratios.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF CIRCUITS FOR SC CONVERTER

This section will go through the different circuits which
has been implemented in order to control the multi topology



Fig. 3. A schematic representation of the SC circuit which can realize the
1/1, 2/3 and 1/2 topologies

TABLE III. SWITCH TABLE WHICH REALIZES THE DIFFERENT
TOPOLOGIES ACCORDING TO FIG. 3

Sw1 Sw2 Sw3 Sw4 Sw5 Sw6 Sw7 Sw8
1/2 φ1 φ1 OFF φ1n ON φ2 OFF φ2

2/3 φ1 φ1 φ1n φ1n φ2 φ2 OFF φ2

1/1 φ1 φ1 φ1n φ1n φ2 φ2 φ2n OFF

power stage for the SC converter. The block diagram for this
implementation can be seen in Fig. 6

A. Switching Regulation Stage

The switching regulating stage consist of pulse skipping
and non over-lapping clock stages. The implementation of the
proposed pulse skip design can be seen in Fig. 4 .

The pulse skippers purpose is to skip clock pulses depend-
ing on Vout. The two inputs to the comparator are Vout and
Vref , the output voltage is compared with the reference volt-
age. In case Vout > Vref the comparator output is grounded
and the output of the AND gate is therefore also set to logic
’0’. If Vref > Vout the output of the AND gate is the clock.
The D-flipflop has a negative edge reset that is connected to the
clock. This will result in Q equal to Vref when Vref > Vout
and clock at rising edge, on the other hand when the clock is
low the reset is enabled and Q will be equal to zero regardless
of the input D.

The non-overlapping clock stage is critical to the opera-
tion of the SC converter. Non-overlapping clock signals are
generally required to operate corresponding switches which
charge and discharge the flying capacitors. Non-overlapping
clock signals means signals running at the same frequency and
there is a time between the pulses that both pulses are logic 0
(for the positive phases), this time is called dead-time. Dead-
time takes place when the pulses are switching from logic 1 to
logic 0 or from logic 0 to logic 1. The dead-time for the design

Fig. 4. Schematic of the pulse skip stage

Fig. 5. Schematic of the non-overlapping clock stage

was set to 3 ns and can be easily adjusted by changing the W/L
ratio of the internal buffer stage. The non-overlapping clock
stage has 4 output signals, a negation signals for φ1 and φ2

called φ1n and φ2n. This is due to the gear shift circuit which
will be discussed in the following section and needs to switch
both PMOS and NMOS transistors. The implementation of the
non-overlapping clock stage is shown in Figure 5.

B. Gearshift stage

The gear shift stage was implemented to efficiently switch
between the multiple conversion ratios of the power stage.
This design supports the battery voltage (Vin) range 1.4 V -
3 V, with the three different step down topologies to maintain
an output of 1.2 V. It has a low power density and maximal
efficiency over the battery voltage ranges. The gear shift stage
proposed is to utilize the different topologies and operate the
required topology in the input range intended.

In order to drive the SC stage, the gear shift stage
outputs eight switch signals (Sw1 - Sw8) in Fig. 3. The
conversion ratio of the SC stage is depended on the switch
state. Table III describes the switches phases for every con-
version ratio. The implantation of the multi-topology power
stage utilizes the same four switches in all conversion ratios
(Sw1, Sw2, Sw4.Sw6) and therefore these switches do not
require to be altered when operating in different conversion
ratios. The other switches (Sw3, Sw5, Sw7, Sw8) are set to
the same phase or supply in two conversion ratios out of three.
Sw3 and Sw5 are common for conversion ratio 2/3 and 1/1,
while Sw7 and Sw8 are common for topologies 1/2 and 2/3.
This SC implementation made it possible to create an efficient
and effective way to shift between the topologies by controlling
only 4 of the 8 switches.

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the control gearbox with the switched-capacitor stage



Fig. 7. Schematic of the Gear Shift Stage

The challenge in the gear shift stage is to set the correct
phase or supply according to the battery voltage. The controller
is designed to implement the switching described in Table III.
It consists of resistors, comparators and multiplexers (MUXs).
The resistor chain is used to scale down the battery voltage,
there are two different scaled down voltages with a value
depended in the battery voltage (Vin,comp1 and Vin,comp2).
The resistor ratio will lead to an input to the first comparator
Vin,comp1 of Vin/1.75, the second input Vin,comp2 will be
scaled down to Vin/2.5. The value of the resistors in the resistor
ladder is set so that the current limit is 6 µA. The scaled down
voltage is then compared with a reference voltage of 1.2 V. By
comparing the scaled voltage with the reference voltage the
intended conversion ratio is applied for a the intended input
voltage range. An the range of 2.8 V - 3 V both outputs will be
lower than the reference voltage and thereby setting Vout,comp1
and Vout,comp2 to VSS . For input voltages between 2 V - 2.8
V will result in Vout,comp1 equal to VSS and Vout,comp2 set to
VDD. For the input voltage range 1.4 V - 2 V, Vout,comp1 and
Vout,comp2 will be VDD. One can understand the idea behind
the voltage divider as having two different bits (Vout,comp1 and
Vout,comp1) that will be set to VSS or VDD and will represent
3 states of input voltage range. The different outputs for every
topology can be seen in Table IV, Fig. 8 is the waveform
showing the correct functionality of the voltage ladder with
the comparator.

The outputs of both comparators are connected to select
signal of the multiplexers. For Sw7 and Sw8 the common
conversion ratios are 2/3 and 1/2, in this case Vout,comp1 is
controlling both switch signals. When Vout,comp1 = VSS the
multiplexers selects the common phases for those topologies
(VDD and φ2). When Vout,comp1 = VDD the two switches
should present the state for the 1/1 topology, Sw7 = φ2n and
Sw8 = VSS .

Sw3 and Sw5 are common for topologies 1/1 and 2/3, these
conversion ratios require the same phases and therefore are
connected to Vout,comp2 which control these switches. When
Vout,comp1 = VDD, the multiplexers outputs will be connected
to φ1n and φ2. When Vout,comp2 = VSS , this means the input
voltage is between 2.8 V - 3 V, Sw3 and Sw5 will be connected

Fig. 8. Wave Forms of the comparators outputs

TABLE IV. SUMMARY OF COMPARATOR OUTPUTS DEPENDED ON THE
BATTERY VOLTAGE

Battery Voltage [V] Intended topology Vout,comp1 Vout,comp2
1.4 - 2.0 1/1 VDD VDD
2.0 - 2.8 2/3 VSS VDD
2.8 - 3.0 1/2 VSS VSS

to VDD as required in the 1/2 topology.

The resistors R11 and R12 are placed in the feedback path
of the comparator in order to ensure a 10 mV hysteresis. These
are necessary to avoid high frequency toggling between the
conversion ratios. To solve the inverted output logic of the
comparator, which is connected to the select signal in the
MUX, the inputs of the MUX where switched. The switched
inputs can be seen in Fig. 7.

C. Comparator

For this paper ideal comparators have been used in the
pulse skipper and the gearshift stage. If the comparators were
to be designed they would be designed as clocked comparators.
Even though ideal comparators have been used it would not
have a huge impact on the power consumption as the speed
requirements of the system is relatively slow. As seen in [7]
and [8] a faster comparator can be designed using only between
1.33 nW and 6 nW, thus the power consumption for the SC
converter would not increase much as only 3 comparators
are used in total. Furthermore, the noise generated by the
comparators is not critical as we are dealing with a converter
and not something more sensitive, which could lead to a very
low power design.

D. Level shifter

To be able to pull the signal at the gates of the transistors up
to the desired level of VH = 3 V, a level shifter is implemented.
The reason for this being a necessity is the fact the control
circuit should be able to run at only 1.2 V to minimize losses
here while still having high signals available for the gates. The
chosen level shifter topology for this project can be seen in
Fig. 9.

When the input voltage, Vin, for the level shifter goes high
the N1 and P2 turns on, while the other transistors are off, and
thus VH is applied at the output node Vout. Whenever Vin goes
low the N2 and P1 transistors turn on and Vout is discharged.



Fig. 9. Schematic for the level shifter topology

E. Buffers

The buffers are needed to drive the large gate capacitance
of the switches in the power stage. The buffers were optimized
to save power rather than speed as described in [9]. The buffer
was designed to drive the largest switch in the power stage
and was reused for the other switches for simplicity. More
power could naturally be saved by optimizing the buffers for
each switch. Furthermore the buffers were designed after the
specification for dead time given by the non overlapping clock
of 3 ns. Thus the buffers should be able to turn on and off in
less than 3 ns to avoid shoot-through-currents.

F. Power stage

As all the conversion ratios are implemented with common
phases the optimization approach presented in [4] can only be
used on one of the topologies. It was chosen to do this for the
2/3 conversion ratio as this is where the converter is operated
for the majority of the time. The corner frequency between the
SSL and the FSL is set to the switching frequency at 10 MHz
and the output impedance is set to 30 Ω as this frequency, as
specified in Table I. Using the opimization approach and (2)-
(3), the individual flying capacitance and switch conductance
can be found to be Ci = 1.05 nF and Gi = 73 mS.

It was chosen to implement the flying capacitors, Ci, as
MOS capacitors as these provide the highest density. However,
due to the bigger bottom plate parasitics for MOScaps the
efficiency will decrease but area for the capacitors will be
saved. The switches were implemented as NMOS and PMOS
transistors which were sized so that the conductance would be
Gi = 73 mS.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed SC converter has been implemented in a
180 nm CMOS process. The results that are presented in
this section include the complete design behavior in transient
simulation on schematic level. Due to simulation time the
system has not been tested with the 470 mF but with a 350 nF
capacitor as this will of cause result in a lower regulation time
but there should be a linear relationship with the regulation
time and capacitor size difference.

The worst case for the regulation time would be if a
constant output load current of 2 mA was applied to the

Fig. 10. Transient response simulation with 2 mA constant load current

TABLE V. AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION FOR THE CONTROLLING
CIRCUITS WITH A CONSTANT 2 mA LOAD

Circuit Pulse
skipper Non-overlap Gearshift Level

shifter Buffers

Power
consumed 239 nW 3.5 µW 11.7 µW 7.2 µW 106 µW

converter. This case can be seen in Fig. 10 where the final
regulation time is 360 µs. Using the worst case regulation
time corresponds to a regulation time of 8.1 minutes if the
input capacitor was changed to the 470 mF super capacitor.
The low voltage seen in the beginning of Fig. 10 is a start-up
phenomenon and does not influence the performance of the
SC converter.

The average power consumed by the different parts of the
system running, see Fig 6, with a constant 2 mA current load
can be seen in Table V, this leads to a average efficiency at
ηavg = 0.67.

The efficiency of the power stage can be seen in Fig. 11.
The peak efficiency of the converter is η = 0.81 for the 1/1
conversion ratio around 1.4 V. The low peak efficiency is due
to a combination of the high switching frequency, and the
capacitors available in the 180 nm process. A higher efficiency
can be obtained if the MIM capacitors in the process were
used, however this would lead to a bigger area consumption.
It has been estimated through simulations and (2)-(5) that the
losses in the power stage is due to 14% intrinsic losses, 22%
from switching losses at gate and 64% switching losses at the
bottom plate.

In Fig. 12 the transient response while constantly changing
the load step between 1 mA to 2 mA is plotted. The current
have a 20 µs period, a duty cycle of 50% and a 5 µs rise
and fall time. The simulation was preformed with Cout =
350 nF. It should be noted that a smaller current reduces the
amount of current drawn from the supply and therefore the
input voltage drains slower, as seen when comparing Fig. 10
and 12. Furthermore, it can be seen that the ripple voltage is
below the specified 7 mV and it can be seen that the output
voltage never goes below the minimum specified 1.197 V. The
reason the output voltage is not dropping below 1.197 V when
switching between conversion ratios is the converter is able to
compare input and output voltages multiple times when the



Fig. 11. Efficiency for the SC converter

Fig. 12. Transient response simulation with current step 1 mA to 2 mA

load current is stepped.

VI. DISCUSSION

The realization approach used to realize the different
conversion ratios with minimal switches leads to the 1/2
topology being implemented very poorly as the minimum
output resistance never gets below 68 Ω relative to the allowed
30 Ω as seen in Fig. 13. This makes the intrinsic losses very
large and thus the efficiency for this topology is much lower
compared to the other topologies implemented.

To improve this one additional switch should be used so
that the two flying capacitors is placed in parallel for this
application. This would however increase the complexity of the
control circuits as less switches are common for the different
conversion ratios. However, it is worth noticing that the 1/2
conversion ratio did not require any additional switches in the
power stage and thus the efficiency gained from this can be
considered free.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper describes an easy methodology to minimizing
the number of switches required to implement a multi-topology

Fig. 13. Effective output impedance of the SC power stage

SC power stage by using common phases. By reducing the
many switches in the power stage made it possible to imple-
ment a simpler gearbox control circuit. The realization method
however also leads to one of the conversion ratios having a
reduced performance.

The designed SC converter is able to regulate a 1.2 V
output supply voltage with an input voltage in the range of
1.4 V to 3 V supplied from a super capacitor of 470 mF for
8.1 minutes. This regulations is done with ripple voltage below
7 mV and a peak efficieny of 81%.
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Abstract—This paper presents a capacitor-free low dropout
(LDO) linear regulator based on a new dual loop topology. The
regulator utilizes the feedback loops to satisfy the challenges for
hearing aid devices, which include fast transient performance
and small voltage spikes under rapid load-current changes. The
proposed design works without the need of an off-chip discrete
capacitor connected at the output and operates with 0-100 pF
capacitive load. The design has been implemented in a 0.18 µm
CMOS process. The proposed regulator has a low component
count and is suitable for system-on-chip integration. It regulates
the output voltage at 0.9 V from 1.0 V - 1.4 V supply. A current
step load from 250-500 µA with an edge time (rise and fall time)
of 1 ns results at ∆Vout of 64 mV with a settling time of 3 µs
when CL = 0. The power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) at 1 kHz
is 63 dB.

I. INTRODUCTION

Linear voltage regulators are important components in to-
day’s integrated circuits. For on chip power management,
where multiple supply voltages are used, low drop-out (LDO)
voltage regulator play an important role. Improving power
management will help to extend the battery life and could
increase the use of portable devices. As the industry is
pushing towards complete system-on-chip (SoC) design solu-
tions, including improving power management, LDO voltage
regulators play an important role. Linear regulators have some
advantages over switch mode power supplies as they provide
lower output noise, less electromagnetic emission, high PSRR
and are easy to integrate on-chip within a small area while
maintaining an accurate output voltage.

In portable devices such as hearing aids there is a strict
requirement on area consumption. The number of discrete
components must be minimized, as the electronics must fit
in the ear canal. Implementing a capacitor free LDO regulator
will help to reduce the overall size by eliminating the large
output capacitor and increase the reliability of the system.
On the other hand, for a voltage regulator without a on-chip
capacitor (usually referred as capacitor-free or capacitor-less)
the designer has to design a stable circuit without a large
capacitor that sets the dominate pole. In this application the
estimated capacitance of load circuitry is between 0-100 pF.
The absence of an output capacitor gives rise to issues in
the transient response, ∆Vout (undershoot and overshoot) that
will be larger and there will be an increase of the recovery
time (settling time). Moreover a large output capacitor ensures
stability as it will set the dominant pole and acts as a supply

for the frequency components of the current load, IL, outside
the bandwidth of the regulator.

Removing the external capacitor requires to overcome the
transient response and stability issues mentioned. There have
been a number of capacitor-free topologies suggested in earlier
articles. This previous research mainly focus on improving
the transient performance [1] - [2]. One approach is to use
active feedback and slew-rate enhancement circuit [3]. Another
approach is a LDO structure with a three-stage amplifier
and damping-factor-control frequency compensation [1] or
utilizing voltage spike detection [4]. All those approaches
and others result in a rather complex design, large area and
normally high quiescent current.

Figure 1. Functional diagram of the proposed LDO linear voltage regulator

Some voltage regulator use NMOS as pass device. Those
designs can be smaller in size due to the higher charge carrier
mobility in NMOS devices, thus enabling the same drain
current with a smaller area. A PMOS pass element reduce the
minimum required voltage drop across it. The advantage of
using PMOS as pass transistor is that the supply voltage does
not need to be significantly higher than the output voltage.
Smaller voltage headroom results in less power dissipation,
essential for devices like hearing aids.

In this paper, Section II presents the circuit description and
introduces the two regulation loops and its design details.
Section III discusses the simulation results. Discussion of
performance comparison with former work are presented in
Section IV. Finally, the conclusions of this paper are given.

978-1-5090-1095-0/16/$31.00 ©2016 European Union



Figure 2. Full schematic of the proposed LDO linear regulator

II. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The new design proposed in this work is based on a
principle similar to [5], employing two control loops and
an PMOS pass transistor configured as a common source
(CS) amplifier. Refer to Fig. 1 for the circuit diagram of
the proposed regulator. The design specifications target the
following parameters. The regulator is supplied by nominal
voltage of 1.2 V and outputs a voltage of 900 mV. The load
current, IL, is 250-500 µA which is stepped with a 1 ns rise
and fall time. ∆Vout is 64 mV during current step load and the
circuit consumes 10.3 µA quiescent current. The capacitance
CL represents the load of up to 100 pF.

The fast loop consists of a differential amplifier stage,
driving the common source (CS) amplifier, which include the
pass transistor (Q1) and 2 resistors. The PMOS transistors
in the differential stage (Q2 and Q3) are controlled by the
slow loop containing the operational amplifier. The proposed
design does not contain any large passive devices and has
a low count of transistors. The simplicity allows for easy
and area efficient implementation, while demonstrating good
performance. Moreover, reaching stability is simpler compared
to other designs due to the low number of poles and zeros.
The following sections describe the two control loops in detail.
The circuit was biased from two different current sources for
debugging proposes. The full circuit diagram can be found in
Fig. 2.

A. Principle of Operation of the Fast Loop

The fast loop directly regulates the gate of the pass tran-
sistor. Its purpose is to suppress the spikes in the output
voltage, Vout, which is due to a step in the load. The overall
performance of the regulator is impacted by the amplitude
of the voltage spikes and the recovery time. By assuming
the fast loop constitutes an underdamped system, the gain
bandwidth product (GBWP) of the open loop gain will be

inversely proportional to the settling time Ts. Therefore we
will design the fast loop to have large GBWP. There is a trade-
off between the circuit quiescent current in the fast loop stage,
to the GBWP of the loop. As can be seen in Fig. 1, this loop
starts at the gate of Q4 and ends at the drain of Q1.

The open loop transfer function, AOL(s), is described in (1).
In order to analyze the loop, the equation was divided into two
parts, CS stage (H1(s)) described in (2) and differential stage
(H2(s)) described in (5). From the analysis of the transfer
function it can be realized that the parasitic capacitance and
resistance of the pass transistor (Q1) dominate the poles ωp1

(3) and ωpa (6). The gate-source capacitance is Cgs1 and Cgd1

is the gate-drain capacitance of Q1. The output resistance
is represented by rds1 and gm1 is the transconductance of
Q1. The analysis was done with a load capacitance CL to
understand its impact on the system, therefore in the zero load
case Ct = Cgd1. In this work the maximum value of the load
capacitance was 100 pF as expected in hearing aids.

AOL(s) = H1(s)H2(s) (1)

H1(s) = −gm1Rt
1

(1 + s
ωp1

)(1 + s
ωp2

)
(2)

ωp1 =
1

CtRt + Rt(Cgs1 + gm1RsCgd1)
(3)

ωp2 =
1

Rt(Rsgm1Cgd1 + Cgs1)
+

1

CtRt
(4)

Where : Rt = rds1‖(R1 + R2);Ct = CL + Cgd1

The differential stage and common source stage set the gain
of the fast loop. By maximizing gm1 we can achieve higher
gain for the CS stage. The poles and zeros were selected
in the design of the fast loop to achieve high GBWP. The



high W/L ratio of Q1 will introduce a large gate capacitance
which on one hand, will dominate the frequency response of
the fast loop. On the other hand, a large pass transistor will
also cause high parasitic capacitances which will impact the
regulator performance. This big capacitance will also push the
non-dominate poles down in frequency and potentially closer
together, and therefore at some point compromise the system
stability.

H2(s) = −gm5Rdiff
(1 + s

ωz
)

(1 + s
ωpa

)(1 + s
ωpb

)
(5)

ωpa ≈
1

RdiffCgd1
(6)

ωpb ≈
gm5

Cg
(7)

ωz ≈
2gm5

Cg
(8)

Where : Cg = Cgs3 + Cgs2;Rdiff = rds3‖rds5
The resistors R1 and R2 bias Q1. Moreover they are

used to set the gate voltage of Q4 and keep the transistor
in saturation. The quiescent current in the differential stage
should be minimized. By choosing W/L as mentioned for
Q1 the output capacitor of this stage will mainly be the pass
transistor gate capacitance, Cg1, which will be larger than the
capacitances at the other nodes. The differential stage gain that
is set mainly by the output resistance of transistors Q3 and Q5.
Another aspect is the power supply rejection ratio which can
be increased by using larger length for transistors Q2-Q5. The
loop gain of the fast loop is defined by

L(s) ≈ AOL(s)
R2

R1 + R2
(9)

When current step loads are applied, ringing can occur on
the output of the regulator due to low phase margin of the loop
response. Therefore it is desirable to keep the phase margin of
L(s) above 75 degrees at maximum expected load capacitance.

B. Principle of Operation of the Slow Loop

The role of the slow loop is to control the gate voltage of
transistors Q2 and Q3 and thereby stabilize the DC level at
Vout. A two stage operational amplifier (OpAmp) with Miller
capacitor has been utilized for this function. The slow loop
is designed to consume a low quiescent current and therefore
will have low power consumption. Transistors Q11 to Q18
and the miller compensation capacitor constitute the OpAmp
as can be seen in Fig. 2. The slow loop starts at the gate of
Q12, then through the OpAmp, proceed from the gate to the
drain of Q3 and then from the gate to the drain of Q1. In
order not to degrade the frequency response of the fast loop,
this OpAmp has a unity gain frequency approximately two
decades below that of the fast loop, Therefore the dominate
pole of the OpAmp was placed at a low frequency, at 100 Hz
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Figure 3. Simulated open loop frequency response of the slow and fast loops,
without extracted parasitics. CL = 0 and IL = 0

as can be seen at Fig. 3. Moreover, the loop has to be stable
to maintain the stable operation of the whole system.

When the steps in IL occur the OpAmp must be able to
drive the gate of Q2 and Q3 without slewing the transient.
Therefore, the common source stage of the OpAmp must
provide a sufficiently large drain current, ID16. The required
ID16 can be reduced by choosing a lower W/L for transistors
Q2 and Q3 to reduce the parasitic capacitance related to the
gate. When designing the OpAmp for the slow loop choosing
trade-off are needed between the GBWP of the differential
stage, Vgs, the transistor dimensions of Q2 and Q3 and the
necessary ID16 to reduce slewing.

Table I
DEVICE DIMENSIONS AND DRAIN CURRENT

Device Width [µm] Length [µm] IQ [µA] gm [µA/V]
Q1 4000 0.18 1.0 6532

Q2,Q3 4 1 4.128 43.98
Q4,Q5 30 1 4.128 112.92

Q6 4 2 8.256 89.78
Q7 1 2 2.0 22.24

Q11,Q12 64 1 0.0157 0.445
Q13,Q14 2 8 0.0157 0.316

Q15 2 1 0.0315 0.855
Q16 64 1 1.021 27.8
Q17 32 1 1.021 23.46
Q18 64 1 1.021 27.04

The design compromises of the slow and fast loop discussed
above lead to the device dimensions, quiescent currents and
transconductance presented in Table I. The total quiescent
current is 10.3 µA. A value of 4 pF was chosen for CC .

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed capacitor-free LDO linear voltage regulator
has been implemented in a 180 nm CMOS process. The
presented results are based on the post layout simulation. The
bias current in the CS stage was 1.0 µA, current of 8.256 µA
was distributed at the differential stage and 1.05 µA to the



Figure 4. Screenshot of the layout of the proposed LDO linear regulator
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Figure 5. Post layout transient response simulation of the complete circuit

OpAmp, giving a total quiescent current consumption of 10.3
µA.

The layout is presented in Fig. 4 and has been designed
with measures 174 µm x 68 µm. Common centroid matching
and dummy devices have been used. The pass transistor Q1,
differential stage, resistors and the compensating capacitor can
be seen in the layout figure.

Post-layout simulation has been performed. Fig. 3 shows
the open loop frequency response of the slow and fast loops
at CL = 0 and zero load current. The slow loop unity gain
frequency is approximately two decades below that of the fast
loop as we required. The PSRR is shown in Fig. 6, its dc
values with and without the load capacitor is 63 dB at 1 kHz,
under the typical case.

The transient response of the capacitor-free LDO voltage
regulator for a current step of 0 - 250 µA with a rise and fall
time of 1 ns is shown in Fig. 5. The simulation was preformed
with and without CL. ∆Vout without a load capacitance is 64
mV, while for CL = 100 pF the spikes reach 56 mV. It should
be noted that a smaller current step or lager edge time will
decrease the spikes. Fig. 7 presents the transient analysis with
different voltage supplies. The design was sent for fabrication,
we expect to present result at the conference.
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IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

The presented theory and results of the proposed LDO
linear voltage regulator show that external capacitor can be
replaced by the design proposed. This design is suitable to
supply low current to internal circuitry like needed in hearing
aids. The design is simple to implement, with small area,
which makes it ideal for a system-on chip. Simulations show
good performance when compared with known capacitor-
free topologies. For the purpose of comparison with other
regulators we define a figure of merit (FOM) from [2]. This is
used for standardized comparison in capacitor-free regulators
as in the table. For this parameter, the smaller the FOM, the
better the transient response of the regulator.

FOM = K
∆VOUT,ppIQ

∆Iout
(10)

Where, ∆VOUT,pp is the sum of the undershoot and over-
shoot and K is the edge time ratio which is defined by

K =
∆t used in the measurement

smallest ∆t among the designs for comparison



Table II
COMPARISON OF EXISTING WORK

Units [1] [6] [3] [4] [2] [7] [8] [9] This Work*
Year 2003 2007 2009 2010 2010 2013 2015 2016 2016

Technology [ µm ] 0.6 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.09 0.11 0.18 0.5 0.18
Vin [ V ] 1.5 - 4.5 3.0 - 4.2 1.8 - 4.5 0.95 - 1.4 0.75 - 1.2 1.8 - 3.8 1.4 - 1.8 2.3 - 5.5 1.0 - 1.4
Vout [ V ] 1.3 2.8 1.6 0.7 - 1.2 0.5 - 1 1.2 1.2 1.2 - 5.4 0.9

Iout(max) [ mA ] 100 50 100 100 100 200 100 150 0.5
Iquiescent [ µA ] 38 65 20 43 8 41.5 141 40 10.3
Vdropout [ mV ] 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 100 100

Undershoot [ mV ] 120 90 78 70 73 385 110 96 64
Overshoot [ mV ] 90 90 97 70 114 200 85 120 64
∆VOUT,pp [ mV ] 210 180 175 140 187 585 195 216 128

∆Iout [ mA ] 90 50 90 99 97 199.5 99.99 150 0.25
Settling time [ µs ] 2 15 9 3 5 0.65 30 3 3

Compensation cap [ pF ] 12 21 7 6 7 3.2 9 29 4
Cout [ pF ] 10000 100 100 100 50 40 100 470 100

PSRR @ 1 kHz [ dB ] -60 -57 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A -57 -63
Edge time ∆T [ µs ] 0.5 1 1 1 0.1 0.5 1 1 0.001

Edge time ratio K 500 1000 1000 1000 100 500 1000 1000 1
FOM [ mV ] 44.33 234.0 38.89 60.81 1.54 60.85 274.9 57.6 5.27

Active Area [ mm2 ] 0.307 0.12 0.145 0.16 0.019 0.11 0.07 0.279 0.012
* Post layout simulation results of this work is compared to the measurement results of the other designs

The unit of the FOM is volt as noted in Table II. The
K factor depends on the designs considered for comparison,
because the edge time of our work is the smallest, it K factor
is equal to 1.

The performance comparison between the proposed design
and some selected published LDOs is shown in Table II. The
FOM of the proposed design when comparing to similar
designs is the second lowest. Our design has the smallest chip
area, with the second lowest quiescent current of 10.3 µA
while the load capacitance can be as large as 100 pF. Not
only does the proposed regulator consume low power, but it
provides a low dropout voltage and fast settling time.

Table III present the results for the typical and worst case
corners. Although the spikes and settling time has increased
from the typical case the results are still quite similar.

Table III
SUMMARY OF ∆VOUT,pp , SETTLING TIME AND FOM UNDER TYPICAL

AND WORST CASE WITH CL=0

Case Typical Worst
∆VOUT,pp 128 mV 140 mV
Settling time 3 µs 4.5 µs
FOM 5.27 mV 5.768 mV

V. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a new capacitor-free low-dropout
linear regulator for hearing aids in 180-nm CMOS technol-
ogy. The structure, post layout simulation and performance
comparing have been provided. The proposed regulator has
proven a good transient performance. The internal compen-
sating capacitor is as small as 4 pF and the chip total area
is 0.012 mm2. The LDO voltage regulator can operate with
supply voltage between 1.0 - 1.4 V while having a quiescent
current of 10.3 µA and small ∆Vout due to the two regulation

loops. The achieved specification of the proposed LDO makes
it suitable for hearing aids and similar SoC applications.
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Abstract This paper presents a capacitor-free low dropout

(LDO) linear regulator based on a dual loop topology. The

regulator utilizes two feedback loops to satisfy the chal-

lenges of hearing aid devices, which include fast transient

performance and small voltage spikes under rapid load-

current changes. The proposed design works without the

need of a decoupling capacitor connected at the output and

operates with a 0–100 pF capacitive load. The design has

been taped out in a 0:18 lm CMOS process. The proposed

regulator has a low component count, area of 0:012 mm2

and is suitable for system-on-chip integration. It regulates

the output voltage at 0.9 V from a 1.0–1.4 V supply. The

measured results for a current step load from 250 to

500 lA with a rise and fall time of 1:5 ls are an overshoot

of 26 mV and undershoot of 26 mV with a settling time of

3:5 ls when CL between 0 and 100 pF. The proposed LDO

regulator consumes a quiescent current of only 10:5 lA.

The design is suitable for application with a current step

edge time of 1 ns while maintaining DVout of 64 mV.

Keywords Linear voltage regulators � Low drop-out �
Capacitor-free � Capacitor-less � Dual-loop � Fast transient

response

1 Introduction

Nowadays, linear voltage regulators are important com-

ponents integrated circuits. For on chip power manage-

ment, where multiple supply voltages are used, low drop-

out (LDO) voltage regulators play an important role.

Improving power management will help to extend the

battery life and could increase the use of portable devices.

As the industry is pushing towards complete system-on-

chip (SoC) design solutions, including improving power

management, LDO voltage regulators becoming a main

factor. They are needed to provide voltage supplies for

circuits with steep load transients and for protecting sen-

sitive circuits from supply voltage disturbances. Their

superior noise-ripple rejection over switching regulator

makes them suitable to supply noise sensitive circuits.

Linear regulators have some advantages over switch mode

power supplies as they provide lower output noise, less

electromagnetic emission, high power supply rejection

ratio (PSRR) and are easy to integrate on-chip within a

small area while maintaining an accurate output voltage.

In portable devices such as hearing aids, there is a strict

requirement on area. The number of discrete components

must be minimized, as the electronics must fit in the ear

canal. Implementing a capacitor free LDO regulator will

help to reduce the overall size by eliminating the large

output decoupling capacitor and increase the reliability of

the system. On the other hand, for a voltage regulator

without an on-chip capacitor (usually referred as capacitor-

free or capacitor-less) does not have a large capacitor to set

the dominant pole and stable the circuit. In the application

at hand the estimated capacitance of load circuitry is

between 0 and 100 pF. The absence of an output capacitor

rises issues in the transient response, DVout (undershoot and

overshoot) that will be larger and there will be an increase
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of the settling time. Moreover a large output capacitor

ensures stability as it will set the dominant pole and acts as

a supply for the frequency components of the current load,

IL, outside the bandwidth of the regulator.

Removing the external capacitor requires the circuit to

overcome the transient response and stability issues men-

tioned. There have been a number of capacitor-free

topologies suggested in the literature. This previous

research mainly focus on improving the transient perfor-

mance [1–4]. One approach is to use active feedback and

slew-rate enhancement circuit [5]. Another approach is a

LDO structure with a three-stage amplifier and damping-

factor-control frequency compensation [1] or utilizing

voltage spike detection [3]. Articles [13, 14] suggested an

adaptive biasing technique, to increase the bias current

according to the magnitude of IL. All these approaches and

others ( [11] and [12] ) result in a rather complex design,

large area and normally high quiescent current.

Some voltage regulators use NMOS as pass device [15].

These designs can be smaller in size due to the higher

charge carrier mobility in NMOS devices, thus enabling the

same drain current with a smaller area. A PMOS pass

element reduce the minimum required voltage drop across

it. The advantage of using PMOS as pass transistor is that

the supply voltage does not need to be significantly higher

than the output voltage. Smaller voltage headroom results

in less power dissipation, essential for devices like hearing

aids.

Modern hearing aids need to fit in the ear canal, no

integrated chip intended for such applications can be larger

than 8�10 mm2. Therefore each single block that goes into

the design need to be as small as possible. Absolute area is

crucial in hearing aids as it need to fit all the analog and

digital circuits.

In this paper, Sect. 2 presents the circuit description and

introduces the two regulation loops and its design details.

Section 3 discusses the simulation results. Then, Sect. 4

discusses the experimental results. Discussion of

performance comparison with former work is presented in

Sect. 5. Finally, the conclusions of this paper are given.

This paper is an extended version of the work in [10]

published in IEEE International Nordic Circuits and Sys-

tems Conference (NORCAS) in 2016.

2 Proposed architecture and circuit description

The new design proposed in this work has two regulation

loops similar to [7]. This design is a LDO using a PMOS

pass transistor configured as a common source (CS)

amplifier while [7] uses a NMOS as the pass transistor with

a common drain stage. Refer to Fig. 1 for the circuit dia-

gram of the proposed regulator. The design specifications

target the following parameters. The regulator is supplied

by nominal voltage of 1.2 V and outputs a voltage of

900 mV. The load current, IL, is 250–500 lA which is

stepped with a 1 ns rise and fall time.1 The capacitance CL

represents the load of up to 100 pF.

The fast loop consists of a differential amplifier stage,

driving the common source (CS) amplifier, which include

the pass transistor (Q1). The PMOS transistors in the dif-

ferential stage (Q2 and Q3) are controlled by the slow loop

containing the operational amplifier. The proposed design

does not contain any large passive devices and has a low

count of transistors. The simplicity allows for easy and area

efficient implementation, while demonstrating good per-

formance. Moreover, reaching stability is simpler com-

pared to other designs due to the low number of poles and

zeros. The following sections describe the two control

loops in detail. The circuit was biased from two different

current sources for debugging purposes. The full circuit

diagram can be found in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Fast loop and slow loop

of the proposed LDO linear

voltage regulator

1 Edge time of 1:5ls was used for measurements and compared to

simulations due to measurement limitations.
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2.1 Principle of operation of the fast loop

The fast loop directly regulates the gate of the pass tran-

sistor. Its purpose is to suppress the spikes in the output

voltage, Vout, which is due to a step in the load. The overall

performance of the regulator is impacted by the amplitude

of the voltage spikes and the recovery time. By assuming

the fast loop constitutes an underdamped system, the gain

bandwidth product (GBWP) of the open loop gain will be

inversely proportional to the settling time Ts. Therefore we

will design the fast loop to have large GBWP. There is a

trade-off between the circuit quiescent current in fast loop

stage and the GBWP of the loop. As can be seen in Fig. 2,

this loop starts at the gate of Q4 and ends at the drain of

Q1.

The open loop transfer function, AOLðsÞ, is described in

(1). In order to analyze the loop, the equation was divided

into two parts, CS stage H1ðsÞ described in (2) and dif-

ferential stage H2ðsÞ described in (5). From the analysis of

the transfer function it can be realized that the parasitic

capacitance and resistance of the pass transistor (Q1)

dominate the poles xp1 (3) and xpa (6). The gate-source

capacitance is Cgs1 and Cgd1 is the gate-drain capacitance

of Q1. The output resistance is represented by rds1 and gm1

is the transconductance of Q1. The analysis was done with

a load capacitance CL to understand its impact on the

system, therefore in the zero load case Ct ¼ Cgd1. In this

work the maximum value of the load capacitance was 100

pF. The transfer function H1ðsÞ has two poles xp1 and xp2,

both are depended on Ct, Cgd1 and Cgs1. The dominant pole

xp1 denominator include also Rt and Rs. Moreover, the

second pole is proportional to the transistors transconduc-

tance, having a large gm1 will push xp2 to higher

frequencies.

AOLðsÞ ¼ H1ðsÞH2ðsÞ
R2

R1 þ R2

ð1Þ

H1ðsÞ ¼ �gm1Rt

1

1 þ s
xp1

� �
1 þ s

xp2

� � ð2Þ

xp1 � 1

CtRt þ RsðCgs1 þ gm1RtCgd1Þ
ð3Þ

xp2 � gm1Cgd1

Cgs1Cgd1 þ Cgs1CL þ Cgs1CL
ð4Þ

For (2)–(4), Rt ¼ rds1kðR1 þ R2Þ, Ct ¼ CL þ Cgd1,

Rs ¼ rds3krds5. From H2ðsÞ transfer function, the dominant

pole xpa is set by Rdiff and Cgd1. The second pole xpb and

zero xz denominators are Cg which is equal to the sum of

Cgs2 and Cgs3 while both nominators are proportional to

gm3. The differential stage and common source stage set the

gain of the fast loop. By maximizing gm1 we can achieve

higher gain for the CS stage. The poles and zeros were

selected in the design of the fast loop to achieve high

GBWP. The high W/L ratio of Q1 will introduce a large

gate capacitance and transconductance which on one hand,

will dominate the frequency response of the fast loop. On

the other hand, a large pass transistor will also cause high

parasitic capacitances which will impact the regulator

performance. This big capacitance will also push the non-

dominate poles to lower frequencies and potentially closer

together, and therefore at some point compromise the

system stability.

H2ðsÞ ¼ � gm5Rdiff

ð1 þ s
xz
Þ

ð1 þ s
xpa

Þð1 þ s
xpb

Þ ð5Þ

xpa �
1

Rdiff Cgd1
ð6Þ

xpb �
gm3

Cg
ð7Þ

xz �
2gm3

Cg
ð8Þ

Fig. 2 Full schematic of the proposed LDO linear regulator
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where, Cg ¼ Cgs2 þ Cgs3, Rdiff ¼ rds3krds5. The resistors R1

and R2 are used to set the gate voltage of Q4 and keep the

transistor in saturation. The feedback resistance network

values is R1 = 300 kX and R2 = 600 kX. The quiescent

current in the differential stage of the fast loop, see Fig. 2,

should be minimized to achieve overall low current con-

sumption. By choosing the W / L ratio as mentioned for

Q1, the output capacitance of this stage will mainly be the

gate capacitance of Q1, Cg1, which will be larger than the

capacitances of the other nodes. The gain of the differential

stage in the fast loop is set primarily by the output resis-

tance of transistors Q3 and Q5. Another aspect is the power

supply rejection ratio which can be increased by using

larger length for transistors Q2–Q5.

When current step loads are applied, ringing can occur

on the output of the regulator due to low phase margin of

the loop response. Therefore it is desirable to keep the fast

loop phase margin above 75 degrees at maximum expected

load capacitance.

2.2 Principle of operation of the slow loop

The role of the slow loop is to control the gate voltage of

transistors Q2 and Q3 and thereby stabilize the DC level at

Vout. A two stage operational amplifier (OpAmp) with

Miller capacitor compensation has been utilized for this

function. The slow loop is designed to consume a low

quiescent current and therefore will have low power con-

sumption. Transistors Q11 to Q18 and the miller com-

pensation capacitor constitute the OpAmp as can be seen in

Fig. 2. The slow loop starts at the gate of Q12, then through

the OpAmp, proceed from the gate to the drain of Q3 and

then from the gate to the drain of Q1. In order not to

degrade the frequency response of the fast loop, this

OpAmp has a unity gain frequency approximately two

decades below that of the fast loop. Therefore the dominate

pole of the OpAmp was placed at a low frequency, at 100

Hz as can be seen in the OpAmp frequency response in

Fig. 3. We use a large Miller capacitor to move the dom-

inant pole to lower frequency without affecting the second

pole. Moreover, the loop has to be stable to maintain the

stable operation of the whole system.

When the steps in IL occur, the OpAmp must be able to

drive the gate of Q2 and Q3 without slewing the transient.

Therefore, the common source stage of the OpAmp must

provide a sufficiently large drain current, ID16. The required

ID16 can be reduced by choosing a lower W/L for transis-

tors Q2 and Q3 to reduce the parasitic capacitance related

to the gate. When designing the OpAmp for the slow loop

there is a trade-off between the GBWP of the differential

stage, the transistor dimensions of Q2 and Q3 and the

necessary ID16 to reduce slewing.

The design based on a slow and fast loop discussed

above lead to the device dimensions, quiescent currents and

transconductance presented in Table 1. The total quiescent

current is 10:3 lA. A value of 4 pF was chosen for CC.

3 Simulation results

The proposed capacitor-free LDO linear voltage regulator

has been implemented in a 180 nm CMOS process. The

presented results are based on the post layout simulation.

The bias current in the CS stage was 251 lA, when the load

current is 250 lA. Current of 8:256 lA was distributed at

the differential stage and 1:05 lA to the OpAmp, giving a

total quiescent current consumption of 10:3 lA.

Post-layout simulation has been performed. Fig. 3 shows

the open loop frequency response of the slow and fast loops

at CL ¼ 0. The slow loop unity gain frequency is
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Fig. 3 Simulated open loop frequency response of the slow and fast

loops, without extracted parasitics. CL ¼ 0

Table 1 Device dimensions and drain current

Device Width (lm) Length (lm) IQ (lA) gm (lA/V)

Q1 4000 0.18 1.0000 6532

Q2,Q3 4 1 4.1280 43.980

Q4,Q5 30 1 4.1280 112.920

Q6 4 2 8.2560 89.780

Q7 1 2 2.0000 22.240

Q11,Q12 64 1 0.0157 0.445

Q13,Q14 2 8 0.0157 0.316

Q15 2 1 0.0315 0.855

Q16 64 1 1.0210 27.800

Q17 32 1 1.0210 23.460

Q18 64 1 1.0210 27.040
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approximately two decades below that of the fast loop as

we required. The PSRR is shown in Fig. 4, the value at

1 kHz with and without the load capacitor is 63 dB.

The design of intended for hearing aids, in such appli-

cations two audio channel are used, one of channels is

continuously turned on and therefore a constant DC output

current of 250 lA is needed. When needed to power up the

other channel another 250 lA are required therefore the

load step was set from 250 to 500 lA. The transient

response of the capacitor-free LDO voltage regulator for a

current step of 250– 500 lA with a rise and fall time of 1

ns is shown in Fig. 5. The simulation was preformed with

and without CL. DVout without a load capacitance is

64 mV, while for CL ¼ 100 pF the spikes reach 56 mV. It

should be noted that a smaller current step or longer rise

time will decrease the spikes. Fig. 6 presents the transient

analysis with different voltage supplies.

4 Experimental results

The layout is presented in Fig. 7 shows the chip image with

the proposed regulator layout. The LDO has been designed

with measures 174 lm � 68 lm which occupies an area of

approximately 0:012 mm2. Common centroid matching

and dummy devices have been used. The pass transistor

Q1, differential stage, op-amp stage, resistors and the

compensating capacitor can be seen in the layout figure.

Most of the area is consumed by the power transistor and

the Miller compensation capacitor.

An external reference voltage Vref of 0.6 V and resistors

RL1 = 3.6 kX and RL2 = 3.6 kX were used to imitate the DC

load current and step. This set-up can be seen in Fig. 8. To

verify the operation of the proposed regulator, a load cur-

rent step from 250 to 500 lA with a rise and fall time of
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Fig. 5 Post layout transient

response simulation of the

complete circuit
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Fig. 6 Transient response simulation of the complete circuit with

different supply voltages
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1:5 ls was applied to the LDO with and without the load

capacitor. The current step was implemented using the

resistor RL2 and NMOS transistor with a signal generator

connected to the gate to create the step from 0 to 250 lA.

While RL1 is used to set the DC output current to 250 lA.

The load step was not implemented on-chip, this caused a

measurement limitation setting the current step edge time

to the required 1 ns.

The transient response of the proposed design showed a

maximum overshoot and undershoot of 26 and 26 mV with

settling time of 3:5 ls and 1:5 ls respectively, shown in

Fig. 9. The transient response with a load capacitor was

similar to Fig. 9 and therefore is not presented. The qui-

escent current is 10:5 lA as expected like in the simula-

tions. The circuit is intended to operate with an on-chip

load as described in the simulation section, the edge time

simulated was 1 ns. With the measurement setup we could

not produce such a steep current step. The experimental

current step rise and fall time were set to 1:5 ls and

compared with the simulation results with same edge time.

We assume that the correlation between the simulation and

measurements results with rise/fall time of 1:5 ls can also

be applied when the edge time is set to 1 ns.

The simulation results with rise and fall time of 1:5 ls

are shown in Fig. 10. The simulation overshoot and

undershoot is 18 mV and the settling time is equal to 3 ls.

The simulation and measurements are quite compatible but

not identical due to uncompleted model like the NMOS

transistor for the setup and other phenomenons.

The measured line transient response of the proposed

LDO without the use of an output capacitor is shown in

Fig. 11. VDD varying from 1.0 to 1.4 V, with rise and fall

time 0.3 ms. The results include noise, we can conclude

that the line regulation is smaller than 5mV
0:4 ¼ 12:5 mV/V.

5 Performance comparison

The presented theory and results of the proposed LDO

linear voltage regulator show that external capacitor can be

replaced by the design proposed. This design is suitable to

supply low current to internal circuitry like needed in

hearing aids. The design is simple to implement, with small

Fig. 7 Chip image with the layout of the proposed LDO linear

regulator

Fig. 8 Setup for LDO measurements
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Fig. 9 Measured load transient

response of the proposed LDO

regulator without load capacitor
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area, which makes it ideal for a system-on chip. Simula-

tions show good performance when compared with known

capacitor-free topologies. For the purpose of comparison

with other regulators we define a figure of merit (FoM)

from [4]. This is used for standardized comparison in

capacitor-free regulators as in the table. For this parameter,

the smaller the FoM, the better the transient response of the

regulator.

FoM ¼ K
DVOUT ;ppIQ

DIout
ð9Þ

where, DVOUT ;pp is the sum of the undershoot and over-

shoot and K is the edge time ratio which is defined by

K ¼ Dt used in themeasurement
smallestDt among the designs for comparison

ð10Þ

The unit of the FoM is volt as noted in Table 2. The K

factor depends on the designs considered for comparison,

because the edge time of our simulation work is the

smallest, it K factor is equal to 1 while for the measure-

ments results the edge time of 1:5 ls will result in

K ¼ 1500.

The performance comparison between the proposed

design and some selected published LDOs is shown in

Table 2. The FoM of the proposed design when comparing

to similar designs is the second lowest for the simulation

results. For the measurements the FoM is quite high as a

result of the large edge time from the setup limitations.

Moreover, the DC output current of 250 lA (needed con-

tinuously to power one of the audio channel) decreases the

FoM significantly when added to the quiescent current as

can be seen in This Work A, Table 2. The column This

Work B is the case when considering only the quiescent

current of 10:5 lA without adding the intended static load

of 250 lA, the improvement of the FoM is by a factor of

25. It should be noted that although the FoM is not ideal for

comparing low power regulators it is still the most relevant

FoM for capacitor-free LDOs, hence used in this paper.
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Fig. 10 Post layout transient
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Fig. 11 Measured line transient response of the proposed LDO regulator
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Our design has the smallest chip area, with the second

lowest quiescent current of 10:5 lA while the load capac-

itance can be as large as 100 pF. Not only does the pro-

posed regulator consume low power, but it provides a low

dropout voltage and fast settling time.

6 Conclusion

We have demonstrated a new capacitor-free low-dropout

linear regulator for hearing aids in 180-nm CMOS tech-

nology. The structure, post layout simulation, measure-

ments and performance comparing have been provided.

The proposed LDO with 0-100 pF load capacitance is

stable throughout the load range without using any

decoupling capacitor. The proposed regulator has proven a

good transient performance. The internal compensating

capacitor is as small as 4 pF and the chip total area is

0:012 mm2. The LDO voltage regulator can operate with

supply voltage between 1.0 and 1.4 V while having a

quiescent current of 10:5 lA and small DVout due to the two

regulation loops. The achieved specification of the

proposed LDO makes it suitable for hearing aids and

similar SoC applications.
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(57) The present invention relates to a hearing in-
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a hearing in-
strument comprising a rechargeable battery source pro-
viding a battery supply voltage and a switched capacitor
DC-DC converter comprising a DC input coupled to the
battery supply voltage for converting the battery supply
voltage into a higher or lower DC output voltage. The
hearing instrument comprises at least one active circuit
connected to the DC output voltage for energizing active
components of the at least one active circuit.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Switched capacitor DC-DC power converters
are known in the art and have previously been applied
in various types of portable communication devices.
Switched capacitor DC-DC power converters are utilized
to convert a DC input voltage from an energy or power
source, such as a rechargeable battery, of the portable
device into a higher or lower DC output voltage suitable
for powering various types of integrated circuits and other
active components. Switched capacitor DC-DC power
converters possess certain attractive properties com-
pared to their inductor-based counterparts - for example
a relatively low level of EMI, because there is not stored
energy in magnetic fields of inductors. Switched capac-
itor DC-DC power converters may have small size and
high energy conversion efficiency. Different topologies
of switched capacitor DC-DC power converters are ca-
pable of providing DC voltage step-up (i.e. boost) and
DC voltage step-down (i.e. buck) with a topology depend-
ent optimum voltage conversion ratio for example 1:2 or
1:3 step-up conversion and 2:1 and 3:1 step-down con-
version.
[0003] However, there remains a need in the art to pro-
vide switched capacitor DC-DC power converters with
improved performance characteristics such as higher
power conversion efficiency across a wide range of
loads, even further reduction of electromagnetic noise
emission, reduced voltage ripple on the DC output volt-
age, improved source regulation and improved load reg-
ulation etc. Switched capacitor DC-DC converters are
highly useful for powering hearing instruments where the
compact dimensions of the housing or custom shell in
conjunction with small battery capacity typically place se-
vere constraints on size, power conversion efficiency and
electromagnetic emissions of the power supply circuitry.
Furthermore, magnetic field emissions generated by
magnetics/inductor based DC-DC power converters are
prone to disturb RF signal receipt and transmission of
RF wireless transceivers present in the hearing instru-
ment.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] A first aspect of the invention relates to a hearing
instrument comprising:

a rechargeable battery source providing a battery
supply voltage. The hearing instrument comprises a
switched capacitor DC-DC converter comprising a
DC input coupled to the battery supply voltage for
converting the battery supply voltage into a higher
or lower DC output voltage. At least one active circuit
of the hearing instrument is connected to the DC
output voltage for energizing active components of
the at least one active circuit.

[0005] The hearing instrument may comprise a hous-
ing or shell according to any known housing style such
as Behind-the-Ear (BTE), In-the-Ear (ITE), In-the-Canal
(ITC), Completely-in-Canal (CIC) etc. The hearing instru-
ment may comprise one or several microphone(s) for
picking-up sound from the external environment of the
hearing instrument and generate a first audio signal in
response.
[0006] The least one active circuit may comprise a plu-
rality of active circuits, or circuit blocks, configured to car-
ry out respective processing functions of the hearing in-
strument such as amplifying, compressing, filtering,
beamforming one or more audio signals, e.g. speech or
music, picked-up by the microphone or microphone of
the hearing instrument. The least one active circuit may
comprise a plurality of interconnected transistors forming
a digital logic circuit or an analog circuit or a combination
of both. The least one active circuit may comprise a class
D output amplifier as discussed in further detail below.
[0007] The rechargeable battery source may comprise
at least one Li-Ion battery cell delivering the battery sup-
ply voltage to the DC input of the switched capacitor DC-
DC converter. Since, Li-Ion battery cells supply a nominal
battery voltage at around 4.0 V, the switched capacitor
DC-DC converter may be configured to step-down the
batter supply voltage with a factor of 2:1 and/or 3:1, de-
pending on a charging state of the at least one Li-Ion
battery cell, to supply a DC output voltage of about 1.2
V to the least one active circuit of the hearing instrument.
The latter voltage at around 1.2 V is often optimal or near-
optimal for the class D output amplifier and other active
circuits of the hearing instrument as discussed below.
However, the skilled person will understand the switched
capacitor DC-DC converter may be configured to step-
up the batter supply voltage with certain ratios, e.g. 1:2
and/or 1:3, for other types of rechargeable battery sourc-
es delivering nominal battery voltages below 1.2 V.
[0008] The least one active circuit of the hearing in-
strument may comprise a control and processing circuit
which comprises:

a first audio input channel for receipt of the first audio
signal,
a signal processor for receipt and processing of the
audio signal for generating a compensated micro-
phone signal according to a hearing loss of a user;
wherein the compensated microphone signal is ap-
plied to an audio input of the class D output amplifier
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for generation of a modulated output signal at a pre-
determined modulation frequency for application to
a miniature receiver or loudspeaker.

[0009] The signal processor of the hearing instrument
may comprise dedicated digital logic circuitry, a software
programmable processor or any combination thereof. As
used herein, the terms "processor", "signal processor",
"controller", "system", etc., are intended to refer to mi-
croprocessor or CPU-related entities, either hardware, a
combination of hardware and software, software, or soft-
ware in execution. For example, a "processor", "signal
processor", "controller", "system", etc., may be, but is not
limited to being, a process running on a processor, a
processor, an object, an executable file, a thread of ex-
ecution, and/or a program. By way of illustration, the
terms "processor", "signal processor", "controller", "sys-
tem", etc., designate both an application running on a
processor and a hardware processor. One or more "proc-
essors", "signal processors", "controllers", "systems" and
the like, or any combination hereof, may reside within a
process and/or thread of execution, and one or more
"processors", "signal processors", "controllers", "sys-
tems", etc., or any combination hereof, may be localized
on one hardware processor, possibly in combination with
other hardware circuitry, and/or distributed between two
or more hardware processors, possibly in combination
with other hardware circuitry. Also, a processor (or similar
terms) may be any component or any combination of
components that is capable of performing signal process-
ing. For examples, the signal processor may be an ASIC
processor, a FPGA processor, a general purpose proc-
essor, a microprocessor, a circuit component, or an in-
tegrated circuit.
[0010] The hearing instrument may comprise a wire-
less receiver coupled to the first audio input channel for
receipt of a wireless modulated audio signal and a de-
coder coupled to the wireless receiver for extracting a
wireless audio signal and coupling the wireless audio sig-
nal to the first audio input channel or a second audio input
The wireless receiver may comprise an appropriate an-
tenna for the selected type of wireless transmission such
as an RF antenna or a magnetic antenna. The RF an-
tenna may for example be configured for receipt of a wire-
less modulated audio signal according to the Bluetooth
standard or the Bluetooth Low energy (Bluetooth LE)
standard. Alternatively, a much lower frequency of com-
munication may be applied for example based on mag-
netic coupling in which case the magnetic antenna may
comprise a traditional telecoil.
[0011] The hearing instrument may additionally com-
prise an output transducer, such as a receiver, loud-
speaker, implanted electrode transducer etc., configured
to supply the modulated output signal based on the hear-
ing loss compensated microphone signal. The auditory
output signal is perceived by the hearing instrument us-
er’s auditory system as sound.
[0012] A preferred embodiment of the switched capac-

itor DC-DC converter comprises:

a clock generator configured to generate a clock sig-
nal,
a charge pump circuit comprising a switch array driv-
en by first and second non-overlapping clock phases
derived from the clock signal; said switch array con-
figured to, in a first clock phase, charge a flying ca-
pacitor from the DC input voltage and, in a second
clock phase, discharge the flying capacitor into an
output capacitor connected to the DC output voltage.
The switched capacitor DC-DC converter addition-
ally comprises an output voltage regulator which
comprises:

a reference voltage input for receipt of a DC ref-
erence voltage and a feedback voltage input for
receipt of a feedback voltage representative of
the DC output voltage,
an error signal generator configured to combine
the DC reference voltage and the feedback volt-
age to determine a control signal,
a loop filter configured for receipt and lowpass
filtering of the control signal to generate a low-
pass filtered control signal,
a multi-level quantizer configured to convert the
lowpass filtered control signal into a correspond-
ing digital control signal at a predetermined sam-
pling frequency,
a switch array controller configured to generate
the first and second non-overlapping clock
phases for the charge pump circuit based on the
clock signal and digital control signal.

[0013] The sampling frequency of the multi-level quan-
tizer may lie above 500 kHz for example between 1 MHz
and 8 MHz. According to one embodiment of the switched
capacitor DC-DC converter, the predetermined sampling
frequency of the multi-level quantizer equals to two times
a maximum clock frequency of the clock signal which
drives the charge pump circuit via the first and second
non-overlapping clock phases. The charge pump circuit
may transfer charge to the DC output voltage, and to a
smoothing or output capacitor connected thereto, on both
rising and falling edges of the clock signal. This means
that voltage ripple on the DC output voltage comprises
frequency components located at two times the maxi-
mum clock frequency of the clock signal and harmonics
thereof. In certain advantageous embodiments of the in-
vention, the multi-level quantizer may be sampled syn-
chronously to the clock signal to suppress aliasing prod-
ucts associated with the sampling of the lowpass filtered
control signal.
[0014] The multi-level quantizer, aka A/D converter,
may comprise between 2 and 16 quantization levels de-
pending on the requirements of a particular application
for accuracy, circuit complexity and power consumption.
[0015] The switch array may comprise a plurality of
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controllable semiconductor switches selectively con-
necting one or more flying capacitors to the DC input
voltage and charging the one or more flying capacitor(s)
and alternatingly discharging the one or more flying ca-
pacitor(s) into the output capacitor at the DC output volt-
age. Certain embodiments of the switch array may com-
prise at least one flying capacitor and a first controllable
semiconductor switch connected between the DC input
voltage and a positive terminal of the flying capacitor;
a second controllable semiconductor switch connected
between a negative terminal of the flying capacitor and
one of a negative DC supply rail, such as ground, and
the DC output voltage;
a third controllable semiconductor switch connected be-
tween a negative terminal of the flying capacitor and the
negative DC supply rail;
a fourth controllable semiconductor switch connected be-
tween the positive terminal of the flying capacitor and the
DC output voltage; wherein
the first and second controllable semiconductor switches
are switched between respective on-states and off-states
in accordance with the first clock phase and the third and
fourth controllable semiconductor switches are switched
between respective on-states and off-states in accord-
ance with the second clock phase.
[0016] The loop filter may comprise an analog lowpass
filter and/or a discrete time lowpass filter such as a
switched capacitor lowpass filter. The skilled person will
understand that the loop filter and the error signal gen-
erator may be integrally formed for example as a differ-
ential input switched capacitor filter configured to sub-
tracting the DC reference voltage and the feedback volt-
age and to lowpass filtering the control signal as dis-
cussed in additional detail below with reference to the
appended drawings.
[0017] The loop filter preferably comprises a so-called
proportional integral filter such that a transfer function of
the loop filter comprises a lowpass pole at a first corner
frequency of the transfer function. The first corner fre-
quency may be smaller than 200 Hz, such as smaller
than 100 Hz, or smaller than 10 Hz, to approximate the
functionality of a true integrator. The transfer function of
the loop filter may in certain embodiments also comprise
and a zero at a second corner frequency. The second
corner frequency is preferably significantly higher than
the first corner frequency for example at least 20 times
higher such as more than 100 times higher. The second
corner frequency may be located above the audio band-
width - for example above 20 kHz. The transfer function
of one embodiment of the loop filter has the first corner
frequency located at 50 Hz and the second corner fre-
quency located at 26 kHz.
[0018] A number of useful embodiments of the
switched capacitor DC-DC converter comprise a plurality
of controllable semiconductor switches which possess
adjustable on-resistance or conductance. One such em-
bodiment of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter
comprises first and second controllable semiconductor

switches which each comprises a plurality of individually
controllable switch segments driven by first and second
sets of switch segment control signals, respectively, de-
rived from the first clock phase; and each of the third and
fourth controllable semiconductor switches comprises a
plurality of individually controllable switch segments driv-
en by third and fourth sets of switch segment control sig-
nals, respectively, derived from the second clock phase.
One or more of the controllable semiconductor switches
of the switch array may each comprise between 2 and
16 individually controllable switch segments. The respec-
tive resistances of the plurality of individually controllable
switch segments may be substantially identical or they
may differ - for example following a binary weighted
scheme.
[0019] The output voltage regulator may be configured
to, for one or more of the first, second, third and fourth
controllable semiconductor switches, selecting respec-
tive segment subsets of the plurality of individually con-
trollable switch segments in accordance with an ampli-
tude of the digital control signal. The output voltage reg-
ulator may for example be configured to selecting the
respective switch segment subsets such that a conduct-
ance of each of the one or more of the first, second third
and fourth controllable semiconductor switches, in its on-
state, tracks the amplitude of the digital control signal for
example increasing the number of active switch seg-
ments, i.e. conducting switch segments, of the plurality
of individually controllable switch segments with increas-
ing amplitude of the digital control signal, and possibly
vice versa , to increase charge transfer to the DC output
voltage and counteract the increase of the amplitude of
the digital control signal. The increasing amplitude of the
digital control signal indicates an increasing output volt-
age error at the DC output voltage and vice versa for
decreasing amplitude of the digital control signal. The
skilled person will understand that a segment subset at
some time instances may comprise all of the individually
controllable switch segments to maximize the conduct-
ance of the controllable semiconductor switch in ques-
tion.
[0020] One attractive variant of the switched capacitor
DC-DC converter comprises a plurality of controllable
semiconductor switches that are switched on and
switched off in a gradual or stepwise manner by sequen-
tially activating the switch segments in connection with
a state switching of the controllable semiconductor
switch. According to one such embodiment, the output
voltage regulator is configured to:

- switch between on-states and off-states of the first
controllable semiconductor switch by sequentially
turn-on and turn-off the plurality of individually con-
trollable switch segments via the first set of switch
segment control signals; and/or

- switch between on-states and off-states of the sec-
ond controllable semiconductor switch by sequen-
tially turn-on and turn-off the plurality of individually
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controllable switch segments via the second set of
switch segment control signals; and/or

- switch between on-states and off-states of the third
controllable semiconductor switch by sequentially
turn-on and turn-off the plurality of individually con-
trollable switch segments via the third set of switch
segment control signals; and/or

- switch between on-states and off-states of the fourth
controllable semiconductor switch by sequentially
turn-on and turn-off the plurality of individually con-
trollable switch segments via the fourth set of switch
segment control signals.

[0021] The output voltage regulator may be configured
to, for the one or more of the first, second third and fourth
controllable semiconductor switches:

toggling the first and second clock phases in re-
sponse to the amplitude of the digital control signal
is incremented from a current quantization level to a
larger quantization level; and
selecting respective segment subsets of the plurality
of individually controllable switch segments in ac-
cordance with the amplitude of the digital control sig-
nal.

[0022] According to yet another embodiment of the
switched capacitor DC-DC converter, the clock generator
is configured to generate a predefined set of individually
selectable fixed clock frequencies such as at least two
fixed clock frequencies for example between two and
eight fixed clock frequencies. According to this embodi-
ment, the individually selectable fixed clock frequencies
may be generated by a programmable or adjustable clock
generator and the latter controlled by the output voltage
regulator. The output voltage regulator may be config-
ured to switch between these individual clock frequencies
of the predefined set of fixed clock frequencies in accord-
ance with the level or amplitude of the digital control sig-
nal to provide a control mechanism for adjusting the DC
output voltage of the switched capacitor DC-DC convert-
er. The output voltage regulator may for example in-
crease the clock frequency for increasing amplitude of
the digital control signal and decrease the clock frequen-
cy for decreasing amplitude of the digital control signal
as discussed in additional detail below with reference to
the appended drawings.
[0023] The provision of this predefined set of fixed
clock enables system level frequency planning where the
switched capacitor DC-DC converter only generates rip-
ple voltage disturbances at frequencies where the re-
maining portion of the system, e.g. the at least one active
circuit block, is insensitive to noise, or at least exhibits,
a reduced sensitivity to noise for example residing on the
DC output voltage or picked-up as electromagnetic
waves, i.e. EMI disturbances. The output voltage regu-
lator may be configured to select a clock frequency from
the predefined set of fixed clock frequencies in accord-

ance with a predetermined modulation frequency of the
previously mentioned class D output amplifier coupled
to the DC output voltage of the switched capacitor DC-
DC converter for power supply. This is beneficial because
class D output amplifiers typically possess relatively poor
power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) due to a noise shap-
ing mechanism pushing a high level of quantization noise
above the audio band in the noise-shaped output signal
as discussed in additional detail below with reference to
the appended drawings. According to one such embod-
iment of the output voltage regulator, each clock frequen-
cy of the predefined set of fixed clock frequencies is an
integer multiple of the predetermined modulation fre-
quency of the class D output amplifier. The modulation
frequency of class D output amplifier may for example
be set to 250 kHz and the predefined set of fixed clock
frequencies of the output voltage regulator comprising at
least 250 kHz, 500 kHz and 1 MHz or at least 500 kHz,
1 MHz and 1.5 MHz. The skilled person will understand
that the clock signal of the switched capacitor DC-DC
converter preferably is synchronous to a clock signal set-
ting the predetermined modulation frequency of the class
D output amplifier to maintain a well-defined relationship
between the switching frequencies of the switched ca-
pacitor DC-DC converter and the modulation frequency
of class D output amplifier despite temperature variations
and component drift etc.
[0024] The individual clock frequencies of the prede-
fined set of fixed clock frequencies may be related by
integer ratios such as 2, 3, 4, 8 etc. The predefined set
of fixed clock frequencies may e.g. comprise 500 kHz
and 1 MHz or comprise 250 kHz, 500 kHz, 1 MHz and
optionally 2 MHz.
[0025] The output voltage regulator may adhere to a
predetermined table or predetermined rule specifying a
coupling between the amplitude of the digital control sig-
nal, the predefined set of fixed clock frequencies and the
active switch segment subset of each of the controllable
semiconductor switches. In one such embodiment the
output voltage regulator comprises a predetermined ta-
ble or predetermined rule mapping each amplitude of the
digital control signal to a particular combination of clock
frequency, selected from predefined set of individually
selectable fixed clock frequencies, and switch segment
subsets of the plurality of individually controllable switch
segments. The skilled person will understand that this
predetermined table or predetermined rule may be im-
plemented by a suitably configured digital state machine
of the switch array controller.
[0026] A second aspect of the invention relates to a
switched capacitor DC-DC converter configured for con-
verting a DC input voltage into a higher or lower DC output
voltage. The switched capacitor DC-DC converter com-
prising:

a clock generator configured to generate a clock sig-
nal,
a charge pump circuit comprising a switch array driv-
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en by first and second non-overlapping clock phases
derived from the clock signal; said switch array con-
figured to, in a first clock phase, charge a flying ca-
pacitor from the DC input voltage and, in a second
clock phase, discharge the flying capacitor into an
output capacitor connected to the DC output voltage.
The switched capacitor DC-DC converter further
comprises an output voltage regulator which com-
prises:

a reference voltage input for receipt of a DC ref-
erence voltage and a feedback voltage input for
receipt of a feedback voltage representative of
the DC output voltage,
an error signal generator configured to combine
the DC reference voltage and the feedback volt-
age to determine a control signal,
a loop filter configured for receipt and lowpass
filtering of the control signal to generate a low-
pass filtered control signal,
a multi-level quantizer configured to convert the
lowpass filtered control signal into a correspond-
ing digital control signal at a predetermined sam-
pling frequency,
a switch array controller configured to generate
the first and second non-overlapping clock
phases for the charge pump circuit based on the
clock signal and digital control signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027] Embodiments of the invention will be described
in more detail in connection with the appended drawings,
in which:

FIG. 1 shows a simplified schematic block diagram
of hearing instrument comprising an exemplary
switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
any of the below-described embodiments thereof;
FIG. 2A) is a simplified schematic block diagram of
a first exemplary charge pump circuit for a switched
capacitor DC-DC converter in accordance with a first
embodiment of the invention,
FIG. 2B) is a simplified schematic block diagram of
a second exemplary charge pump circuit for a
switched capacitor DC-DC converter in accordance
with a second embodiment of the invention,
FIG. 3A) shows a generally applicable electrical
model of a switched capacitor DC-DC converter,
FIG. 3B) shows a model of the loss resistance Req
of a second exemplary charge pump circuit compris-
ing a plurality of multi-segmented semiconductor
switches,
FIG. 4 is a simplified schematic block diagram of an
exemplary switched capacitor (SC) DC-DC convert-
er in accordance with a various embodiments of the
invention,
FIG. 5 shows a waveform of a lowpass filtered control

signal generated by a first output voltage regulator
embodiment of the exemplary SC DC-DC converter,
FIG. 6 shows a waveform of a lowpass filtered control
signal generated by a second output voltage regu-
lator embodiment of the exemplary switched capac-
itor SC DC-DC converter,
FIG. 7 shows a waveform of a lowpass filtered control
signal generated by a third output voltage regulator
embodiment of the exemplary switched capacitor
(SC) DC-DC converter,
FIG. 8 illustrates the operation of a fourth embodi-
ment of the output voltage regulator comprising a
segmented switch structure with sequential turn-on
and turn-off of the individually controllable switch
segments,
FIG. 9A) shows a simplified block diagram of the first
output voltage regulator embodiment of the exem-
plary SC DC-DC converter,
FIG. 9B) shows a simplified block diagram of the
second output voltage regulator embodiment of the
exemplary SC DC-DC converter; and
FIG. 9C) shows a simplified block diagram of the
third output voltage regulator embodiment of the ex-
emplary SC DC-DC converter.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0028] In the following, various exemplary embodi-
ments of the present hearing instrument, comprising a
switched capacitor DC-DC converter for energy efficient
DC voltage conversion, are described with reference to
the appended drawings. The skilled person will under-
stand that the appended drawings are schematic and
simplified for clarity and therefore merely show details
which are essential to the understanding of the invention,
while other details have been left out. Like reference nu-
merals refer to like elements or components throughout.
Like elements or components will therefore not neces-
sarily be described in detail with respect to each figure.
The skilled person will further appreciate that certain ac-
tions and/or steps may be described or depicted in a par-
ticular order of occurrence while those skilled in the art
will understand that such specificity with respect to se-
quence is not actually required.
[0029] FIG. 1 shows a simplified schematic block dia-
gram of an exemplary hearing instrument 1300 compris-
ing a switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
any of the below-described embodiments thereof. The
DC input voltage input of the switched capacitor DC-DC
converter 400 is connected to a rechargeable battery
source VDD. The rechargeable battery source is connect-
ed to the hearing instrument circuitry 1300, including an
integrally formed switched capacitor DC-DC converter
1350, through a positive power supply terminal 1309. The
skilled person will understand that the battery source in
other embodiments of the invention may comprise a non-
rechargeable battery source where it is desired to step-
up or step-down the nominal DC voltage level supplied
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by such non-rechargeable battery source to a different
DC voltage level more optimal, e.g. lower power con-
sumption, for active circuits or circuit blocks. The hearing
instrument 1300 may comprise any type of hearing aid
housing style such as Behind-the-Ear (BTE), In-the-Ca-
nal (ITC), Completely-in-Canal (CIC), RIC etc.
[0030] The rechargeable battery source may comprise
at least one Li-Ion battery cell and may hence supply a
nominal DC input voltage VDD at around 4.0 V to the
switched capacitor DC-DC converter 400. The switched
capacitor DC-DC converter 400 is configured to step-
down the received DC input voltage with a factor of ap-
proximately 2:1 and/or 3:1 to supply a DC output voltage
Vout of about 1.2 V. An output/smoothing capacitor Cout
is connected to the DC output voltage Vout and at least
one flying capacitor Cfly is connected to a switch array of
the converter as previously discussed. The 1.2 V DC out-
put voltage typically provides optimum or near-optimum
power supply conditions for the individual active circuits
or circuit blocks of the hearing instrument, in particular
for a class D output amplifier 1313, such that the battery
life of the hearing instrument is maximized. The optimum
supply condition at this 1.2 V battery level is inter alia
caused by circuit optimization at the voltage level sup-
plied by traditional non-rechargeable Zinc-air batteries.
The DC power supply, at DC supply input VCC, of the
class D output amplifier 1313 is connected to the DC
output voltage Vout of the switched capacitor DC-DC con-
verter 400. This connection introduces significant peak
power/current delivery demands on the switched capac-
itor DC-DC converter 400 in hearing instrument context
and is therefore likely to induce a relatively large ripple
voltage on the DC output voltage Vout for that reason.
The peak current drawn by the class D output amplifier
1313 from its DC supply rail may exceed 50 mA for certain
types of low impedance hearing aid receivers or loud-
speakers 1319 of high power hearing instruments. The
capacitance of the output/smoothing capacitor Cout may
be larger than 500 nF such as between 1 and 10 mF while
the capacitance of the flying capacitor Cfly may lie be-
tween 100 - 500 nF. The output/smoothing capacitor and
flying capacitor may be external to an integrated circuit
on which the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 400
is integrated together with other active circuit blocks of
the hearing instrument. The other active circuits of the
hearing instrument may comprise a microphone pream-
plifier 1311, analog-to-digital converters ΣΔ1-2 1307,
clock generator 1305, control and processing circuit
1311, a wireless receiver and decoder 1304 and class D
output amplifier 1313. One or more of these active circuits
may be connected to the DC output voltage Vout for en-
ergy supply. The wireless receiver and decoder 1304 is
coupled to an RF antenna 1306 for receipt of wireless
RF modulated digital audio signals and/or data signals.
The skilled person will understand that the wireless re-
ceiver and decoder 1304 may be compliant with a Blue-
tooth standard such as the Bluetooth LE standard.
[0031] The hearing instrument 1300 comprises at least

one microphone M1 generating an audio signal in re-
sponse to incoming sound at the hearing instrument. The
audio signal is amplified/buffered and digitized in an input
channel comprising the microphone preamplifier 1309
and analog-to-digital converter ΣΔ1 to provide a digital
microphone signal to an appropriate input port or channel
of the control and processing circuit 1311. The control
and processing circuit 1311 may comprise a software
programmable DSP core and may apply one or more
signal processing functions to the digital microphone sig-
nal under control of a set of executable program instruc-
tions or code. The one or more signal processing func-
tions are preferably adapted to process the digital micro-
phone signal according to a hearing loss of a user of the
hearing instrument such that an appropriately compen-
sated microphone signal is supplied to the user or patient
via loudspeaker 1319. These signal processing functions
may comprise different processing parameters of func-
tions like non-linear amplification, noise reduction, fre-
quency response shaping etc. Hence, various process-
ing parameters of the one or more signal processing func-
tions may have been determined during a preceding
hearing aid fitting session with the user at an audiologist
office and loaded into a non-volatile data memory space
of the DSP. The control and processing circuit 1311 is
clocked by a master clock signal supplied by a mas-
ter/system clock generator 1305 and the clock frequency
may lie above 2 MHz for example between 2 and 40 MHz.
The master clock generator 1305 may additionally supply
synchronous clock signals to the first and a second an-
alog-to-digital converters ΣΔ1, ΣΔ2.
[0032] As discussed above, the class D output ampli-
fier 1313 converts the compensated microphone signal
into a corresponding modulated output signal at a pre-
determined modulation frequency which is applied to the
miniature receiver or loudspeaker 1319 for production of
sound pressure in the hearing instrument user’s ear ca-
nal. The modulation frequency of the class D output am-
plifier may vary depending on the type of modulation
scheme and performance requirement of the amplifier in
a specific application. The class D output amplifier 1313
may be configured to PWM or PDM modulate the output
signal to the loudspeaker 1319 with a modulation fre-
quency between 250 kHz and 2 MHz. The modulation
frequency of the class D output amplifier may be set by
a suitable clock signal 1314 delivered by the control and
processing circuit 1311 via a suitable output port or driver
1314 to the class D output amplifier. In alternative em-
bodiments, the clock signal 1315 may be derived directly
from the master clock generator 1305. In both cases, the
modulation frequency of the class D output amplifier is
preferably synchronous to the master clock signal of the
master clock generator 1305 and may be a down-divided
replica of the master clock signal.
[0033] The output voltage regulator of the SC DC-DC
converter 400 of the hearing instrument 1300 is prefer-
ably configured to select the clock frequency, and hence
the first and second clock phases φ1, φ2 of the clock sig-
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nal, of the SC converter 400 from the previously prede-
fined set of fixed clock frequencies in accordance with
the modulation frequency of the class D output amplifier
1313. The predefined set of fixed clock frequencies may
comprise at least two fixed clock frequencies - for exam-
ple three, four, five or even more fixed clock frequencies.
The individual clock frequencies of the predefined set of
fixed clock frequencies may be related by an integer ratio
such as 2 or 4. The lowest clock frequency of the prede-
fined set of fixed clock frequencies may lie between 125
kHz and 1 MHz.
[0034] This clock control or synchronization scheme
between the clock frequency of the SC DC-DC converter
400 and the modulation frequency of class D output am-
plifier 1313 allows the output voltage regulator 401 to
place the voltage ripple components of the SC DC-DC
converter 400 at frequency bands or ranges where they
create minimal interference with the class D output am-
plifier 1313 and/or other circuits blocks of the hearing
instrument such as the microphone preamplifier 1311,
analog-to-digital converters ΣΔ1-2, clock generator
1313, a wireless receiver and decoder 1304 etc. Accord-
ing to one embodiment, each clock frequency of the pre-
defined set of fixed clock frequencies is an integer mul-
tiple of the predetermined modulation frequency of the
class D output amplifier. This relationship ensures that
ripple voltage components appearing on the DC output
voltage Vout of the SC DC-DC converter 400 are folded
back outside the audio spectrum e.g. at zero Hz or DC.
This is particularly advantageous for the class D output
amplifier 1313 because the latter type of amplification
circuit typically possesses a relatively poor power supply
rejection ratio (PSRR) and/or is sensitive to power supply
noise due to an noise shaping mechanism placing a high
level of quantization noise above the audio band in the
noise-shaped output signal. The relatively poor power
supply rejection ratio (PSRR) of the class D output am-
plifier is often caused by a direct connection between
output stage active switch devices and the positive DC
supply rail of the class D amplifier 1313.
[0035] According to one such exemplary embodiment
of the present hearing instrument, the modulation fre-
quency of class D output amplifier is set to 250 kHz and
the predefined set of fixed clock frequencies of the output
voltage regulator comprises at least clock frequencies
250 kHz, 500 kHz and 1 MHz.
[0036] According one embodiment of the present hear-
ing instrument the clock frequencies of the predefined
set of fixed clock frequencies of the SC DC-DC converter
400 and the predetermined modulation frequency of the
class D output amplifier are synchronous. This feature is
particularly advantageous to maintain a well-defined re-
lationship between the switching frequencies of the SC
DC-DC converter 400 and the modulation frequency of
class D output amplifier 1313 despite temperature vari-
ations and component drift etc. The skilled person will
understand that the synchronous operation of the SC DC-
DC converter 400 and the class D output amplifier may

be achieved by configuring or adapting the clock gener-
ator of the output voltage regulator 401 (refer to FIG. 4)
to accept an external clock signal 1317 from the master
clock generator 1305 of the hearing instrument. This ex-
ternal clock signal 1317 may be generated and supplied
by the control and processing circuit 1311 via a suitable
output port or may be derived directly from the master
clock generator 1305.
[0037] FIG. 2A) is a simplified schematic block diagram
of a first exemplary charge pump circuit 100 for a
switched capacitor DC-DC converter in accordance with
a first embodiment of the invention. The switched capac-
itor DC-DC converter is a step-down topology configured
for converting a DC input voltage into a DC output voltage
of approximately one-half of the DC input voltage. The
charge pump circuit 100 comprises a flying capacitor Cfly,
an output/smoothing capacitor Cout and a switch array
including a first controllable semiconductor switch SW1,
a second controllable semiconductor switch SW2, a third
controllable semiconductor switch SW3 and a fourth con-
trollable semiconductor switch SW4. Switches SW1 and
SW2 are driven by a first clock phase φ1 of a clock signal
and switches SW3 and SW4 are driven by a second clock
phase φ2 of the clock signal as schematically illustrated
on the drawing. The first and second clock phases φ1, φ2
of the clock signal are complementary and non-overlap-
ping. The DC input voltage Vin for the charge pump circuit
100 is applied to switch SW1 and the DC output voltage
Vout is delivered at output/smoothing capacitor Cout. A
load of the charge pump circuit 100 is connected across
the output/smoothing capacitor Cout and the skilled per-
son will understand the latter supplies energy power to
the load when the flying capacitor Cfly is charging from
the DC input voltage.
[0038] The skilled person will appreciate that each of
the controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2,
SW3 and SW4 may comprise a MOSFET, e.g. NMOS
transistor, or a combination of MOSFETs, as the small
size, large off-resistance and low on-resistance of MOS-
FET switches are advantageous properties in numerous
applications of the charge pump circuit 100.
[0039] In the present step-down topology of the charge
pump circuit 100, SW1 is connected between the DC
input voltage and a positive terminal of the flying capac-
itor; SW2 is connected between a negative terminal of
the flying capacitor and and the DC output voltage. In an
alternative 2:1 step-up embodiment, SW2 is connected
between the negative terminal of the flying capacitor and
a negative DC supply rail, such as GND. SW3 is con-
nected between the negative terminal of the flying ca-
pacitor and the negative DC supply rail - e.g. GND. In
the alternative 1:2 step-up embodiment, SW3 is connect-
ed between the negative terminal of the flying capacitor
and the DC input voltage. SW4 is connected between
the positive terminal of the flying capacitor and the DC
output voltage.
[0040] During operation of the charge pump circuit 100,
the first and second switches SW1, SW2 are switched
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between respective on-states and off-states in accord-
ance with the first clock phase φ1 and the third and fourth
switches SW3, SW4 are switched between respective
on-states and off-states in accordance with the second
clock phase φ2. Hence, the switch array is configured to,
in or during the first clock phase, charge the flying ca-
pacitor Cfly from the DC input voltage Vin through the on-
resistances of SW1 and SW2. The combined on-resist-
ance of SW1 and SW2 is schematically represented by
resistor 2*RSW.
[0041] Furthermore, during the first clock phase, the
switches SW3 and SW4 are off or non-conducting which
lead to the equivalent schematic circuit diagram 100a.
As illustrated, the flying capacitor Cfly and output capac-
itor Cout are effectively connected in series between the
DC input voltage Vin and GND such that the output volt-
age is charged to approximately one-half of the DC input
voltage by periodically switching between the first and
second clock phases in steady state operation when no
load current is drawn from the output voltage of the
charge pump circuit 100. The switch array is configured
to, in or during the second clock phase φ2, discharge the
flying capacitor Cfly into the output capacitor Cout through
a charge sharing mechanism due to the parallel connec-
tion of the flying capacitor and output capacitor through
the conducting states of the switches SW3 and SW4.
During the second clock phase, the switches SW1 and
SW2 are off, i.e. or non-conducting, which leads to the
equivalent schematic circuit diagram 100b. As illustrated,
the flying capacitor Cfly and output capacitor Cout are ef-
fectively connected in parallel and disconnected from the
DC input voltage Vin.
[0042] The skilled person will appreciate that each of
the controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2,
SW3 and SW4 may comprises a control terminal (not
shown), e.g. a gate terminal for MOSFETs, to which the
first or second clock phases φ1, φ2 are applied to selec-
tively switch the controllable semiconductor switch in
question between its on-state and off-state.
[0043] FIG. 2B) is a simplified schematic block diagram
of a second exemplary charge pump circuit 200 for a
switched capacitor DC-DC converter in accordance with
a second embodiment of the invention. The present em-
bodiment of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter
possesses a 3:1 step-down topology configured for con-
verting the DC input voltage Vin into a DC output voltage
Vout of approximately one-third of the DC input voltage.
The present charge pump circuit 200 comprises, in con-
trast to the previously discussed pump circuit 100, two
separate flying capacitors - a first flying capacitor Cfly1
and a second flying capacitor Cfly2. The charge pump
circuit 200 comprises additionally an output/smoothing
capacitor Cout and a switch array including a total of seven
controllable semiconductor switches controlled by re-
spective clock phases of the first and second non-over-
lapping clock phases φ1, φ2 as illustrated.
[0044] During operation of the charge pump circuit 200,
the switch array is configured to, in or during the first

clock phase, simultaneously charge the first flying capac-
itor Cfly1 and second flying capacitor Cfly2 from the DC
input voltage Vin through the on-resistances of active
switches. Furthermore, during the first clock phase, the
switches operated by the second clock phase φ2 are off
or non-conducting which leads to the equivalent sche-
matic circuit diagram 200a. As illustrated, the first and
second flying capacitors and the output capacitor Cout
are effectively connected in series between the DC input
voltage Vin and GND, or another negative supply rail,
such that the output voltage is charged to approximately
one-third of the DC input voltage in steady state operation
of the pump circuit for the reasons discussed above in
connection with the first charge pump circuit 100. The
switch array is configured to, during the second clock
phase φ2, discharge the first and second flying capacitors
into the output capacitor Cout through a charge sharing
mechanism caused by the parallel connection of the first
and second flying capacitors and output capacitor
through the respective on-resistances of the active/con-
ducting switches. During the second clock phase, the
switches operated by the first clock phase φ1 are off or
non-conducting while the switches operated by the sec-
ond clock phase φ2 are on or conducting which lead to
the equivalent schematic circuit diagram 200b of the
charge pump circuit 200. As illustrated, the first and sec-
ond flying capacitors Cfly1 and Cfly2 and the output ca-
pacitor Cout are effectively connected in parallel and dis-
connected from the DC input voltage Vin.
[0045] FIG. 3A) is a generally applicable model 400 of
a switched capacitor DC-DC converter which model is
discussed below to highlight some of the properties of
the switched capacitor DC-DC converter in accordance
with the invention. The DC input voltage Vin feeds input
power or energy to switched capacitor DC-DC converter
and during operation the latter generates the DC output
voltage Vout which may be higher or lower than the DC
input voltage depending on the topology of the switched
capacitor DC-DC converter as discussed above. The
switched capacitor DC-DC converter is particularly effi-
cient when the nominal DC input voltage and DC output
voltage are related by an certain ratio, illustrated by VCR,
such as 1/3 or © or 2/3 or 2, or 3 or 5 etc. Hence, the
model 400 of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter
comprises an ideal transformer 402 with a variable wind-
ing ratio as set by the VCR and an equivalent loss resist-
ance Req connected in series with a secondary winding
of the transformer 302.
[0046] The loss resistance Req comprises two sepa-
rate resistance components:

1) a first resistance component representing an
equivalent output resistance associated with switch-
ing of the one or more flying capacitors at the clock
frequency of the clock signal driving the first and sec-
ond clock phases. The skilled person will understand
that this equivalent output resistance is inversely pro-
portional to the clock frequency such that increasing
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clock frequency leads to decreasing equivalent out-
put resistance; and
2) a second resistance component representing the
combined on-resistance of the active semiconductor
switches in any particular clock phase, e.g. on-re-
sistances of the switches SW1 and SW2 in the first
clock phase φ1 of the previously discussed exempla-
ry 2:1 step-down charge pump circuit 100.

[0047] The latter resistance component 2) is mainly
determined by the size of the semiconductor switch in
question, the semiconductor process technology and lev-
el of the applied control voltage. However, in certain em-
bodiments of the invention, each, or at least a subset, of
the controllable semiconductor switches of the switch
matrix of the charge pump circuit is formed by a plurality
of individually controllable switch segments such that a
suitable control device and mechanism may activate
merely a subset of the plurality of individually controllable
switch segments during activation/turn-on of the corre-
sponding semiconductor switch. This use of segmented
semiconductor switches provides a controllable on-re-
sistance or equivalently controllable conductance of the
semiconductor switch as discussed in additional detail
below.
[0048] Graph 350 of FIG. 3B) illustrates how the loss
resistance Req of a multi-segmented semiconductor
switch comprises two separate resistance components
that are individually controllable. The y-axis shows the
loss resistance Req on an arbitrary logarithmic scale and
the x-axis depicts the clock frequency FS of the clock
signal on a logarithmic scale. The clock frequency FS is
equal to a switching frequency of the flying capacitor as
set by the first and second clock phases. The loss resist-
ance Req plots 352, 354, 356, 358 of graph 350 illustrate
a particular segmented switch embodiment where each
of the controllable semiconductor switches of the switch
matrix comprises eight identical individually controllable
switch segments connected in parallel. However, other
segmented switch embodiments may use fewer or more
parallelly connected individually controllable switch seg-
ments in each of the controllable semiconductor switches
such as between 2 and 16 parallelly connected switch
segments.
[0049] Hence, the on-resistance, and the equivalent
conductance, of a particular controllable semiconductor
switch in the present embodiment can be controlled in
eight steps by activating from one to eight switch seg-
ments via an appropriate set of switch segment control
signals applied to the respective controls terminals, e.g.
gate terminals, of the switch segments. Plot 358 shows
schematically by depicting merely asymptotic approxi-
mations the loss resistance Req versus clock frequency
FS when all eight switch segments are activated in the
on-state or conducting state of the semiconductor switch
in question. The asymptotic plot 358 comprises two es-
sentially straight portions where the first plot portion 360
shows the loss resistance Req where the latter is domi-

nated by the first resistance component representing the
equivalent output resistance associated with the flying
capacitor switching. As expected, the loss resistance Req
is inversely proportional to the clock frequency FS in the
first plot portion 360. The second plot portion 364 shows
the loss resistance Req where the latter is dominated by
the second resistance component representing the com-
bined on-resistance of the eight parallel switch segments
of the semiconductor switch. As expected, the loss re-
sistance Req is substantially constant independent of the
clock frequency FS in the second plot portion 364 be-
cause of the series connection of the first and second
resistance components and the diminishing resistance
of the first resistance component. Finally, the knee-point
362 shows the clock frequency FS where the first and
second resistance components of loss resistance Req
are essentially equal.
[0050] The plots 356, 354, 352 illustrate schematically
the effect of a decreasing number of active switch seg-
ments of the semiconductor switch - from eight in plot
358 and down to 4, 2 and 1 active switch segment(s),
respectively. As expected, the loss resistance Req of the
semiconductor switch increases progressively with a de-
creasing number of active switch segments at higher
clock or switching frequencies FS because of the domi-
nating influence of the second resistance component of
the loss resistance Req. Furthermore, the loss resistance
Req of the semiconductor switch remains largely inde-
pendent of the number of active switch segments at very
small clock or switching frequencies FS because of the
now dominating influence of the first resistance compo-
nent of the loss resistance Req.
[0051] FIG. 4 is a simplified schematic block diagram
of a switched capacitor (SC) DC-DC converter 400 in
accordance with a various exemplary embodiments of
the invention. The SC DC-DC converter 400 may for ex-
ample be configured to convert the DC input voltage Vin
into a DC output voltage Vout of approximately one-half
of the DC input voltage, i.e. 2:1 step-down, by using mere-
ly a single one of the illustrated flying capacitors. Other
embodiments of the switched capacitor (SC) DC-DC con-
verter 400 may be configured to step-up or boost the
input voltage Vin into a higher DC output voltage Vout for
example step-up of 1:2 or 1:3 by appropriate adaption of
the topology of the charge pump circuit 100 as discussed
above. The skilled person will understand that the DC
supply voltage to the charge pump circuit 100, and pos-
sibly for a gate driver 410, in the latter embodiments may
be derived from the higher DC output voltage Vout to pro-
vide adequately large voltage for the control terminals of
the controllable semiconductor switches.
[0052] The DC input voltage Vin for the present SC DC-
DC converter 400 may be supplied by a rechargeable
battery source delivering a nominal DC voltage signifi-
cantly higher than a desired or optimum voltage for the
load circuitry to be energized by the DC output voltage
of the SC DC-DC converter 400. The rechargeable bat-
tery source may for example comprise one or more Li-
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Ion battery cells that each may exhibit a nominal output
voltage of about 3.7 V. If the SC DC-DC converter 100
is integrated in a hearing instrument, it may be desirable
to step-down this nominal Li-Ion battery voltage to a DC
voltage close to the typical 1.2 V DC level supplied by
conventional non-rechargeable Zinc-air hearing aid bat-
teries. Consequently, a DC reference voltage Vref applied
at a Ref input of an output voltage regulator or controller
401 may be set to 1.2 V in the latter embodiment of the
SC DC-DC converter 400.
[0053] The skilled person will appreciate that the draw-
ing shows merely four separate first and second comple-
mentary and non-overlapping clock phases inputted to
the charge pump circuit 100. The use of four separate
first and second complementary and non-overlapping
clock phases is suitable configuration to drive four seg-
mented controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2,
SW3 and SW4 of the 2:1 step-down SC converter dis-
cussed above with reference to FIG. 1. However, alter-
native embodiments may comprise additional clock
phase signals to drive additional controllable semicon-
ductor switches as indicated previously in connection
with the description of the charge pump circuit 200. In
both cases the four, seven or even further controllable
semiconductor switches form a switch array which is driv-
en by the first and second non-overlapping clock phases
such that the switch array in the first clock phase, charges
at least the first flying capacitor Cfly1 from the DC input
voltage and discharges the first flying capacitor into the
output capacitor Cout during the second clock phase. The
skilled person will additionally understand that appreciate
that some embodiments of the charge pump circuit 100
may comprise a so-called "gearbox" combining two or
more different converter topologies in combination with
a topology switching scheme. One such multi-topology
embodiment of the charge pump circuit 100 may com-
prise a 2:1 step-down SC converter and a 3:1 step-down
SC converter where the digital switch array controller is
configured to select between the 2:1 step-down SC con-
verter and 3:1 step-down SC converter depending on a
voltage difference between the DC input voltage Vin and
the DC output voltage Vout. This feature may be advan-
tageous to optimize the power conversion efficiency of
the charge pump circuit 100 at varying levels of the DC
input voltage Vin - for example caused by different charg-
ing states of the previously discussed rechargeable bat-
tery source supplying the DC input voltage to the SC DC-
DC converter 400.
[0054] The SC DC-DC converter 400 comprises the
output voltage regulator 401. The output voltage regula-
tor 401 determines the clock frequency of the charge
pump circuit 100 since the first and second non-overlap-
ping clock phases φ1, φ2 are derived from the clock signal
sw_clk generated by the output voltage regulator 401 via
a digital switch array controller as discussed below. The
output voltage regulator 401 may comprise a clock gen-
erator which is configured for generating the clock signal
at a fixed clock frequency or at an adjustable clock fre-

quency. The frequency of the clock signal is adjustable
or programmable in the present embodiment but alter-
native embodiments may use a single fixed clock fre-
quency of the clock signal. In the present embodiment,
the frequency of the clock signal is utilized to provide
regulation of the DC output voltage via a feedback loop
extending from the DC output voltage and back to a first
input, Sense, of the output voltage regulator 401 via the
feedback wire or conductor 425. The output voltage reg-
ulator 401 additionally comprises a DC reference voltage
input, Ref, for receipt of a DC reference voltage Vref in-
dicating the desired or target DC output voltage. The
feedback loop is operable to minimize a voltage differ-
ence or deviation between the DC reference voltage Vref
at Ref input and the actual the DC output voltage by ad-
justing the clock frequency or switching frequency ap-
plied to the charge pump circuit 100, via the first and
second non-overlapping clock phases φ1, φ2 and/or by
adjusting an electrical conductance GSW of the control-
lable semiconductor switches of the charge pump circuit
as discussed in additional detail below. In the present
embodiment, the output voltage regulator 401 is config-
ured to select a current clock frequency from a predefined
set of fixed clock frequencies while alternative embodi-
ments may adjust the clock frequency in accordance with
other frequency control schemes. This use of a prede-
fined set of fixed clock frequencies allows for frequency
planning in the design phase of the output voltage regu-
lator 401 such that the predefined set of fixed clock fre-
quencies may be selected to minimize electromagnetic
interference with certain circuits and components of a
particular target application such as a hearing instrument
as discussed in additional detail below. The individual
clock frequencies of the predefined set of fixed clock fre-
quencies may be related by integer ratios such as 2, 4,
8 etc., e.g. 500 kHz, 1 MHz, 2 MHz and 4 MHz.
[0055] The digital switch array controller may comprise
combinational and sequential digital logic, e.g. imple-
mented as a digital state machine, configured to generate
the respective sets of control signals for driving the re-
spective switch segments of the four segmented control-
lable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and
SW4. The digital switch array controller comprises a non-
overlapping clock generator 403 configured to derive the
previously discussed first and second non-overlapping
clock phases φ1, φ2 from the clock signal sw_clk supplied
by the output voltage regulator 401. A first switch encoder
405a of the digital switch array controller utilizes the first
clock phase φ1 and a switch select data supplied via a
select bus 404 to generate a first set of switch segment
control signals on data bus 407a and likewise utilizes the
second clock phase φ2 and the switch segment select
bus 404 to generate a second set of non-overlapping
switch segment control signals on data bus 407b. The
digital switch array controller comprises a gate driver
block 410 illustrated as a separate circuit for conven-
ience. The gate driver block 410 is configured to generate
the required n switch segment control signals 409a for
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respective ones of the individually controllable switch
segments of each of the first and second controllable
semiconductor switches SW1, SW2 in accordance with
the first clock phase φ1 and likewise generating the n
switch segment control signals 409b for respective ones
of the individually controllable switch segments of each
of the third and fourth controllable semiconductor switch-
es SW3, SW4 in accordance with the second clock phase
φ2. The gate driver block 410 may for example comprise
a plurality of digital buffers, a plurality of level shifters or
voltage translators for supplying sufficient drive voltage
and current to drive the loads presented by the respective
control inputs of the individually controllable switch seg-
ments.
[0056] The SC DC-DC converter 400 may include dif-
ferent embodiments of the output voltage regulator 401
providing different switching schemes for unsegmented
or segmented versions of the controllable semiconductor
switches of the charge pump circuits 100, 200.
[0057] A simplified block diagram of a first embodiment
of the output voltage regulator 401 a is illustrated on FIG.
9A). The output voltage regulator 401 a comprises an
error signal generator 1001, e.g. a subtraction circuit,
configured to subtract the DC reference voltage Vref in-
dicating the desired or target DC output voltage of the
SC DC-DC converter 400 and the feedback voltage Vout
to determine a control signal or error signal ε. The error
signal ε is applied to the input of a loop filter 1005 which
integrates or lowpass filters the error signal to generate
a lowpass filtered control signal εL. The lowpass filtered
control signal εL is thereafter applied to the input of a
multi-level quantizer 1010, i.e. A/D converter, configured
to convert the lowpass filtered control signal εL into a
corresponding digital control signal at a predetermined
sampling frequency. The resolution of the multi-level
quantizer 1010 may be relatively small for example be-
tween 2 bits and 4 bits corresponding to 4 quantization
levels and 16 quantization levels, respectively. Hence,
the digital control signal may be representing the current
or instantaneous amplitude of the lowpass filtered control
signal εL by between 4 and 16 amplitude levels. The pre-
determined sampling frequency of a multi-level quantizer
1010 may vary between different embodiments of the SC
converter and may depend on various design parameters
such as the selected clock frequency or clock frequency
range and a corner frequency/time constant of a low-
pass/integrator response of the loop filter 1005 as dis-
cussed in additional detail below. The predetermined
sampling frequency of the multi-level quantizer 1010 may
lie between 500 kHz and 4 MHz. In some embodiments,
the predetermined sampling frequency of the multi-level
quantizer 1010 may be set at two times the maximum
clock or switching frequency FS of the charge pump cir-
cuit. The charge pump circuit transfers charge to the out-
put capacitor Cout on both rising and falling edges of the
clock signal which means that voltage ripple on the DC
output voltage comprises frequency components located
at two times the maximum switching frequency FS. In

certain advantageous embodiments of the multi-level
quantizer, e.g. 1010, 1110, 1210, the latter may be sam-
pled synchronously to, or in-phase with, the switching
frequency FS to eliminate aliasing products.
[0058] The loop filter 1005 may comprise a so-called
PI (proportional-integral) type of filter circuit or filter func-
tion comprising a low-frequency gain towards DC, a low-
pass pole at a first corner frequency and a zero at a sec-
ond corner frequency. The first corner frequency caused
by the lowpass pole is preferably arranged below 100
Hz, or below 50 Hz or below 10 Hz such that a low-fre-
quency response of the loop filter 1005 resembles an
integrator response. With the lowpass pole at 50 Hz, the
low-frequency gain may be set to about 70 dB. The sec-
ond corner frequency is preferably significantly higher
than the first corner frequency for example at least 20
times higher such as more than 100 times higher. The
second corner frequency may be located above the audio
bandwidth - for example above 20 kHz.
[0059] It is generally desirable to configure or design
the loop filters 1005, 1105, 1205 with a relatively high
gain at DC to ensure the DC output voltage has a small
DC voltage error i.e. closely tracks the DC reference volt-
age. For audio applications of the SC DC-DC converter
400, the gain of the loop filter at low audio frequencies
for example below 1 kHz may be set to a relatively large
value, e.g. at least 40dB, because loudspeaker drivers,
e.g. class D output amplifiers, connected to the DC output
voltage tend to draw large currents at low frequencies
where the electrical impedance of the loudspeaker typi-
cally is small.
[0060] The lowpass characteristics of the loop filters
1005, 1105, 1205 according to any of the embodiments
discussed above ensures that the SC DC-DC converter
400 often is operating around a single quantization level
of the multi-level quantizer 1010, 1110, 1210. Hence, var-
iations of the lowpass filtered control signal εL between
two consecutive sampling points or instances of the multi-
level quantizer will not exceed a single quantization level.
This means that the multi-level quantizer 1010 may be
configured to sample markedly less quantization levels
at each sampling instant than the number of discrete
quantization levels of the multi-level quantizer. For ex-
ample, while the present multi-level quantizer may com-
prise between 8 and 16 quantization levels merely two
of these need to be sampled. This will reduce the overall
power consumption of the multi-level quantizer 1010 by
a factor of four or even eight.
[0061] The skilled person will understand the selection
of the first corner frequency and the second corner fre-
quency depend on parameter values of other fixed or
variable components of the previously discussed feed-
back loop of the SC DC-DC converter 400 extending from
the DC output voltage and back to the sense input of the
output voltage regulator 401. These other fixed or varia-
ble components of the DC-DC converter comprise inter
alia the variable loss resistance Req, the capacitance of
the output capacitor Cout, the load current, the clock fre-
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quency FS of the clock signal sw_clk and a step size of
the quantization levels. The frequency response of loop
filter 1105, including its asymptotic DC gain and asymp-
totic high-frequency gain, are designed to ensure stability
of the feedback loop even at worst parameter values of
the above-discussed fixed or variable components of the
DC-DC converter.
[0062] According to one 2:1 step-down embodiment of
the SC DC-DC converter 400, designed for hearing in-
strument applications powered by a rechargeable Li-Ion
battery, the following exemplary design parameters are
utilized:

load current at Vout lies between 1 mA and 10 mA,
a nominal DC input voltage about 4.2 V,
a DC output voltage of 1.8 V,
an output capacitance Cout = 4 mF, 

Lowpass pole of loop filter at 53 Hz,
second corner frequency at 27 kHz,
DC gain of loop filter 69 dB,
high frequency gain of the loop filter 16 dB.

[0063] The loop filter 1105 may comprise an analog
filter or a discrete time filter - for example a fixed switched
capacitor PI filter or a programmable switched capacitor
PI filter where certain filter characteristics such as the
first corner frequency and/or the second corner frequen-
cy may be programmable and controlled by the voltage
regulator circuit. The skilled person will understand that
the loop filter 1105 and the error signal generator 1001
may be integrally formed for example as a differential
input switched capacitor PI filter.
[0064] The digital signal supplied at the output of multi-
level quantizer 1010 may be directly encoded on the pre-
viously discussed switch segment select bus 404
(gsw_sel<0:7>) such that the binary code on the switch
segment select bus 404 directly reflects the amplitude or
level of the lowpass filtered control signal εL. This encod-
ing principle is often referred to as "thermometer coding".
[0065] In the illustrated embodiment each of the first,
second, third and fourth controllable semiconductor
switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 of the charge pump
circuit 100 comprises eight individually controllable
switch segments driven by respective sets of switch seg-
ment control signals. The skilled person will understand
that each, or at least one, of the first, second, third and
fourth controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2,
SW3 and SW4 may comprise less than eight individually
controllable switch segments or more than eight individ-
ually controllable switch segments, e.g. between 2 and
16 individually controllable switch segments to keep a
reasonable circuit complexity. The on-resistance of the
plurality of individually controllable switch segments may
be substantially identical or different. The plurality of in-

dividually controllable switch segments may be coupled
in parallel between input and output terminals of each of
the controllable semiconductor switches. The first and
second sets of switch segment control signals applied to
the respective switch segments of SW1 and SW2 are
derived from the first clock phase by the previously dis-
cussed digital switch array controller. The third and fourth
sets of switch segment control signals applied to the re-
spective switch segments of SW3 and SW4 are derived
from the second clock phase by the previously discussed
digital switch array controller. This arrangement allows
the voltage regulator 401 a to provide a variable or adap-
tive conductance of each of the semiconductor switches
SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 during converter operation
by selecting varying subsets of the eight individually con-
trollable switch segments for each semiconductor switch
in accordance with the amplitude of the digital control
signal. The same subset of switch segments is preferably
utilized for each of the semiconductor switches SW1,
SW2, SW3 and SW4 for a particular level or amplitude
of the digital control signal to simply layout and encoding
of the switch control scheme/mechanism of the digital
switch array controller.
[0066] Hence, at the maximum level of the digital con-
trol signal the binary value eight on the switch segment
select bus 404 (gsw_sel<0:7>) may be coded as
"11111111" and this value will turn-on all eight individu-
ally controllable switch segments of each of the semicon-
ductor switches and provide a maximum conductance,
i.e. minimum resistance, of each of the semiconductor
switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 in its on-state.
Smaller levels of the digital control signal such as two
generates a correspondingly smaller binary value on the
switch segment select bus 404 e.g. "00000011" due to
the thermometer encoding. This amplitude level will
cause the voltage regulator 401 a to turn-on or activate
only two segments of the eight individually controllable
switch segments of each of the semiconductor switches
leading to a four times smaller conductance of each con-
trollable semiconductor switch compared to the maxi-
mum conductance discussed above. Hence, the present
embodiment of the output voltage regulator 401 a may
select a switch conductance value, GSW, of each of the
first, second, third and fourth controllable semiconductor
switches from a set of eight switch conductance values.
Consequently, some embodiments of the voltage regu-
lator 401a may be configured to select the respective
segment subsets such that the conductance of each of
the semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4,
in its on-state, tracks the amplitude of the digital control
signal. The conductance of each of the semiconductor
switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 may be increasing
with increasing amplitude of the digital control signal and
vice versa since a large amplitude of the digital control
signal indicates a large difference between the target or
desired DC output voltage Vout of the switched capacitor
DC-DC converter and the DC reference voltage Vref.
[0067] The skilled person will understand that by seg-
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menting each, or at least one, of the semiconductor
switches of the charge pump circuit, the electrical con-
ductance of the semiconductor switch or switches can
be controlled and exploited by the voltage regulator to
control or adjust the DC output voltage Vout of the
switched capacitor DC-DC converter. The output voltage
adjustment can be understood by considering the varia-
ble loss resistance Req of the switched capacitor DC-DC
converter provided by the adjustable conductance of the
semiconductor switches as discussed above. A valuable
benefit of segmented semiconductor switches in the
charge pump circuit is that only a small fraction, i.e. mere-
ly a subset of the plurality of individually controllable
switch segments of each of the semiconductor switches
need to be activated at small loads. This feature reduces
the switching losses incurred by switching on and off the
controllable semiconductor switches under such light
load conditions and reduces peak currents in the control-
lable semiconductor switches.
[0068] FIG. 9A) illustrates schematically the output
voltage regulator 401a which in addition to the previously
discussed circuit blocks comprises a clock frequency se-
lector 1015 which selects the frequency of the clock sig-
nal sw_clk generated by the output voltage regulator 401
a as discussed above. The output voltage regulator pref-
erably comprises an adjustable clock generator (not
shown) configured to generate a predefined set of fixed
clock frequencies such as between more than two, three
or four fixed clock frequencies for example between two
and eight fixed clock frequencies. The output voltage reg-
ulator is configured to switch between these individual
clock frequencies of the predefined set of fixed clock fre-
quencies in accordance with the level or amplitude of the
digital control signal to provide an additional, or even al-
ternative, control mechanism for adjusting the DC output
voltage Vout of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter.
This output voltage adjustment mechanism can be un-
derstood by considering the variance of the first resist-
ance component, of the loss resistance Req of the
switched capacitor DC-DC converter, representing the
equivalent output resistance associated with the switch-
ing of the one or more flying capacitors.
[0069] The provision of the predefined set of fixed clock
frequencies enable system level frequency planning
where the present switched capacitor DC-DC converter
only generates noise disturbances at frequencies where
the remaining portion of the system is insensitive to noise
or at least has reduced sensitivity to noise. The reference
to system level means the complete portable communi-
cation device, such as a hearing instrument, in which the
present switched capacitor DC-DC converter is to be ex-
ploited for DC power supply purposes as discussed in
additional detail below. The individual clock frequencies
of the predefined set of fixed clock frequencies are pref-
erably related by an integer factor for example 2, 3, 4 or
8. In this manner, the ripple noise components on the DC
output voltage and emitted electromagnetic noise com-
ponents are located at known and well-defined regions

of the frequency spectrum despite the switching between
these individual clock frequencies.
[0070] FIG. 5 shows on graph 500 an exemplary wave-
form 502 of the lowpass filtered control signal εL "Control
signal" generated by the output voltage regulator 401 a
illustrated on FIG. 9A). The output voltage regulator 401
a comprises an eight-level quantizer or A/D converter.
Each of the semiconductor switches, e.g. SW1, SW2,
SW3 and SW4, of the charge pump circuit comprises
eight individually controllable switch segments. The out-
put voltage regulator 401 a comprises an adjustable/pro-
grammable clock generator (not shown) configured to
generate a predefined set of fixed clock frequencies con-
sisting at least of clock frequencies 250 kHz, 500 kHz
and 1 MHz. The eight quantization levels of the eight-
level quantizer are illustrated by horizontal dotted lines
on graph 500 and the corresponding selection of the sub-
set of individually controllable switch segments are indi-
cated at column 505 where Gsw6 correspond to six active
switch segments and Gsw2 correspond to two active
switch segments etc. Graph 520 also illustrates the dy-
namic or adaptive subset selection of individually con-
trollable switch segments carried out by the output volt-
age regulator 401 a in dependence of the varying level
of the lowpass filtered control signal εL where the y-axis
shows how the number of active switch segments varies
over time.
[0071] Graph 510 illustrates the dynamic or adaptive
selection of the clock frequency carried out by the output
voltage regulator 401 a in dependence of the varying
level of the lowpass filtered control signal εL. The instan-
taneous clock frequency selection is also indicated in col-
umn 507 illustrating how the clock frequency selection is
coupled to a particular set or sets of active switch seg-
ments, i.e. five or six active switch segments Gsw5, Gw4
is coupled to the highest 1 MHz clock frequency and so
on. The adjustable clock frequency/switching frequency
of the output voltage regulator 401 a provides a flexible
adaptation mechanism of the DC-DC converter to chang-
ing load conditions such that a high switching frequency
may be selected under heavy load conditions and a low
switching frequency under light load conditions for the
benefit of minimizing switching losses in the first, second,
third and fourth controllable semiconductor switches
SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 as well as other switched
components of the DC-DC converter.
[0072] FIG. 9B) shows a simplified block diagram of a
second embodiment of the output voltage regulator 401
b. The output voltage regulator 401 b comprises a
number of corresponding circuit blocks to those dis-
cussed above such as an error signal generator, e.g. a
subtraction circuit 1101, configured to subtract the DC
reference voltage Vref indicating the target DC output volt-
age of the SC DC-DC converter 400 and the feedback
voltage Vout to determine a control signal or error signal
ε. The output voltage regulator 401 b also comprises a
loop filter 1105, a multi-level quantizer 1110, i.e. A/D con-
verter, configured to convert the lowpass filtered control
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signal εL into a corresponding digital control signal at a
predetermined sampling frequency as discussed above.
The output voltage regulator 401 b comprises a digital
switch array controller 1120 that implements a toggle trig-
gered control scheme to the controllable semiconductor
switches, e.g. SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4, of the charge
pump circuit via the switch segment select bus 404
(gsw_sel<0:7>) and the clock signal sw_clk. The digital
switch array controller 1120 is configured to toggle only
the clock signal sw_clk to the charge pump circuit when
it is necessary. The digital switch array controller 1120
is configured to use a minimum switch conductance of
each of the controllable semiconductor switches for a
current clock or switching frequency. This control mech-
anism provides a non-repetitive waveform of the clock
signal sw_clk 625 generated by the output voltage reg-
ulator 401 b such that the frequency spectrum of the clock
signal varies with time and is difficult to estimate or con-
trol.
[0073] Graph 600 shows an exemplary waveform 602
of the lowpass filtered control signal εL "Control output"
generated by the output voltage regulator 401 b illustrat-
ed on FIG. 9B). The output voltage regulator 401 b com-
prises an eight-level quantizer or A/D converter. Each of
the semiconductor switches, e.g. SW1, SW2, SW3 and
SW4, of the charge pump circuit comprises eight individ-
ually controllable switch segments. The eight quantiza-
tion levels of the eight-level quantizer are illustrated by
horizontal dotted lines on graph 600 and the correspond-
ing selection of the subset of individually controllable
switch segments are indicated graphs 610, 620 and 630
where the number of active switch segments, and there-
by increasing switch conductance, are indicated on the
y-axis. The x-axis shows time to illustrate how the number
of active switch segments changes over time. Graphs
610, 620 and 630 shows different operating conditions
of the output voltage regulator 401 b designated "nor-
mal", "soft chop" and "hard chop. In the "normal" mode,
the digital switch array controller only acts when the low-
pass filtered control signal εL "Control signal" waveform
602 crosses a quantization level in upwards direction.
When the lowpass filtered control signal exceeds the
quantization level, the clock is toggled and the switch
conductance associated with the just passed quantiza-
tion level is turned on. No conductance switching is on
the other hand carried when the lowpass filtered control
signal again falls below a quantization level which leads
to a low power consumption as the switch segments only
switches very rarely. In the hard "chop" mode depicted
on graph 630 and the soft chop mode depicted on graph
620, downwards crossing of a quantization level of the
lowpass filtered control signal is utilized. This extra infor-
mation can be used to decrease the charge transfer to
the load. The clock signal 604 (sw_clk) is toggled in re-
sponse to the detection of a rising crossing of a quanti-
zation level of the lowpass filtered control signal. How-
ever, often this toggle leads to too much charge being
transferred to the load and the DC output voltage will

therefore often exceed the desired or target DC output
voltage by a certain amount. This will make the lowpass
filtered control signal decrease a fraction. In
these "chopping" modes the digital switch array control-
ler will respond by reducing the charge transfer to the
charge pump circuit using this extra information of the
falling crossing of a quantization level. In response to a
downward crossing of a quantization level in the "soft
chop" mode, the switch controller switches off the switch
segment with highest conductance of ones currently on,
or just anyone of the switch segments if they have iden-
tical conductance, to reduce the charge transfer. In re-
sponse to a downward crossing of a quantization level
in the "hard chop" mode, the controller turns off all the
switch segments. However, in general any number of the
individual switch segments could be turned off in re-
sponse to a downward crossing of a quantization level.
[0074] FIG. 9C) shows a simplified block diagram of a
third embodiment of the output voltage regulator 401 c.
The output voltage regulator 401 c comprises a number
of corresponding circuit blocks to those discussed above
such as an error signal generator, e.g. a subtraction cir-
cuit 1201, configured to subtract the DC reference volt-
age Vref indicating the desired or target DC output voltage
of the SC DC-DC converter 400 and the feedback voltage
Vout to determine a control signal or error signal ε. The
output voltage regulator 401 also comprises a loop filter
1205, a multi-level quantizer 1210, i.e. A/D converter,
configured to convert the lowpass filtered control signal
εL into a corresponding digital control signal at a prede-
termined sampling frequency as discussed above. The
output voltage regulator 401 c comprises a digital switch
array controller or adder 1230 that implements a binary
weighted control scheme. The digital switch array con-
troller 1230 can select the eight, or any other practical
integer number, individually controllable switch seg-
ments weighted as binary numbers to provide 2N possi-
ble switch conductance values where N is the number of
individual switch segments of each of the controllable
semiconductor switches of the charge pump circuit. This
control mechanism or scheme provides a significantly
better conductance resolution for the controllable semi-
conductor switches, e.g. SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4, and
may eliminate certain shortcomings caused by a more
limited conductance resolution of the above discussed
first and second embodiments of the output voltage reg-
ulator 401 a, 401 b using merely eight possible conduct-
ance values. The digital switch array controller or adder
1230 is clocked at a fixed or variable adder clock fre-
quency. According to exemplary embodiment of the dig-
ital switch array controller, the clock frequency can be
adjusted between a fixed set of individual clock frequen-
cies comprising 2 MHz, 1 MHz, and 500 kHz. At the 2
MHz clock frequency, the switch conductance value,
Gsw, of each of the controllable semiconductor switches
may be updated on both rising and falling edge of the
clock signal. This provides minimal voltage ripple on the
DC output voltage and an accurate output voltage regu-
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lation. A reduction of the clock frequency to e.g. 1 MHz
or 500 kHz will lead to larger ripple voltage but with the
benefit of reduced power dissipation in the multi-level
quantizer.
[0075] FIG. 7 shows on graph 700 an exemplary wave-
form 702 of the lowpass filtered control signal εL "Control
signal" generated by the output voltage regulator 401 c
illustrated on FIG. 9C) comprising an exemplary eight-
level quantizer. Each of the semiconductor switches
SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 of the charge pump circuit
comprises eight binary weighted individually controllable
switch segments leading to 255 individually selectable
switch conductance values, GSW, of each of the first, sec-
ond, third and fourth controllable semiconductor switch-
es. The output voltage regulator 401 c may also comprise
a clock frequency selector 1215 which selects the fre-
quency of the clock signal sw_clk generated at the output
voltage regulator 401 a. The clock frequency selector
1215 is configured to generate a predefined set of fixed
clock frequencies e.g. consisting at least of clock fre-
quencies 250 kHz, 500 kHz and 1 MHz. A subset of the
quantization levels of the multi-level quantizer are illus-
trated by horizontal dotted lines on graph 700 and the
amplitude of the digital control signal determines the con-
ductance value that is added to or subtracted from a cur-
rent conductance value of the each of the controllable
semiconductor switches by the adder 1230. The illustrat-
ed embodiment uses the conductance values +1/+2/+4
and -1/-2/-4 as indicated by column 705, but this election
of conductance levels may be different in other embod-
iments. The additions carried out by digital switch array
controller or adder 1230, at the predetermined adder
clock frequency, are indicated by the set of vertical arrows
712 below the row 707 showing the correspondingly com-
puted conductance values, e.g. "103, "101 ", "98" etc.,
of each of the controllable semiconductor switches.
[0076] The output voltage regulator 401 c is configured
to select a current clock frequency FS of the clock signal
sw_clk based on a current switch conductance of each
of the first, second, third and fourth controllable semicon-
ductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 using a rel-
atively simple mapping rule such as:

- GSW between 1 and 100 > FS = 250 kHz;
- GSW between 101 and 200 > FS = 500 kHz;
- GSW between 201 and 256 > FS = 1 MHz;

[0077] The digital switch array controller may be adapt-
ed to implement a simple mapping rule to ensure that the
output voltage regulator 401 c increases both the clock
frequency and the switch conductance for increasing am-
plitude of the digital control signal and vice versa. A cer-
tain value (e.g. +/- 1, 2, 4) may for example be added in
each adder clock period. When a certain threshold for
the switch conductance value Gsw is reached, the switch
controller switches to a higher or lower clock frequency.
If the switch conductance value is held constant and the
clock frequency Fsw is suddenly doubled a very large

reduction of output resistance of the converter is intro-
duced within a single adder period. This is typically an
undesirable effect and the switch array controller may
therefore be configured to switch reduce the current val-
ue of the switch conductance in response to switching to
a higher clocking frequency. A corresponding scheme
may be implemented by the switch array controller when
jumping to a lower clock frequency. For example if the
switch conductance value is constant and the clock fre-
quency is halved, a large increase of the output resist-
ance results. This increase of output resistance may be
compensated by increasing the switch conductance val-
ue by an appropriate amount in response to the clock
frequency reduction.
[0078] FIG. 9 illustrates the operation of a fourth em-
bodiment of the output voltage regulator 401 via graphs
910, 920 and 930. The output voltage regulator 401 com-
prises a digital switch array with a segmented structure
of the controllable semiconductor switches of the charge
pump circuit 100, 200 similar to anyone of the previously
discussed first, second and third embodiments of the out-
put voltage regulator 401. Each of the controllable sem-
iconductor switches of the charge pump circuit may com-
prise between 2 and 16 individually controllable switch
segments driven by respective sets of switch segment
control signals as discussed above. Graph 910 illustrates
the ordinary waveforms of the first and second clock
phases φ1, φ2 of the clock signal driving at least one of,
and preferably all of, the controllable semiconductor
switches of the charge pump circuit. As illustrated all
switches of a particular subset of the eight individually
controllable switch segments for each semiconductor
switch are turned-on substantially at the same time lead-
ing to an abrupt change of switch conductance - for ex-
ample at rising edge 912 of the second clock phase where
the switch conductance GSW abruptly changes from zero
to 4 where the latter value indicates that an exemplary
subset of four individually controllable switch segments
are simultaneously turned-on by the output voltage reg-
ulator 401.
[0079] Graph 920 illustrates waveforms of the first and
second clock phases φ1, φ2 of the clock signal driving at
least one of, and preferably all of, the controllable sem-
iconductor switches of the charge pump circuit in accord-
ance with the fourth embodiment of the output voltage
regulator. Each of the controllable semiconductor switch-
es is turned-on and turned-off in a gradual or stepped
manner by sequentially turn-on and turn-off the plurality,
e.g. eight, of the individually controllable switch seg-
ments. The plurality of individually controllable switch
segments of a particular controllable semiconductor
switch may be switched between on and off states by a
corresponding set of switch segment control signals. As
illustrated at rising waveform edge 922 of the second
clock phase φ2, the switch conductance GSW changes
gradually from zero to 4 in a step-wise fashion where
each step indicates the activation of an additional switch
segment of the controllable semiconductor switch in
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question. Hence, each of the controllable semiconductor
switches is turned-on gradually or stepwise, e.g. in four
discrete steps, as illustrated, by introducing a suitable
time delay between the switch segment control signals.
Likewise, as illustrated by falling waveform edge 924 of
the second clock phase φ2, the switch conductance GSW
changes gradually from four and down-to zero in a cor-
respondingly step-wise manner where each step indi-
cates the deactivation or switch off of an additional switch
segment. The time delay between two adjacent switch
segment control signals will vary depending on various
design factors such the number of individually controlla-
ble switch segments. In some embodiments, the time
delay between two adjacent switch segment control sig-
nals may correspond to about 0.04-0.4 % of the period
time tp of the first or second clock phase such that the
total turn on time and turn off time of a controllable switch
mat lie between 0.28-2.8 % of the period time tp for an
eight segment switch. The period time tp of the first or
second clock phase may lie between 0.5 ms and 4 ms
corresponding to a clock or switching frequency of the
voltage pump circuit between 125 kHz and 2 MHz. Graph
930 illustrates schematically current waveforms lCfly of
the current flowing into and out of the flying capacitor or
capacitors of the charge pump circuit where a first wave-
form 935 shows the flying capacitor current for the switch
segment selection scheme on graph 910. The second
(dotted line) current waveform 940 shows the flying ca-
pacitor current using the sequential turn-on scheme for
switch segments illustrated on graph 920 where the
switch conductance GSW changes gradually over time in
accordance with the fourth embodiment of the output volt-
age regulator. The second flying capacitor current wave-
form 940 has markedly reduced rate of change, dl/dt,
compared to the first flying capacitor current waveform
935. This feature leads to a significant reduction of emit-
ted high-frequency magnetic and electrical noise asso-
ciated with the second flying capacitor current waveform
940 leading to improved EMI properties of the fourth em-
bodiment of the SC DC-DC converter 400 compared to
the comparable implementations of the first, second and
third embodiments discussed above. Hence, facilitating
integration of the present SC DC-DC converter embod-
iment with other electronic circuits and antenna struc-
tures, in particular for compact portable communication
devices such as hearing instruments.

Claims

1. A hearing instrument comprising:

a rechargeable battery source providing a bat-
tery supply voltage;
a switched capacitor DC-DC converter compris-
ing a DC input coupled to the battery supply volt-
age for converting the battery supply voltage into
a higher or lower DC output voltage;

at least one active circuit connected to the DC
output voltage for energizing active components
of the at least one active circuit.

2. A hearing instrument according to claim 1, wherein
the least one active circuit comprises:

- a class D output amplifier.

3. A hearing instrument according to claim 2, further
comprising:

a control and processing circuit comprising:

a first audio input channel for receipt of a
first audio signal,
a signal processor for receipt and process-
ing of the audio signal for generating a com-
pensated microphone signal according to a
hearing loss of a user;
wherein the compensated microphone sig-
nal is applied to an audio input of the class
D output amplifier for generation of a mod-
ulated output signal at a predetermined
modulation frequency for application to a
miniature receiver or loudspeaker.

4. A hearing instrument according to any of claims 1 -
3, wherein said switched capacitor DC-DC converter
comprises:

a clock generator configured to generate a clock
signal,
a charge pump circuit comprising a switch array
driven by first and second non-overlapping clock
phases derived from the clock signal; said switch
array configured to, in a first clock phase, charge
a flying capacitor from the DC input voltage and,
in a second clock phase, discharge the flying
capacitor into an output capacitor connected to
the DC output voltage; and
an output voltage regulator comprising:

a reference voltage input for receipt of a DC
reference voltage and a feedback voltage
input for receipt of a feedback voltage rep-
resentative of the DC output voltage,
an error signal generator configured to com-
bine the DC reference voltage and the feed-
back voltage to determine a control signal,
a loop filter configured for receipt and low-
pass filtering of the control signal to gener-
ate a lowpass filtered control signal,
a multi-level quantizer configured to convert
the lowpass filtered control signal into a cor-
responding digital control signal at a prede-
termined sampling frequency,
a switch array controller configured to gen-
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erate the first and second non-overlapping
clock phases for the charge pump circuit
based on the clock signal and digital control
signal.

5. A hearing instrument according to claim 4, wherein
the clock generator is configured to generate a pre-
defined set of individually selectable fixed clock fre-
quencies such as between two and eight fixed clock
frequencies.

6. A hearing instrument according to claim 5, wherein
the output voltage regulator is configured to select a
clock frequency from the predefined set of fixed clock
frequencies in accordance with the predetermined
modulation frequency of the class D output amplifier.

7. A hearing instrument according to claim 6, wherein
each clock frequency of the predefined set of fixed
clock frequencies is an integer multiple of the pre-
determined modulation frequency of the class D out-
put amplifier.

8. A hearing instrument according to claim 6 or 7,
wherein the clock signal of the switched capacitor
DC-DC converter is synchronous to a clock signal
setting the predetermined modulation frequency of
the class D output amplifier.

9. A hearing instrument according to any of claims 4 -
8, wherein the rechargeable battery source compris-
es at least one Li-Ion battery cell.

10. A hearing instrument according to any of claims 4 -
9, wherein predetermined sampling frequency of the
multi-level quantizer is equal to two times the clock
frequency of the clock signal.

11. A hearing instrument according to any of any of
claims 4 -10, wherein the switch array of the charge
pump circuit comprises a plurality of controllable
semiconductor switches amongst which at least first
and second controllable semiconductor switches are
driven by the first clock phase and at least third and
fourth controllable semiconductor switches are driv-
en by the second clock phase.

12. A hearing instrument according to claim 11, wherein
the first and second controllable semiconductor
switches each comprises a plurality of individually
controllable switch segments driven by first and sec-
ond sets of switch segment control signals, respec-
tively, derived from the first clock phase; and
each of the third and fourth controllable semiconduc-
tor switches comprises a plurality of individually con-
trollable switch segments driven by third and fourth
sets of switch segment control signals, respectively,
derived from the second clock phase

13. A hearing instrument according to claim 12, wherein
the output voltage regulator is configured to, for one
or more of the first, second, third and fourth control-
lable semiconductor switches, selecting respective
segment subsets of the plurality of individually con-
trollable switch segments in accordance with an am-
plitude of the digital control signal.

14. A hearing instrument according to claim 12 or 13,
wherein the output voltage regulator is configured to:

- switch between on-states and off-states of the
first controllable semiconductor switch by se-
quentially turn-on and turn-off the plurality of in-
dividually controllable switch segments via the
first set of switch segment control signals; and/or
- switch between on-states and off-states of the
second controllable semiconductor switch by
sequentially turn-on and turn-off the plurality of
individually controllable switch segments via the
second set of switch segment control signals;
and/or
- switch between on-states and off-states of the
third controllable semiconductor switch by se-
quentially turn-on and turn-off the plurality of in-
dividually controllable switch segments via the
third set of switch segment control signals;
and/or
- switch between on-states and off-states of the
fourth controllable semiconductor switch by se-
quentially turn-on and turn-off the plurality of in-
dividually controllable switch segments via the
fourth set of switch segment control signals.

15. A hearing instrument according to claim 14, wherein
the output voltage regulator is configured to switch
between individual clock frequencies of the prede-
fined set of fixed clock frequencies in accordance
with the amplitude of the digital control signal.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a switched ca-
pacitor DC-DC converter configured for converting a DC
input voltage into a higher or lower DC output voltage.
The switched capacitor DC-DC converter comprises an
output voltage regulator utilizing a feedback loop with a
multi-level quantizer configured to convert a lowpass fil-
tered control signal into a corresponding digital control
signal.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Switched capacitor DC-DC power converters
are known in the art and have previously been applied
in various types of portable communication devices.
Switched capacitor DC-DC power converters are utilized
to convert a DC input voltage from an energy or power
source, such as a rechargeable battery, of the portable
device into a higher or lower DC output voltage suitable
for powering various types of integrated circuits and other
active components. Switched capacitor DC-DC power
converters possess certain attractive properties com-
pared to their inductor-based counterparts for example
a relatively low level of EMI, because there is not stored
energy in magnetic fields of inductors. Switched capac-
itor DC-DC power converters may have small size and
high energy conversion efficiency. Different topologies
of switched capacitor DC-DC power converters are ca-
pable of providing DC voltage step-up (i.e. boost) and
DC voltage step-down (i.e. buck) with a topology depend-
ent optimum voltage conversion ratio for example 1:2 or
1:3 step-up conversion and 2:1 and 3:1 step-down con-
version.
[0003] However, there remains a need in the art to pro-
vide switched capacitor DC-DC power converters with
improved performance characteristics such as higher
power conversion efficiency across a wide range of
loads, even less emission of electromagnetic noise, re-
duced voltage ripple on the DC output voltage, improved
source regulation and improved load regulation etc.
Switched capacitor DC-DC converters are highly useful
for powering various types of portable battery powered
devices such as mobile phones and smartphones where
compact dimensions typically place severe constraints
on size, power conversion efficiency and electromagnet-
ic emissions of the power supply circuitry. Furthermore,
magnetic field emissions generated by magnetics/induc-
tor based DC-DC power converters are likely to disturb
RF signal receipt and transmission of RF wireless trans-
ceivers present in the portable communication device.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] A first aspect of the invention relates to a
switched capacitor DC-DC converter configured for con-
verting a DC input voltage into a higher or lower DC output
voltage. The switched capacitor DC-DC converter com-

prising:

a clock generator configured to generate a clock sig-
nal,
a charge pump circuit comprising a switch array driv-
en by first and second non-overlapping clock phases
derived from the clock signal; said switch array con-
figured to, in a first clock phase, charge a flying ca-
pacitor from the DC input voltage and, in a second
clock phase, discharge the flying capacitor into an
output capacitor connected to the DC output voltage.
The switched capacitor DC-DC converter further
comprises an output voltage regulator which com-
prises:

a reference voltage input for receipt of a DC ref-
erence voltage and a feedback voltage input for
receipt of a feedback voltage representative of
the DC output voltage,
an error signal generator configured to combine
the DC reference voltage and the feedback volt-
age to determine a control signal,
a loop filter configured for receipt and lowpass
filtering of the control signal to generate a low-
pass filtered control signal,
a multi-level quantizer configured to convert the
lowpass filtered control signal into a correspond-
ing digital control signal at a predetermined sam-
pling frequency,
a switch array controller configured to generate
the first and second non-overlapping clock
phases for the charge pump circuit based on the
clock signal and digital control signal.

[0005] The sampling frequency of the multi-level quan-
tizer may lie above 500 kHz for example between 1 MHz
and 8 MHz. According to one embodiment of the switched
capacitor DC-DC converter, the predetermined sampling
frequency of the multi-level quantizer is set equal to two
times a maximum clock frequency of the clock signal
which drives the charge pump circuit via the first and
second non-overlapping clock phases. The charge pump
circuit may transfers charge to the DC output voltage,
and to a smoothing or output capacitor connected there-
to, on both rising and falling edges of the clock signal.
This means that voltage ripple on the DC output voltage
comprises frequency components located at two times
the maximum clock frequency of the clock signal and
harmonics thereof. In certain advantageous embodi-
ments of the invention, the multi-level quantizer may be
sampled synchronously to the clock signal to suppress
aliasing products associated with the sampling of the low-
pass filtered control signal.
[0006] The multi-level quantizer, aka A/D converter,
may comprise between 2 and 16 quantization levels de-
pending on the requirements of a particular application
for accuracy, circuit complexity and power consumption.
[0007] The switch array may comprise a plurality of
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controllable semiconductor switches selectively con-
necting one or more flying capacitors to the DC input
voltage and charging the one or more flying capacitor(s)
and alternatingly discharging the one or more flying ca-
pacitor(s) into the output capacitor at the DC output volt-
age. Certain embodiments of the switch array may com-
prise merely at least one flying capacitor and a first con-
trollable semiconductor switch connected between the
DC input voltage and a positive terminal of the flying ca-
pacitor;
a second controllable semiconductor switch connected
between a negative terminal of the flying capacitor and
one of a negative DC supply rail, such as ground, and
the DC output voltage;
a third controllable semiconductor switch connected be-
tween a negative terminal of the flying capacitor and the
negative DC supply rail;
a fourth controllable semiconductor switch connected be-
tween the positive terminal of the flying capacitor and the
DC output voltage; wherein
the first and second controllable semiconductor switches
are switched between respective on-states and off-states
in accordance with the first clock phase and the third and
fourth controllable semiconductor switches are switched
between respective on-states and off-states in accord-
ance with the second clock phase.
[0008] The loop filter may comprise an analog lowpass
filter and/or a discrete time lowpass filter such as a
switched capacitor lowpass filter. The skilled person will
understand that the loop filter and the error signal gen-
erator may be integrally formed for example as a differ-
ential input switched capacitor filter configured to sub-
tracting the DC reference voltage and the feedback volt-
age and to lowpass filtering the control signal as dis-
cussed in additional detail below with reference to the
appended drawings.
[0009] The loop filter preferably comprises a so-called
proportional integral filter such that a transfer function of
the loop filter comprises a lowpass pole at a first corner
frequency of the transfer function. The first corner fre-
quency may be smaller than 200 Hz, such as smaller
than 100 Hz, or smaller than 10 Hz, to approximate the
functionality of a true integrator. The transfer function of
the loop filter may in certain embodiments also comprise
and a zero at a second corner frequency. The second
corner frequency is preferably significantly higher than
the first corner frequency for example at least 20 times
higher such as more than 100 times higher. The second
corner frequency may be located above the audio band-
width - for example above 20 kHz. The transfer function
of one embodiment of the loop filter has the first corner
frequency located at 50 Hz and the second corner fre-
quency located at 26 kHz.
[0010] A number of useful embodiments of the
switched capacitor DC-DC converter comprise a plurality
of controllable semiconductor switches which have ad-
justable on-resistance or conductance. One such em-
bodiment of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter

comprises first and second controllable semiconductor
switches which each comprises a plurality of individually
controllable switch segments driven by first and second
sets of switch segment control signals, respectively, de-
rived from the first clock phase; and each of the third and
fourth controllable semiconductor switches comprises a
plurality of individually controllable switch segments driv-
en by third and fourth sets of switch segment control sig-
nals, respectively, derived from the second clock phase.
One or more of the controllable semiconductor switches
of the switch array may each comprise between 2 and
16 individually controllable switch segments. The respec-
tive resistances of the plurality of individually controllable
switch segments may be substantially identical or they
may differ - for example following a binary weighted
scheme.
[0011] The output voltage regulator may be configured
to, for one or more of the first, second, third and fourth
controllable semiconductor switches, selecting respec-
tive segment subsets of the plurality of individually con-
trollable switch segments in accordance with an ampli-
tude of the digital control signal. The output voltage reg-
ulator may for example be configured to selecting the
respective switch segment subsets such that a conduct-
ance of each of the one or more of the first, second third
and fourth controllable semiconductor switches, in its on-
state, tracks the amplitude of the digital control signal for
example increasing the number of active switch seg-
ments, i.e. conducting switch segments, of the plurality
of individually controllable switch segments with increas-
ing amplitude of the digital control signal, and possibly
vice versa , to increase charge transfer to the DC output
voltage and counteract the increase of the amplitude of
the digital control signal. The increasing amplitude of the
digital control signal indicates an increasing output volt-
age error at the DC output voltage and vice versa for
decreasing amplitude of the digital control signal. The
skilled person will understand that a segment subset at
some time instances may comprise all of the individually
controllable switch segments to maximize the conduct-
ance of the controllable semiconductor switch in ques-
tion.
[0012] One attractive variant of the switched capacitor
DC-DC converter comprises a plurality of controllable
semiconductor switches that are switched on and
switched off in a gradual or stepwise manner by sequen-
tially activating the switch segments in connection with
a state switching of the controllable semiconductor
switch. According to one such embodiment, the output
voltage regulator is configured to:

- switch between on-states and off-states of the first
controllable semiconductor switch by sequentially
turn-on and turn-off the plurality of individually con-
trollable switch segments via the first set of switch
segment control signals; and/or

- switch between on-states and off-states of the sec-
ond controllable semiconductor switch by sequen-
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tially turn-on and turn-off the plurality of individually
controllable switch segments via the second set of
switch segment control signals; and/or

- switch between on-states and off-states of the third
controllable semiconductor switch by sequentially
turn-on and turn-off the plurality of individually con-
trollable switch segments via the third set of switch
segment control signals; and/or

- switch between on-states and off-states of the fourth
controllable semiconductor switch by sequentially
turn-on and turn-off the plurality of individually con-
trollable switch segments via the fourth set of switch
segment control signals.

[0013] The output voltage regulator may be configured
to, for the one or more of the first, second third and fourth
controllable semiconductor switches:

toggling the first and second clock phases in re-
sponse to the amplitude of the digital control signal
is incremented from a current quantization level to a
larger quantization level; and
selecting respective segment subsets of the plurality
of individually controllable switch segments in ac-
cordance with the amplitude of the digital control sig-
nal.

[0014] According to yet another embodiment of the
switched capacitor DC-DC converter, the clock generator
is configured to generate a predefined set of individually
selectable fixed clock frequencies such as at least two
fixed clock frequencies for example between two and
eight fixed clock frequencies. According to this embodi-
ment, the individually selectable fixed clock frequencies
may be generated by a programmable or adjustable clock
generator and the latter controlled by the output voltage
regulator. The output voltage regulator may be config-
ured to switch between these individual clock frequencies
of the predefined set of fixed clock frequencies in accord-
ance with the level or amplitude of the digital control sig-
nal to provide a control mechanism for adjusting the DC
output of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter. The
output voltage regulator may for example increase the
clock frequency for increasing amplitude of the digital
control signal and decrease the clock frequency for de-
creasing amplitude of the digital control signal as dis-
cussed in additional detail below with reference to the
appended drawings.
[0015] The provision of this predefined set of fixed
clock enables system level frequency planning where the
switched capacitor DC-DC converter only generates rip-
ple noise disturbances at frequencies where the remain-
ing portion of the system is insensitive to noise, or at least
exhibits, a reduced sensitivity to noise for example resid-
ing on the DC output voltage or picked-up as electromag-
netic waves, i.e. EMI disturbances. The individual clock
frequencies of the predefined set of fixed clock frequen-
cies may be related by integer ratios such as 2, 3, 4, 8

etc. The predefined set of fixed clock frequencies may
e.g. comprise 500 kHz and 1 MHz or comprise 250 kHz,
500 kHz, 1 MHz and optionally 2 MHz.
[0016] The output voltage regulator may adhere to a
predetermined table or predetermined rule specifying a
coupling between the amplitude of the digital control sig-
nal, the predefined set of fixed clock frequencies and the
active switch segment subset of each of the controllable
semiconductor switches. In one such embodiment the
output voltage regulator comprises a predetermined ta-
ble or predetermined rule mapping each amplitude of the
digital control signal to a particular combination of clock
frequency, selected from predefined set of individually
selectable fixed clock frequencies, and switch segment
subsets of the plurality of individually controllable switch
segments. The skilled person will understand that this
predetermined table or predetermined rule may be im-
plemented by a suitably configured digital state machine
of the switch array controller.
[0017] A second aspect of the invention relates to a
portable battery powered device comprising:

a rechargeable battery source providing a battery
supply voltage;
a switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
any of the above-described embodiments thereof
having a DC input coupled to the battery supply volt-
age for converting the battery supply voltage into a
higher or lower DC output voltage. At least one active
circuit of the portable battery powered device is con-
nected to the DC output voltage for energizing active
components of the at least one active circuit.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] Embodiments of the invention will be described
in more detail in connection with the appended drawings,
in which:

FIG. 1 is a simplified schematic block diagram of a
first exemplary charge pump circuit for a switched
capacitor DC-DC converter in accordance with a first
embodiment of the invention,
FIG. 2 is a simplified schematic block diagram of a
second exemplary charge pump circuit for a
switched capacitor DC-DC converter in accordance
with a second embodiment of the invention,
FIG. 3A) shows a generally applicable electrical
model of a switched capacitor DC-DC converter,
FIG. 3B) shows a model of the loss resistance Req
of a second exemplary charge pump circuit compris-
ing a plurality of multi-segmented semiconductor
switches,
FIG. 4 is a simplified schematic block diagram of an
exemplary switched capacitor (SC) DC-DC convert-
er in accordance with a various embodiments of the
invention,
FIG. 5 shows a waveform of a lowpass filtered control
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signal generated by a first output voltage regulator
embodiment of the exemplary SC DC-DC converter,
FIG. 6 shows a waveform of a lowpass filtered control
signal generated by a second output voltage regu-
lator embodiment of the exemplary switched capac-
itor SC DC-DC converter,
FIG. 7 shows a waveform of a lowpass filtered control
signal generated by a third output voltage regulator
embodiment of the exemplary switched capacitor
(SC) DC-DC converter,
FIG. 8 illustrates the operation of a fourth embodi-
ment of the output voltage regulator comprising a
segmented switch structure with sequential turn-on
and turn-off of the individually controllable switch
segments,
FIG. 9A) shows a simplified block diagram of the first
output voltage regulator embodiment of the exem-
plary SC DC-DC converter,
FIG. 9B) shows a simplified block diagram of the
second output voltage regulator embodiment of the
exemplary SC DC-DC converter,
FIG. 9C) shows a simplified block diagram of the
third output voltage regulator embodiment of the ex-
emplary SC DC-DC converter; and
FIG. 10 shows a simplified schematic block diagram
of an exemplary portable battery powered device
comprising a switched capacitor DC-DC converter
according to any of the above-described embodi-
ments thereof.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0019] In the following, various exemplary embodi-
ments of the present switched capacitor DC-DC convert-
er are described with reference to the appended draw-
ings. The skilled person will understand that the append-
ed drawings are schematic and simplified for clarity and
therefore merely show details which are essential to the
understanding of the invention, while other details have
been left out. Like reference numerals refer to like ele-
ments or components throughout. Like elements or com-
ponents will therefore not necessarily be described in
detail with respect to each figure. The skilled person will
further appreciate that certain actions and/or steps may
be described or depicted in a particular order of occur-
rence while those skilled in the art will understand that
such specificity with respect to sequence is not actually
required.
[0020] FIG. 1 is a simplified schematic block diagram
of a first exemplary charge pump circuit 100 for a
switched capacitor DC-DC converter in accordance with
a first embodiment of the invention. The switched capac-
itor DC-DC converter is a step-down topology configured
for converting a DC input voltage into a DC output voltage
of approximately one-half of the DC input voltage. The
charge pump circuit 100 comprises a flying capacitor Cfly,
an output/smoothing capacitor Cout and a switch array
including a first controllable semiconductor switch SW1,

a second controllable semiconductor switch SW2, a third
controllable semiconductor switch SW3 and a fourth con-
trollable semiconductor switch SW4. Switches SW1 and
SW2 are driven by a first clock phase Φ1 of a clock signal
and switches SW3 and SW4 are driven by a second clock
phase Φ2 of the clock signal as schematically illustrated
on the drawing. The first and second clock phases Φ1,
Φ2 of the clock signal are complementary and non-over-
lapping. The DC input voltage Vin for the charge pump
circuit 100 is applied to switch SW1 and the DC output
voltage Vout is delivered at output/smoothing capacitor
Cout. A load of the charge pump circuit 100 is connected
across the output/smoothing capacitor Cout and the
skilled person will understand the latter supplies energy
power to the load when the flying capacitor Cfly is charg-
ing from the DC input voltage.
[0021] The skilled person will appreciate that each of
the controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2,
SW3 and SW4 may comprise a MOSFET, e.g. NMOS
transistor, or a combination of MOSFETs, as the small
size, large off-resistance and low on-resistance of MOS-
FET switches are advantageous properties in numerous
applications of the charge pump circuit 100.
[0022] In the present step-down topology of the charge
pump circuit 100, SW1 is connected between the DC
input voltage and a positive terminal of the flying capac-
itor; SW2 is connected between a negative terminal of
the flying capacitor and and the DC output voltage. In an
alternative 2:1 step-up embodiment, SW2 is connected
between the negative terminal of the flying capacitor and
a negative DC supply rail, such as GND. SW3 is con-
nected between the negative terminal of the flying ca-
pacitor and the negative DC supply rail - e.g. GND. In
the alternative 1:2 step-up embodiment, SW3 is connect-
ed between the negative terminal of the flying capacitor
and the DC input voltage. SW4 is connected between
the positive terminal of the flying capacitor and the DC
output voltage.
[0023] During operation of the charge pump circuit 100,
the first and second switches SW1, SW2 are switched
between respective on-states and off-states in accord-
ance with the first clock phase Φ1 and the third and fourth
switches SW3, SW4 are switched between respective
on-states and off-states in accordance with the second
clock phase Φ2. Hence, the switch array is configured to,
in or during the first clock phase, charge the flying ca-
pacitor Cfly from the DC input voltage Vin through the on-
resistances of SW1 and SW2. The combined on-resist-
ance of SW1 and SW2 is schematically represented by
resistor 2*RSW.
[0024] Furthermore, during the first clock phase, the
switches SW3 and SW4 are off or non-conducting which
lead to the equivalent schematic circuit diagram 100a.
As illustrated, the flying capacitor Cfly and output capac-
itor Cout are effectively connected in series between the
DC input voltage Vin and GND such that the output volt-
age is charged to approximately one-half of the DC input
voltage by periodically switching between the first and
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second clock phases in steady state operation when no
load current is drawn from the output voltage of the
charge pump circuit 100. The switch array is configured
to, in or during the second clock phase Φ2, discharge the
flying capacitor Cfly into the output capacitor Cout through
a charge sharing mechanism due to the parallel connec-
tion of the flying capacitor and output capacitor through
the conducting states of the switches SW3 and SW4.
During the second clock phase, the switches SW1 and
SW2 are off, i.e. or non-conducting, which leads to the
equivalent schematic circuit diagram 100b. As illustrated,
the flying capacitor Cfly and output capacitor Cout are ef-
fectively connected in parallel and disconnected from the
DC input voltage Vin.
[0025] The skilled person will appreciate that each of
the controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2,
SW3 and SW4 may comprises a control terminal (not
shown), e.g. a gate terminal for MOSFETs, to which the
first or second clock phases Φ1, Φ2 are applied to selec-
tively switch the controllable semiconductor switch in
question between its on-state and off-state.
[0026] FIG. 2 is a simplified schematic block diagram
of a second exemplary charge pump circuit 200 for a
switched capacitor DC-DC converter in accordance with
a second embodiment of the invention. The present em-
bodiment of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter
possesses a 3:1 step-down topology configured for con-
verting the DC input voltage Vin into a DC output voltage
Vout of approximately one-third of the DC input voltage.
The present charge pump circuit 200 comprises, in con-
trast to the previously discussed pump circuit 100, two
separate flying capacitors - a first flying capacitor Cfly1
and a second flying capacitor Cfly2. The charge pump
circuit 200 comprises additionally an output/smoothing
capacitor Cout and a switch array including a total of seven
controllable semiconductor switches controlled by re-
spective clock phases of the first and second non-over-
lapping clock phases Φ1, Φ2 as illustrated.
[0027] During operation of the charge pump circuit 200,
the switch array is configured to, in or during the first
clock phase, simultaneously charge the first flying capac-
itor Cfly1 and second flying capacitor Cfly2 from the DC
input voltage Vin through the on-resistances of active
switches. Furthermore, during the first clock phase, the
switches operated by the second clock phase Φ2 are off
or non-conducting which leads to the equivalent sche-
matic circuit diagram 200a. As illustrated, the first and
second flying capacitors and the output capacitor Cout
are effectively connected in series between the DC input
voltage Vin and GND, or another negative supply rail,
such that the output voltage is charged to approximately
one-third of the DC input voltage in steady state operation
of the pump circuit for the reasons discussed above in
connection with the first charge pump circuit 100. The
switch array is configured to, during the second clock
phase Φ2, discharge the first and second flying capacitors
into the output capacitor Cout through a charge sharing
mechanism caused by the parallel connection of the first

and second flying capacitors and output capacitor
through the respective on-resistances of the active/con-
ducting switches. During the second clock phase, the
switches operated by the first clock phase Φ1 are off or
non-conducting while the switches operated by the sec-
ond clock phase Φ2 are on or conducting which lead to
the equivalent schematic circuit diagram 200b of the
charge pump circuit 200. As illustrated, the first and sec-
ond flying capacitors Cfly1 and Cfly2 and the output ca-
pacitor Cout are effectively connected in parallel and dis-
connected from the DC input voltage Vin.
[0028] FIG. 3A) is a generally applicable model 400 of
a switched capacitor DC-DC converter which model is
discussed below to highlight some of the properties of
the switched capacitor DC-DC converter in accordance
with the invention. The DC input voltage Vin feeds input
power or energy to switched capacitor DC-DC converter
and during operation the latter generates the DC output
voltage Vout which may be higher or lower than the DC
input voltage depending on the topology of the switched
capacitor DC-DC converter as discussed above. The
switched capacitor DC-DC converter is particularly effi-
cient when the nominal DC input voltage and DC output
voltage are related by an certain ratio, illustrated by VCR,
such as 1/3 or © or 2/3 or 2, or 3 or 5 etc. Hence, the
model 400 of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter
comprises an ideal transformer 402 with a variable wind-
ing ratio as set by the VCR and an equivalent loss resist-
ance Req connected in series with a secondary winding
of the transformer 302.
[0029] The loss resistance Req comprises two sepa-
rate resistance components:

1) a first resistance component representing an
equivalent output resistance associated with switch-
ing of the one or more flying capacitors at the clock
frequency of the clock signal driving the first and sec-
ond clock phases. The skilled person will understand
that this equivalent output resistance is inversely pro-
portional to the clock frequency such that increasing
clock frequency leads to decreasing equivalent out-
put resistance; and
2) a second resistance component representing the
combined on-resistance of the active semiconductor
switches in any particular clock phase, e.g. on-re-
sistances of the switches SW1 and SW2 in the first
clock phase Φ1 of the previously discussed exem-
plary 2:1 step-down charge pump circuit 100.

[0030] The latter resistance component 2) is mainly
determined by the size of the semiconductor switch in
question, the semiconductor process technology and lev-
el of the applied control voltage. However, in certain em-
bodiments of the invention, each, or at least a subset, of
the controllable semiconductor switches of the switch
matrix of the charge pump circuit is formed by a plurality
of individually controllable switch segments such that a
suitable control device and mechanism may activate
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merely a subset of the plurality of individually controllable
switch segments during activation/turn-on of the corre-
sponding semiconductor switch. This use of segmented
semiconductor switches provides a controllable on-re-
sistance or equivalently controllable conductance of the
semiconductor switch as discussed in additional detail
below.
[0031] Graph 350 of FIG. 3B) illustrates how the loss
resistance Req of a multi-segmented semiconductor
switch comprises two separate resistance components
that are individually controllable. The y-axis shows the
loss resistance Req on an arbitrary logarithmic scale and
the x-axis depicts the clock frequency FS of the clock
signal on a logarithmic scale. The clock frequency FS is
equal to a switching frequency of the flying capacitor as
set by the first and second clock phases. The loss resist-
ance Req plots 352, 354, 356, 358 of graph 350 illustrate
a particular segmented switch embodiment where each
of the controllable semiconductor switches of the switch
matrix comprises eight identical individually controllable
switch segments connected in parallel. However, other
segmented switch embodiments may use fewer or more
parallelly connected individually controllable switch seg-
ments in each of the controllable semiconductor switches
such as between 2 and 16 parallelly connected switch
segments.
[0032] Hence, the on-resistance, and the equivalent
conductance, of a particular controllable semiconductor
switch in the present embodiment can be controlled in
eight steps by activating from one to eight switch seg-
ments via an appropriate set of switch segment control
signals applied to the respective controls terminals, e.g.
gate terminals, of the switch segments. Plot 358 shows
schematically by depicting merely asymptotic approxi-
mations the loss resistance Req versus clock frequency
FS when all eight switch segments are activated in the
on-state or conducting state of the semiconductor switch
in question. The asymptotic plot 358 comprises two es-
sentially straight portions where the first plot portion 360
shows the loss resistance Req where the latter is domi-
nated by the first resistance component representing the
equivalent output resistance associated with the flying
capacitor switching. As expected, the loss resistance Req
is inversely proportional to the clock frequency FS in the
first plot portion 360. The second plot portion 364 shows
the loss resistance Req where the latter is dominated by
the second resistance component representing the com-
bined on-resistance of the eight parallel switch segments
of the semiconductor switch. As expected, the loss re-
sistance Req is substantially constant independent of the
clock frequency FS in the second plot portion 364 be-
cause of the series connection of the first and second
resistance components and the diminishing resistance
of the first resistance component. Finally, the knee-point
362 shows the clock frequency FS where the first and
second resistance components of loss resistance Req
are essentially equal.
[0033] The plots 356, 354, 352 illustrate schematically

the effect of a decreasing number of active switch seg-
ments of the semiconductor switch - from eight in plot
358 and down to 4, 2 and 1 active switch segment(s),
respectively. As expected, the loss resistance Req of the
semiconductor switch increases progressively with a de-
creasing number of active switch segments at higher
clock or switching frequencies FS because of the domi-
nating influence of the second resistance component of
the loss resistance Req. Furthermore, the loss resistance
Req of the semiconductor switch remains largely inde-
pendent of the number of active switch segments at very
small clock or switching frequencies FS because of the
now dominating influence of the first resistance compo-
nent of the loss resistance Req.
[0034] FIG. 4 is a simplified schematic block diagram
of a switched capacitor (SC) DC-DC converter 400 in
accordance with a various exemplary embodiments of
the invention. The SC DC-DC converter 400 may for ex-
ample be configured to convert the DC input voltage Vin
into a DC output voltage Vout of approximately one-half
of the DC input voltage, i.e. 2:1 step-down, by using mere-
ly a single one of the illustrated flying capacitors. Other
embodiments of the switched capacitor (SC) DC-DC con-
verter 400 may be configured to step-up or boost the
input voltage Vin into a higher DC output voltage Vout for
example step-up of 1:2 or 1:3 by appropriate adaption of
the topology of the charge pump circuit 100 as discussed
above. The skilled person will understand that the DC
supply voltage to the charge pump circuit 100, and pos-
sibly for a gate driver 410, in the latter embodiments may
be derived from the higher DC output voltage Vout to pro-
vide adequately large voltage for the control terminals of
the controllable semiconductor switches.
[0035] The DC input voltage Vin for the present SC DC-
DC converter 400 may be supplied by a rechargeable
battery source delivering a nominal DC voltage signifi-
cantly higher than a desired or optimum voltage for the
load circuitry to be energized by the DC output voltage
of the SC DC-DC converter 400. The rechargeable bat-
tery source may for example comprise one or more Li-
Ion battery cells that each may exhibit a nominal output
voltage of about 4.0 V. A DC reference voltage Vref ap-
plied at a Ref input of an output voltage regulator or con-
troller 401 may be set to a desired output voltage level
e.g. 1.8 V.
[0036] The skilled person will appreciate that the draw-
ing shows merely four separate first and second comple-
mentary and non-overlapping clock phases inputted to
the charge pump circuit 100. The use of four separate
first and second complementary and non-overlapping
clock phases is suitable configuration to drive four seg-
mented controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2,
SW3 and SW4 of the 2:1 step-down SC converter dis-
cussed above with reference to FIG. 1. However, alter-
native embodiments may comprise additional clock
phase signals to drive additional controllable semicon-
ductor switches as indicated previously in connection
with the description of the charge pump circuit 200. In
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both cases the four, seven or even further controllable
semiconductor switches form a switch array which is driv-
en by the first and second non-overlapping clock phases
such that the switch array in the first clock phase, charges
at least the first flying capacitor Cfly1 from the DC input
voltage and discharges the first flying capacitor into the
output capacitor Cout during the second clock phase. The
skilled person will additionally understand that appreciate
that some embodiments of the charge pump circuit 100
may comprise a so-called "gearbox" combining two or
more different converter topologies in combination with
a topology switching scheme. One such multi-topology
embodiment of the charge pump circuit 100 may com-
prise a 2:1 step-down SC converter and a 3:1 step-down
SC converter where the digital switch array controller is
configured to select between the 2:1 step-down SC con-
verter and 3:1 step-down SC converter depending on a
voltage difference between the DC input voltage Vin and
the DC output voltage Vout. This feature may be advan-
tageous to optimize the power conversion efficiency of
the charge pump circuit 100 at varying levels of the DC
input voltage Vin - for example caused by different charg-
ing states of the previously discussed rechargeable bat-
tery source supplying the DC input voltage to the SC DC-
DC converter 400.
[0037] The SC DC-DC converter 400 comprises the
output voltage regulator 401. The output voltage regula-
tor 401 determines the clock frequency of the charge
pump circuit 100 since the first and second non-overlap-
ping clock phases Φ1, Φ2 are derived from the clock sig-
nal sw_clk generated by the output voltage regulator 401
via a digital switch array controller as discussed below.
The output voltage regulator 401 may comprise a clock
generator which is configured for generating the clock
signal at a fixed clock frequency or at an adjustable clock
frequency. The frequency of the clock signal is adjustable
or programmable in the present embodiment but alter-
native embodiments may use a single fixed clock fre-
quency of the clock signal. In the present embodiment,
the frequency of the clock signal is utilized to provide
regulation of the DC output voltage via a feedback loop
extending from the DC output voltage and back to a first
input, Sense, of the output voltage regulator 401 via the
feedback wire or conductor 425. The output voltage reg-
ulator 401 additionally comprises a DC reference voltage
input, Ref, for receipt of a DC reference voltage Vref in-
dicating the desired or target DC output voltage. The
feedback loop is operable to minimize a voltage differ-
ence or deviation between the DC reference voltage Vref
at Ref input and the actual the DC output voltage by ad-
justing the clock frequency or switching frequency ap-
plied to the charge pump circuit 100, via the first and
second non-overlapping clock phases Φ1, Φ2 and/or by
adjusting an electrical conductance GSW of the control-
lable semiconductor switches of the charge pump circuit
as discussed in additional detail below. In the present
embodiment, the output voltage regulator 401 is config-
ured to select a current clock frequency from a predefined

set of fixed clock frequencies while alternative embodi-
ments may adjust the clock frequency in accordance with
other frequency control schemes. This use of a prede-
fined set of fixed clock frequencies allows for frequency
planning in the design phase of the output voltage regu-
lator 401 such that the predefined set of fixed clock fre-
quencies may be selected to minimize electromagnetic
interference with certain circuits and components of a
particular target application such as a portable battery
powered device like a mobile phone as discussed in ad-
ditional detail below. The individual clock frequencies of
the predefined set of fixed clock frequencies may be re-
lated by integer ratios such as 2, 4, 8 etc., e.g. 500 kHz,
1 MHz, 2 MHz and 4 MHz.
[0038] The digital switch array controller may comprise
combinational and sequential digital logic, e.g. imple-
mented as a digital state machine, configured to generate
the respective sets of control signals for driving the re-
spective switch segments of the four segmented control-
lable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and
SW4. The digital switch array controller comprises a non-
overlapping clock generator 403 configured to derive the
previously discussed first and second non-overlapping
clock phases Φ1, Φ2 from the clock signal sw_clk supplied
by the output voltage regulator 401. A first switch encoder
405a of the digital switch array controller utilizes the first
clock phase Φ1 and a switch select data supplied via a
select bus 404 to generate a first set of switch segment
control signals on data bus 407a and likewise utilizes the
second clock phase Φ2 and the switch segment select
bus 404 to generate a second set of non-overlapping
switch segment control signals on data bus 407b. The
digital switch array controller comprises a gate driver
block 410 illustrated as a separate circuit for conven-
ience. The gate driver block 410 is configured to generate
the required n switch segment control signals 409a for
respective ones of the individually controllable switch
segments of each of the first and second controllable
semiconductor switches SW1, SW2 in accordance with
the first clock phase Φ1 and likewise generating the n
switch segment control signals 409b for respective ones
of the individually controllable switch segments of each
of the third and fourth controllable semiconductor switch-
es SW3, SW4 in accordance with the second clock phase
Φ2. The gate driver block 410 may for example comprise
a plurality of digital buffers, a plurality of level shifters or
voltage translators for supplying sufficient drive voltage
and current to drive the loads presented by the respective
control inputs of the individually controllable switch seg-
ments.
[0039] The SC DC-DC converter 400 may include dif-
ferent embodiments of the output voltage regulator 401
providing different switching schemes for unsegmented
or segmented versions of the controllable semiconductor
switches of the charge pump circuits 100, 200.
[0040] A simplified block diagram of a first embodiment
of the output voltage regulator 401 a is illustrated on FIG.
10A). The output voltage regulator 401 a comprises an
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error signal generator 1001, e.g. a subtraction circuit,
configured to subtract the DC reference voltage Vref in-
dicating the desired or target DC output voltage of the
SC DC-DC converter 400 and the feedback voltage Vout
to determine a control signal or error signal ε. The error
signal ε is applied to the input of a loop filter 1005 which
integrates or lowpass filters the error signal to generate
a lowpass filtered control signal εL. The lowpass filtered
control signal εL is thereafter applied to the input of a
multi-level quantizer 1010, i.e. A/D converter, configured
to convert the lowpass filtered control signal εL into a
corresponding digital control signal at a predetermined
sampling frequency. The resolution of the multi-level
quantizer 1010 may be relatively small for example be-
tween 2 bits and 4 bits corresponding to 4 quantization
levels and 16 quantization levels, respectively. Hence,
the digital control signal may be representing the current
or instantaneous amplitude of the lowpass filtered control
signal εL by between 4 and 16 amplitude levels. The pre-
determined sampling frequency of a multi-level quantizer
1010 may vary between different embodiments of the SC
converter and may depend on various design parameters
such as the selected clock frequency or clock frequency
range and a corner frequency/time constant of a low-
pass/integrator response of the loop filter 1005 as dis-
cussed in additional detail below. The predetermined
sampling frequency of the multi-level quantizer 1010 may
lie between 500 kHz and 4 MHz. In some embodiments,
the predetermined sampling frequency of the multi-level
quantizer 1010 may be set at two times the maximum
clock or switching frequency FS of the charge pump cir-
cuit. The charge pump circuit transfers charge to the out-
put capacitor Cout on both rising and falling edges of the
clock signal which means that voltage ripple on the DC
output voltage comprises frequency components located
at two times the maximum switching frequency FS. In
certain advantageous embodiments of the multi-level
quantizer, e.g. 1010, 1110, 1210, the latter may be sam-
pled synchronously to, or in-phase with, the switching
frequency FS to eliminate aliasing products.
[0041] The loop filter 1005 may comprise a so-called
PI (proportional-integral) type of filter circuit or filter func-
tion comprising a low-frequency gain towards DC, a low-
pass pole at a first corner frequency and a zero at a sec-
ond corner frequency. The first corner frequency caused
by the lowpass pole is preferably arranged below 100
Hz, or below 50 Hz or below 10 Hz such that a low-fre-
quency response of the loop filter 1005 resembles an
integrator response. With the lowpass pole at 50 Hz, the
low-frequency gain may be set to about 70 dB. The sec-
ond corner frequency is preferably significantly higher
than the first corner frequency for example at least 20
times higher such as more than 100 times higher. The
second corner frequency may be located above the audio
bandwidth - for example above 20 kHz.
[0042] It is generally desirable to configure or design
the loop filters 1005, 1105, 1205 with a relatively high
gain at DC to ensure the DC output voltage has a small

DC voltage error i.e. closely tracks the DC reference volt-
age. For audio applications of the SC DC-DC converter
400, the gain of the loop filter at low audio frequencies
for example below 1 kHz may be set to a relatively large
value, e.g. at least 40dB, because loudspeaker drivers,
e.g. class D output amplifiers, connected to the DC output
voltage tend to draw large currents at low frequencies
where the electrical impedance of the loudspeaker typi-
cally is small.
[0043] The lowpass characteristics of the loop filters
1005, 1105, 1205 according to any of the embodiments
discussed above ensures that the SC DC-DC converter
400 often is operating around a single quantization level
of the multi-level quantizer 1010, 1110, 1210. Hence, var-
iations of the lowpass filtered control signal εL between
two consecutive sampling points or instances of the multi-
level quantizer will not exceed a single quantization level.
This means that the multi-level quantizer 1010 may be
configured to sample markedly less quantization levels
at each sampling instant than the number of discrete
quantization levels of the multi-level quantizer. For ex-
ample, while the present multi-level quantizer may com-
prise between 8 and 16 quantization levels merely two
of these need to be sampled. This will reduce the overall
power consumption of the multi-level quantizer 1010 by
a factor of four or even eight.
[0044] The skilled person will understand the selection
of the first corner frequency and the second corner fre-
quency depend on parameter values of other fixed or
variable components of the previously discussed feed-
back loop of the SC DC-DC converter 400 extending from
the DC output voltage and back to the sense input of the
output voltage regulator 401. These other fixed or varia-
ble components of the DC-DC converter comprise inter
alia the variable loss resistance Req, the capacitance of
the output capacitor Cout, the load current, the clock fre-
quency Fs of the clock signal sw_clk and a step size of
the quantization levels. The frequency response of loop
filter 1105, including its asymptotic DC gain and asymp-
totic high-frequency gain, are designed to ensure stability
of the feedback loop even at worst parameter values of
the above-discussed fixed or variable components of the
DC-DC converter.
[0045] According to one 2:1 step-down embodiment of
the SC DC-DC converter 400, designed for low-power
applications powered by a rechargeable Li-Ion battery,
the following exemplary design parameters are utilized:

load current at Vout lies between 1 mA and 10 mA,
a nominal DC input voltage about 4.2 V,
a DC output voltage of 1.8 V,
an output capacitance Cout = 4 μF,
Fs = 250 kHz - 1 MHz,
Lowpass pole of loop filter at 53 Hz,
second corner frequency at 27 kHz,
DC gain of loop filter 69 dB,
high frequency gain of the loop filter 16 dB.
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[0046] The loop filter 1105 may comprise an analog
filter or a discrete time filter - for example a fixed switched
capacitor PI filter or a programmable switched capacitor
PI filter where certain filter characteristics such as the
first corner frequency and/or the second corner frequen-
cy may be programmable and controlled by the voltage
regulator circuit. The skilled person will understand that
the loop filter 1105 and the error signal generator 1001
may be integrally formed for example as a differential
input switched capacitor PI filter.
[0047] The digital signal supplied at the output of multi-
level quantizer 1010 may be directly encoded on the pre-
viously discussed switch segment select bus 404
(gsw_sel<0:7>) such that the binary code on the switch
segment select bus 404 directly reflects the amplitude or
level of the lowpass filtered control signal εL. This encod-
ing principle is often referred to as "thermometer coding".
[0048] In the illustrated embodiment each of the first,
second, third and fourth controllable semiconductor
switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 of the charge pump
circuit 100 comprises eight individually controllable
switch segments driven by respective sets of switch seg-
ment control signals. The skilled person will understand
that each, or at least one, of the first, second, third and
fourth controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2,
SW3 and SW4 may comprise less than eight individually
controllable switch segments or more than eight individ-
ually controllable switch segments, e.g. between 2 and
16 individually controllable switch segments to keep a
reasonable circuit complexity. The on-resistance of the
plurality of individually controllable switch segments may
be substantially identical or different. The plurality of in-
dividually controllable switch segments may be coupled
in parallel between input and output terminals of each of
the controllable semiconductor switches. The first and
second sets of switch segment control signals applied to
the respective switch segments of SW1 and SW2 are
derived from the first clock phase by the previously dis-
cussed digital switch array controller. The third and fourth
sets of switch segment control signals applied to the re-
spective switch segments of SW3 and SW4 are derived
from the second clock phase by the previously discussed
digital switch array controller. This arrangement allows
the voltage regulator 401 a to provide a variable or adap-
tive conductance of each of the semiconductor switches
SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 during converter operation
by selecting varying subsets of the eight individually con-
trollable switch segments for each semiconductor switch
in accordance with the amplitude of the digital control
signal. The same subset of switch segments is preferably
utilized for each of the semiconductor switches SW1,
SW2, SW3 and SW4 for a particular level or amplitude
of the digital control signal to simply layout and encoding
of the switch control scheme/mechanism of the digital
switch array controller.
[0049] Hence, at the maximum level of the digital con-
trol signal the binary value eight on the switch segment
select bus 404 (gsw_sel<0:7>) may be coded as

"11111111" and this value will turn-on all eight individu-
ally controllable switch segments of each of the semicon-
ductor switches and provide a maximum conductance,
i.e. minimum resistance, of each of the semiconductor
switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 in its on-state.
Smaller levels of the digital control signal such as two
generates a correspondingly smaller binary value on the
switch segment select bus 404 e.g. "00000011" due to
the thermometer encoding. This amplitude level will
cause the voltage regulator 401 a to turn-on or activate
only two segments of the eight individually controllable
switch segments of each of the semiconductor switches
leading to a four times smaller conductance of each con-
trollable semiconductor switch compared to the maxi-
mum conductance discussed above. Hence, the present
embodiment of the output voltage regulator 401 a may
select a switch conductance value, Gsw, of each of the
first, second, third and fourth controllable semiconductor
switches from a set of eight switch conductance values.
Consequently, some embodiments of the voltage regu-
lator 401a may be configured to select the respective
segment subsets such that the conductance of each of
the semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4,
in its on-state, tracks the amplitude of the digital control
signal. The conductance of each of the semiconductor
switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 may be increasing
with increasing amplitude of the digital control signal and
vice versa since a large amplitude of the digital control
signal indicates a large difference between the target or
desired DC output voltage Vout of the switched capacitor
DC-DC converter and the DC reference voltage Vref.
[0050] The skilled person will understand that by seg-
menting each, or at least one, of the semiconductor
switches of the charge pump circuit, the electrical con-
ductance of the semiconductor switch or switches can
be controlled and exploited by the voltage regulator to
control or adjust the DC output voltage Vout of the
switched capacitor DC-DC converter. The output voltage
adjustment can be understood by considering the varia-
ble loss resistance Req of the switched capacitor DC-DC
converter provided by the adjustable conductance of the
semiconductor switches as discussed above. A valuable
benefit of segmented semiconductor switches in the
charge pump circuit is that only a small fraction, i.e. mere-
ly a subset of the plurality of individually controllable
switch segments of each of the semiconductor switches
need to be activated at small loads. This feature reduces
the switching losses incurred by switching on and off the
controllable semiconductor switches under such light
load conditions and reduces peak currents in the control-
lable semiconductor switches. FIG. 10A) illustrates sche-
matically the output voltage regulator 401 a which in ad-
dition to the previously discussed circuit blocks compris-
es a clock frequency selector 1015 which selects the fre-
quency of the clock signal sw_clk generated by the output
voltage regulator 401 a as discussed above. The output
voltage regulator preferably comprises an adjustable
clock generator (not shown) configured to generate a pre-
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defined set of fixed clock frequencies such as between
more than two, three or four fixed clock frequencies for
example between two and eight fixed clock frequencies.
The output voltage regulator is configured to switch be-
tween these individual clock frequencies of the prede-
fined set of fixed clock frequencies in accordance with
the level or amplitude of the digital control signal to pro-
vide an additional, or even alternative, control mecha-
nism for adjusting the DC output voltage Vout of the
switched capacitor DC-DC converter. This output voltage
adjustment mechanism can be understood by consider-
ing the variance of the first resistance component, of the
loss resistance Req of the switched capacitor DC-DC con-
verter, representing the equivalent output resistance as-
sociated with the switching of the one or more flying ca-
pacitors.
[0051] The provision of the predefined set of fixed clock
frequencies enable system level frequency planning
where the present switched capacitor DC-DC converter
only generates noise disturbances at frequencies where
the remaining portion of the system is insensitive to noise
or at least has reduced sensitivity to noise. The reference
to system level means the complete portable communi-
cation in which the present switched capacitor DC-DC
converter is to be exploited for DC power supply purposes
as discussed in additional detail below. The individual
clock frequencies of the predefined set of fixed clock fre-
quencies are preferably related by an integer factor for
example 2, 3, 4 or 8. In this manner, the ripple noise
components on the DC output voltage and emitted elec-
tromagnetic noise components are located at known and
well-defined regions of the frequency spectrum despite
the switching between these individual clock frequen-
cies.
[0052] FIG. 5 shows on graph 500 an exemplary wave-
form 502 of the lowpass filtered control signal εL "Control
signal" generated by the output voltage regulator 401 a
illustrated on FIG. 10A). The output voltage regulator
401a comprises an eight-level quantizer or A/D convert-
er. Each of the semiconductor switches, e.g. SW1, SW2,
SW3 and SW4, of the charge pump circuit comprises
eight individually controllable switch segments. The out-
put voltage regulator 401 a comprises an adjustable/pro-
grammable clock generator (not shown) configured to
generate a predefined set of fixed clock frequencies con-
sisting at least of clock frequencies 250 kHz, 500 kHz
and 1 MHz. The eight quantization levels of the eight-
level quantizer are illustrated by horizontal dotted lines
on graph 500 and the corresponding selection of the sub-
set of individually controllable switch segments are indi-
cated at column 505 where Gsw6 correspond to six active
switch segments and Gsw2 correspond to two active
switch segments etc. Graph 520 also illustrates the dy-
namic or adaptive subset selection of individually con-
trollable switch segments carried out by the output volt-
age regulator 401 a in dependence of the varying level
of the lowpass filtered control signal εL where the y-axis
shows how the number of active switch segments varies

over time.
[0053] Graph 510 illustrates the dynamic or adaptive
selection of the clock frequency carried out by the output
voltage regulator 401 a in dependence of the varying
level of the lowpass filtered control signal εL. The instan-
taneous clock frequency selection is also indicated in col-
umn 507 illustrating how the clock frequency selection is
coupled to a particular set or sets of active switch seg-
ments, i.e. five or six active switch segments Gsw5, Gw4
is coupled to the highest 1 MHz clock frequency and so
on. The adjustable clock frequency/switching frequency
of the output voltage regulator 401 a provides a flexible
adaptation mechanism of the DC-DC converter to chang-
ing load conditions such that a high switching frequency
may be selected under heavy load conditions and a low
switching frequency under light load conditions for the
benefit of minimizing switching losses in the first, second,
third and fourth controllable semiconductor switches
SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 as well as other switched
components of the DC-DC converter.
[0054] FIG. 10B) shows a simplified block diagram of
a second embodiment of the output voltage regulator 401
b. The output voltage regulator 401 b comprises a
number of corresponding circuit blocks to those dis-
cussed above such as an error signal generator, e.g. a
subtraction circuit 1101, configured to subtract the DC
reference voltage Vref indicating the target DC output volt-
age of the SC DC-DC converter 400 and the feedback
voltage Vout to determine a control signal or error signal
ε. The output voltage regulator 401b also comprises a
loop filter 1105, a multi-level quantizer 1110, i.e. A/D con-
verter, configured to convert the lowpass filtered control
signal εL into a corresponding digital control signal at a
predetermined sampling frequency as discussed above.
The output voltage regulator 401 b comprises a digital
switch array controller 1120 that implements a toggle trig-
gered control scheme to the controllable semiconductor
switches, e.g. SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4, of the charge
pump circuit via the switch segment select bus 404
(gsw_sel<0:7>) and the clock signal sw_clk. The digital
switch array controller 1120 is configured to toggle only
the clock signal sw_clk to the charge pump circuit when
it is necessary. The digital switch array controller 1120
is configured to use a minimum switch conductance of
each of the controllable semiconductor switches for a
current clock or switching frequency. This control mech-
anism provides a non-repetitive waveform of the clock
signal sw_clk 625 generated by the output voltage reg-
ulator 401 b such that the frequency spectrum of the clock
signal varies with time and is difficult to estimate or con-
trol.
[0055] Graph 600 shows an exemplary waveform 602
of the lowpass filtered control signal εL "Control output"
generated by the output voltage regulator 401 b illustrat-
ed on FIG. 10B). The output voltage regulator 401 b com-
prises an eight-level quantizer or A/D converter. Each of
the semiconductor switches, e.g. SW1, SW2, SW3 and
SW4, of the charge pump circuit comprises eight individ-
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ually controllable switch segments. The eight quantiza-
tion levels of the eight-level quantizer are illustrated by
horizontal dotted lines on graph 600 and the correspond-
ing selection of the subset of individually controllable
switch segments are indicated graphs 610, 620 and 630
where the number of active switch segments, and there-
by increasing switch conductance, are indicated on the
y-axis. The x-axis shows time to illustrate how the number
of active switch segments changes over time. Graphs
610, 620 and 630 shows different operating conditions
of the output voltage regulator 401 b designated "nor-
mal", "soft chop" and "hard chop. In the "normal" mode,
the digital switch array controller only acts when the low-
pass filtered control signal εL "Control signal" waveform
602 crosses a quantization level in upwards direction.
When the lowpass filtered control signal exceeds the
quantization level, the clock is toggled and the switch
conductance associated with the just passed quantiza-
tion level is turned on. No conductance switching is on
the other hand carried when the lowpass filtered control
signal again falls below a quantization level which leads
to a low power consumption as the switch segments only
switches very rarely. In the hard "chop" mode depicted
on graph 630 and the soft chop mode depicted on graph
620, downwards crossing of a quantization level of the
lowpass filtered control signal is utilized. This extra infor-
mation can be used to decrease the charge transfer to
the load. The clock signal 604 (sw_clk) is toggled in re-
sponse to the detection of a rising crossing of a quanti-
zation level of the lowpass filtered control signal. How-
ever, often this toggle leads to too much charge being
transferred to the load and the DC output voltage will
therefore often exceed the desired or target DC output
voltage by a certain amount. This will make the lowpass
filtered control signal decrease a fraction. In
these "chopping" modes the digital switch array control-
ler will respond by reducing the charge transfer to the
charge pump circuit using this extra information of the
falling crossing of a quantization level. In response to a
downward crossing of a quantization level in the "soft
chop" mode, the switch controller switches off the switch
segment with highest conductance of ones currently on,
or just anyone of the switch segments if they have iden-
tical conductance, to reduce the charge transfer. In re-
sponse to a downward crossing of a quantization level
in the "hard chop" mode, the controller turns off all the
switch segments. However, in general any number of the
individual switch segments could be turned off in re-
sponse to a downward crossing of a quantization level.
[0056] FIG. 10C) shows a simplified block diagram of
a third embodiment of the output voltage regulator 401
c. The output voltage regulator 401 c comprises a number
of corresponding circuit blocks to those discussed above
such as an error signal generator, e.g. a subtraction cir-
cuit 1201, configured to subtract the DC reference volt-
age Vref indicating the desired or target DC output voltage
of the SC DC-DC converter 400 and the feedback voltage
Vout to determine a control signal or error signal ε. The

output voltage regulator 401 also comprises a loop filter
1205, a multi-level quantizer 1210, i.e. A/D converter,
configured to convert the lowpass filtered control signal
εL into a corresponding digital control signal at a prede-
termined sampling frequency as discussed above. The
output voltage regulator 401 c comprises a digital switch
array controller or adder 1230 that implements a binary
weighted control scheme. The digital switch array con-
troller 1230 can select the eight, or any other practical
integer number, individually controllable switch seg-
ments weighted as binary numbers to provide 2N possi-
ble switch conductance values where N is the number of
individual switch segments of each of the controllable
semiconductor switches of the charge pump circuit. This
control mechanism or scheme provides a significantly
better conductance resolution for the controllable semi-
conductor switches, e.g. SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4, and
may eliminate certain shortcomings caused by a more
limited conductance resolution of the above discussed
first and second embodiments of the output voltage reg-
ulator 401 a, 401 b using merely eight possible conduct-
ance values. The digital switch array controller or adder
1230 is clocked at a fixed or variable adder clock fre-
quency. According to exemplary embodiment of the dig-
ital switch array controller, the clock frequency can be
adjusted between a fixed set of individual clock frequen-
cies comprising 2 MHz, 1 MHz, and 500 kHz. At the 2
MHz clock frequency, the switch conductance value,
Gsw, of each of the controllable semiconductor switches
may be updated on both rising and falling edge of the
clock signal. This provides minimal voltage ripple on the
DC output voltage and an accurate output voltage regu-
lation. A reduction of the clock frequency to e.g. 1 MHz
or 500 kHz will lead to larger ripple voltage but with the
benefit of reduced power dissipation in the multi-level
quantizer.
[0057] FIG. 7 shows on graph 700 an exemplary wave-
form 702 of the lowpass filtered control signal εL "Control
signal" generated by the output voltage regulator 401 c
illustrated on FIG. 10C) comprising an exemplary eight-
level quantizer. Each of the semiconductor switches
SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 of the charge pump circuit
comprises eight binary weighted individually controllable
switch segments leading to 255 individually selectable
switch conductance values, Gsw, of each of the first, sec-
ond, third and fourth controllable semiconductor switch-
es. The output voltage regulator 401 c may also comprise
a clock frequency selector 1215 which selects the fre-
quency of the clock signal sw_clk generated at the output
voltage regulator 401 a. The clock frequency selector
1215 is configured to generate a predefined set of fixed
clock frequencies e.g. consisting at least of clock fre-
quencies 250 kHz, 500 kHz and 1 MHz. A subset of the
quantization levels of the multi-level quantizer are illus-
trated by horizontal dotted lines on graph 700 and the
amplitude of the digital control signal determines the con-
ductance value that is added to or subtracted from a cur-
rent conductance value of the each of the controllable
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semiconductor switches by the adder 1230. The illustrat-
ed embodiment uses the conductance values +1/+2/+4
and -1/-2/-4 as indicated by column 705, but this election
of conductance levels may be different in other embod-
iments. The additions carried out by digital switch array
controller or adder 1230, at the predetermined adder
clock frequency, are indicated by the set of vertical arrows
712 below the row 707 showing the correspondingly com-
puted conductance values, e.g. "103, "101 ", "98" etc.,
of each of the controllable semiconductor switches.
[0058] The output voltage regulator 401 c is configured
to select a current clock frequency Fs of the clock signal
sw_clk based on a current switch conductance of each
of the first, second, third and fourth controllable semicon-
ductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 using a rel-
atively simple mapping rule such as:

- Gsw between 1 and 100 > Fs = 250 kHz;
- Gsw between 101 and 200 > Fs = 500 kHz;
- Gsw between 201 and 256 > Fs = 1 MHz;

[0059] The digital switch array controller may be adapt-
ed to implement a simple mapping rule to ensure that the
output voltage regulator 401 c increases both the clock
frequency and the switch conductance for increasing am-
plitude of the digital control signal and vice versa. A cer-
tain value (e.g. +/- 1, 2, 4) may for example be added in
each adder clock period. When a certain threshold for
the switch conductance value Gsw is reached, the switch
controller switches to a higher or lower clock frequency.
If the switch conductance value is held constant and the
clock frequency Fsw is suddenly doubled a very large
reduction of output resistance of the converter is intro-
duced within a single adder period. This is typically an
undesirable effect and the switch array controller may
therefore be configured to switch reduce the current val-
ue of the switch conductance in response to switching to
a higher clocking frequency. A corresponding scheme
may be implemented by the switch array controller when
jumping to a lower clock frequency. For example if the
switch conductance value is constant and the clock fre-
quency is halved, a large increase of the output resist-
ance results. This increase of output resistance may be
compensated by increasing the switch conductance val-
ue by an appropriate amount in response to the clock
frequency reduction.
[0060] FIG. 8 illustrates the operation of a fourth em-
bodiment of the output voltage regulator 401 via graphs
910, 920 and 930. The output voltage regulator 401 com-
prises a digital switch array with a segmented structure
of the controllable semiconductor switches of the charge
pump circuit 100, 200 similar to anyone of the previously
discussed first, second and third embodiments of the out-
put voltage regulator 401. Each of the controllable sem-
iconductor switches of the charge pump circuit may com-
prise between 2 and 16 individually controllable switch
segments driven by respective sets of switch segment
control signals as discussed above. Graph 910 illustrates

the ordinary waveforms of the first and second clock
phases Φ1, Φ2 of the clock signal driving at least one of,
and preferably all of, the controllable semiconductor
switches of the charge pump circuit. As illustrated all
switches of a particular subset of the eight individually
controllable switch segments for each semiconductor
switch are turned-on substantially at the same time lead-
ing to an abrupt change of switch conductance - for ex-
ample at rising edge 912 of the second clock phase where
the switch conductance Gsw abruptly changes from zero
to 4 where the latter value indicates that an exemplary
subset of four individually controllable switch segments
are simultaneously turned-on by the output voltage reg-
ulator 401.
[0061] Graph 920 illustrates waveforms of the first and
second clock phases Φ1, Φ2 of the clock signal driving
at least one of, and preferably all of, the controllable sem-
iconductor switches of the charge pump circuit in accord-
ance with the fourth embodiment of the output voltage
regulator. Each of the controllable semiconductor switch-
es is turned-on and turned-off in a gradual or stepped
manner by sequentially turn-on and turn-off the plurality,
e.g. eight, of the individually controllable switch seg-
ments. The plurality of individually controllable switch
segments of a particular controllable semiconductor
switch may be switched between on and off states by a
corresponding set of switch segment control signals. As
illustrated at rising waveform edge 922 of the second
clock phase Φ2, the switch conductance Gsw changes
gradually from zero to 4 in a step-wise fashion where
each step indicates the activation of an additional switch
segment of the controllable semiconductor switch in
question. Hence, each of the controllable semiconductor
switches is turned-on gradually or stepwise, e.g. in four
discrete steps, as illustrated, by introducing a suitable
time delay between the switch segment control signals.
Likewise, as illustrated by falling waveform edge 924 of
the second clock phase Φ2, the switch conductance Gsw
changes gradually from four and down-to zero in a cor-
respondingly step-wise manner where each step indi-
cates the deactivation or switch off of an additional switch
segment. The time delay between two adjacent switch
segment control signals will vary depending on various
design factors such the number of individually controlla-
ble switch segments. In some embodiments, the time
delay between two adjacent switch segment control sig-
nals may correspond to about 0.04-0.4 % of the period
time tp of the first or second clock phase such that the
total turn on time and turn off time of a controllable switch
mat lie between 0.28 - 2.8 % of the period time tp for an
eight segment switch. The period time tp of the first or
second clock phase may lie between 0.5 ms and 4 ms
corresponding to a clock or switching frequency of the
voltage pump circuit between 125 kHz and 2 MHz. Graph
930 illustrates schematically current waveforms ICfly of
the current flowing into and out of the flying capacitor or
capacitors of the charge pump circuit where a first wave-
form 935 shows the flying capacitor current for the switch
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segment selection scheme on graph 910. The second
(dotted line) current waveform 940 shows the flying ca-
pacitor current using the sequential turn-on scheme for
switch segments illustrated on graph 920 where the
switch conductance Gsw changes gradually over time in
accordance with the fourth embodiment of the output volt-
age regulator. The second flying capacitor current wave-
form 940 has markedly reduced rate of change, dl/dt,
compared to the first flying capacitor current waveform
935. This feature leads to a significant reduction of emit-
ted high-frequency magnetic and electrical noise asso-
ciated with the second flying capacitor current waveform
940 leading to improved EMI properties of the fourth em-
bodiment of the SC DC-DC converter 400 compared to
the comparable implementations of the first, second and
third embodiments discussed above. Hence, facilitating
integration of the present SC DC-DC converter embod-
iment with other electronic circuits and antenna struc-
tures of compact portable communication devices.
[0062] FIG. 10 shows a simplified schematic block di-
agram of an exemplary portable battery powered device
1300 comprising a switched capacitor DC-DC converter
according to any of the above-described embodiments
thereof. The DC input voltage input of the switched ca-
pacitor DC-DC converter 400 is connected to a recharge-
able battery source VDD. The rechargeable battery
source is connected to the electronic circuitry 1300, in-
cluding an integrally formed switched capacitor DC-DC
converter 1350, through a positive power supply terminal
1309. The portable battery powered device 1300 may
comprise a mobile phone.
[0063] The rechargeable battery source comprises at
least one Li-Ion battery cell and may hence supply a nom-
inal DC input voltage VDD at around 4.0 V. The switched
capacitor DC-DC converter 400 is configured to step-
down the DC input voltage with a factor of 2:1 or 3:1 to
supply a DC output voltage Vout of between 2.0 V and
1.2 V. An output/smoothing capacitor Cout is connected
to the DC output voltage Vout and at least one flying ca-
pacitor Cfly is connected to a switch array of the converter
as previously discussed.. The DC power supply of the
class D output amplifier 1313 is connected to the DC
output voltage Vout of the switched capacitor DC-DC con-
verter 400. This connection introduces significant peak
power/current delivery demands on the switched capac-
itor DC-DC converter 400 and is therefore likely to induce
a relatively large ripple voltage on the DC output voltage
Vout for that reason. The capacitance of the out-
put/smoothing capacitor Cout may be larger than 500 nF
such as between 1 and 10 mF while the capacitance of
the flying capacitor Cfly may lie between 100 - 500 nF.
The output/smoothing capacitor and flying capacitor may
be external to an integrated circuit on which the switched
capacitor DC-DC converter 400 is integrated together
with other electronic circuits blocks of the device. The
other electronic circuits of the device may comprise an-
alog-to-digital converters ΣΔ1-2 1307, clock generator
1305, control and processing circuit 1311, a wireless re-

ceiver and decoder 1304 and the class D output amplifier
1313. The wireless receiver and decoder 1304 is coupled
to an RF antenna 1306 for receipt of wireless RF modu-
lated digital audio signals and/or data signals. The skilled
person will understand that the wireless receiver and de-
coder 1304 may be compliant with the GSM standard.
[0064] The control and processing circuit 1311 may
comprise a software programmable DSP core and may
apply one or more signal processing functions to the dig-
ital microphone signal under control of a set of executable
program instructions or code. The one or more signal
processing functions are preferably adapted to process
incoming signals from the wireless receiver and decoder
1304 for example speech signals and supply and proc-
essed speech signal to the user of the device via a loud-
speaker 1319. The control and processing circuit 1311
is clocked by a master clock signal supplied by a mas-
ter/system clock generator 1305 and the clock frequency
may lie above 20 MHz for example between 40 and 100
MHz. The master clock generator 1305 may additionally
supply synchronous clock signals to the first and a sec-
ond analog-to-digital converters ΣΔ1, ΣΔ2. The modula-
tion frequency of the class D output amplifier may vary
depending on the type of modulation scheme and per-
formance requirement of the amplifier in a specific appli-
cation. The class D output amplifier 1313 may be config-
ured to PWM or PDM modulate the output signal to the
loudspeaker 1319 with a modulation frequency between
250 kHz and 2 MHz. The modulation frequency of the
class D output amplifier may be set by a suitable clock
signal 1314 delivered by the control and processing cir-
cuit 1311 via a suitable output port or driver 1314 to the
class D output amplifier. In alternative embodiments, the
clock signal 1315 may be derived directly from the master
clock generator 1305. In both cases, the modulation fre-
quency of the class D output amplifier is preferably syn-
chronous to the master clock signal of the master clock
generator 1305 and may be a down-divided replica of
the master clock signal. The output voltage regulator of
the SC DC-DC converter 400 of the device 1300 is pref-
erably configured to select the clock frequency, and
hence the first and second clock phases Φ1, Φ2 of the
clock signal, of the SC converter 400 from the previously
predefined set of fixed clock frequencies in accordance
with the modulation frequency of the class D output am-
plifier 1313. The predefined set of fixed clock frequencies
may comprise at least two fixed clock frequencies - for
example three, four, five or even more fixed clock fre-
quencies. The individual clock frequencies of the prede-
fined set of fixed clock frequencies may be related by an
integer ratio such as 2 or 4. The lowest clock frequency
of the predefined set of fixed clock frequencies may lie
between 125 kHz and 1 MHz.
[0065] This clock control or synchronization scheme
between the clock frequency of the SC DC-DC converter
400 and the modulation frequency of class D output am-
plifier 1313 allows the output voltage regulator 401 to
place the voltage ripple components of the SC DC-DC
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converter 400 at frequency bands or ranges where they
create minimal interference with the class D output am-
plifier 1313 and/or other circuits blocks of the device. Ac-
cording to one embodiment, each clock frequency of the
predefined set of fixed clock frequencies is an integer
multiple, including one, of the predetermined modulation
frequency of the class D output amplifier. This relation-
ship ensures that ripple voltage components appearing
on the DC output voltage Vout of the SC DC-DC converter
400 are folded back outside the audio spectrum e.g. at
zero Hz or DC. This is particularly advantageous for the
class D output amplifier 1313 because the latter type of
amplification circuit typically possesses a relatively poor
power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) and/or is sensitive
to power supply noise due to an noise shaping mecha-
nism placing a high level of quantization noise above the
audio band in the noise-shaped output signal. The rela-
tively poor power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) of the
class D output amplifier is often caused by a direct con-
nection between output stage active switch devices and
the positive DC supply rail of the class D amplifier 1313.
According one embodiment of the present device the
clock frequencies of the predefined set of fixed clock fre-
quencies of the SC DC-DC converter 400 and the pre-
determined modulation frequency of the class D output
amplifier are synchronous. This feature is particularly ad-
vantageous to maintain a well-defined relationship be-
tween the switching frequencies of the SC DC-DC con-
verter 400 and the modulation frequency of class D output
amplifier 1313 despite temperature variations and com-
ponent drift etc. The skilled person will understand that
the synchronous operation of the SC DC-DC converter
400 and the class D output amplifier may be achieved
by configuring or adapting the clock generator of the out-
put voltage regulator 401 (refer to FIG. 4) to accept an
external clock signal 1317 from the master clock gener-
ator 1305 of the device. This external clock signal 1317
may be generated and supplied by the control and
processing circuit 1311 via a suitable output port or may
be derived directly from the master clock generator 1305.

Claims

1. A switched capacitor DC-DC converter configured
for converting a DC input voltage into a higher or
lower DC output voltage, comprising:

a clock generator configured to generate a clock
signal,
a charge pump circuit comprising a switch array
driven by first and second non-overlapping clock
phases derived from the clock signal; said switch
array configured to, in a first clock phase, charge
a flying capacitor from the DC input voltage and,
in a second clock phase, discharge the flying
capacitor into an output capacitor connected to
the DC output voltage; and

an output voltage regulator comprising:

a reference voltage input for receipt of a DC
reference voltage and a feedback voltage
input for receipt of a feedback voltage rep-
resentative of the DC output voltage,
an error signal generator configured to com-
bine the DC reference voltage and the feed-
back voltage to determine a control signal,
a loop filter configured for receipt and low-
pass filtering of the control signal to gener-
ate a lowpass filtered control signal,
a multi-level quantizer configured to convert
the lowpass filtered control signal into a cor-
responding digital control signal at a prede-
termined sampling frequency,
a switch array controller configured to gen-
erate the first and second non-overlapping
clock phases for the charge pump circuit
based on the clock signal and digital control
signal.

2. A switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
claim 1, wherein predetermined sampling frequency
of the multi-level quantizer is equal to two times the
clock frequency of the clock signal.

3. A switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
claim 1 or 2, wherein the multi-level quantizer (A/D
converter) comprises between 2 and 16 quantization
levels (i.e. one-bit to 4 bit converter).

4. A switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
any of the preceding claims, wherein the switch array
comprises:

a first controllable semiconductor switch con-
nected between the DC input voltage and a pos-
itive terminal of the flying capacitor;
a second controllable semiconductor switch
connected between a negative terminal of the
flying capacitor and one of a negative DC supply
rail, such as ground, and the DC output voltage;
a third controllable semiconductor switch con-
nected between a negative terminal of the flying
capacitor and the negative DC supply rail;
a fourth controllable semiconductor switch con-
nected between the positive terminal of the flying
capacitor and the DC output voltage; wherein
the first and second controllable semiconductor
switches are switched between respective on-
states and off-states in accordance with the first
clock phase and the third and fourth controllable
semiconductor switches are switched between
respective on-states and off-states in accord-
ance with the second clock phase.

5. A switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
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claim 4, wherein each of the first and second con-
trollable semiconductor switches comprises a plu-
rality of individually controllable switch segments
driven by first and second sets of switch segment
control signals, respectively, derived from the first
clock phase; and
each of the third and fourth controllable semiconduc-
tor switches comprises a plurality of individually con-
trollable switch segments driven by third and fourth
sets of switch segment control signals, respectively,
derived from the second clock phase.

6. A switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
claim 5, wherein the output voltage regulator is con-
figured to, for one or more of the first, second, third
and fourth controllable semiconductor switches, se-
lecting respective segment subsets of the plurality
of individually controllable switch segments in ac-
cordance with an amplitude of the digital control sig-
nal.

7. A switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
claim 6, wherein the output voltage regulator is con-
figured to selecting the respective segment subsets
such that a conductance of each of the one or more
of the first, second third and fourth controllable sem-
iconductor switches, in its on-state, tracks the am-
plitude of the digital control signal.

8. A switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
any of claims 5-7, wherein the output voltage regu-
lator is configured to:

- switch between on-states and off-states of the
first controllable semiconductor switch by se-
quentially turn-on and turn-off the plurality of in-
dividually controllable switch segments via the
first set of switch segment control signals; and/or
- switch between on-states and off-states of the
second controllable semiconductor switch by
sequentially turn-on and turn-off the plurality of
individually controllable switch segments via the
second set of switch segment control signals;
and/or
- switch between on-states and off-states of the
third controllable semiconductor switch by se-
quentially turn-on and turn-off the plurality of in-
dividually controllable switch segments via the
third set of switch segment control signals;
and/or
- switch between on-states and off-states of the
fourth controllable semiconductor switch by se-
quentially turn-on and turn-off the plurality of in-
dividually controllable switch segments via the
fourth set of switch segment control signals.

9. A switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
claim 7 or 8, wherein the output voltage regulator is

configured to, for the one or more of the first, second
third and fourth controllable semiconductor switch-
es:

toggling the first and second clock phases in re-
sponse to the amplitude of the digital control sig-
nal is incremented from a current quantization
level to a larger quantization level; and
selecting respective segment subsets of the plu-
rality of individually controllable switch seg-
ments in accordance with the amplitude of the
digital control signal.

10. A switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
any of the preceding claims, wherein the clock gen-
erator is configured to generate a predefined set of
individually selectable fixed clock frequencies such
as between two and eight fixed clock frequencies.

11. A switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
claim 10, wherein the output voltage regulator is con-
figured to switch between individual clock frequen-
cies of the predefined set of fixed clock frequencies
in accordance with the amplitude of the digital control
signal.

12. A switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
claim 10 or 11, wherein the output voltage regulator
comprises a predetermined table or predetermined
rule mapping each amplitude of the digital control
signal to a particular combination of clock frequency,
selected from predefined set of individually, and
switch segment subsets of the plurality of individually
controllable switch segments.

13. A switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
claim 11 or 12, wherein the output voltage regulator
is configured to increase the clock frequency for in-
creasing amplitude of the digital control signal and
decrease the clock frequency for decreasing ampli-
tude of the digital control signal.

14. A switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to
any of the preceding claims, wherein a transfer func-
tion of the loop filter comprises a lowpass pole at a
first corner frequency and a zero at a second corner
frequency.

15. A switched capacitor DC-DC converter according
claim 14, wherein the first corner frequency is smaller
than 200 Hz such as smaller than 100 Hz or smaller
than 10 Hz.
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A RECONFIGURABLE SWITCHED CAPACITOR DC-DC CONVERTER 

FOR HEAD-WEARABLE HEARING DEVICES 

The present invention relates to a head-wearable hearing device comprising a 

multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC converter. Said multiple-output switched 

capacitor DC-DC converter comprises a switch matrix comprising a plurality of 5 

individually controllable semiconductor switches and a plurality of flying capacitors 

connected between respective sets of circuit nodes of the switch matrix. A controller 

is connected to respective control terminals of the plurality of individually controllable 

semiconductor switches of the switch matrix to configure first and second converter 

sections to form first and second converter topologies, respectively, based on a 10 

topology selection rule. 

  

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Switched capacitor DC-DC power converters are known in the art and have been 

utilized in various types of portable communication devices such as head-wearable 15 

hearing devices. Switched capacitor DC-DC power converters are utilized to convert 

a DC input voltage from an energy or power source, such as a rechargeable battery, 

of the portable communication device into a higher or lower DC output voltage 

suitable for powering various types of integrated circuits and other active 

components. Switched capacitor DC-DC power converters possess certain 20 

attractive properties compared to their inductor-based counterparts - for example a 

relatively low level of EMI, because there is not stored energy in magnetic fields of 

inductors. Switched capacitor DC-DC power converters may have small size and 

high energy conversion efficiency. Different topologies of switched capacitor DC-DC 

power converters are capable of providing DC voltage step-up (i.e. boost) and DC 25 

voltage step-down (i.e. buck) with a topology dependent optimum voltage 

conversion ratio for example 1:2 or 1:3 step-up conversion and 2:1 and 3:1 step-

down conversion. 

 

Switched capacitor DC-DC converters are highly useful for powering head-wearable 30 

hearing devices where the compact dimensions of the housing or custom shell in 

conjunction with small battery capacity typically place severe constraints on size, 

power conversion efficiency and electromagnetic emissions of the power supply 
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circuitry.  

 

However, there remains a need in the art for multiple-output switched capacitor DC-

DC converters with improved performance characteristics such as smaller 

dimensions and better adaptation to varying load conditions and varying DC input 5 

voltages. In particular, providing improved energy efficiency across a wide range of 

loads and a wide range of DC input voltages because the DC input voltage often 

varies considerably e.g. due to a varying charging state of a rechargeable battery 

source supplying the DC input voltage.  

 10 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A first aspect of the invention relates to a head-wearable hearing device comprising: 

a multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC converter comprising a DC input for 

receipt and conversion of a battery supply voltage into a first DC output voltage and 

a second DC output voltage; 15 

said multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC converter comprising: 

- a switch matrix comprising a plurality of individually controllable semiconductor 

switches, 

- P flying capacitors connected between respective sets of circuit nodes of the 

switch matrix; 20 

- a controller connected to respective control terminals of the plurality of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches of the switch matrix to configure:  

- a first converter section by selecting a first subset of individually controllable 

semiconductor switches and a first set of N flying capacitors to form a first converter 

topology configured to generate the first DC output voltage; and 25 

- a second converter section by selecting a second subset of individually controllable 

semiconductor switches and a second set of (P-N) flying capacitors to form a 

second converter topology configured to generate the second DC output voltage;  

- said controller being configured to select the first converter topology and second 

converter topology based on a topology selection rule; 30 

wherein P is a positive integer >1; N is a positive integer and 0<=N<=P. 
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The head-wearable hearing device may be a hearing aid, such as a BTE, RIE, ITE, ITC, 

or CIC, etc., hearing aid. The hearing aid may comprise one or several microphone(s) 

for picking-up sound from the external environment of the hearing instrument and 

generate a first audio signal in response. The head-wearable hearing device may 

alternatively be a headset, headphone, earphone, ear defender, or earmuff, etc., such 5 

as an Ear-Hook, In-Ear, On-Ear, Over-the-Ear, Behind-the-Neck, Helmet, or Headguard, 

etc.  

 

Each of the P flying capacitors may comprise an external capacitor relative to an 

integrated circuit on which the switched capacitor DC-DC converter is integrated e.g. 10 

together with other active circuit blocks of the head-wearable hearing device. Each of 

the P flying capacitor may in the alternative be fully integrated on the integrated 

circuit, i.e. on-chip capacitors integrally formed on a semiconductor die or substrate of 

the integrated circuit. The number of flying capacitors, P, of the multiple-output 

switched capacitor DC-DC converter may be 2, 3 or 4 in practical implementations 15 

of the converter to keep size and component count of the switch matrix on a 

practical level for integration in the head-wearable hearing device. A head-wearable 

hearing device is often subjected to severe size constraints and power consumption 

constraints. In some configurations of the first and second converter sections N= 0 

such that all of the of the P flying capacitors are connected to the first converter 20 

section while other configurations of the first and second converter sections has N = 

P such that all of the P flying capacitors are connected to the second converter 

section as discussed in additional detail below with reference to the appended 

drawings.  

  25 

The battery supply voltage may be supplied by rechargeable battery cell(s) or 

disposable battery cell or cells delivering the battery supply voltage to the DC input 

of the multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC converter. The battery cell or cells 

may for example comprise a disposable Zn-Air battery or may comprise at least one 

rechargeable Li-Ion battery cell. Li-Ion battery cells supply a nominal battery voltage 30 

of around 4.0 V, but the battery voltage varies considerably from about 4.2 in a fully 

charged state to about 3.0 is a discharged state.  
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The frequency of the clock signal of the present switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter may lie between 16 kHz and 4 MHz such as between 20 kHz and 2.0 

MHz. The frequency of the clock signal may set the switching frequency of the 

charge pump circuit since the first and second clock phases are derived from the 

clock signal. 5 

 

Some embodiments of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter may utilize a so-

called pulse-skipping mechanism to achieve regulation of the first DC output voltage 

and the second DC output voltage. In this embodiment, the time span between 

consecutive clock pulses of the clock signal varies depending on the load.  10 

 

The switched capacitor DC-DC converter may in the latter embodiment be 

configured to step-down the received DC input voltage with a factor of approximately 

2:1 and/or 3:1, depending on a charging state of the Li-Ion battery cell, to supply DC 

output voltage level of about 1.2 V.  15 

 

The head-wearable hearing device may comprise various active components and 

audio transducers for receipt of incoming speech and other sound signals, 

processing of received sound signals and conversion of the processed sound 

signals into a corresponding output sound signal for application to a user’s ear 20 

and/or transmission to a remote listener. The head-wearable hearing device may 

comprise a hearing aid which additionally comprises: 

- a control and processing circuit comprising: 

- a first audio input channel for receipt of a first audio signal and a signal processor 

for receipt and processing of the first audio signal for generating a compensated 25 

microphone signal according to a hearing loss of a user;  

- a class D output amplifier for receipt of the compensated microphone signal and 

generation of a modulated output signal at a predetermined modulation frequency,   

- a miniature receiver or loudspeaker for receipt of the modulated output signal and 

generation of output sound signal for application to a user’s ear. The compensated 30 

microphone signal may be embedded or encoded in the wireless data signals 

transmitted by the magnetic inductance antenna. The compensated microphone 

signal may be transmitted to another hearing aid comprising a corresponding 
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magnetic inductance antenna and compatible receipt and decoding circuitry for the 

encoded wireless data signals.  

 

The first audio signal may be derived from a microphone of the hearing aid or may 

be derived from the wireless data signals supplied by the magnetic inductance 5 

antenna by appropriate decoding. Hence, the wireless data signals may be supplied 

by a remote audio signal source such as a portable microphone, another hearing 

instrument or a mobile phone etc. The class D output amplifier may be powered 

directly by the DC output voltage supplied by the switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter.  10 

 

The signal processor may comprise dedicated digital logic circuitry, a software 

programmable processor or any combination thereof. As used herein, the terms 

"processor”, “signal processor”, “controller”, "system", etc., are intended to refer to 

microprocessor or CPU-related entities, either hardware, a combination of hardware 15 

and software, software, or software in execution. For example, a "processor”, “signal 

processor”, “controller”, "system", etc., may be, but is not limited to being, a process 

running on a processor, a processor, an object, an executable file, a thread of 

execution, and/or a program. By way of illustration, the terms "processor”, “signal 

processor”, “controller”, "system", etc., designate both an application running on a 20 

processor and a hardware processor. One or more "processors”, “signal 

processors”, “controllers”, "systems" and the like, or any combination hereof, may 

reside within a process and/or thread of execution, and one or more "processors”, 

“signal processors”, “controllers”, "systems", etc., or any combination hereof, may be 

localized on one hardware processor, possibly in combination with other hardware 25 

circuitry, and/or distributed between two or more hardware processors, possibly in 

combination with other hardware circuitry. Also, a processor (or similar terms) may 

be any component or any combination of components that is capable of performing 

signal processing. For examples, the signal processor may be an ASIC processor, a 

FPGA processor, a general purpose processor, a microprocessor, a circuit 30 

component, or an integrated circuit. 

 

The controller may be responsive to the topology selection rule to dynamically 

reconfigure: 
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- the first converter section by selecting a third subset of individually controllable 

semiconductor switches and a third set of M flying capacitors to form a third 

converter topology configured to generate the first DC output voltage; and 

- the second converter section by selecting a fourth subset of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches and a fourth set of (P-M) flying capacitors to 5 

form a fourth converter topology configured to generate the second DC output 

voltage; 

M is a positive integer; 0<=M<=P; and N≠M. 

 

The ability of the controller to dynamically reconfigure the first and second converter 10 

sections enables dynamic redistribution of the individual capacitors of the available - 

P flying capacitors between the first and second converter sections. This feature 

enables dynamic topology changes of the first and second converter sections in 

response to changing load conditions as discussed in additional detail below with 

reference to the appended drawings. 15 

 

The multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC converter preferably comprises a 

clock generator which generates a clock signal and derives one or several pairs of 

non-overlapping clock phases therefrom for controlling the state switching of the 

plurality of individually controllable semiconductor switches of the switch matrix. In 20 

some embodiments, the controllable semiconductor switches of the first converter 

section and the controllable semiconductor switches of the second converter section 

may be driven by the same single pair of non-overlapping clock phases.  

 

In an alternative embodiment of the multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC 25 

converter, the controllable semiconductor switches of the first converter section and 

the controllable semiconductor switches of the second converter section are driven 

by the separate pairs of non-overlapping clock phases. The latter embodiment of the 

multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC converter may therefore comprises: 

a clock generator configured to generate first and second pairs of non-overlapping 30 

clock phases based on a clock signal; 

said controller being configured to: 

- charge the first set of N flying capacitors of the first converter section during a first 

clock phase of the first pair of non-overlapping clock phases and charge the second 
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set of (P-N) flying capacitors of the second converter section during a first clock 

phase of the second pair of non-overlapping clock phases; and  

discharge the first set of N flying capacitors during a second clock phase of the first 

pair of non-overlapping clock phases and discharge the second set of (P-N) flying 

capacitors of the second converter section during a second phase of the second pair 5 

of non-overlapping clock phases.  

The use of a separate pair of non-overlapping clock phases for each of the first and 

second converter sections has the advantage that it largely eliminates cross-

regulation problems between the first and second DC output voltages Vo1, Vo2 

generated by the first and second converter sections. A clock frequency of the first 10 

pair of non-overlapping clock phases may for example be adjusted independently of 

the clock frequency of the second pair of non-overlapping clock phases.  

 

According to one embodiment of the multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter using the above-described separate first and second pairs of non-15 

overlapping clock phases, the controller is configured to: 

- during the first clock phase of the first pair of non-overlapping clock phases, series 

connecting the first set of N flying capacitors via the first subset of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches to charge the N flying capacitors from the DC 

input voltage,  20 

- during the first clock phase of the second pair of non-overlapping clock phases, 

series connecting the second set of (P-N) flying capacitors via the second subset of 

individually controllable semiconductor switches and charge the (P-N) flying 

capacitors from the DC input voltage, 

- during the second clock phase of the first pair of non-overlapping clock phases, 25 

parallel connecting the N flying capacitors via the first subset of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches and discharge the N flying capacitors into a first 

output capacitor connected to the first DC output voltage; and  

- during the second clock phase of the second pair of non-overlapping clock phases, 

parallel connecting the third set of (P-N) flying capacitors via the third subset of 30 

individually controllable semiconductor switches and discharge the (P-N) flying 

capacitors into a second output capacitor connected to the second DC output 

voltage. 
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The controller is configured to select the respective topologies of the first and 

second converter sections based on the topology selection rule or selection 

criterion. The topology selection rule may be designed to optimize various 

performance parameters of the multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC converter 

such as maximizing an intrinsic power conversion efficiency of the DC-DC converter 5 

at a given operating point of the DC-DC converter. The topology selection rule may 

force the controller to take a particular set of system variables of the DC-DC 

converter into consideration to select the respective topologies of the first and 

second converter sections. The system variables may comprise the battery supply 

voltage and/or respective load powers delivered by the first and second converter 10 

sections. Hence, the topology selection rule may comprise one or more system 

variables selected from: 

- respective load currents and/or load powers supplied by the first and second 

converter sections configured to the first and second converter topologies, 

respectively; 15 

- the battery supply voltage, Vbat; 

- a target or set-point voltage, Vo1, of the first DC output voltage;  

- a target or set-point voltage , Vo2, of the second DC output voltage; 

 

According to one embodiment of the invention, the topology selection rule is 20 

configured to, or designed to, maximize: 

- a total intrinsic energy efficiency of the first and second converter sections based 

on the determined system variables; said total intrinsic energy efficiency being 

calculated according to: 

  25 
wherein: 

P1= Load power delivered by the first converter section; 

P2= Load power delivered by the second converter section; 

η1= Intrinsic energy efficiency of the first converter at the set-point voltage of the first 

DC output voltage; 30 

η2= Intrinsic energy efficiency of the second converter section at the set-point 

voltage of the second DC output voltage; 
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η1 = VCR/iVCR = Vo1/(Vbat*iVCR); 

η2 = VCR/iVCR = Vo2/(Vbat*iVCR).  

 

According to this embodiment the controller uses the topology selection rule to 5 

determine a distribution of the P flying capacitors, i.e. the value of N or M for a given 

value f P, between the first and second converter sections and the respective 

topologies of the first and second converter sections at a current load scenario as 

discussed in additional detail below with reference to the appended drawings.  

 10 

The controller may during operation of the DC-DC converter for example be 

configured to repeatedly determine: 

-  a current battery supply voltage and respective current load currents or load 

powers at the first and second converter sections. The controller is additionally 

configured to switch from a first configuration of the first and second converter 15 

sections to a second configuration of the first and second converter sections if the 

total intrinsic energy efficiency of the second configuration exceeds the total intrinsic 

energy efficiency of the first configuration. Hence, the controller may dynamically 

switch between different configurations of the first and second converter sections in 

response to changing battery voltage and/or changing load conditions to repeatedly 20 

or continuously maximize the total intrinsic energy efficiency of the first and second 

converter sections as discussed in additional detail below with reference to the 

appended drawings.  

 

According to one embodiment of the multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC 25 

converter, the controller is responsive to a system control signal of a signal 

processor, such as a microprocessor of the head-wearable hearing device, to 

dynamically reconfigure the first and second converter sections; where said system 

control signal indicates an upcoming change of the load at least one of the first and 

converter sections. This embodiment supports feedforward control of the selection 30 

of topology of the first and second converter sections. The skilled person will 

understand that the signal processor may control the operational state and power 

consumption of various types of load circuits coupled to the first and/or second 

converter sections such as a wireless receiver circuit, a flash memory/EEPROM 
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memory circuit, sensor interface circuit etc. Hence, the signal processor may tailor 

the system control signal to reconfigure the first and second converter sections to a 

known change of power consumption of the of load circuits as discussed in 

additional detail below with reference to the appended drawings.  

 5 

According to an alternative embodiment, the topology selection rule instructs the 

controller to: 

- where the load power supplied by the first converter section is at least 5 times 

larger than the load current or load power supplied by the second converter section 

or vice versa: 10 

selecting P flying capacitors for the first topology of the first converter section and 

selecting zero (0) flying capacitors for the first topology of the second converter 

section or vice versa. This topology selection rule is relatively simple to implement 

by the controller from a computational perspective because the rule avoids 

computation of complex variables such as the previously discussed total intrinsic 15 

energy efficiency. Instead, the topology selection rule by default allocates all 

available, P, flying capacitors to the converter section with the dominating power 

consumption allowing the controller to optimize the topology of the converter section 

that uses the majority of power.   

 20 

The multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC converter may comprise at least one 

output voltage regulator to control at least one of the first and second DC output 

voltages. One embodiment accordingly comprises: 

- a first output voltage regulator comprising: 

a reference voltage input for receipt of a first DC reference voltage and a feedback 25 

voltage input for receipt of a feedback voltage representative of the first DC output 

voltage or the second DC output voltage, 

an error signal generator configured to combine the first DC reference voltage and 

the feedback voltage to determine a first control signal, 

said controller being configured to generate: 30 

- the first pair of non-overlapping clock phases for the first subset of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches of the first converter section based on the first 

control signal; or  

- the second pair of non-overlapping clock phases for the second subset of 
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individually controllable semiconductor switches of the second converter section 

based on the first control signal. 

 

The skilled person will understand that the first DC reference voltage may indicate 

the target or set-point voltage of the first DC output voltage or indicate the target or 5 

set-point voltage of the second DC output voltage. 

 

The head-wearable hearing device may comprise at least one rechargeable battery 

cell for supplying the battery supply voltage such as one or more Li-Ion battery 

cell(s). The one or more Li-Ion battery cell(s) typically supplies a nominal battery 10 

voltage at around 4.0 V while battery discharge of Li-Ion battery cell(s) lead to a 

large variation of the supplied battery voltage - from about 4.2 V at a fully charged 

state and down-to about 3.0 V at a discharged state as discussed in additional detail 

below with reference to the appended drawings.  

 15 

The first and second subsets of individually controllable semiconductor switches of 

the switch matrix may be non-overlapping, i.e. does not share any switch of the 

plurality of individually controllable semiconductor switches of the switch matrix. The 

third and fourth subsets of individually controllable semiconductor switches of the 

switch matrix may likewise be non-overlapping as discussed in additional detail 20 

below with reference to the appended drawings.  

 

A second aspect of the invention relates to a method of dynamically configuring first 

and second converter sections of a multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter which comprises P flying capacitors connected to respective circuit nodes 25 

of a switch matrix, said method comprising: 

a) connecting a DC input of the multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC converter 

to a battery supply voltage, 

b) building the first converter section by selecting a first subset of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches of the switch matrix and a first set of N flying 30 

capacitors to form a first converter topology in accordance with a topology selection 

rule; 

c) building the second converter section by selecting a second subset of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches of the switch matrix and a second set of (P-N) 
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flying capacitors to form a second converter topology in accordance with the 

topology selection rule; 

d) generate the first DC output voltage by clocking the first subset of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches of the first converter section; 

e) generate the second DC output voltage by clocking the second subset of 5 

individually controllable semiconductor switches of the second converter section;  

wherein P is a positive integer larger than 1; 

N is a positive integer between 0 and P. 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 10 

Embodiments of the invention will be described in more detail in connection with the 

appended drawings, in which:  

FIG. 1 shows a simplified schematic block diagram a head-wearable hearing device 

comprising an exemplary switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to any of 

the below-described embodiments thereof; 15 

FIG. 2 shown first and second simplified schematic block diagrams of first and 

second switched capacitor DC-DC converters to illustrate the background of the 

invention, 

FIG. 3 shows a generally applicable electrical model of a switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter, 20 

FIG. 4 shows plots 400, 410 and 420 illustrating schematically respective intrinsic 

energy losses of three exemplary topologies of step-down SC DC-DC converters 

over a preset DC input voltage range for a nominal or set-point DC output voltage of 

1.2 V, 

FIG. 5 shows simplified schematic block diagrams of four exemplary configurations 25 

of a reconfigurable step-down multiple output SC DC-DC converter in accordance 

with a first embodiment of the invention, 

FIG. 6 shows a schematic circuit diagram of an exemplary embodiment of a switch 

matrix of the first embodiment of the step-down multiple output SC DC-DC 

converter,  30 

FIG. 7 shows circuit node diagrams illustrating computation of the topology of the 

exemplary switch matrix, 
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FIG. 8 shows schematic circuit diagrams of first and second converter sections of 

the first embodiment of the step-down multiple output SC DC-DC converter 

arranged in a first exemplary configuration, 

FIG. 9 shows schematic circuit diagrams of the first and second converter sections 

of the first embodiment of the step-down multiple output SC DC-DC converter 5 

arranged in a second exemplary configuration 

FIG. 10 shows schematic circuit diagrams of the first converter section of the 

exemplary step-down multiple output SC DC-DC converter arranged in a third 

exemplary configuration, 

FIG. 11 shows simplified schematic block diagrams of three exemplary 10 

configurations of a reconfigurable step-down multiple output SC DC-DC converter in 

accordance with a second embodiment of the invention, 

FIG. 12 shows a schematic circuit diagram of an exemplary embodiment of the 

switch matrix of the step-down multiple output SC DC-DC converter in accordance 

with the second embodiment,  15 

FIG. 13 shows schematic circuit diagrams of first and second converter sections of 

the second embodiment of the step-down multiple output SC DC-DC converter 

arranged in first and second exemplary configurations, 

FIG. 14 shows schematic circuit diagrams of the first and second converter sections 

of the second embodiment of the step-down multiple output SC DC-DC converter 20 

arranged in a third exemplary configuration; and 

FIG. 15 shows a block diagram of an exemplary embodiment of the reconfigurable 

step-down multiple output SC DC-DC converter. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 25 

In the following, various exemplary embodiments of the present head-wearable 

hearing device, comprising a multiple output switched capacitor DC-DC converter 

for energy efficient DC voltage conversion, are described with reference to the 

appended drawings. The skilled person will understand that the appended drawings 

are schematic and simplified for clarity and therefore merely show details which are 30 

essential to the understanding of the invention, while other details have been left 

out. Like reference numerals refer to like elements or components throughout. Like 

elements or components will therefore not necessarily be described in detail with 

respect to each figure. The skilled person will further appreciate that certain actions 
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and/or steps may be described or depicted in a particular order of occurrence while 

those skilled in the art will understand that such specificity with respect to sequence 

is not actually required. 

 

FIG. 1 shows a simplified schematic block diagram of an exemplary head-wearable 5 

hearing device 10 comprising a multiple output switched capacitor DC-DC converter 

100 according to any of the below-described embodiments thereof. The DC input 

voltage input of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 is connected to a 

rechargeable battery source VDD. The rechargeable battery source is connected to 

the hearing device circuitry, including the integrally formed switched capacitor DC-10 

DC converter 100, through a positive supply voltage terminal 19. The skilled person 

will understand that the battery source in other embodiments of the invention may 

comprise a non-rechargeable battery source where it is desired to step-up or step-

down the nominal DC voltage level supplied by such non-rechargeable battery 

source to a different DC voltage level more optimal, e.g. lower power consumption, 15 

for active circuits or circuit blocks. The hearing instrument 10 may comprise any 

type of hearing aid housing style such as Behind-the-Ear (BTE), In-the-Canal (ITC), 

Completely-in-Canal (CIC), RIC etc. 

 

The rechargeable battery source VDD may comprise at least one Li-Ion battery cell 20 

and may hence supply a nominal DC input voltage Vbat at around 4.0 V to the 

switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100. However, the battery discharge curve of 

Li-Ion battery cells lead to a large variation of the DC input voltage Vbat from about 

4.2 V at a fully charged state and down-to about 3.0 V at a discharged state and this 

places several implications for the design and topology selection of the converter 25 

sections of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 10 as discussed below. 

 

The multiple output switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 is configured to step-

down the received DC input voltage with various conversion factors to supply a first 

DC output voltage Vo1 of about 1.2 V and supply a second DC output voltage Vo2 30 

which may be higher than Vo1 such nominally about 1.8 V. The skilled person will 

understand that the first DC output voltage Vo1 may deviate from 1.2 V, e.g. having 

voltage anywhere between from 0.6 V and1.2 V and the second DC output voltage 

Vo2 likewise deviate from 1.8 V for example lie between 1.4 and 2.2 V. A first 
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output/smoothing capacitor Co1 is connected to the first DC output voltage Vo1. The 

1.2 V DC output voltage typically provides optimum or near-optimum power supply 

conditions for certain individual circuits or circuit blocks of the hearing device such 

as a class D output amplifier 113 or certain support circuit within the DSP 109. The 

second DC output voltage Vo2 may be connected to certain other circuit blocks of 5 

the hearing device such as a wireless receiver and decoder 104 which is coupled to 

an RF antenna 105 for receipt of wireless RF modulated digital audio signals and/or 

data signals. The skilled person will understand that the wireless receiver and 

decoder 104 may be compliant with a Bluetooth standard such as the Bluetooth LE 

standard. The wireless receiver and decoder 104 may need the 1.8 V supply voltage 10 

level provided by the second DC output voltage Vo2 to function correctly or at least 

function optimally and therefore needs a separate DC supply voltage instead of the 

first DC output voltage. Furthermore, the skilled person will appreciate that the 

wireless receiver and decoder 104 may be switched between an operative mode 

where its power or current consumption is relatively high and a sleep or stand-by 15 

mode where its power or current consumption is relatively low for example at least 

10 times smaller than the operative mode. Many other circuit blocks, for example 

flash memory/EEPROM memory or sensor interface circuits, of the hearing device 

10 that are powered by the second DC output voltage Vo2 may have a similar time 

varying current or power consumption. This time varying current consumption leads 20 

to certain challenges for traditional fixed topology switched capacitor DC-DC 

converters while a configurable property of the present switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter 100 is able to adapt to the current power consumption as discussed in 

additional detail below. The capacitance of each of the first and second 

output/smoothing capacitors Co1, Co2 may be larger than 500 nF such as between 25 

1 and 10 µF while the capacitance of each of the first and second flying capacitors 

Cf1 and Cf1 may lie between 10 – 500 nF. The output/smoothing capacitors and/or 

the flying capacitors Cf1, Cf2 may be external to an integrated circuit on which the 

switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 is integrated together with other active 

circuit blocks of the hearing device. The other active circuits of the hearing 30 

instrument may comprise an analog-to-digital converters Σ∆1 120, a clock generator 

115, the class D output amplifier 113.  
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The hearing device 10 comprises at least one microphone M1 generating an audio 

signal in response to incoming sound at the hearing instrument. The audio signal is 

amplified/buffered and digitized in an input channel comprising an optional 

microphone preamplifier (not shown) and the analog-to-digital converter 120 to 

provide a digital microphone signal to an appropriate input port or channel of the 5 

control and processing circuit 109. The control and processing circuit 109 may 

comprise a software programmable DSP core and may apply one or more signal 

processing functions to the digital microphone signal under control of a set of 

executable program instructions or code. The one or more signal processing 

functions may be adapted to process the digital microphone signal according to a 10 

hearing loss of a user of the hearing device in embodiments where the latter 

comprises a hearing aid or hearing compensating functionality such that an 

appropriately compensated microphone signal is supplied to the user via the 

loudspeaker 119. These signal processing functions may comprise different 

processing parameters of functions like non-linear amplification, noise reduction, 15 

frequency response shaping etc. Hence, various processing parameters of the one 

or more signal processing functions may have been determined during a preceding 

hearing aid fitting session with the user at an audiologist office and loaded into a 

non-volatile data memory space of the control and processing circuit 109. The 

control and processing circuit 109 is clocked by a master clock signal supplied by a 20 

master/system clock generator 115 and the clock frequency may lie above 2 MHz 

for example between 2 and 40 MHz. The master clock generator 115 may 

additionally supply synchronous clock signals to the analog-to-digital converter Σ∆1 

and the class D output amplifier 113. As discussed above, the class D output 

amplifier 113 may convert the compensated microphone signal into a corresponding 25 

modulated output signal at a predetermined modulation frequency which is applied 

to the miniature receiver or loudspeaker 119 for production of sound pressure in the 

hearing instrument user’s ear canal. The modulation frequency of the class D output 

amplifier may vary depending on the type of modulation scheme and performance 

requirement of the amplifier in a specific application. The class D output amplifier 30 

113 may be configured to PWM or PDM modulate the output signal to the 

loudspeaker 119 with a modulation frequency between 250 kHz and 2 MHz.  
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The SC DC-DC converter 100 is clocked by a fixed or adjustable clock frequency 

which may be selected or controlled by a suitable output voltage regulator. The 

clock frequency of the SC DC-DC converter 100 may lie between 16 kHz and 4 MHz 

such as between 20 kHz and 2 MHz. According one embodiment of the present 

hearing device the clock frequency of the SC DC-DC converter 100 and the 5 

predetermined modulation frequency of the class D output amplifier are 

synchronous. This feature is particularly advantageous to maintain a well-defined 

relationship between the switching frequencies of the SC DC-DC converter 100 and 

the modulation frequency of class D output amplifier 113 despite temperature 

variations and component drift etc.  10 

 

FIG. 2A) is a simplified schematic block diagram of a charge pump stage of a first 

switched capacitor DC-DC converter with fixed topology for illustrating the 

background of the present invention. The switched capacitor DC-DC converter is a 

step-down 2:1 topology configured for converting a DC input voltage Vbat into a DC 15 

output voltage of approximately one-half of the DC input voltage. The charge pump 

circuit 200 comprises a flying capacitor Cfly, an output/smoothing capacitor Cout and 

a switch array including a first controllable semiconductor switch SW1, a second 

controllable semiconductor switch SW2, a third controllable semiconductor switch 

SW3 and a fourth controllable semiconductor switch SW4. Switches SW1 and SW2 20 

are driven by a first clock phase Φ1 of a clock signal and switches SW3 and SW4 

are driven by a second clock phase Φ2 of the clock signal as schematically 

illustrated on the drawing. The first and second clock phases Φ1, Φ2  (alternatively 

designated p1, p2 on the drawings) of the clock signal are complementary and non-

overlapping. The DC input voltage Vbat to the charge pump circuit 200 is applied to 25 

switch SW1 and the DC output voltage Vout is delivered at output/smoothing 

capacitor Cout. A load of the charge pump circuit 200 is connected across the 

output/smoothing capacitor Cout and the skilled person will understand the latter 

supplies energy power to the load when the flying capacitor Cfly is charging from the 

DC input voltage. The skilled person will appreciate that each of the controllable 30 

semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 may comprise a MOSFET, e.g. 

NMOS transistor, or a combination of MOSFETs, as the small size, large off-

resistance and low on-resistance of MOSFET switches are advantageous properties 

in numerous applications of the charge pump circuit 200. In the present step-down 
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topology of the charge pump circuit 200, SW1 is connected between the DC input 

voltage Vbat and a positive terminal of the flying capacitor SW4; SW2 is connected 

between a negative terminal of the flying capacitor SW4 and the DC output voltage. 

In an alternative 1:2 step-up embodiment, SW2 is connected between the negative 

terminal of the flying capacitor and a negative DC supply rail, such as GND. SW3 is 5 

connected between the negative terminal of the flying capacitor and the negative DC 

supply rail - e.g. GND. In the alternative 1:2 step-up embodiment, SW3 is connected 

between the negative terminal of the flying capacitor and the DC input voltage. SW4 

is connected between the positive terminal of the flying capacitor and the DC output 

voltage. During operation of the charge pump circuit 200, the first and second 10 

switches SW1, SW2 are switched between respective on-states and off-states in 

accordance with the first clock phase Φ1 and the third and fourth switches SW3, 

SW4 are switched between respective on-states and off-states in accordance with 

the second clock phase Φ2. Hence, the switch array is configured to, in or during the 

first clock phase, charge the flying capacitor Cfly from the DC input voltage Vbat 15 

through the on-resistances of SW1 and SW2. The combined on-resistance of SW1 

and SW2 is schematically represented by resistor 2*RSW. 

 

Furthermore, during the first clock phase, the switches SW3 and SW4 are off or 

non-conducting which lead to the equivalent schematic circuit diagram 200a. As 20 

illustrated, the flying capacitor Cfly and output capacitor Cout are effectively 

connected in series between the DC input voltage Vin and GND such that the output 

voltage is charged to approximately one-half of the DC input voltage by periodically 

switching between the first and second clock phases in steady state operation when 

no load current is drawn from the output voltage of the charge pump circuit 200. The 25 

switch array is configured to, in or during the second clock phase Φ2, discharge the 

flying capacitor Cfly into the output capacitor Cout through a charge sharing 

mechanism due to the parallel connection of the flying capacitor and output 

capacitor through the conducting states of the switches SW3 and SW4. During the 

second clock phase, the switches SW1 and SW2 are off, i.e. or non-conducting, 30 

which leads to the equivalent schematic circuit diagram 200b. As illustrated, the 

flying capacitor Cfly and output capacitor Cout are effectively connected in parallel 

and disconnected from the DC input voltage Vbat. The skilled person will appreciate 

that each of the controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 
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may comprises a control terminal (not shown), e.g. a gate terminal for MOSFETs, to 

which the first or second clock phases Φ1, Φ2 are applied to selectively switch the 

controllable semiconductor switch in question between its on-state and off-state.  

 

FIG. 2B is a simplified schematic block diagram of a charge pump stage 200-1 of a 5 

second switched capacitor DC-DC converter with fixed topology for illustrating the 

background of the present invention. The present embodiment of the switched 

capacitor DC-DC converter may be designed to provide step-down conversion ratios 

of 1/3, ½ and 2/3 by appropriate adaptation of the converter topology. The present 

charge pump circuit 200-1 comprises, in contrast to the previously discussed pump 10 

circuit 200, two separate flying capacitors – a first flying capacitor Cfly1 and a second 

flying capacitor Cfly2. The charge pump circuit 200-1 comprises additionally an 

output/smoothing capacitor Cout and a switch array including a total of seven 

controllable semiconductor switches controlled by respective clock phases of the 

first and second non-overlapping clock phases Φ1, Φ2 as illustrated.  During 15 

operation of the charge pump circuit 200, the switch array is configured to, in or 

during the first clock phase, simultaneously charge the first flying capacitor Cfly1 and 

second flying capacitor Cfly2 from the DC input voltage Vin through the on-resistances 

of active switches. Furthermore, during the first clock phase, the switches operated 

by the second clock phase Φ2 are off or non-conducting which leads to the 20 

equivalent schematic circuit diagram 200-1a. As illustrated, the first and second 

flying capacitors and the output capacitor Cout are effectively connected in series 

between the DC input voltage Vbat and GND, or another negative supply rail, such 

that the output voltage is charged to approximately one-third of the DC input voltage 

in steady state operation of the pump circuit for the reasons discussed above in 25 

connection with the first charge pump circuit 200. The switch array is configured to, 

during the second clock phase Φ2, discharge the first and second flying capacitors 

into the output capacitor Cout through a charge sharing mechanism caused by the 

parallel connection of the first and second flying capacitors and output capacitor 

through the respective on-resistances of the active/conducting switches. During the 30 

second clock phase, the switches operated by the first clock phase Φ1 are off or 

non-conducting while the switches operated by the second clock phase Φ2 are on or 

conducting which lead to the equivalent schematic circuit diagram 200-1b of the 
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charge pump circuit 200-1. As illustrated, the first and second flying capacitors Cfly1 

and Cfly2 and the output capacitor Cout are effectively connected in parallel and 

disconnected from the DC input voltage Vbat.  

 

FIG. 3 is a generally applicable model 300 of a switched capacitor DC-DC converter 5 

which model is discussed below to highlight the background of some of the 

advantageous properties of multiple output switched capacitor DC-DC converters in 

accordance with the present invention. The DC input voltage Vin feeds input power 

or energy to switched capacitor DC-DC converter and during operation the latter 

generates the DC output voltage Vout which may be higher or lower than the DC 10 

input voltage depending on the topology of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 

as discussed above. Generally, switched capacitor DC-DC converter efficiencies 

suffer by both intrinsic energy losses which are due to the linear loss when the SC 

DC-DC converter is operated with a voltage conversion ratio (VCR) deviating from 

the so-called ideal voltage conversion ratio, iVCR, and some “extrinsic losses” due 15 

to e.g. parasitic capacitances at nodes of the output stage, gate capacitances of the 

semiconductor switches etc. The on-resistance of the latter switches leads to 

intrinsic power losses in the switched capacitor DC-DC converter because excess 

power of regulating the DC output voltage to a level below Vbat* iVCR is dissipated 

in these on-resistances. 20 

 

Experience shows that the intrinsic energy losses typically are dominating in 

switched capacitor DC-DC converter designs using external SMD capacitors as 

flying capacitors because the ratio of useful to parasitic capacitance is very large for 

such external capacitors. The intrinsic and extrinsic loss mechanisms of a switched 25 

capacitor DC-DC converter is illustrated by the model 300 of FIG. 3 comprising an 

ideal transformer 302 with a variable winding ratio as set by the actual VCR  

(i.e. Vout /Vin) and an equivalent loss resistance Req connected in series with a 

secondary winding of the transformer 302. The loss resistance Req comprises two 

separate resistance components:  30 

 

1) a first resistance component representing an equivalent output resistance 

associated with switching of the one or more flying capacitors at the clock frequency 

of the clock signal driving the first and second clock phases. The skilled person will 
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understand that this equivalent output resistance is inversely proportional to the 

clock frequency such that increasing clock frequency leads to decreasing equivalent 

output resistance; and 

2) a second resistance component representing the combined on-resistance of the 

active semiconductor switches in any particular clock phase, e.g. on-resistances of 5 

the switches SW1 and SW2 in the first clock phase Φ1 of the previously discussed 

exemplary 2:1 step-down charge pump circuit 100.  

 

A switched capacitor DC-DC converter is particularly energy or power efficient when 

the DC input voltage and the DC output voltage are related by one of the ideal 10 

voltage conversion ratio iVCR(s) associated with the topology of the SC DC-DC 

converter such as 1/3 or ½ or 2/3 or 2, or 3 or 5 etc. A larger number of flying 

capacitors enables a growing number of possible converter topologies and 

associated iVCRs as illustrated by Table 1 below illustrating the rapid growth of 

iVCRs with n for a step-down type switched capacitor DC-DC converter: 15 

 

TABLE 1. 

 

As discussed above, the so-called intrinsic energy loss of the switched capacitor 

DC-DC converter is minimized, or equivalently the intrinsic energy efficiency is 20 

maximized, when the converter is operated at one of the iVCRs. Hence, it would 

seem desirable to include a large number of flying capacitors in a switched capacitor 

DC-DC converter design to enable multiple converter topologies or gears if the DC 

input voltage varies widely and/or the target DC output voltage varies widely. The 

large number of converter topologies makes it possible to select a converter 25 

topology which possesses an iVCR close to any desired operating point of the SC 

converter and thereby ensure a high intrinsic energy efficiency of the converter. 

However, a large number of external capacitors is generally undesirable due to 
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increasing carrier footprint, increasing manufacturing costs etc. of the switched 

capacitor DC-DC converter. These disadvantages are particularly pronounced for 

compact wearable devices like hearing instruments and headsets that are severely 

space constrained.  

 5 

The plots 400, 410 and 420 of FIG. 4 illustrate schematically respective intrinsic 

energy losses of three exemplary topologies of step-down SC DC-DC converters for 

a DC input voltage range, Vbat, between 3.0 V and 4.2 V when the nominal or set-

point DC output voltage of the converter is fixed at 1.2 V. The plots 400, 410 and 

420 illustrate how a larger number of flying capacitors, and hence available 10 

converter topologies, of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter is effective in 

reducing the intrinsic energy losses of the converter under variable DC input voltage 

conditions.  

 

The shaded area 401 of the upper plot 400 represents the intrinsic energy losses of 15 

the step-down SC DC-DC converter for a fixed 2:1 topology across the DC input 

voltage range from 3.0 to 4.2 V. The latter voltage range corresponds largely to the 

earlier discussed variation of the supply voltage of Li-Ion battery cells. The only 

available voltage conversion ratios (VCRs) of this converter topology are 1 and ½ 

where the latter topology has iVCRs at DC output voltages between 1.5 V and 2.1 V. 20 

The DC output voltage of 2.1 V is quite far removed from the iVCRs of this topology. 

In other words, a large voltage drop, as illustrated by the shaded area 401, is 

induced across the above-discussed equivalent loss resistance Req of the SC 

converter, most pronounced at Vbat  = 4.2 V but also at lower battery voltages such 

as Vbat= 3.6 V leading to correspondingly large energy dissipation in Req. 25 

 

The shaded area 411 of the middle plot 410 illustrates the significant reduction of 

intrinsic energy losses at the DC input voltage (Vbat) range above 3.6 V of the step-

down SC DC-DC converter with two flying capacitors leading to numerous new 

topologies as illustrated in Table 1 above. Below Vbat = 3.6 V, the optimum 30 

converter topology or “gear” is still ½, but when Vbat reaches 3.6 V, the converter 

topology is switched to 1/3 which leads to iVCR operation of the SC converter at this  

operating point (combination of Vbat and target/set-point DC output voltage). Hence, 

the intrinsic energy loss of the SC converter is reduced to about zero at the 3.6 V 
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operating point, but the intrinsic energy loss is still increasing with increasing Vbat 

voltage due to the increasing distance to the ideal operating point of the converter at 

higher Vbat voltages.  

 

The shaded areas 421 of the lowermost plot 420 illustrate the significant reduction of 5 

the intrinsic energy losses across the entire DC input voltage (Vbat) range both 

below and above 3.6 V of the step-down SC DC-DC converter with three flying 

capacitors compared to the plot 400 for the first SC converter topology. Below Vbat 

= 3.6 V, the best converter topology or “gear” choice is now 2/5 rather than the ½ 

topology utilized for the previous topology illustrated on plot 410. When Vbat 10 

reaches 3.6 V, the converter topology is switched to 1/3 topology which again leads 

to iVCR operation of the converter at this 3.6 V operating point (combination of Vbat 

and target/set-point DC output voltage). Hence, the switching to the 1/3 topology 

reduces the intrinsic energy loss of the SC converter to approximately zero at this 

particular operating point even though the intrinsic energy loss unavoidably 15 

increases with increasing Vbat voltage.  

 

FIG. 5 shows simplified schematic block diagrams of four exemplary configurations - 

Config.1, Config.2, Config 3, Config 4 - of a step-down multiple output switched 

capacitor (SC) DC-DC converter 500 in accordance with a first embodiment thereof. 20 

The multiple output switched capacitor (SC) DC-DC converter 500 may for example 

replace the previously discussed SC DC-DC converter of the hearing device 10 

discussed in connection with FIG. 1 for supplying various circuit blocks with 

appropriate DC supply voltage. The multiple output switched capacitor (SC) DC-DC 

converter 500 comprises a first converter section V1v2 configured to generate a first 25 

DC output voltage Vo1 which may lie between nominally 0.6 V and 1.2 V depending 

on voltage supply requirements of the circuit blocks powered by the first DC output 

voltage Vo1. The SC DC-DC converter 500 comprises a second converter section 

V1v8 configured to generate a second DC output voltage Vo2 which may be 

between nominally 1.4 V and 2.2 V depending on voltage supply requirements of the 30 

circuit blocks powered by the second DC output voltage Vo2. The SC DC-DC 

converter 500 is dynamically reconfigurable by enabling dynamic redistribution of 

the individual capacitors of the available set of flying capacitors Cf1, Cf2 and Cf3 

between the first and second converter sections V1v2, V1v8. This feature enables 
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dynamic topology changes of the first and second converter sections V1v2, V1v8 - 

e.g. carried out in response to changing load conditions i.e. varying load current or 

load power at the first and second DC output voltages Vo1, Vo2. The redistribution 

of the available set of flying capacitors Cf1, Cf2 and Cf3 may be carried out by a 

suitable controller of the SC converter. The controller is connected to a common 5 

switch matrix (not shown) of the first and second converter sections V1v2, V1v8 and 

the controllable semiconductor switches of the switch matrix are interconnecting the 

flying capacitors Cf1, Cf2 and Cf3 as discussed in additional detail below. The 

controller may comprise a digital state machine of the SC DC-DC converter 500. 

The controller may be configured to change the respective topologies of the first and 10 

second converter sections V1v2, V1v8 based on a suitable topology selection rule or 

selection criterion which for example aims at maximizing the intrinsic power 

conversion efficiency of the entire SC DC-DC converter 500 taking into 

consideration the Vbat voltage and the current load powers delivered by the first and 

second DC output voltages.  15 

 

The block diagrams of the four separate configurations - Config.1, Config.2, Config. 

3 and Config.4 - illustrate different load conditions at the first and second DC output 

voltages Vo1, Vo2 and a few possible ways of dynamically reconfiguring the SC DC-

DC converter 500 for example by different embodiments. The controller of the SC 20 

DC-DC converter 500 may be configured to switch between Config.1 and Config.2 

under load conditions where the load current I1v2, or equivalent load power, drawn at 

the first DC output voltage Vo1 is relatively constant, e.g. 1 mA, over time while the 

load current I1v8 or power drawn at the second DC output voltage Vo2 is highly 

variable over time for example varying between 0.1 mA and 14 mA as indicated. 25 

The 0.1 mA load current I1v8 may for example be drawn during 90 % of the operative 

time of the SC DC-DC converter 500 while the 14 mA load current is drawn during 

the residual 10 % of the operative time. These kind of temporal power consumption 

fluctuations are common characteristics of certain circuit blocks or modules, e.g. 

flash memory, that are only temporarily utilized by the hearing device and therefore 30 

reside in sleep-mode/power-down in long time periods interrupted by relatively brief 

bursts of activity leading to a correspondingly burst of power consumption. The 

controller may accordingly be configured to select Config.1 during time intervals 

where the load current t I1v8 of the second converter section V1v8 is small.  
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The controller configures the first converter section V1v2 by selecting a first subset 

of individually controllable semiconductor switches of the switch matrix (not shown) 

and a first set of N flying capacitors to form a first converter topology configured to 

generate the first DC output voltage. The set of N flying capacitors may in one 5 

extreme comprise all the available flying capacitors and in another extreme none (0) 

of the available flying capacitors. The controller additionally configures the second 

converter section V1v8 by selecting a second subset of individually controllable 

semiconductor switches of the switch matrix (not shown) and a second set of (P-N) 

flying capacitors to form the second converter topology configured to generate the 10 

second DC output voltage. The second set of (P-N) flying capacitors accordingly 

comprises the residual flying capacitors after configuration of the first converter 

section V1v2. Hence, the second converter section may also in one extreme 

comprise all the available flying capacitors and in another extreme none (0) of the 

available flying capacitors depending on the configuration of the first converter 15 

section. The distribution of the flying capacitors Cf1, Cf2, Cf3 between the first and 

second converter sections, and the selection of respective topologies amongst those 

available for the selected number of flying capacitors, may be based on the 

appropriate topology selection rule - for example taking into consideration system 

variables like the current Vbat voltage, respective set-point voltages of Vo1 and Vo2 20 

and current load currents of the converter sections.  

 

According to some embodiments of the SC DC-DC converter 500, the controller is 

configured to distribute the flying capacitors between first and second converter 

sections and selecting the respective topologies thereof to maximize the total 25 

intrinsic energy efficiency of the first and second converter sections based on the 

determined system variables. This maximization of the total intrinsic conversion 

efficiency may lead to the above-discussed initial distribution of the flying capacitors 

under configuration 1 (Config.1) which makes the four different converter topologies 

listed in Table 1 above (under n = 2) available to the first converter section and 30 

makes the two different converter topologies listed in Table 1 (under n = 1) available 

to the second converter section. The controller thereafter selects a first converter 

topology for the first converter section V1v2 and a first converter topology for the 

second converter section V1v8 - for example taking into consideration the current 
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Vbat voltage and respective set-point voltages of Vo1 and Vo2. For example, if Vbat 

= 4.2 V and set-point of Vo1 = 1.2 V, implying an VCR at about 0.285, as discussed 

above, the controller selects the 1/3 topology for the first converter section because 

the current operating point of the first converter section is relatively close to the 

iVCR for this 1/3 topology for the reasons discussed above in connection with FIG. 5 

4. Following a similar reasoning, the controller may select the 1/2 topology for the 

second converter section V1v8, even though the VCR at the current operating point 

(Vbat = 4.2 V and Vo2 = 1.8 V) of the second converter section is somewhat distant 

to the iVCR of this 1/2 topology. However, due to the small load power drawn by the 

second converter section V1v8, compared to the power drawn by the first converter 10 

section V1v2, the total energy loss of the SC DC-DC converter 500 as a whole 

imparted by the less-than-ideal converter topology of the second converter section 

remains small. It has a greater impact to make available a more ideal converter 

topology of the first converter section, i.e. with the best available energy efficiency, 

since the latter section consumes a majority of energy of the SC DC-DC converter 15 

500 as a whole when operating under configuration 1. 

 

In response to the change of loading of the second converter section from the 

previously discussed 1.0 mA in configuration 1 to 14 mA, the controller dynamically 

reconfigures the first and second converter sections by allocating a new subset of 20 

flying capacitors, e.g. Cf2, to the first converter section V1v2 and a new subset, e.g. 

Cf1, Cf3, to the second converter section V1v8. The new distribution of the flying 

capacitors Cf1, Cf2, Cf3 between first and second converter sections may once 

again be based on the appropriate topology selection rule – now taking into 

consideration the much larger load currents of the second converter section while 25 

the load current of the first converter section is largely unchanged. According to 

some embodiments of the SC DC-DC converter 500, the controller (not shown) is 

configured to redistribute the flying capacitors between first and second converter 

sections and selecting the respective topologies thereof to maximize the total 

intrinsic energy efficiency of the first and second converter sections taking into 30 

account the new, and higher, load of the second converter section. This 

maximization of the total intrinsic conversion efficiency may lead to the controller to 

make the illustrated assignment or allocation of flying capacitors under configuration 

2 (Config.2). Configuration 2 makes merely two different converter topologies 
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available to the first converter section but makes four different converter topologies 

available to the second converter section. The skilled person will understand that the 

larger number of topologies available to the second converter section under 

configuration 2 generally allows the controller to select a more ideal converter 

topology of the second converter section, i.e. with higher intrinsic energy efficiency. 5 

The intrinsic energy efficiency of the second converter section has now become 

important to maximize the total intrinsic energy efficiency of the SC DC-DC 

converter 500 due to the dominating portion of the load power drawn by the second 

converter section under configuration 2. Hence, the total energy loss of the SC DC-

DC converter 500 as a whole imparted by a less-than-ideal converter topology 10 

selection for the first converter section remains small. The controller thereafter 

selects a second converter topology, e.g. ½, for the first converter section V1v2 and 

a second converter topology for the second converter section V1v8 - for example 

still ½  if Vbat = 4.2 V. However, in response to variations of Vbat the controller can 

switch to a more optimal topology of the second converter section in a flexible 15 

manner due to the larger selection of the topologies.  

 

Configuration 3 and configuration 4 illustrate the operation of an alternative 

embodiment of the SC DC-DC converter 500, still using 3 flying capacitors, where 

the controller switches between these configurations under changing load 20 

conditions, but utilizes an alternative topology selection rule compared to the 

intrinsic energy efficiency maximization rule applied to the configurations 1 and 2. 

The present topology selection rule leads the controller to allocate all of the 

available flying capacitors Cf1, Cf2, Cf3 of the SC DC-DC converter 500 to the first 

converter section V1v2 and therefore allocate zero flying capacitors to the second 25 

converter section V1v8 under the load scenario of configuration 3. Hence, Vo2 may 

be regulated merely by a linear regulator leading to a significant energy loss in the 

second converter section. However, as noticed above, due to the small load power 

drawn by the second converter section compared to the load power drawn by the 

first converter section under configuration 3 the total energy loss of the SC DC-DC 30 

converter 500 caused by this less-than-idea topology of the second converter 

section remains small. In contrast, the availability of all flying capacitors to the first 

converter section makes a large number of different converter topologies as listed in 

Table 1 (under n = 3) available to the first converter section. This large number of 
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converter topologies enables the controller to maintain high intrinsic energy 

efficiency of the first converter section which is responsible for the majority of energy 

consumption of the SC DC-DC converter 500. This high intrinsic energy efficiency 

can be achieved despite a varying operating point of the first converter section by 

adaptively adjusting the converter topology for the reasons discussed above.  5 

 

In response to the change of load current of second converter section from the 

previously discussed 0.1 mA in configuration 3 to a load current of 14 mA in 

configuration 4, the controller once again dynamically reconfigures the first and 

second converter sections by allocating a new subset of flying capacitors, e.g. Cf1, 10 

to the first converter section V1v2 and a new subset, e.g. Cf2, Cf3, to the second 

converter section V1v8. The new distribution of the flying capacitors Cf1, Cf2, Cf3 

between first and second converter sections is based on the present topology 

selection rule – now taking into consideration the change of the load current of the 

second converter section while the load current of the first converter section is 15 

largely unchanged. The application of the present topology selection rule leads to 

the same flying capacitor allocation as the earlier topology rule. As discussed above, 

the larger number of topologies available to the second converter section under 

configuration 4 than under configuration 3 generally allows the controller to select a 

more ideal topology for the second converter section, i.e. with higher intrinsic energy 20 

efficiency, which is important to maximize the total intrinsic energy efficiency of the 

SC DC-DC converter 500 due to the dominating portion of the load power drawn by 

the second converter section.  

 

The skilled person will understand that different topology selection rules of the SC 25 

DC-DC converter 500 can lead the controller to distribute the flying capacitors 

differently between first and second converter sections even for the same values of 

the system variables Vbat, respective set-point voltages of Vo1 and Vo2 and load 

currents of the first and second converter sections.  

 30 

FIG. 6 shows a schematic circuit diagram of an exemplary switch matrix of the SC 

DC-DC converter 500 and the connections between the internal node sets of the 

switch matrix and the flying capacitors Cf1, Cf2, Cf3. The switch matrix comprises 

seventeen individually controllable semiconductor switches SW1 – SW17 which 
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each may comprise a CMOS transistor of P-type or N-type or any other suitable 

switch type. The controller is connected to the gate terminal (now shown for 

simplicity) of each of the individually controllable semiconductor switches SW1 – 

SW17 to selectively arrange each switch in an on-state and off-state. The first DC 

output voltage Vo1 of the SC DC-DC converter 500 is indicated as V1v2 and the 5 

second DC output voltage Vo2 is indicated as V1v8  and the first and second output 

capacitors Co1, Co2 are connected to the first the first and second DC output 

voltages, respectively. The topology of the switch matrix has been designed to allow 

independent and simultaneous operation of the first converter section and the 

second converter section to allow independent generation of the first DC output 10 

voltage and the second DC output voltage. Some embodiments of the switch matrix 

has a topology which allows all available topologies of the first and second converter 

sections to be selected and operate independently for any given configuration of the 

SC DC-DC converter 500. E.g. when the load current of the second converter 

section is high the second converter section should preferably be able to use the 2/3 15 

topology at the same time as the first converter section is using the 1/2 topology, i.e. 

there is no overlap of the switch connections for these topologies. Alternative 

embodiments of the switch matrix may have a topology which imposes certain 

restrictions on the combinations of topologies of the first and second converter 

sections that can be selected and operate independently for any given configuration 20 

of the SC DC-DC converter 500 as discussed below. 

 

In both instances, it is desirable to identify the specific switch matrix topology that 

requires the least amount of switches to implement all the desired topologies of the 

first and second converter sections in order to reduce the complexity of the 25 

interconnection and reduce parasitic switch capacitances associated with the 

individually controllable semiconductor switches. The latter factor deteriorates the 

extrinsic energy efficiency of the first and second converter sections. 

 

The inventor’s first approach to find an optimum or near-optimum solution to the 30 

switch matrix topology of the first embodiment of the SC Dc-DC converter was to 

manually add a topology to the capacitor interconnection one at a time. A solution 

with 18 switches was obtained in this way. As the task of designing the capacitor 

interconnection amounts to moving topologies around between the flying capacitors 
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in the search for the minimal solution, a method to do this with an algorithm is 

introduced. To investigate whether it is possible to algorithmically evaluate all the 

possible designs of the capacitor interconnection, a concept designated the 

”interconnection matrix” is introduced. Consider the unconnected schematic 700A of 

FIG. 7 where each capacitor terminal or node of the three flying capacitors has been 5 

labeled with a number. Letting each number correspond to a row and a column in a 

matrix, a representation of the required interconnection for a given topology can be 

defined. Consider the example of the interconnection of a 1/2 topology for the first 

converter section 700B of FIG. 7. Each terminal of Cfly1 is connected to the various 

voltage rails to form the interconnection needed to implement 1/2 converter topology  10 

Notice that the concept of clock phases is not used here as it is sufficient to know 

whether a switch should be present between two nodes or not.  

 

The interconnection matrix of the matrix topology 700B of Fig. 7 is named T1/2,a and 

is shown below in the left diagram 700B where a ’1’ indicates a connection and a ’0’ 15 

indicates no connection. 

 

 

 

It is noticeable that only the lower half of the matrix is used to express the 20 

interconnection. The upper half would be a mirrored version of the lower part and all 

elements in the diagonal indicate the connection of a node to itself which is 

considered invalid. The matrix notation is used for easy manipulation of the 

interconnection by a computer, not for readability. The interconnection marked by 

dotted line 701 in matrix topology 700B of FIG. 7 is only one possible way of 25 

implementing the 1/2 topology of the first or second converter section with the three 
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flying capacitors available. This first interconnection is coined “prototype”. If only a 

single prototype was defined for each of the topologies to be implemented in the 

interconnection, an optimal solution would most likely not be reached (if any valid 

solution would be reached at all. In order to consider all possible implementations 

each converter prototype has to be permuted, i.e. moved around between the 5 

different flying capacitors, to define all the possible way that a particular topology 

can be implemented. An example of a permutation of the 1/2 converter prototype is 

given in diagram 700C of FIG. 7.  

 

By comparing this interconnection with the diagram 700B of FIG. 7 the skilled 10 

person will appreciate that the connections to Cfly1 have been flipped between its 

terminals. Now two possible implementations of the 1/2 converter for the V1v2 

converter has been defined. The topology can also be implemented with either Cfly2 

or Cfly3 resulting in a total of 6 possible solutions. The number of possible 

interconnection matrices for each of the converters used in this design is listed in 15 

Table 2 below. The number of permutations can be found using the Binomial 

coefficient and simple combinatorics. Notice that the numbers for the 1/2 and 1/1 

topologies have been listed twice, as there is one of these for both the V1v2 and 

V1v8 converter.  

 20 

Multiplying the numbers of permutations in Table 2 gives the total number of switch 

interconnections: 

 

TN,tot = (2 × 6)(2 × 6) × 24 × 24 × 48 = 35, 831, 808. 

 25 

Finally, an additional, and optional, constraint of having co-existence (i.e. 

simultaneous operation) between the 1/2 topology of the second converter section 

and the 1/3 topology of the first converter section is imposed on the solution. This 

optional constraint reduces the number of permutations to 13.271.040. 

 30 

One practical way to evaluate all 35 million possible implementations, or 

alternatively in case of the optional constraint, all of the about 13.3 million possible 

implementations, is by a suitable computer program or script. A single prototype 

interconnection for each of the seven topologies needed is inputted to the script, and 
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all the permutations are then computed. The constraints of not having any 

overlapping switch connections between converter topologies of the first and second 

converter sections that are operative at the same time are then imposed on each 

solution.  

 5 

This procedure may conveniently be expressed in pseudo-code by steps of: 

 

1. Define each converter topology by the prototype interconnection. A prototype 

interconnection comprises:  

                a. A switch interconnect matrix, i.e. switch matrix, for each clock phase.  10 

                b. A steady state voltage matrix for each clock phase.  

                c. A coexistence group number; 

 

2. For each converter topology, switch and voltage matrices (aka permutations) for 

all possible mappings to the three flying capacitors are computed:  15 

                a. The flying capacitors needed by the converter topology are mapped to 

all combinations of the three available flying capacitors, e.g. for a 1/2 converter 

using a single flying capacitor, three switch matrices are generated, one for each of 

the three available flying capacitors.  

                b. For each of the above mappings, additional mappings are generated 20 

where the terminals of each flying capacitor is either flipped or not; 

 

3. All possible interconnect matrices of the first and second converter sections are 

generated by doing the following for all combinations of permutations of each 

topology:  25 

                a. Choose a permutation of each of the converter topologies.  

                b. Add switch matrices from each coexistence group.  

                c. Check if any element in the resulting sum of switch matrices is above 1. 

If so, two topologies require the same switch, and thus cannot coexist.  

                d. If no element is larger than 1 then for each matrix node find the 30 

maximum and minimum value of that particular matrix node in each of the topology 

voltage matrices and store the extremes in a maximum and minimum output stage 

voltage matrix.  
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                e. The interconnect matrix of the first and second converter sections and 

combined voltage matrices thereof are stored if all coexistence constraints are 

fulfilled.  

 

4. For each valid configuration of the first and second converter sections output 5 

stage determined in step 3, the following parameters are computed.  

                a. The number of switches in the switch matrix.  

                b. The maximum break down voltage required of each switch by 

comparing the switch matrix with the maximum and minimum combined output 

stage voltage matrices. 10 

  

5. The solutions are filtered based on requirement of e.g. minimum number of 

switches or minimum break down voltage of each switch. 

 

Along with the switch positions, the steady state unloaded node voltages are also 15 

given as input parameters for each prototype. These voltages are also permuted 

along with the switch interconnections to be able to evaluate the maximum 

breakdown voltage required for each switch (and optionally for picking the particular 

solution using the lowest number of high-voltage switches). 

 20 

 

TABLE 2. 

 

The implemented search algorithm or script found 40 solutions each using 17 

controllable switches. Out of these, the solution requiring the lowest number of high-25 

voltage switches was chosen, but naturally alternative solutions, e.g. applying 

another optimization criterion, can readily be utilized in alternative embodiments of 

the SC DC-DC converter 500. The chosen solution for the switch matrix topology is 

presented on FIG. 6. 

 30 
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The required switch breakdown voltages are for the present design with a maximum 

battery voltage of 4.2 V: 

• 5.0 V switches: sw3, sw7-sw9. 

• 3.3 V switches: sw1, sw2, sw4-sw6, sw11, sw12, sw14-sw16, sw17. 

• 1.8 V switches: sw10, sw13. 5 

 

These voltages are for steady state operation and a careful assessment of the 

blocking voltage levels of the switches may be carried out for all load conditions as a 

safeguard when the transistor level implementation is made. 

 10 
 
FIG. 8 shows schematic circuit diagrams of the first converter section 800A and the 

second converter section 800B of the SC DC-DC converter 500 arranged in a first 

exemplary configuration using the above-discussed topology of the switch matrix. 

The switch matrix comprises a total of seventeen individually controllable 15 

semiconductor switches SW1 – SW17. The skilled person will understand that the 

illustrated first exemplary configuration of the SC DC-DC converter may correspond 

to configuration 2 of FIG. 5. The semiconductor switches and flying capacitors of the 

first converter section 800A have been drawn with full black line while the residual 

semiconductor switches and flying capacitors are marked by grey lines. The first 20 

converter section 800A comprises a first subset of active semiconductor switches, 

SW2, SW6, SW10 and SW15, which in conjunction with flying capacitor Cf2, i.e. 

Cfly2, form the first converter section 800A and its topology. The active 

semiconductor switches SW2 and SW10 are controlled by a first clock phase, ϕ1, 

derived from a two-phase non-overlapping clock generator (not shown) of the SC 25 

DC-DC converter 500. The active semiconductor switches SW6 and SW15 are 

switched by a second clock phase, ϕ2, of the two-phase non-overlapping clock 

generator in the illustrated 1/2 topology. The skilled person will appreciate that the 

controller by appropriate selection of the switches of the first subset of active 

semiconductor switches of the first converter section 800A can provide 1/1 topology 30 

or ½ topology – for example the 1/1 topology can be selected by switching SW15 

permanently on and SW10 permanently off while SW6 and SW2 are still driven by 

the first and second clock phases, respectively. 
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The second converter section 800B comprises a second subset of active 

semiconductor switches and a second set of flying capacitors Cf1, Cf3 (= Cfly1, 

Cfly3) drawn with full black lines in the schematic circuit diagram while the residual 

semiconductor switches and flying capacitor(s) are marked by grey line to 

distinguish the components of the second converter section 800B from those of the 5 

first converter section 800A discussed above. The second set of active 

semiconductor switches comprises individual switches SW1, SW3, SW4, SW9, 

SW11, SW12 and SW16 which are switched either by the first clock phase, ϕ1, or by 

the second clock phase, ϕ2, as indicated on the diagram. The skilled person will 

appreciate that the second converter section 800B by appropriate selection of the 10 

second subset of active semiconductor switches can be adapted to form any of the 

previously discussed converter topologies as listed in TABLE 1 (under n = 2). The 

skilled person will appreciate that the first and second subsets of active 

semiconductor switches of the first configuration of the SC DC-DC converter 500 do 

not overlap, i.e. there is not any common semiconductor switches in the first and 15 

second subsets. Likewise, separate flying capacitors are connected to the first and 

second converter sections 800A, 800B. This non-overlap property of the active and 

passive components between the first and second converter sections 800A, 800B 

enables the latter to operate entirely independently and generate the first and 

second DC output voltages Vo1, Vo2 in an independent or uncoupled manner - for 20 

example using merely two different clock phases. This independent operation is 

advantageous to avoid cross-coupling or interference between the first and second 

DC output voltages such that a large load change at one DC output voltage does not 

induce voltage changes on the other DC output voltage. 

 25 

FIG. 9 shows schematic circuit diagrams of the first converter section 900A and the 

second converter section 900B of the SC DC-DC converter 500 arranged in a 

second exemplary configuration using the above-discussed preferred embodiment 

of the switch matrix. The skilled person will understand that the illustrated third 

exemplary configuration of the SC DC-DC converter may correspond to 30 

configuration 1 of FIG. 5. The subset of semiconductor switches and flying 

capacitors that form the first converter section 900A have been drawn with full black 

line. The residual semiconductor switches and the residual flying capacitor Cf3 are 

marked by grey lines in diagram 900A to indicate these components belong to the 
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second converter section 900B. The subset of semiconductor switches of the first 

converter section 900A comprises individual switches SW1, SW5, SW6, SW7, 

SW10, SW14 and SW15 which in conjunction with flying capacitors Cf1, Cf2 form 

the topology of the first converter section 900A. The individual switches of the first 

subset of controllable semiconductor switches are either controlled by a first clock 5 

phase ϕ1 or second clock phase ϕ2 derived from the two-phase non-overlapping 

clock generator (not shown) of the SC DC-DC converter 500 as indicated on the 

circuit diagram. The skilled person will appreciate that the controller by appropriate 

selection of the first subset of semiconductor switches of the first converter section 

900A can build the previously discussed converter topologies as listed in Table 1 10 

(under n = 2). 

 

The schematic circuit diagram of the second converter section 900B shows the 

semiconductor switches and flying capacitor of the latter drawn with full black line 

while the residual semiconductor switches and flying capacitor(s) are marked by 15 

grey line to distinguish the components of the second converter section 900B from 

those of the first converter section 900A discussed above. The second subset of 

individually controllable, or active, semiconductor switches comprises SW3, SW12, 

SW16 and SW17 in combination with flying capacitor Cf3. The semiconductor 

switches of the second subset of individually controllable semiconductor switches 20 

are switched either by the first clock phase, ϕ1, or by the second clock phase, ϕ2, as 

indicated on the diagram. The skilled person will appreciate that the controller by 

appropriate selection of second subset of active semiconductor switches can 

provide a 1/1 topology or ½ topology of the second converter section 900B. The 

skilled person will appreciate that once again the first and second subsets of 25 

individually controllable semiconductor switches do not overlap, i.e. there is not any 

common semiconductor switches in the first and second subsets. Likewise, separate 

sets of the flying capacitors are allocated to the first and second converter sections 

900A, 900B leading to the previously discussed advantages of the SC DC-DC 

converter 500.  30 

 

FIG. 10 shows a schematic circuit diagram of the first converter section 1000A of the 

SC DC-DC converter 500 arranged in a third exemplary configuration using the 

above-discussed embodiment of the switch matrix. The skilled person will 
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understand that the illustrated third exemplary configuration of the SC DC-DC 

converter may correspond to configuration 3 of FIG. 5. A first subset of active 

semiconductor switches and all available flying capacitors Cf1, Cf2, Cf3 (=Cfly1-3) 

of the first converter section 1000A have been drawn with full black line while the 

residual semiconductor switches and flying capacitors (none) are marked by grey 5 

lines to indicate the active components of the first converter section 1000A. The first 

subset of controllable active semiconductor switches comprises individual switches 

SW1, SW5, SW6, SW7, SW8, SW9, SW10, SW13, SW14, SW16 which in 

conjunction with Cf1, Cf2 and Cf3 form the topology of the first converter section 

1000A. The individual switches of the first subset of controllable semiconductor 10 

switches are either controlled by a first clock phase ϕ1 or second clock phase ϕ2 

derived from a two-phase non-overlapping clock generator (not shown) of the SC 

DC-DC converter 500 as indicated on the figure. The skilled person will appreciate 

that the controller by appropriate selection of the switches of the first subset of 

active semiconductor switches of the first converter section 1000A  can provide the 15 

previously discussed converter topologies as listed in Table 1 (under n = 3). 

 

The schematic circuit diagram of the second converter section is not shown because 

the second subset of individually controllable, or active, semiconductor switches is 

empty, i.e. without any semiconductor switches. The skilled person will appreciate 20 

that the SC DC-DC converter 500 may include a linear voltage regulator connected 

between the battery voltage Vbat and the output capacitor Co2 coupled to the 

second DC output voltage V1v8. The linear voltage regulator may, in the present 

configuration, be configured to adjust the second DC output voltage V1v8 to the 

desired target DC voltage and may comprise an NMOS common drain linear 25 

regulator in view of the relatively large voltage drop across the NMOS pass 

transistor. The skilled person will appreciate that once again the first and second 

subsets of individually controllable semiconductor switches do not overlap, i.e. there 

is not any common semiconductor switches in the first and second subsets.  

 30 

FIG. 11 shows simplified schematic block diagrams of three exemplary 

configurations - Config.1, Config.2 and Config 3 of a step-down multiple output 

switched capacitor (SC) DC-DC converter 1100 in accordance with a second 

embodiment thereof. The multiple output switched capacitor (SC) DC-DC converter 
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1100 may for example replace the previously discussed SC DC-DC converter of the 

hearing device 10 discussed in connection with FIG. 1 for supplying various circuit 

blocks with appropriate DC supply voltage. The multiple output switched capacitor 

(SC) DC-DC converter 1100 comprises two flying capacitors Cf1 and Cf2. The 

multiple output switched capacitor (SC) DC-DC converter 1100 comprises a first 5 

converter section V1v2 configured to generate a first DC output voltage (not shown) 

which may lie between nominally 0.6 V and 1.2 V depending on voltage supply 

requirements of the circuit blocks powered by the first DC output voltage Vo1. The 

SC DC-DC converter 1100 comprises a second converter section V1v8 configured 

to generate a second DC output voltage (not shown) which may lie between 10 

nominally 1.4 V and 2.2 V depending on voltage supply requirements of the circuit 

blocks powered by the second DC output voltage. The SC DC-DC converter 1100 is 

dynamically reconfigurable by enabling dynamic redistribution of the individual 

capacitors of the available set of flying capacitors Cf1 and Cf2 between the first and 

second converter sections V1v2, V1v8 similarly to the reconfigurable property of the 15 

previously discussed SC DC-DC converter 500 in accordance with the first 

embodiment. This feature enables dynamic topology changes of the first and second 

converter sections V1v2, V1v8 - e.g. carried out in response to changing load 

conditions i.e. varying load current or load power at the first and second DC output 

voltages Vo1, Vo2. The redistribution of the available set of flying capacitors Cf1 and 20 

Cf2 may be carried out by a suitable controller of the SC converter 1100. The 

controller is connected to a common switch matrix (shown om FIG. 12) of the first 

and second converter sections V1v2, V1v8 and the controllable semiconductor 

switches of the switch matrix are interconnecting the flying capacitors Cf1and Cf2 as 

discussed in additional detail below. The controller may comprise a digital state 25 

machine of the SC DC-DC converter 1100. 

As discussed before, the controller may be configured to change the respective 

topologies of the first and second converter sections V1v2, V1v8 to define various 

configurations of the converter 1100 based on a suitable topology selection rule or 

selection criterion which for example aims at maximizing the intrinsic power 30 

conversion efficiency of the entire SC DC-DC converter 1100 taking into 

consideration the Vbat voltage and the current power delivered by each of the first 

and second DC output voltages. 
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The block diagrams of the three separate configurations - Config.1, Config.2 and 

Config.3 - illustrate different load conditions at the first and second DC output 

voltages Vo1, Vo2 and a few possible ways of dynamically reconfiguring the SC DC-

DC converter 1100 by the controller following the same mechanisms as those 

discussed above in connection with the SC DC-DC converter 500. 5 

 

FIG. 12 shows a schematic circuit diagram of an exemplary switch matrix of the 

second embodiment of the multiple output SC DC-DC converter 1100 and the 

connections between the internal node sets of the switch matrix and flying 

capacitors Cf1 and Cf2. The switch matrix comprises eleven individually controllable 10 

semiconductor switches SW1 – SW11 which each may comprise a CMOS transistor 

of P-type or N-type or any other suitable switch type. The controller is connected to 

the gate terminal (now shown for simplicity) of each of the individually controllable 

semiconductor switches SW1 – SW11 to selectively arrange each switch in an on-

state and off-state. The first DC output voltage Vo1 of the SC DC-DC converter 15 

1100 The first DC output voltage Vo1 of the SC DC-DC converter 1100 is indicated 

as V1v2 and the second DC output voltage Vo2 is indicated as V1v8  and the first and 

second output capacitors Co1, Co2 are connected to the first and second DC output 

voltages, respectively. The topology of the switch matrix has been designed to allow 

independent and simultaneous operation of the first converter section and the 20 

second converter section to allow independent generation of the first DC output 

voltage and the second DC output voltage. Some embodiments of the switch matrix 

has a topology which allows all available topologies of the first and second converter 

sections to be selected and operate independently for any given configuration of the 

SC DC-DC converter 1100. Alternative embodiments of the switch matrix may have 25 

a topology which puts certain restrictions on the combinations of topologies of the 

first and second converter sections that can be selected and operate independently 

for any given configuration of the SC DC-DC converter 1100. 

 

In both instances, it is desirable to identify the specific switch matrix topology that 30 

requires the least amount of switches to implement all the desired topologies of the 

first and second converter sections in order to reduce the complexity of the 

interconnection and reduce parasitic switch capacitances associated with the 

individually controllable semiconductor switches. The latter parasitic switch 
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capacitances increase the extrinsic energy loss of the first and second converter 

sections and thereby deteriorate the total intrinsic energy efficiency of the sections. 

The topology of the present switch matrix was determined using a similar approach 

to the one discussed above, i.e. algorithmically evaluating all the possible designs of 

the capacitor interconnections, appropriately modified with the constraint of merely 5 

having two flying capacitors available.  

 

The topmost portion of FIG. 13 shows schematic circuit diagrams of the first 

converter section 1300A and the second converter section 1300B of the SC DC-DC 

converter 1100 arranged in a first exemplary configuration using the above-10 

discussed topology of the switch matrix of the SC DC-DC converter 1100. The lower 

portion of FIG. 13 shows schematic circuit diagrams of the first converter section 

1300A and the second converter section 1300B of the SC DC-DC converter 1100 

arranged in a second exemplary configuration using the above-discussed topology 

of the switch matrix of the SC DC-DC converter 1100. The skilled person will 15 

understand that the illustrated first exemplary configuration of the SC DC-DC 

converter may correspond to configuration 3 of FIG. 11 where both the available set 

of flying capacitors Cf1 and Cf2 are coupled to the second converter section 1300B. 

The second exemplary configuration of the SC DC-DC converter may correspond to 

configuration 2 of FIG. 11 where both the one of the available flying capacitors is 20 

coupled to the first converter section and the other flying capacitor is coupled to the 

second converter section 1300B. 

 

FIG. 14 shows a schematic circuit diagram of the first converter section 1300A and 

the second converter section 1300B of the SC DC-DC converter 1100 arranged in a 25 

third exemplary configuration using the above-discussed topology of the switch 

matrix of the SC DC-DC converter 1100. The first and second output capacitors 

Co1, Co2 are not shown for simplicity. The skilled person will understand that the 

illustrated third exemplary configuration of the SC DC-DC converter may correspond 

to configuration 1 of FIG. 11 where both the available set of flying capacitors Cf1 30 

and Cf2 are coupled to the first converter section 1300A. The semiconductor 

switches and flying capacitors of the first converter section 1100A have been drawn 

with full black line while the residual semiconductor switches and flying capacitors 
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are marked by grey lines as discussed above in connection with the first 

embodiment of the SC DC-DC converter 500.  

 

FIG. 15 shows one embodiment 1100 of the previously disclosed exemplary step-

down multiple output SC DC-DC converters. The DC input voltage Vbat for the 5 

present SC DC-DC converter 1100 may be supplied by a rechargeable battery 

source delivering a nominal DC voltage significantly higher than desired or optimum 

supply voltages for the respective active circuit blocks of the hearing device. The 

rechargeable battery source may for example comprise one or more Li-Ion battery 

cells that each may exhibit a nominal output voltage of about 3.7 V. Where the SC 10 

DC-DC converter 1100 is integrated in the previously discussed head-wearable 

hearing device, it is often desirable to step-down this nominal Li-Ion battery voltage 

to a first DC output voltage Vo1 around 1.2 V which is the typical voltage level of 

conventional non-rechargeable Zinc-air batteries. In addition, the active circuitry of 

the hear-wearable hearing device may also require a second and different DC 15 

supply voltage around 1.8 V for example to supply the wireless transceiver or non-

volatile memory discussed previously. Consequently, a first DC reference voltage 

Vref1 is applied at a Ref1 input of a controller 1101 of the SC DC-DC converter 

1100.  A second DC reference voltage Vref2 applied at a Ref2 input of the controller 

1101. The controller 1101 may function as a combined configuration selector for the 20 

output stage 500 and output voltage regulator for the first and second DC output 

voltages Vo1, Vo2. The output voltage regulator function of the controller 1101 may 

include a clock generator (not shown) which sets the clock frequency of the output 

stage 500 or charge pump circuit. The clock generator generates a clock signal 

sw_clk which may have an adjustable or programmable frequency in the present 25 

embodiment while alternative embodiments may use a single fixed clock frequency 

of the clock signal. A clock phase circuit 1104 is configured to derive a first pair of 

non-overlapping clock phases ϕ1-1, ϕ1-2 from the clock signal and a second pair of 

non-overlapping clock phases ϕ2-1, ϕ2-2 from the clock signal. The first pair of non-

overlapping clock phases ϕ1-1, ϕ1-2 are applied to the individually controllable 30 

semiconductor switches of the first converter section through a switch driver or 

voltage boost circuit 1110 and the second pair of non-overlapping clock phases ϕ2-1, 

ϕ2-2 are applied to the individually controllable semiconductor switches of the second 

converter section through the switch driver circuit 1110. The switch driver circuit 
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1110 is configured to raise the respective voltage levels of the first and second pair 

of non-overlapping clock phases as needed to appropriately drive the semiconductor 

switches of the output stage 500. 

    

The use of a separate pair of non-overlapping clock phases for each of the first and 5 

second converter sections has the advantage that it largely eliminates cross-

regulation problems between the first and second DC output voltages Vo1, Vo2 

generated by the first and second converter sections. The skilled person will 

understand that the clock generator and clock phase circuit 1104 may be integrally 

formed. In the present embodiment, the frequency of the clock signal is utilized to 10 

provide regulation of the first and/or second DC output voltage Vo1, Vo2 via first and 

second voltage regulation loops extending from the first and second DC output 

voltages and back to first and second voltage sense inputs, Sense1 and sense 2 of 

the controller e.g. via respective feedback wires or conductors.  

 15 

The output voltage regulator additionally comprises first and second DC reference 

voltage inputs, Ref1 and Ref2, for receipt of a first DC reference voltage Vref1 

indicating the desired or target output voltage of Vo1 and receipt of a second DC 

reference voltage Vref2 indicating the desired or target output voltage of Vo2. The 

first and second voltage regulation loops are operable to minimize a voltage 20 

difference or deviation between the respective DC reference voltage at the Vref 

inputs and the actual the DC output voltages by adjusting the respective clock 

frequencies of the pairs of non-overlapping clock phases. 

 

 25 

 

 

 

 

 30 
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CLAIMS 
 
1. A head-wearable hearing device comprising: 

a multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC converter comprising a DC input for 

receipt and conversion of a battery supply voltage into a first DC output voltage and 5 

a second DC output voltage; 

said multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC converter comprising: 

- a switch matrix comprising a plurality of individually controllable semiconductor 

switches, 

- P flying capacitors connected between respective sets of circuit nodes of the 10 

switch matrix; 

- a controller connected to respective control terminals of the plurality of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches of the switch matrix to configure:  

- a first converter section by selecting a first subset of individually controllable 

semiconductor switches and a first set of N flying capacitors to form a first converter 15 

topology configured to generate the first DC output voltage; and 

- a second converter section by selecting a second subset of individually controllable 

semiconductor switches and a second set of (P-N) flying capacitors to form a 

second converter topology configured to generate the second DC output voltage;  

- said controller being configured to select the first converter topology and second 20 

converter topology based on a topology selection rule;  

wherein P > 1; 

N is a positive integer and 0<=N<=P. 

 

2. A head-wearable hearing device according to claim 1, wherein the controller is 25 

responsive to the topology selection rule to dynamically reconfigure: 

- the first converter section by selecting a third subset of individually controllable 

semiconductor switches and a third set of M flying capacitors to form a third 

converter topology configured to generate the first DC output voltage; and 

- the second converter section by selecting a fourth subset of individually 30 

controllable semiconductor switches and a fourth set of (P-M) flying capacitors to 

form a fourth converter topology configured to generate the second DC output 

voltage; 

M is a positive integer; 0<=M<=P; and N≠M. 
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3. A head-wearable hearing device according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said multiple-

output switched capacitor DC-DC converter comprises: 

a clock generator configured to generate first and second pairs of non-overlapping 

clock phases based on a clock signal; 5 

said controller being configured to: 

- charge the first set of N flying capacitors of the first converter section during a first 

clock phase of the first pair of non-overlapping clock phases and charge the second 

set of (P-N) flying capacitors of the second converter section during a first clock 

phase of the second pair of non-overlapping clock phases; and  10 

discharge the first set of N flying capacitors during a second clock phase of the first 

pair of non-overlapping clock phases and discharge the second set of (P-N) flying 

capacitors of the second converter section  during a second phase of the second 

pair of non-overlapping clock phases. 

 15 

4. A head-wearable hearing device according to claim 3, wherein said controller is 

configured to: 

- during the first clock phase of the first pair of non-overlapping clock phases, series 

connecting the first set of N flying capacitors via the first subset of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches to charge the N flying capacitors from the DC 20 

input voltage,  

- during the first clock phase of the second pair of non-overlapping clock phases, 

series connecting the second set of (P-N) flying capacitors via the second subset of 

individually controllable semiconductor switches and charge the (P-N) flying 

capacitors from the DC input voltage, 25 

- during the second clock phase of the first pair of non-overlapping clock phases, 

parallel connecting the N flying capacitors via the first subset of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches and discharge the N flying capacitors into a first 

output capacitor connected to the first DC output voltage; and  

- during the second clock phase of the second pair of non-overlapping clock phases, 30 

parallel connecting the third set of (P-N) flying capacitors via the third subset of 

individually controllable semiconductor switches and discharge the (P-N) flying 

capacitors into a second output capacitor connected to the second DC output 

voltage. 
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5. A head-wearable hearing device according to any of the preceding claims, 

wherein said topology selection rule comprise one or more system variables 

selected from: 

- respective load currents or load powers supplied by the first and second converter 5 

sections configured to the first and second converter topologies, respectively; 

- the battery supply voltage; 

- a target or set-point voltage, Vo1, of the first DC output voltage;  

- a target or set-point voltage, Vo2, of the second DC output voltage; 

 10 

6. A head-wearable hearing device according to claim 5, wherein said topology 

selection rule maximizes: 

- a total intrinsic energy efficiency of the first and second converter sections based 

on the determined system variables; said total intrinsic energy efficiency being 

calculated according to: 15 

  

wherein: 

P1= Load power delivered by the first converter section; 

P2= Load power delivered by the second converter section; 

η1= Intrinsic energy efficiency of the first converter at the set-point voltage of the first 20 

DC output voltage; 

η2= Intrinsic energy efficiency of the second converter section at the set-point 

voltage of the second DC output voltage; 

 

η1 = VCR/iVCR = Vo1/(Vbat*iVCR); 25 

η2 = VCR/iVCR = Vo2/(Vbat*iVCR); 

 

7. A head-wearable hearing device according to claim 6, wherein said controller is 

configured to repeatedly determine: 

-  a current battery supply voltage, 30 

- respective current load currents or load powers at the first and second converter 

sections; and 
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said controller being configured to switch from a first configuration of the first and 

second converter sections to a second configuration of the first and second 

converter sections if the total intrinsic energy efficiency of the second configuration 

exceeds the total intrinsic energy efficiency of the first configuration. 

 5 

8. A head-wearable hearing device according to claim 2, wherein the controller is 

responsive to a system control signal of a signal processor, such as a 

microprocessor of the head-wearable hearing device, to dynamically reconfigure the 

first and second converter sections; said system control signal indicating an 

upcoming change of load at least one of the first and converter sections. 10 

 

9. A head-wearable hearing device according to claim 5, wherein said predetermined 

topology selection rule instructs said controller to: 

- where the load power supplied by the first converter section is at least 5 times 

larger than the load current or load power supplied by the second converter section: 15 

selecting P flying capacitors for the first topology of the first converter section and 

selecting zero (0) flying capacitors for the first topology of the second converter 

section. 

 

10. A head-wearable hearing device according to claim 5, wherein said 20 

predetermined topology selection rule instructs said controller to: 

- where the load power supplied by the second converter section is at least 5 times 

larger than the load current or load power supplied by the first converter section: 

selecting zero (0) flying capacitors for the second topology of the first converter 

section and selecting P flying capacitors for the second topology of the second 25 

converter section. 

 

11. A head-wearable hearing device according to any of claims 3-10, wherein the 

multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC converter comprises: 

- a first output voltage regulator comprising: 30 

a reference voltage input for receipt of a first DC reference voltage and a feedback 

voltage input for receipt of a feedback voltage representative of the first DC output 

voltage or the second DC output voltage, 

an error signal generator configured to combine the first DC reference voltage and 
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the feedback voltage to determine a first control signal, 

said controller being configured to generate: 

- the first pair of non-overlapping clock phases for the first subset of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches of the first converter section based on the first 

control signal; or  5 

- the second pair of non-overlapping clock phases for the second subset of 

individually controllable semiconductor switches of the second converter section 

based on the first control signal. 

 

12. A head-wearable hearing device according to any of the preceding claims, 10 

comprising at least one rechargeable battery cell for supplying the battery supply 

voltage such as one or more Li-Ion battery cell(s).  

 

13. A head-wearable hearing device according to any of the preceding claims, 

wherein P = 2, 3 or 4. 15 

 

14. A head-wearable hearing device according to any of the preceding claims, 

wherein the first and second subsets of individually controllable semiconductor 

switches of the switch matrix are non-overlapping, i.e. does not share any switch of 

the plurality of individually controllable semiconductor switches of the switch matrix. 20 

 

15. A method of dynamically configuring first and second converter sections of a 

multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC converter which comprises P flying 

capacitors connected to respective circuit nodes of a switch matrix, said method 

comprising: 25 

a) connecting a DC input of the multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC converter 

to a battery supply voltage, 

b) building the first converter section by selecting a first subset of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches of the switch matrix and a first set of N flying 

capacitors to form a first converter topology in accordance with a topology selection 30 

rule; 

c) building the second converter section by selecting a second subset of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches of the switch matrix and a second set of (P-N) 

flying capacitors to form a second converter topology in accordance with the 
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topology selection rule; 

d) generate the first DC output voltage by clocking the first subset of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches of the first converter section; 

e) generate the second DC output voltage by clocking the second subset of 

individually controllable semiconductor switches of the second converter section;  5 

wherein P is a positive integer larger than 1; 

N is a positive integer between 0 and P. 

 

 

 10 
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ABSTRACT  
The present invention relates to a head-wearable hearing device comprising a 

multiple-output switched capacitor DC-DC converter. Said multiple-output switched 

capacitor DC-DC converter comprises a switch matrix comprising a plurality of 

individually controllable semiconductor switches and a plurality of flying capacitors 5 

connected between respective sets of circuit nodes of the switch matrix. A controller 

is connected to respective control terminals of the plurality of individually controllable 

semiconductor switches of the switch matrix to configure first and second converter 

sections to form first and second converter topologies, respectively, based on a 

topology selection rule. 10 

 

 
(FIG. 6 for publication) 
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FIG. 14
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HEARING DEVICE COMPRISING SWITCHED CAPACITOR DC-DC 

CONVERTER WITH LOW ELECTROMAGNETIC EMISSION 

The present invention relates to a head-wearable hearing device which comprises a 

magnetic inductance antenna having a predetermined resonance period for receipt 

of wireless data signals and a switched capacitor DC-DC converter configured for 5 

converting a DC input voltage into a higher or lower DC output voltage in 

accordance with a clock signal. The charge pump circuit is configured to charge an 

output capacitor by output current pulses where the output current pulses at least 

comprise first and second consecutive output current pulses having a mutual pulse 

delay corresponding to substantially one-half of the predetermined resonance period 10 

of the magnetic inductance antenna. 

 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Switched capacitor DC-DC power converters are known in the art and have 

previously been utilized in various types of head-wearable hearing devices such as 15 

hearing aids and hearing instruments. Switched capacitor DC-DC power converters 

are often utilized to convert a DC input voltage delivered by an energy or power 

source, such as a rechargeable battery, of the hearing device into a higher or lower 

DC output voltage suitable for various types of active components of the device. 

Switched capacitor DC-DC power converters possess certain attractive properties 20 

compared to their inductor-based counterparts - for example a relatively low level of 

electromagnetic emission due to the lack of stored energy in magnetic fields of 

inductors. Dimensions of switched capacitor DC-DC power converters may be 

compact and their energy conversion efficiency relatively high. Different topologies 

of switched capacitor DC-DC power converters are capable of providing DC voltage 25 

step-up (i.e. boost) and DC voltage step-down (i.e. buck) with a topology dependent 

optimum voltage conversion ratio for example 1:2 or 1:3 step-up conversion and 2:1 

and 3:1 step-down conversion. 

 

The head-wearable hearing devices may additionally comprises a magnetic 30 

inductance antenna for receipt and/or transmission of magnetically coupled wireless 

data signals through a wireless communication channel or link. The wireless 

communication channel may form part of an ear-to-ear communication system of a 
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binaural hearing aid system allowing data signals and digital audio signals to be 

exchanged between the head-wearable hearing device and another head-wearable 

hearing device mounted at, or in, the user’s opposite ear. Co-existence of the 

magnetic inductance antenna and the switched capacitor DC-DC converter often 

represents a significant challenge because of the very compact dimension of a 5 

housing of the head-wearable hearing device. The compact housing dimensions 

limit the maximum physical distance between the magnetic inductance antenna and 

the DC-DC power converter and its associated wiring and external components. 

Hence, pulsed electromagnetic noise bursts caused by charging current pulses 

running in the flying capacitor(s) and output capacitor(s) of the switched capacitor 10 

DC-DC converter are rather effectively coupled into the magnetic inductance 

antenna as interfering noise pulses that deteriorate reception of the desired wireless 

digital data signals.  

 

Hence, there remains a need in the art for improvements of switched capacitor DC-15 

DC converters to achieve reductions of electromagnetic noise disturbances of 

magnetic inductance antennas of head-wearable hearing devices like hearing aids and 

headsets. 

 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 20 

A first aspect of the invention relates to a head-wearable hearing device comprising: 

- a magnetic inductance antenna for receipt of wireless data signals through a 

wireless communication channel; said magnetic inductance antenna exhibiting a 

predetermined resonance period; 

- a switched capacitor DC-DC converter configured for converting a DC input 25 

voltage into a higher or lower DC output voltage in accordance with a clock signal. 

The switched capacitor DC-DC converter is comprising a charge pump circuit 

configured to charge an output capacitor by output current pulses; the charge pump 

circuit configured for, in a first state, charge the output capacitor and a flying 

capacitor from the DC input voltage; and, in a second state, discharge the flying 30 

capacitor into the output capacitor; wherein the output current pulses at least 

comprise first and second consecutive output current pulses with a mutual pulse 

delay corresponding to substantially one-half of the predetermined resonance period 

of the magnetic inductance antenna.  
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The head-wearable hearing device may be a hearing aid, such as a BTE, RIE, ITE, ITC, 

or CIC, etc., hearing aid. The hearing aid may comprise one or several microphone(s) 

for picking-up sound from the external environment of the hearing instrument and 

generate a first audio signal in response. The head-wearable hearing device may 

alternatively be a headset, headphone, earphone, ear defender, or earmuff, etc., such 5 

as an Ear-Hook, In-Ear, On-Ear, Over-the-Ear, Behind-the-Neck, Helmet, or Headguard, 

etc.  

 

The flying capacitor may comprise an external capacitor relative to an integrated 

circuit on which the switched capacitor DC-DC converter is integrated together with 10 

other active circuit blocks of the head-wearable hearing device. The flying capacitor 

may in the alternative be fully integrated on the integrated circuit, i.e. an on-chip 

capacitor integrally formed on a semiconductor die or substrate of the integrated 

circuit. In both cases, the skilled person will understand that the output current pulses 

flowing through the output capacitor, the flying capacitor and associated wiring lead 15 

to the emission of the previously discussed magnetic or electromagnetic noise 

pulses or switching noise that are coupled into the magnetic inductance antenna as 

interfering switching noise. However, by setting the mutual pulse delay between the 

first and second consecutive output, or charging, current pulses substantially equal 

to one-half of the predetermined resonance period of the magnetic inductance 20 

antenna, the level of the switching noise induced in the magnetic inductance 

antenna can be markedly reduced. This reduction of the switching noise level is 

achieved by destructive interference between first and second consecutive switching 

noise pulses induced in the magnetic inductance antenna by the first and second 

consecutive output current pulses, respectively, as discussed in further detail below 25 

with reference to the appended drawings. The skilled person will appreciate that the 

charge pump circuit repeatedly generates output current pulses to repeatedly 

charge the output capacitor and control the DC output voltage during operation. The 

output current pulses will therefore typically comprise multiple pairs of consecutive 

output current pulses each pair having the mutual pulse delay of substantially one-30 

half of the predetermined resonance period of the magnetic inductance antenna.  

 

The skilled person will likewise understand that the cancellation or suppression of 

the interfering switching noise in the magnetic inductance antenna is generally most 
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effective, or optimal, if the mutual pulse delay between the first and second output 

current pulses equals one-half of the predetermined resonance period of the 

magnetic inductance antenna. However, considerable suppression of the interfering 

switching noise is also achieved at minor deviations of the mutual pulse delay from 

this optimum value and therefore falls within the scope of the invention. Hence, in 5 

the present specification the qualifier “substantially” with respect to the mutual pulse 

delay preferably means mutual pulse delays which equal one-half of the 

predetermined resonance period of the magnetic inductance antenna within a 

tolerance of +/- 50 %, or more preferably within +/- 25 %, or even more preferably 

within +/- 10 %. Hence, with a 100 ns resonance period of the magnetic inductance 10 

antenna (corresponding to an antenna tuning frequency of 10 MHz), the optimum 

mutual pulse delay is 50 ns, i.e. equaling one-half of the 100 ns resonance period, 

while significant suppression of the interfering switching noise in the magnetic 

inductance antenna is still achieved with mutual pulse delays between 25 ns and 75 

ns, i.e. 50 ns +/- 50 %. Even better suppression is achieved of the interfering 15 

switching noise is achieved with mutual pulse delays between 37.5 ns and 62.5 ns, 

i.e. 50 ns +/- 25 %. Consequently, a significant suppression of the interfering 

switching noise is achieved even under conditions where the mutual pulse delay 

deviates from the optimum value within the above-mentioned preferred upper and 

lower bounds as discussed in additional detail below with reference to the appended 20 

drawings. This property makes the suppression of the interfering switching noise 

robust against practical variations of the clock signal frequency and antenna tuning 

frequency - for example caused by component tolerances, ageing effects, 

temperature drift etc. 

 25 

The charge pump circuit may comprise a switch array driven by first and second 

non-overlapping clock phases derived from the clock signal wherein said first and 

second non-overlapping clock phases are defining the first state and second state, 

respectively, of the charge pump circuit. The first state of the charge pump circuit 

may comprise a charging of the flying capacitor and output capacitor and the second 30 

state of the charge pump circuit may comprise discharging the flying capacitor into 

the output capacitor as discussed in additional detail below with reference to the 

appended drawings. The switch array may at least comprise first and second 

controllable semiconductor switches driven by the first clock phase for connecting 
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the flying capacitor between the DC input voltage and the output capacitor during 

the first clock phase. The switch array may additionally comprise third and fourth 

controllable semiconductor switches driven by the second clock phase for 

connecting the flying capacitor to the output capacitor during the second clock 

phase. 5 

 

The predetermined resonance period of the magnetic inductance antenna may lie 

between 20 ns and 200 ns. These time periods correspond to a resonance or tuning 

frequency of the magnetic inductance antenna between 50 MHz and 5 MHz, 

respectively. 10 

 

The frequency of the clock signal of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter may lie 

between 250 kHz and 4 MHz such as between 500 kHz and 2.0 MHz. The 

frequency of the clock signal may set the switching frequency of the charge pump 

circuit since the first and second clock phases are derived from the clock signal. 15 

 

Some embodiments of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter may utilize a so-

called pulse-skipping mechanism to achieve regulation of the DC output voltage. In 

this embodiment, the time span between consecutive clock pulses of the clock 

signal varies depending on the load. According to this embodiment, each clock 20 

pulse of the consecutive clock pulses has a length substantially equal to one-half of 

the predetermined resonance period, where substantially again means preferably 

within a tolerance of +/- 50 %. In addition, the charge pump circuit is configured to 

producing the first output current pulse of the output current pulses in response to 

an on-state transition of the first clock phase and producing the second consecutive 25 

output current pulse of the output current pulses in response to an on-state 

transition of the second clock phase. 

 

According to another embodiment of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter, the 

cycle time of the clock signal is longer than one-half of the predetermined resonance 30 

period - for example between 5 times and 20 times longer to reduce the switching 

frequency of the charge pump circuit and reduce its power consumption. According 

to this embodiment, the charge pump circuit is configured to generate a pair of 

consecutive output current pulses during the first clock phase and generate a pair of 
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consecutive output current pulses during the second clock phase. The charge pump 

circuit may therefore be configured to: 

- producing the first output current pulse of the output current pulses in response to 

an on-state transition of the first clock phase to at least partially charge the flying 

capacitor;  5 

- producing the second, and consecutive, output current pulse, of the output current 

pulses, at the mutual pulse delay relative to the on-state transition of the first clock 

phase to increase the charge of the flying capacitor; and  

- producing a third output current pulse of the output current pulses in response to 

an on-state transition of the second clock phase to partially discharge the flying 10 

capacitor;  

- producing a fourth output current pulse, consecutive to the third output current 

pulse, of the output current pulses at the mutual pulse delay relative to the on-state 

transition of the second clock phase to further discharge the flying capacitor.  

 15 

According to certain embodiments of the invention, each of the first and second, 

controllable semiconductor switches comprises at least two individually controllable 

switch segments to selectively generate the first and second output current pulses 

by turning-on the least two individually controllable switch segments. According to 

one such embodiment, each of the first and second controllable semiconductor 20 

switches comprises individually controllable first and second switch segments 

controlled by first and second segment phases, respectively, derived from the first 

clock phase, to produce the first and second charging current pulses; wherein on-set 

or transition of the second segment phase is delayed relative to on-set or transition 

of the first segment phase by the mutual pulse delay. Likewise, each of the third and 25 

fourth controllable semiconductor switches preferably comprises individually 

controllable first and second switch segments controlled by third and fourth segment 

phases, respectively, derived from the second clock phase, to produce the third and 

fourth consecutive output current pulses; wherein on-set or transition of the fourth 

segment phase is delayed relative to on-set or transition of the third segment phase 30 

by the mutual pulse delay. 

 

The skilled person will understand that the cancellation or suppression of the 

interfering switching noise in the magnetic inductance antenna generally is most 
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effective if the waveforms of the first and second output current pulses are identical 

or at least largely identical. The same constraints naturally apply to all the pairs of 

consecutive output current pulses. Some embodiments of the charge pump circuit 

are therefore configured to produce identical polarities and substantially identical 

peak currents of the first and second consecutive output current pulses. The 5 

substantially identical peak currents may be achieved when a peak current 

difference between the first and second output current pulses is less than +/- 50 %, 

more preferably less than +/- 25 %, even more preferably less than +/- 10 %.  

 

According to certain embodiments of the invention, the respective peak currents of 10 

the first and second consecutive output current pulses are controlled by selecting 

appropriate on-resistances of the first and second individually controllable switch 

segments of each of the controllable semiconductor switches of the charge pump 

circuit. In one such embodiment the respective on-resistances of the first and 

second individually controllable switch segments of each of the first and second 15 

controllable semiconductor switches are selected to produce the substantially 

identical peak currents of the first and second consecutive output current pulses of 

the output current pulses, and on-resistances of the first and second individually 

controllable switch segments of each of the third and fourth controllable 

semiconductor switches are selected to produce the substantially identical peak 20 

currents of the third and fourth consecutive output current pulses. 

 

The DC input voltage of the switched capacitor DC-DC power converter may be 

supplied by rechargeable battery cell(s) or disposable battery cell or cells. The 

battery cell or cells may for example comprise a disposable Zn-Air battery or may 25 

comprise at least one rechargeable Li-Ion battery cell. In the latter embodiment, the 

least one rechargeable Li-Ion battery cell may deliver a nominal DC input voltage at 

around 4.0 V for the switched capacitor DC-DC converter. The switched capacitor 

DC-DC converter may in the latter embodiment be configured to step-down the 

received DC input voltage with a factor of approximately 2:1 and/or 3:1, depending 30 

on a charging state of the Li-Ion battery cell, to supply DC output voltage level of 

about 1.2 V.  
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However, the skilled person will understand the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 

may be configured to step-up the batter supply voltage with certain ratios, e.g. 1:2 

and/or 1:3, for other types of rechargeable battery sources delivering nominal 

battery voltages below 1.2 V. 

 5 

The head-wearable hearing device may comprise various active components and 

audio transducers for receipt of incoming speech and other sound signals, 

processing of received sound signals and conversion of the processed sound 

signals into a corresponding output sound signal for application to a user’s ear 

and/or transmission to a remote listener. The head-wearable hearing device may 10 

comprise a hearing aid which additionally comprises: 

- a control and processing circuit comprising: 

- a first audio input channel for receipt of a first audio signal and a signal processor 

for receipt and processing of the first audio signal for generating a compensated 

microphone signal according to a hearing loss of a user;  15 

- a class D output amplifier for receipt of the compensated microphone signal and 

generation of a modulated output signal at a predetermined modulation frequency,   

- a miniature receiver or loudspeaker for receipt of the modulated output signal and 

generation of output sound signal for application to a user’s ear. The compensated 

microphone signal may be embedded or encoded in the wireless data signals 20 

transmitted by the magnetic inductance antenna. The compensated microphone 

signal may be transmitted to another hearing aid comprising a corresponding 

magnetic inductance antenna and compatible receipt and decoding circuitry for the 

encoded wireless data signals.  

 25 

The first audio signal may be derived from a microphone of the hearing aid or may 

be derived from the wireless data signals supplied by the magnetic inductance 

antenna by appropriate decoding. Hence, the wireless data signals may be supplied 

by a remote audio signal source such as a portable microphone, another hearing 

instrument or a mobile phone etc. The class D output amplifier may be powered 30 

directly by the DC output voltage supplied by the switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter.  

 

The signal processor may comprise dedicated digital logic circuitry, a software 
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programmable processor or any combination thereof. As used herein, the terms 

"processor”, “signal processor”, “controller”, "system", etc., are intended to refer to 

microprocessor or CPU-related entities, either hardware, a combination of hardware 

and software, software, or software in execution. For example, a "processor”, “signal 

processor”, “controller”, "system", etc., may be, but is not limited to being, a process 5 

running on a processor, a processor, an object, an executable file, a thread of 

execution, and/or a program. By way of illustration, the terms "processor”, “signal 

processor”, “controller”, "system", etc., designate both an application running on a 

processor and a hardware processor. One or more "processors”, “signal 

processors”, “controllers”, "systems" and the like, or any combination hereof, may 10 

reside within a process and/or thread of execution, and one or more "processors”, 

“signal processors”, “controllers”, "systems", etc., or any combination hereof, may be 

localized on one hardware processor, possibly in combination with other hardware 

circuitry, and/or distributed between two or more hardware processors, possibly in 

combination with other hardware circuitry. Also, a processor (or similar terms) may 15 

be any component or any combination of components that is capable of performing 

signal processing. For examples, the signal processor may be an ASIC processor, a 

FPGA processor, a general purpose processor, a microprocessor, a circuit 

component, or an integrated circuit. 

 20 

A second aspect of the invention relates to a method of reducing electromagnetic 

noise disturbances of a magnetic inductance antenna caused by a switched 

capacitor DC-DC converter of a head-wearable hearing device; The methodology 

comprising: 

a) generating a clock signal; 25 

b) applying the clock signal to the switched capacitor DC-DC converter to convert a 

DC input voltage into a higher or lower DC output voltage at an output capacitor, 

c) supplying output current pulses into the output capacitor for charging the output 

capacitor, 

e) setting a time delay between at least first and second consecutive output current 30 

pulses of the output current pulses equal to substantially one-half of a 

predetermined resonance period of the magnetic inductance antenna, 

f) repeating step e) multiple times in accordance with the clock signal to apply 

multiple pairs of consecutive output current pulses to the output capacitor over time 
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to repeatedly charge the output capacitor. 

 

One embodiment of this methodology additionally comprises: 

g) deriving first and second non-overlapping clock phases from the clock signal, 

h) charge the flying capacitor and the output capacitor by the DC input voltage 5 

during a first clock phase,  

i) discharge the flying capacitor into the output capacitor during the second clock 

phase. 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 10 

Embodiments of the invention are described in more detail below with reference to 

the appended drawings, in which:  

FIG. 1 shows a simplified schematic block diagram of an head wearable hearing 

device comprising an exemplary switched capacitor DC-DC converter and a 

magnetic inductance antenna according to embodiments of the invention; 15 

FIG. 2 shows simplified schematic block diagrams of first and second exemplary 

charge pump circuits for the exemplary switched capacitor DC-DC converter 

according to embodiments of the invention, 

FIG. 3A) illustrates a generally applicable electrical model of a switched capacitor 

DC-DC converter, 20 

FIG. 3B) shows a model of a loss resistance Req of an exemplary charge pump 

circuit comprising a plurality of multi-segmented semiconductor switches, 

FIG. 4 shows a block diagram of an exemplary switched capacitor (SC) DC-DC 

converter in accordance with various embodiments of the invention,  

FIG. 5 shows simplified block diagrams of a charge state and a discharge state of 25 

an exemplary charge pump circuit and corresponding input and output current 

pulses, 

FIG. 6 illustrates schematically noise or disturbance signals induced in the magnetic 

inductance antenna by the output charging current pulses flowing in the charge 

pump circuit of the exemplary switched capacitor DC-DC converter, 30 

FIG.7 illustrates various signal waveforms associated with the operation of the 

charge pump circuit and how suppression of the noise or disturbance signals 

induced in the magnetic inductance antenna by the output current pulses is 

achieved in accordance with one embodiment of the invention, 
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FIG. 8 illustrates various signal waveforms associated with the operation of the 

charge pump circuit and corresponding electromagnetic noise signals induced in the 

magnetic inductance antenna by the output charging current pulses of a prior art SC 

DC-DC converter and a SC DC-DC converter embodiment of the present invention. 

 5 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

In the following, various exemplary embodiments of a head wearable hearing 

device, e.g. a hearing aid, comprising a switched capacitor DC-DC converter and a 

magnetic inductance antenna are described with reference to the appended 

drawings. The skilled person will understand that the appended drawings are 10 

schematic and simplified for clarity and therefore merely show details which are 

essential to the understanding of the invention, while other details have been left 

out. Like reference numerals refer to like elements or components throughout. Like 

elements or components will therefore not necessarily be described in detail with 

respect to each figure. The skilled person will further appreciate that certain actions 15 

and/or steps may be described or depicted in a particular order of occurrence while 

those skilled in the art will understand that such specificity with respect to sequence 

is not actually required. 

 

FIG. 1 shows a simplified schematic block diagram of an exemplary hearing aid or 20 

headset 10 comprising a switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 according to any 

of the below-described embodiments thereof. The hearing aid 10 may comprise any 

type of hearing aid housing style such as Behind-the-Ear (BTE), In-the-Canal (ITC), 

Completely-in-Canal (CIC), RIC etc. for arrangement in, or at, a user’s ear. The DC 

input voltage input Vin of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 may be 25 

supplied by a rechargeable battery cell or cells or an ordinary disposable Zn-air 

battery cell - VDD. In either case, the battery source may be connected to the hearing 

instrument circuitry through a positive power supply terminal 19. The skilled person 

will understand that the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 may serve to step-

up or step-down a DC voltage level supplied by the battery source VDD to a higher or 30 

lower DC voltage level which is better adapted to the active circuitry, e.g. leading to 

a lower power consumption, for active circuits or circuit blocks of the hearing aid 10. 

The battery source may for example comprise at least one rechargeable Li-Ion 

battery cell and may hence supply a nominal DC input voltage Vin at around 4.0 V 
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for the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100. The switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter 100 may in that embodiment be configured to step-down the received DC 

input voltage with a factor of approximately 2:1 and/or 3:1, depending on a charging 

state of the Li-Ion battery cell, to supply a DC output voltage Vout of about 1.2 V. An 

output/smoothing capacitor Cout is connected to an output of the switched capacitor 5 

DC-DC converter 100 to supply and smooth the DC output voltage Vout. The 

switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 additionally comprise at least one flying 

capacitor Cfly that is connected to a charge pump circuit (not shown) and switch 

array of the converter 100 as discussed in additional detail below. The capacitance 

of the output/smoothing capacitor Cout may be larger than 500 nF, such as between 10 

1 and 10 µF, while the capacitance of the flying capacitor Cfly may lie between 10 nF 

and 500 nF if the capacitor is an external component. The output/smoothing 

capacitor and the flying capacitor may both be external to an integrated circuit on 

which the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 is formed together with other 

active circuit blocks of the hearing instrument. In alternative embodiments of the 15 

switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100, the flying capacitor Cfly may be integrated 

on the integrated circuit. The DC output voltage Vout supplied by the switched 

capacitor DC-DC converter 100 may in certain embodiments of the hearing aid 10 

be utilized to directly power a class D output amplifier 113 of the hearing aid as 

illustrated. 20 

 

The hearing aid 10 additionally comprises at least one microphone M1 configured to 

generate a first audio signal in response to incoming sound at the hearing aid 10. 

The first audio signal is amplified/buffered and digitized in an input channel 120 for 

example comprising a microphone preamplifier and analog-to-digital converter 120 25 

(Σ∆1) to provide a digital microphone signal to an appropriate input port or channel 

of the control and processing circuit 109. The control and processing circuit 109 may 

comprise a software programmable DSP core and be adapted to applying one or 

more signal processing functions to the digital microphone signal under control of a 

set of executable program instructions or code. The one or more signal processing 30 

functions are preferably adapted to process the digital microphone signal according 

to a hearing loss of a user of the hearing aid 10 such that an appropriately 

compensated microphone signal is supplied to the user or patient via the miniature 

loudspeaker 119. These signal processing functions may comprise different 
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processing parameters of functions like non-linear amplification, noise reduction, 

frequency response shaping etc. Hence, various processing parameters of the one 

or more signal processing functions may have been determined during a preceding 

hearing aid fitting session with the user at an audiologist office and loaded into a 

non-volatile data memory space of the DSP. The control and processing circuit 109 5 

is clocked by a master clock signal supplied by a master/system clock generator 115 

and the clock frequency may lie above 2 MHz for example between 2 and 40 MHz. 

The switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 may be clocked by a clock signal 117 

supplied by the control and processing circuit 109 and possibly derived from the 

master/system clock generator 115 for example by division of a master clock 10 

frequency. Hence, the charge pump circuit of the switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter 100 is switched in accordance with the clock signal 117 for example by 

deriving appropriate non-overlapping clock phases from the clock signal as 

discussed below. 

 15 

The hearing aid 10 additionally comprises a magnetic inductance antenna 105 for 

receipt of wireless data signals through a wireless communication channel or link. 

The wireless communication channel may form part of an ear-to-ear communication 

link of a binaural hearing aid system allowing digital data signals and digital audio 

signals to be exchanged between the present hearing aid 10 and another hearing 20 

aid (not shown) mounted at or in the user’s opposite ear. The magnetic inductance 

antenna 105 is tuned to a resonance frequency, i.e. exhibiting a predetermined 

resonance period, set by an LC time constant formed by an inductance component 

Lant and a capacitance component Cant of the magnetic inductance antenna 105. The 

inductance component Lant may be provided by a coil or inductor. The magnetic 25 

inductance antenna 105 may be tuned to a resonance frequency between 5 and 20 

MHz depending on requirement of the particular application in question. The Q 

factor of the magnetic inductance antenna 105 may be determined by a resistance 

arranged in series or parallel with the inductance component Lant and/or capacitance 

component Cant either as a parasitic circuit resistance (e.g. resistance of windings of 30 

the coil of Lant or as a separate resistor. The Q factor may for example lie between 

10 and 50 such as between 16 and 32. It is generally desirable to design the 

magnetic inductance antenna 105 with a relatively large Q factor to suppress out-of-

band electromagnetic noise of the environment in the antenna signal. The magnetic 
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inductance antenna 105 is coupled to a wireless receiver and decoder 104 for 

decoding of the wireless data signals received through the communication link. The  

wireless data signals may comprise a second audio signal that coupled into the 

control and processing circuit 109 as an alternative audio input path, or as 

supplementary audio path, to the first audio signal delivered by the microphone M1.     5 

 

However, the magnetic inductance antenna 105 is sensitive to electromagnetic 

switching noise emitted by the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 during its 

operation. The electromagnetic switching noise is, for example, caused by output or 

charging current pulses of the charging current Iout flowing through the flying 10 

capacitor Cfly and its associated pads and wiring and charging current flowing 

through the output/smoothing capacitor Cout. The coupling of electromagnetic 

switching noise from the charging current Iout to the magnetic inductance antenna 

105 is schematically illustrated by the magnetic coupling arrow 108. This noise 

sensitivity of the magnetic inductance antenna 105 is often augmented by a 15 

relatively close proximity of the switching frequency of the charge pump circuit and 

the resonance frequency or period of the magnetic inductance antenna 105. The 

switching frequency of the DC-DC converter 100 may typically be placed 

somewhere in a range between 250 kHz and 4 MHz such as between 500 kHz and 

2.0 MHz which may be optimal to minimize power consumption of the DC-DC 20 

converter. The resonance frequency of the magnetic inductance antenna 105 may 

be situated between 10 MHz and 50 MHz such as at 20 MHz. The pulsed nature of 

the output or charging current Iout which comprises multiple pairs of charging current 

pulses each pulse possessing a large dI/dt ratio spreads frequency components of 

the emitted switching noise across the resonance frequency range or period of the 25 

magnetic inductance antenna 105. Therefore, interfering with, and disturbing, 

reception of the desired wireless data signals over the magnetic inductance antenna 

105. The present invention reduces the level of switching noise induced in the 

antenna signal of the magnetic inductance antenna 105 by adjusting the mutual 

delay time between the individual output currents pulses of each pair of the output 30 

current pulses of the charge pump circuit as discussed in further detail below.  

 

The topmost section of FIG. 2 shows a simplified schematic block diagram of a first 

exemplary charge pump circuit 200 of the previously discussed switched capacitor 
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DC-DC converter 100 in accordance with a first embodiment of the invention. The 

exemplary switched capacitor DC-DC converter has a step-down topology for 

converting the DC input voltage Vin into a DC output voltage Vou t of approximately 

one-half of the DC input voltage. The charge pump circuit 200 comprises the 

previously discussed internal, or external, flying capacitor Cfly, the output/smoothing 5 

capacitor Cout and a switch array including a first controllable semiconductor switch 

SW1, a second controllable semiconductor switch SW2, a third controllable 

semiconductor switch SW3 and a fourth controllable semiconductor switch SW4. 

Switches SW1 and SW2 are driven by a first clock phase p1 derived from the 

previously discussed clock signal applied to the switched capacitor DC-DC 10 

converter 100 and switches SW3 and SW4 are driven by a second clock phase p2 

derived from the clock signal as schematically illustrated on the drawing. The first 

and second clock phases p1 and p2 are complementary and non-overlapping. The 

DC input voltage Vin for the charge pump circuit 200 is applied to an input of the 

switch SW1 and the DC output voltage Vout is delivered at output/smoothing 15 

capacitor Cout. A load (not shown) of the charge pump circuit 200 may be connected 

across the output/smoothing capacitor Cout and the skilled person will understand 

the latter supplies energy to the load during both the charge state and discharge 

state of the charge pump circuit as shown on state diagrams 200a, 200b. In the 

state diagram 200a, the flying capacitor Cfly is charged from, or by, the DC input 20 

voltage and the output capacitor Cout likewise charged from the DC input voltage.   

The skilled person will appreciate that each of the controllable semiconductor 

switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 may comprise one or several paralleled 

MOSFET(s), e.g. NMOS transistor(s) or PMOS transistor(s), or a combination of 

MOSFETs, as the small size, large off-resistance and low on-resistance of MOSFET 25 

switches are advantageous properties in numerous applications of the charge pump 

circuit 200.  

 

In the present step-down topology of the charge pump circuit 200, SW1 is 

connected between the DC input voltage and a positive terminal of the flying 30 

capacitor; SW2 is connected between a negative terminal of the flying capacitor and 

the DC output voltage. In an alternative 1:2 step-up embodiment, SW2 is connected 

between the negative terminal of the flying capacitor and a negative DC supply rail, 

such as GND. SW3 is connected between the negative terminal of the flying 
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capacitor and the negative DC supply rail - e.g. GND. In the alternative 1:2 step-up 

embodiment, SW3 is connected between the negative terminal of the flying 

capacitor and the DC input voltage. SW4 is connected between the positive terminal 

of the flying capacitor and the DC output voltage. During operation of the charge 

pump circuit 200, the first and second switches SW1, SW2 are switched between 5 

respective on-states and off-states in accordance with the first clock phase p1 and 

the third and fourth switches SW3, SW4 are switched between respective on-states 

and off-states in accordance with the second clock phase p2. Hence, the switch 

array is configured to, in or during the first clock phase, charge the flying capacitor 

Cfly from the DC input voltage Vin through the on-resistances of SW1 and SW2. The 10 

combined on-resistance of SW1 and SW2 is schematically represented by resistor 

2*RSW. Furthermore, during the first clock phase, the switches SW3 and SW4 are off 

or non-conducting or off which lead to the equivalent schematic circuit diagram 

200a. As illustrated, the flying capacitor Cfly and output capacitor Cout are effectively 

connected in series between the DC input voltage Vin and GND. In this manner the 15 

output capacitor is charged by the output current pulses of Iout to approximately one-

half of the DC input voltage by periodically switching between the first and second 

clock phases in steady state operation when the load current from the DC output 

voltage of the charge pump circuit 200 is zero. The flying capacitor Cfly is 

simultaneously charged by the input current Iin supplied by the DC input voltage Vin 20 

through SW1 by similar input current pulses. The switch array is configured to 

discharge the flying capacitor Cfly into the output capacitor Cout during the second 

clock phase p2 using a charge sharing mechanism due to the parallel connection of 

the flying capacitor and output capacitor by the output current pulses of Iout flowing 

through the on-resistances of the conducting switches SW3 and SW4. During the 25 

second clock phase, the switches SW1 and SW2 are off, i.e. or non-conducting, 

which leads to the equivalent schematic circuit diagram 200b. As illustrated, the 

flying capacitor Cfly and output capacitor Cout are effectively connected in parallel 

and disconnected from the DC input voltage Vin. However, the output current Iout is 

now flowing through the on-resistances of the conducting switches SW3 and SW4. 30 

The skilled person will appreciate that each of the controllable semiconductor 

switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 may comprises a control terminal (not shown), 

e.g. a gate terminal for MOSFETs, to which the first or second clock phases p1, p2 
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are applied to selectively switch the controllable semiconductor switch in question 

between its on-state and off-state.  

 

The bottom section of FIG. 2 shows a simplified schematic block diagram of a first 

exemplary charge pump circuit 200-1 of the previously discussed switched capacitor 5 

DC-DC converter 100 in accordance with a second embodiment of the invention. 

The present embodiment of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 200-1 

possesses a 3:1 step-down topology configured for converting the DC input voltage 

Vin into a DC output voltage Vout of approximately one-third of the DC input voltage. 

The present charge pump circuit 200-1 comprises, in contrast to the previously 10 

discussed pump circuit 200, two separate flying capacitors – a first flying capacitor 

Cfly1 and a second flying capacitor Cfly2. The charge pump circuit 200-1 comprises 

additionally an output/smoothing capacitor Cout and a switch array including a total of 

seven controllable semiconductor switches controlled by respective clock phases of 

the first and second non-overlapping clock phases p1, p2 as illustrated. During 15 

operation of the charge pump circuit 200-1, the switch array, comprising a total of 

seven controllable semiconductor switches, is configured to, in or during the first 

clock phase, simultaneously charge the first flying capacitor Cfly1 and second flying 

capacitor Cfly2 from the DC input voltage Vin through the on-resistances of active 

switches. Furthermore, during the first clock phase, the switches operated by the 20 

second clock phase p2 are off or non-conducting which leads to the equivalent 

schematic circuit diagram 200-1a. As illustrated, the first and second flying 

capacitors and the output capacitor Cout are effectively connected in series between 

the DC input voltage Vin and GND, or another negative supply rail, such that the 

output voltage is charged to approximately one-third of the DC input voltage in 25 

steady state operation of the pump circuit for the reasons discussed above in 

connection with the first charge pump circuit 200. The switch array is configured to, 

during the second clock phase p2, discharge the first and second flying capacitors 

into the output capacitor Cout through a charge sharing mechanism caused by the 

parallel connection of the first and second flying capacitors and the output capacitor 30 

through the respective on-resistances of the active/conducting switches of the 

switch array. During the second clock phase, the switches operated by the first clock 

phase p1 are off or non-conducting while the switches operated by the second clock 
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phase p2 are on or conducting which lead to the equivalent schematic circuit 

diagram 200-1b of the charge pump circuit 200-1. As illustrated, the first and second 

flying capacitors Cfly1 and Cfly2 and the output capacitor Cout are effectively connected 

in parallel and disconnected from the DC input voltage Vin. 

 5 

FIG. 3A) shows a generally applicable model 300 of a switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter which model is discussed below to highlight some of the properties of the  

switched capacitor DC-DC converter in accordance with the invention. The DC input 

voltage Vin feeds input power or energy to switched capacitor DC-DC converter and 

during operation the latter generates the DC output voltage Vout which may be higher 10 

or lower than the DC input voltage depending on the topology of the switched 

capacitor DC-DC converter as discussed above. The switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter is particularly efficient when the nominal DC input voltage and DC output 

voltage are related by an certain ratio, illustrated by VCR, such as  1/3 or ½ or 2/3 or 

2, or 3 or 5 etc. Hence, the model 300 of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 15 

comprises an ideal transformer 302 with a variable winding ratio as set by the VCR 

and an equivalent loss resistance Req connected in series with a secondary winding 

of the transformer 302.  

 

The loss resistance Req comprises two separate resistance components:  20 

1) a first resistance component representing an equivalent output resistance 

associated with switching of the one or more flying capacitors at the clock frequency 

of the clock signal driving the first and second clock phases. The skilled person will 

understand that this equivalent output resistance is inversely proportional to the 

clock frequency such that increasing clock frequency leads to decreasing equivalent 25 

output resistance; and 

2) a second resistance component representing the combined on-resistance of the 

active semiconductor switches in any particular clock phase, e.g. on-resistances of 

the switches SW1 and SW2 in the first clock phase p1 of the previously discussed 

exemplary 2:1 step-down charge pump circuit 200.  30 

 

The latter resistance component 2) is mainly determined by the size of the 

semiconductor switch in question, the semiconductor process technology and level 

of the applied control voltage. However, in certain embodiments of the invention, 
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each, or at least a subset, of the controllable semiconductor switches of the switch 

matrix of the charge pump circuit is formed by a two or more individually controllable 

switch segments such that a suitable control device and mechanism may activate 

different subsets of the individually controllable switch segments with time delays in 

connection with activation/turn-on of the corresponding semiconductor switch.  5 

 

Graph 350 of FIG. 3B) illustrates how the loss resistance Req of a two segment 

semiconductor switch comprises two separate resistance components that are 

individually controllable. The y-axis shows the loss resistance Req on an arbitrary 

logarithmic scale and the x-axis depicts the clock frequency FS of the clock signal on 10 

a logarithmic scale. The clock frequency FS is equal to a switching frequency of the 

flying capacitor as set by the first and second clock phases. The loss resistance Req 

plots 356 and 364 of graph 350 illustrate the resistance of the two segment switch. 

Hence, the on-resistance, and the equivalent conductance, of a particular 

controllable semiconductor switch in the present embodiment is controllable in two 15 

steps by activating a single switch segment or both switch segments via an 

appropriate set of segment phases or switch segment control signals applied to the 

respective controls terminals, e.g. gate terminals, of the two switch segments. Plot 

358 shows the asymptotic approximation of the loss resistance Req versus clock 

frequency FS when both switch segments of the semiconductor switch are activated, 20 

or conducting. The asymptotic plot 358 comprises two essentially straight portions 

where the first plot portion 360 shows the loss resistance Req where the latter is 

dominated by the first resistance component representing the equivalent output 

resistance associated with the switching of the flying capacitor. As expected, the 

loss resistance Req is inversely proportional to the clock frequency FS in the first plot 25 

portion 360. The second plot portion 364 shows the asymptote of the loss resistance 

Req when dominated by the second resistance component representing the 

combined on-resistance of the two parallelly connected switch segments of the 

semiconductor switch. As expected, the loss resistance Req is substantially constant 

independent of the clock frequency FS along the portion 364 because of the 30 

diminishing resistance of the first resistance component. Finally, the knee-point 362 

shows the clock frequency FS where the first and second resistance components of 

loss resistance Req are essentially equal. The loss resistance plot 356 illustrates 

schematically the effect of a single conducting switch segment of the semiconductor 
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switch. As expected, the loss resistance Req of the semiconductor switch increases 

progressively with merely one conducting switch segment at higher clock or 

switching frequencies FS because of the dominating influence of the second 

resistance component of the loss resistance Req. Furthermore, the loss resistance 

Req of the semiconductor switch remains largely independent of the number of active 5 

switch segments at very small clock or switching frequencies FS because of the now 

dominating influence of the first resistance component of the loss resistance Req.  

 

FIG. 4 is a simplified schematic block diagram of the previously discussed switched 

capacitor (SC) DC-DC converter 100 in accordance with various exemplary 10 

embodiments of the invention. The SC DC-DC converter 100 may for example be 

configured to convert the DC input voltage Vin into a DC output voltage Vout of 

approximately one-half of the DC input voltage, i.e. 2:1 step-down, by using merely 

a single one of the illustrated flying capacitors Cfly1 and Cfly2 and thus arrive at the 

embodiment depicted on FIG. 1. The skilled person will understand that the DC 15 

supply voltage to the charge pump circuit 200, and possibly for a gate driver 410, in 

the latter embodiments may be derived from the higher DC output voltage Vout to 

provide adequately large voltage for the control terminals of the controllable 

semiconductor switches of the charge pump circuit 200. The skilled person will 

appreciate that the drawing shows merely four separate first and second 20 

complementary and non-overlapping clock phases inputted to the charge pump 

circuit 200. The use of four separate first and second complementary and non-

overlapping clock phases is suitable configuration to drive four segmented 

controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 of the 2:1 step-

down SC converter discussed above with reference to FIGS. 1-3. However, 25 

alternative embodiments may comprise additional clock phase signals to drive 

additional controllable semiconductor switches as indicated previously in connection 

with the description of the charge pump circuit 200-1 of FIG. 2. In both cases the 

four, seven or even larger number of controllable semiconductor switches form a 

switch array which is driven by the first and second non-overlapping clock phases 30 

such that the charge pump circuit alternatingly charges least one of the first and 

second flying capacitors and the output capacitor Cout by the DC input voltage during 

the first clock phase and discharges the charged flying capacitor into the output 

capacitor Cout during the second clock phase. Hence, charging the output capacitor 
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and increasing the DC output voltage .The skilled person will additionally understand 

that some embodiments of the charge pump circuit 100 may comprise a so-called 

“gearbox” combining two or more different converter topologies in combination with 

a topology switching scheme. One such multi-topology embodiment of the charge 

pump circuit 100 may comprise a 2:1 step-down SC converter and a 3:1 step-down 5 

SC converter where the digital switch array controller is configured to select 

between the 2:1 step-down SC converter and 3:1 step-down SC converter 

depending on a voltage difference between the DC input voltage Vin and the DC 

output voltage Vout. This feature may be advantageous to optimize the power 

conversion efficiency of the charge pump circuit 200 at varying levels of the DC 10 

input voltage Vin - for example caused by different charging states of the previously 

discussed rechargeable battery source supplying the DC input voltage to the SC 

DC-DC converter 100. 

 

The SC DC-DC converter 100 comprises an output voltage regulator 401. The 15 

output voltage regulator 401 determines the clock frequency of the charge pump 

circuit 200 since the first and second non-overlapping clock phases p1, p2 are 

derived from the clock signal sw_clk generated by the output voltage regulator 401 

via a digital switch array controller as discussed below. The output voltage regulator 

401 may comprise a clock generator which is configured to generate the clock signal 20 

at a fixed clock frequency or at an adjustable clock frequency. The fixed clock 

frequency may in certain embodiments of the invention correspond to about twice 

the resonance/tuning frequency of the magnetic inductance antenna. The frequency 

of the clock signal may be adjustable or programmable in alternative embodiments 

of the SC DC-DC converter 100 such that the frequency of the clock signal may be 25 

adapted or calibrated to a nominal tuning frequency or a measured tuning frequency 

of the magnetic inductance antenna. Thus, providing a calibration mechanism for 

compensating manufacturing variations of the resonance/tuning frequency of the 

magnetic inductance antenna, e.g. caused by component tolerances of the 

inductance component Lant and capacitance component Cant of the magnetic 30 

inductance antenna.  

 

The regulator 401 may adjust the frequency of the clock signal, often within certain 

upper and lower bounds, to regulate the DC output voltage via a feedback loop 
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extending from the DC output voltage and back to a first input, Sense, of the output 

voltage regulator 401 via the feedback wire or conductor 425. The output voltage 

regulator 401 additionally comprises a DC reference voltage input, Ref, for receipt of 

a DC reference voltage Vref indicating the desired or target DC output voltage. The 

feedback loop is operable to minimize a voltage difference or deviation between the 5 

DC reference voltage Vref at Ref input and the actual the DC output voltage by 

adjusting the clock frequency or switching frequency applied to the charge pump 

circuit 100, via the first and second non-overlapping clock phases p1, p2.  

 

The digital switch array controller may comprise combinational and sequential digital 10 

logic, e.g. implemented as a digital state machine, configured to generate the 

respective sets of control signals for driving the respective switch segments of the 

four segmented controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4. 

The digital switch array controller comprises a non-overlapping clock generator 403 

configured to derive the previously discussed first and second non-overlapping clock 15 

signals from the clock signal sw_clk supplied by the output voltage regulator 401. A 

first switch encoder 405a of the digital switch array controller utilizes the first clock 

phase p1 and a switch select data supplied via a select bus 404 to generate first and 

second segment phases, respectively, for first and second individually controllable 

switch segments of the first and second controllable semiconductor switches SW1, 20 

SW2 as discussed in additional detail below with reference to FIG. 7. Likewise, the 

second switch encoder 405b utilizes the second clock phase p2 and a switch select 

data supplied via a select bus 404 to generate first and second segment phases, 

respectively, for first and second individually controllable switch segments of the 

third and fourth controllable semiconductor switches SW3, SW4.The digital switch 25 

array controller comprises a gate driver block 410 illustrated as a separate circuit for 

convenience. The gate driver block 410 is configured to generate the required first 

and second (but generally n ) segment phases or segment control signals 409a for 

respective ones of the individually controllable switch segments of each of the first 

and second controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2 in accordance with the 30 

first clock phase p1 and likewise generating the n switch segment control signals 

409b for respective ones of the first and second individually controllable switch 

segments of each of the third and fourth controllable semiconductor switches SW3, 

SW4 in accordance with the second clock phase p2. The gate driver block 410 may 
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for example comprise a plurality of digital buffers, a plurality of level shifters or 

voltage translators for supplying sufficient drive voltage and current to drive the 

loads presented by the respective control inputs of the individually controllable 

switch segments. The SC DC-DC converter 100 may include different designs of the 

output voltage regulator 401 providing different switching schemes for unsegmented 5 

or segmented versions of the controllable semiconductor switches of the charge 

pump circuits 200, 200-1. Different designs and functionalities of the output voltage 

regulator are disclosed in the applicant’s co-pending European patent application 

No. 16197041.3 which is hereby incorporated in its entirety by reference.  

The topmost section of FIG. 5 repeats the previously discussed charge state and 10 

discharge state of the exemplary charge pump circuit 200 of the switched capacitor 

DC-DC converter 100. The lowermost section of FIG. 5 shows a graph 400 of signal 

waveforms associated by the operation of the exemplary charge pump circuit 200. 

The uppermost waveform shows the clock signal clk while the lower waveform p1 

and p2 show signal waveforms of the first and second clock phases p1 and p2 15 

derived from the clock signal, clk, driving the first and second controllable 

semiconductor switches SW1, SW2 and the third and fourth controllable 

semiconductor switches , SW3 and SW4, respectively. The first and second clock 

phases p1 and p2 are non-overlapping and complementary where the non-

overlapping property is caused by the presence of a small dead-time td between 20 

state transitions of first and second clock phases p1 and p2. The Iout waveform 

shows the output charging current flowing through flying capacitor Cfly and the outut 

capacitor. The skilled person will appreciate that the output charging current Iout 

comprises a plurality of output current pulses with a large slew-rate or dI/dt value 

leading to the emission of the previously discussed broad-spectrum electromagnetic 25 

noise from the charge pump circuit. The repetition frequency of the charging current 

pulses of the charging current Iout is twice the frequency of the clock signal clk 

because one output charging current pulse is generated at the on-state transition of 

each of the first and second clock phases p1 and p2.On the other hand, the input 

charging current Iin waveform shows that the input current flowing into the flying 30 

capacitor Cfly from the DC input voltage has the same frequency as the clock signal 

which is a consequence of the fact that the flying capacitor Cfly is disconnected, by 

the off-state of SW1, from DC input voltage during the discharge state of the charge 

pump circuit 200. However, the skilled person will appreciate that the charging 
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current Iin also comprises a plurality of input charging current pulses each 

possessing a large slew-rate or dI/dt value which means that these input charging 

current pulses represent a separate source of electromagnetic disturbance of the 

signals in the magnetic inductance antenna 105. The mutual time delay between 

first and second consecutive output current pulses, such as p1-1 and p1-2, of the 5 

output current pulses is preferably set substantially equal to one-half of the 

predetermined resonance period of the magnetic inductance antenna to achieve the 

desired suppression of electromagnetic noise disturbances in the magnetic 

inductance antenna caused by the switching operation of the switched capacitor 

DC-DC converter as discussed in additional detail below. The same mutual time 10 

delay is set between the third and fourth consecutive output current pulses p2-1, p2-

2 and so forth for all subsequent pairs or sets of the output current pulses. 

 

The topmost section of FIG. 6 shows signal waveforms associated with the 

operation of the exemplary charge pump circuits 200, 200-1 as depicted on graph 15 

400. The antenna signal waveform 500 shows the electromagnetic noise signal or 

disturbance induced in the magnetic inductance antenna 105, i.e. the antenna noise 

signal, caused by the output charging current pulses of the charging current Iout and 

hence superimposed onto the desired wireless data signal. For the present 

simulation, the repetition frequency of the charging current pulses is markedly 20 

smaller than the tuning frequency of the magnetic inductance antenna 105 – for 

example 10 times smaller. Each on-set of an output charging current pulse, in 

response to the on-transition of one of the switch phases p1, p2, leads to the 

generation of a prolonged underdamped sinusoidal ringing pulse 501a-501d in the 

antenna noise signal, i.e. a switching noise pulse. The switching noise pulse is 25 

oscillating at the resonant frequency of the antenna. The pronounced ringing and 

large amplitude of the switching noise pulse are caused by the high Q value of the 

magnetic inductance antenna 105. By reducing the inter-pulse time delay between a 

pair of consecutive output charging current pulses down to about one-half of the 

predetermined resonance period of the magnetic inductance antenna in accordance 30 

with one embodiment of the invention, the desired suppression of electromagnetic 

noise disturbances of the magnetic inductance antenna is achieved. However, in 

certain applications it may be impractical to reduce this inter-pulse time delay to the 

required relatively short time period, because the inter-pulse time delay implies a 
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corresponding high switching frequency of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 

100, e.g. 10 MHz switching frequency for a 10 MHz tuning frequency of magnetic 

inductance antenna. Such a high switching frequency of the switched capacitor DC-

DC converter 100 may lead to unacceptable power consumption in some 

embodiments of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter. 5 

 

The topmost section of FIG. 7 shows signal waveforms associated with the 

operation of the exemplary charge pump circuits 200, 200-1 in accordance with a 

second embodiment of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 and present 

invention. In the present embodiment, the frequency of the clock signal, clk - the 10 

uppermost waveform of graph 600, driving the charge pump circuit is typically much 

lower  than one-half of the predetermined resonance period of the magnetic 

inductance antenna - for example between 5 and 20 times smaller. The frequency of 

the clock signal may lie between 250 kHz and 4 MHz. The power consumption of 

the charge pump circuit decreases by using a relatively low frequency of the clock 15 

signal clk. The clock waveforms p11 and p21 are first and second non-overlapping 

clock phases derived from the clock signal, clk. The intra-phase delay time td 

ensures that the clock phases are non-overlapping to prevent the generation of 

cross-bar currents between the positive and negative DC supply voltages. Each of 

the previously discussed controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and 20 

SW4 is divided into two separate individually controllable first and second switch 

segments controlled by respective segment phases such that each of the 

semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 is turned-on in a step wise 

manner by first turning-on the first segment and then additionally turn-on the second 

switch with a well-controlled time delay. This delayed turn-on or activation of the first 25 

and second switch segments leads is illustrated on waveform graph 600 where p21, 

p22 shows the third and fourth segment phases, respectively, derived from the 

second clock phase, that are applied to the respective control terminals of the first 

and second switch segments of the third and fourth semiconductor switches SW3 

and SW4. As illustrated by the charging current Iout waveform multiple pairs of 30 

consecutive output current pulses p1-2; p1-2; p2-1,p2-2; p3-1, p3-2 etc., are 

generated by the charge pump circuit during operation in accordance with the clock 

signal, clk. A first output current pulse p1-1 of the first pair is generated in response 

to the turn-on of the first switch segments of SW3 and SW4. The first switch 
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segments of SW3 and SW4 are turned-on at the on-state transition 602, i.e. rising 

edge, of the third segment phase p21 and this action partially charges the flying 

capacitor and output capacitor through the respective on-resistances of the first 

switch segments of SW3 and SW4 of the charge pump circuit as discussed before. 

The second switch segments of SW3 and SW4 are turned on at the on-state 5 

transition 604 of the fourth segment phase p21. The on-state transition 604 of the 

fourth segment phase p22 is delayed relative to on-set of the third segment phase 

602 by the mutual pulse delay tgsw which is about one-half of the predetermined 

resonance period of the magnetic inductance antenna, i.e. the mutual pulse delay 

tgsw , or inter-pulse time delay, is approximately 50 ns for a 10 MHz tuning frequency 10 

of magnetic inductance antenna and so forth. The on-state transition 604 of the 

fourth segment phase p22 switches the second switch segments of SW3 and SW4 

to respective on-states such the respective switch resistances are reduced, 

assuming that the first and second switch segments are arranged in parallel. This 

action leads to the generation of a second output current pulse p2-1 of the output 15 

current pulses. The second output current pulse p2-1 supplies additional electric 

charge to the output capacitor to increase its charge and voltage.   

 

First and second output current pulses p2-1, p2-2 of the subsequent set of output 

current pulses are generated in a corresponding manner response to the turn-on of 20 

the first switch segments of SW1 and SW2 as controlled by the on-state transition of 

the first segment phase p11 and the delayed turn-on of the second switch segments 

of SW1 and SW2 as controlled by the delayed on-state transition of the second 

segment phase p12. This action partially charges the flying capacitor and output 

capacitor through the respective on-resistances of the first switch segments of SW3 25 

and SW4 of the charge pump circuit as discussed before. The second switch 

segments of SW3 and SW4 are turned on at the on-state transition 604 of the fourth 

segment phase p21. The skilled person will understand that the on-state transition of 

the second segment phase p12 is delayed relative to on-set of the first segment 

phase by the mutual pulse delay tgsw  which is about one-half of the predetermined 30 

resonance period of the magnetic inductance antenna. The operation of the charge 

pump circuit thereafter repeats to generate the plurality of pairs of consecutive 

eoutput current pulses p1-2; p1-2; p2-1,p2-2; p3-1, p3-2 etc. Therefore, the skilled 

person will understand that first and second consecutive output current pulses are 
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generated during each of the first and second clocks phases in the current 

embodiment of the invention such that a fundamental frequency of the output or 

charging current pulses is twice the frequency of the clock signal. 

 

The first switching noise pulse or disturbance MI1 is induced in the magnetic 5 

inductance antenna by the first output charging current pulse p1-1 and the second 

switching noise pulse or disturbance MI2 is induced in the magnetic inductance 

antenna by the second output charging current pulse p1-2 for the reasons 

discussed. The mutual pulse delay tgsw between the first and second consecutive 

output current pulses is selected to about one-half of the predetermined resonance 10 

period of the magnetic inductance antenna which means that the switching noise 

pulses MI1 and MI2 are approximately 180 degrees out of phase and therefore tend 

to at least partly cancel by superposition of the signals to achieve the desired 

suppression of electromagnetic noise disturbance of the magnetic inductance 

antenna. This mechanism is illustrated on graph 700 which shows the resulting, 15 

summed, voltage of the switching noise pulse 702 induced in the magnetic 

inductance antenna 105. The resulting switching noise pulse 702 merely contains a 

small transient when the first switch segments of SW3 and SW4 are turned-on at the 

on-state transition 602 and corresponding small noise transient (not shown) at the 

subsequent transitions of the segment phases p11, p21. 20 

 

The skilled person will appreciate that the most effective suppression of the 

switching noise pulses in the magnetic inductance antenna may occur when the first 

and second consecutive output charging current pulse p1-1, p-1-2, etc. possess 

substantially identical waveform shapes including peak current values, i.e. the first 25 

and second consecutive output current pulses p1-1, p-1-2 are essentially delayed 

replica of each other. This may be achieved by appropriately scaling the on-

resistances of the first and second switch segments of each of the previously 

discussed controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4. In some 

embodiments, the on-resistances of the first and second switch segments may be 30 

substantially identical while the on-resistances of the first and second switch 

segments may differ in other embodiments. The optimum, or at least near-optimum, 

scaling of the on-resistances of the first and second switch segments may be 

experimentally determined where  level of the switching noise pulses in the 
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magnetic inductance antenna is directly measured or monitored during operation of 

the head-wearable hearing device and switched capacitor DC-DC converter, while 

the on-resistances of the first and second switch segments of the controllable 

semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 are varied in a suitable manner 

until a minimum level of the switching noise signal in the magnetic inductance 5 

antenna is reached. This procedure takes direct approach to finding the relationship 

between the magnetic noise emissions associated with the consecutive output or 

charging current pulses and the switching noise pulses induced in the magnetic 

inductance antenna. The physical coupling mechanisms may be difficult to estimate 

or compute theoretically, because of the interaction of electromagnetic fields, 10 

physical dimensions and orientation of the relevant conductive paths and elements 

of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter and the magnetic inductance antenna. 

 

The skilled person will understand that the switched capacitor DC-DC converter may 

comprise a digital switch array controller which comprises combinational and 15 

sequential digital logic, e.g. implemented as a digital state machine, configured to 

generate the above-mentioned first and second clock phases, switch segment 

phases and other control signals at appropriate timings for driving the respective 

switch segments of the four segmented controllable semiconductor switches SW1, 

SW2, SW3 and SW4 of the charge pump circuit. 20 

 

In other embodiments of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter, the mutual pulse 

delay tgsw   between the first and second consecutive output current pulses may be 

set to approximately 1.5 times, 2.5 times, or even 3.5 times and so on of the 

resonance period of the magnetic inductance antenna and still achieve a marked 25 

suppression of the electromagnetic noise disturbance of the magnetic inductance 

antenna so forth.  

 

FIG. 8 shows a graph 800 comprising various signal waveforms associated with the 

operation of the exemplary charge pump circuits 200, 200-1 in accordance with a 30 

third embodiment of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100. The output 

voltage regulator of the present SC DC-DC converter applies a so-called pulse-

skipping mechanism to achieve regulation of the DC output voltage of the converter 

which means that the time span between consecutive clock pulses of the clock 
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signal varies depending on the load. The output voltage regulator may comprise a 

feedback loop extending from the DC output voltage and back to a control input of 

the regulator as schematically illustrated on FIG. 4. Briefly described, an output 

voltage regulator is configured to apply a pulse skipping mechanism for voltage 

regulation purposes and controls the charge pump circuit to deliver a single clock 5 

pulse, i.e. makes a low-to-high transition followed by a high-to-low transition of the 

clock signal, when additional charge is required at the converter DC output voltage 

Vout - for example in response to the DC output voltage drops below a target 

voltage Vref. In accordance with the present invention, however, the width of the 

clock pulse is K*tgsw (where K is a positive odd integer [1,3,5…]. The width of each 10 

clock pulse of the clock signal waveform clk illustrated on graph 800 is preferably set 

approximately equal to the mutual pulse delay tgsw  which is about one-half of the 

predetermined resonance period of the magnetic inductance antenna within the 

tolerances discussed before. The first and second non-overlapping clock phases p1, 

p2 are derived from the clock signal, clk, in a corresponding manner to those 15 

discussed above. The intra-phase delay time td ensures that the first and second 

clock phases are non-overlapping as discussed above. The present embodiment 

preferably uses non-segmented switches for each of the previously discussed 

controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 of the charge pump 

circuits. Hence, the first and second semiconductor switches SW1, SW2 are driven 20 

by the first clock phase p1 and the third and fourth semiconductor switches SW3, 

SW4 are driven by the second clock phase p2 or vice versa. As illustrated by the 

charging current Iout waveform, pairs of consecutive output charging current pulses 

p1-1, p1-2; p2-1, p2-2 etc. are repeatedly generated over time during operation of 

the present SC DC-DC converter similarly to the previously discussed embodiments 25 

of the invention. The first output or charging current pulse p1-1 is generated in 

response to the rising edge of the second clock phase p2 while the immediately 

following, i.e. consecutive, second output current pulse p1-2 is generated in 

response to the rising edge of the first clock phase p1 and so forth at each rising 

edge, or on-set, of the first and second clock phases p1, p2. The mutual pulse delay 30 

between the first and second output current pulses of each pair of pulses, such as 

the pulse pair formed by output current pulses p1-1 and p1-2, is set substantially 

equal to tgsw leading to the previously discussed advantageous suppression of the 

electromagnetic noise signal induced in the magnetic inductance antenna. This 
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suppression or attenuation of the electromagnetic noise signal is caused by the 

destructive interference between the pair of antenna noise signals associated with 

the first and second output charging current pulses. 

 

The obtained suppression of the electromagnetic noise signal induced in the 5 

magnetic inductance antenna by selection of the optimum mutual pulse delay is 

illustrated on graph 802. Graph 812 below illustrates that considerable suppression 

of the electromagnetic noise signal induced in the magnetic inductance antenna is 

still possible even a less than optimum mutual pulse delay as discussed previously 

with reference to the listed tolerances on +/- 50 %.  10 

 

The switching noise pulse 805 (full line) on graph 802 induced in the magnetic 

inductance antenna is simulated using an electrical circuit simulation of an RLC 

model of the magnetic inductance antenna. The electric RLC model of the magnetic 

inductance antenna has the following values:  15 

Lant = 4 µH 

Cant  = 63.3 pF 

Equivalent resistance (Rant ) = 8 kΩ. 

Hence, the magnetic inductance antenna has a resonance frequency of 10 MHz and 

Q factor = 32. The electric simulation is carried out by injecting a scaled version of 20 

the charging current Iout running out of the SC DC-DC converter, i.e. charging the 

output capacitor, into the above-mentioned RLC circuit model of the antenna to 

imitate an arbitrary, but well-defined, magnetic coupling between the charging 

current Iout and the antenna. The switching noise pulse 805 shows the 

electromagnetic noise voltage induced by the consecutive output charging current 25 

pulses p1-1; p1-2 of present SC DC-DC converter where the mutual pulse delay tgsw  

is set to 50 ns corresponding to one-half of the resonance period of the magnetic 

inductance antenna. The switching noise pulse 810 (dotted line) is generated in a 

corresponding manner but now with one-half of the antennal resonance period of 

approximately 85 ns which deviates from its optimum value of 50 ns with about + 70 30 

%. The peak amplitude and energy of the switching noise pulse 810 are obviously 

both markedly larger than those of the switching noise pulse 805.  
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The switching noise pulse 815 on graph 812 shows the corresponding 

electromagnetic noise voltage when mutual pulse delay tgsw  of 50 ns does not 

exactly match the one-half of the resonance period of the magnetic inductance 

antenna. The switching noise pulse 815 is obtained by setting one-half of the 

resonance period of the magnetic inductance antenna to 62.5 ns such that the 5 

mutual pulse delay tgsw  deviates by 25 % from the optimum time delay discussed 

above. By comparing the switching noise pulse 805 on graph 802 with the switching 

noise pulse 815 on graph 812 it is readily evident that the latter sub-optimum value 

of the mutual pulse delay leads to markedly deterioration of the suppression of the 

electromagnetic noise voltage compared to the optimum value. On the other hand 10 

by comparing the switching noise pulse 815 with the switching noise pulse 810 

(dotted line) as generated in the previous graph 800 it is readily apparent that even 

this sub-optimum value of the mutual pulse delay on 62.5 ns still provides some 

suppression of the electromagnetic noise voltage induced in the magnetic 

inductance antenna. 15 
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CLAIMS 
 
1. A head-wearable hearing device comprising: 

- a magnetic inductance antenna for receipt of wireless data signals through a 

wireless communication channel; said magnetic inductance antenna exhibiting a 5 

predetermined resonance period; 

- a switched capacitor DC-DC converter configured for converting a DC input 

voltage into a higher or lower DC output voltage in accordance with a clock signal; 

said switched capacitor DC-DC converter comprising: 

- a charge pump circuit configured to charge an output capacitor by output current 10 

pulses; the charge pump circuit configured for, in a first state, charge  the output 

capacitor and a flying capacitor from the DC input voltage; and, in a second state, 

discharge the flying capacitor into the output capacitor;  

- wherein the output current pulses at least comprises first and second consecutive 

output current pulses with a mutual pulse delay corresponding to substantially one-15 

half of the predetermined resonance period of the magnetic inductance antenna. 

 

2. A head-wearable hearing device according to claim 1, wherein the charge pump 

circuit comprises a switch array driven by first and second non-overlapping clock 

phases derived from the clock signal; said first and second non-overlapping clock 20 

phases defining the first state and second state, respectively, of the charge pump 

circuit. 

 

3. A head-wearable hearing device according to claim 2, wherein the clock signal 

comprises a plurality of consecutive clock pulses wherein each clock pulse has a 25 

length substantially equal to one-half of the predetermined resonance period; and 

the charge pump circuit is configured to: 

producing the first output current pulse of the output current pulses in response to 

an on-state transition of the first clock phase;  

producing the second consecutive output current pulse of the output current pulses 30 

in response to an on-state transition of the second clock phase. 

 

4. A hearing device according to claim 1 or 2, wherein a frequency of the clock 

signal is smaller than one-half of the predetermined resonance period: and 
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the charge pump circuit is configured to: 

- producing the first output current pulse of the output current pulses in response to 

an on-state transition of the first clock phase to at least partially charge the flying 

capacitor;  

- producing the second, and consecutive, output current pulse, of the output current 5 

pulses, at the mutual pulse delay relative to the on-state transition of the first clock 

phase to increase the charge of the flying capacitor; and  

- producing a third output current pulse of the output current pulses in response to 

an on-state transition of the second clock phase to partially discharge the flying 

capacitor;  10 

- producing a fourth output current pulse, consecutive to the third output current 

pulse, of the output current pulses at the mutual pulse delay relative to the on-state 

transition of the second clock phase to further discharge the flying capacitor. 

 

5. A head-wearable hearing device according to any of claims 2-4, wherein the 15 

switch array at least comprises: 

- first and second controllable semiconductor switches driven by the first clock 

phase for connecting the flying capacitor between the DC input voltage and the 

output capacitor during the first clock phase; and  

- third and fourth controllable semiconductor switches driven by the second clock 20 

phase for connecting the flying capacitor to the output capacitor during the second 

clock phase. 

 

6. A head-wearable hearing device according to claim 4 and 5, wherein: 

- each of the first and second controllable semiconductor switches comprises 25 

individually controllable first and second switch segments controlled by first and 

second segment phases, respectively, derived from the first clock phase, to produce 

the first and second consecutive charging current pulses; wherein on-set or 

transition of the second segment phase is delayed relative to on-set or transition of 

the first segment phase by the mutual pulse delay; and 30 

- each of the third and fourth controllable semiconductor switches comprises 

individually controllable first and second switch segments controlled by third and 

fourth segment phases, respectively, derived from the second clock phase, to 

produce the third and fourth consecutive output current pulses; wherein on-set or 
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transition of the fourth segment phase is delayed relative to on-set or transition of 

the third segment phase by the mutual pulse delay. 

 

7. A head-wearable hearing device according to any of claims 4 - 6, wherein a 

frequency of the clock signal of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter lies 5 

between 250 kHz and 4 MHz such as between 500 kHz and 2.0 MHz. 

 

8. A head-wearable hearing device according to any of the preceding claims, 

wherein the charge pump circuit is configured to produce identical polarities and 

substantially identical peak currents of the first and second consecutive output 10 

current pulses, such as a peak current difference less than +/- 50 % between the 

first and second output current pulses, more preferably a peak current difference 

less than +/- 25 %, even more preferably a peak current difference less than +/- 10 

%.  

 15 

9. A head-wearable hearing device according to claims 8 when dependent on claim 

6, wherein respective on-resistances of the first and second individually controllable 

switch segments of each of the first and second controllable semiconductor switches 

are selected to produce the substantially identical peak currents of the first and 

second consecutive output current pulses of the output current pulses, and  20 

- on-resistances of the first and second individually controllable switch segments of 

each of the third and fourth controllable semiconductor switches are selected to 

produce the substantially identical peak currents of the third and fourth consecutive 

current pulses of the output current pulses. 

 25 

10. A head-wearable hearing device according to any of the preceding claims, 

wherein the magnetic inductance antenna has a predetermined resonance period 

between 20 ns and 200 ns; corresponding to a predetermined resonance frequency 

between 5 MHz and 50 MHz. 

 30 

11. A head-wearable hearing device according to any of the preceding claims, further 

comprising: 

- a control and processing circuit comprising: 
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- a first audio input channel for receipt of a first audio signal, 

- a signal processor for receipt and processing of the first audio signal for generating 

a compensated microphone signal according to a hearing loss of a user;  

- a class D output amplifier configured for receipt of the compensated microphone 

signal and generation of a modulated output signal at a predetermined modulation 5 

frequency, 

- a miniature receiver or loudspeaker for receipt of the modulated output signal and 

generation of output sound signal for application to a user’s ear. 

 

12. A head-wearable hearing device according to any of the preceding claims, 10 

comprising a rechargeable battery source, for example comprising at least one Li-

Ion battery cell, for generation of the DC input voltage to the switched capacitor DC-

DC converter. 

 

13. A head-wearable hearing device according to any of the preceding claims, 15 

wherein the mutual pulse delay equals one-half of the predetermined resonance 

period of the magnetic inductance antenna within a tolerance of +/- 50 %, or more 

preferably within +/- 25 %, or even more preferably within +/- 10 %.  

 

 14. A method of reducing electromagnetic noise disturbances of a magnetic 20 

inductance antenna caused by a switched capacitor DC-DC converter of a head-

wearable hearing device; said method comprising steps of: 

a) generating a clock signal; 

b) applying the clock signal to the switched capacitor DC-DC converter to convert a 

DC input voltage into a higher or lower DC output voltage at an output capacitor, 25 

c) supplying output current pulses into the output capacitor for charging the output 

capacitor, 

e) setting a time delay between at least first and second consecutive output current 

pulses of the output current pulses equal to substantially one-half of a 

predetermined resonance period of the magnetic inductance antenna, 30 

f) repeating step e) multiple times in accordance with the clock signal to apply 

multiple pairs of consecutive output current pulses to the output capacitor over time 

to repeatedly charge the output capacitor. 
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15. A method of reducing electromagnetic noise disturbances of a magnetic 

inductance antenna according to claim 14, comprising additional steps of: 

g) deriving first and second non-overlapping clock phases from the clock signal, 

h) charge the flying capacitor and the output capacitor by the DC input voltage 

during a first clock phase,  5 

i) discharge the flying capacitor into the output capacitor during the second clock 

phase. 

 

 

 10 
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ABSTRACT  
The present invention relates to a head-wearable hearing device which comprises a 

magnetic inductance antenna having a predetermined resonance period for receipt 

of wireless data signals and a switched capacitor DC-DC converter configured for 

converting a DC input voltage into a higher or lower DC output voltage in 5 

accordance with a clock signal. The charge pump circuit is configured to charge an 

output capacitor by output current pulses where the output current pulses at least 

comprise first and second consecutive output current pulses having a mutual pulse 

delay corresponding to substantially one-half of the predetermined resonance period 

of the magnetic inductance antenna. 10 

 

 
(FIG. 1 for publication) 
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A SWITCHED CAPACITOR DC-DC CONVERTER COMPRISING 

EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL FLYING CAPACITORS 

The present invention relates to an integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter which comprises a first switched capacitor converter based on at least one 

external flying capacitor and a second switched capacitor converter which 5 

comprises a plurality of internal flying capacitors. A controller is configured to select 

a converter topology of the first switched capacitor converter and a select a 

converter topology of the second switched capacitor converter. 

  

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 

Switched capacitor DC-DC power converters are known in the art and have been 

utilized in various types of portable communication devices such as head-wearable 

hearing devices. Switched capacitor DC-DC power converters are utilized to convert 

a DC input voltage from an energy or power source, such as a rechargeable battery, 

of the portable communication device into a higher or lower DC output voltage 15 

suitable for powering various types of integrated circuits and other active 

components. Switched capacitor DC-DC power converters possess certain 

attractive properties compared to their inductor-based counterparts - for example a 

relatively low level of EMI, because there is not stored energy in magnetic fields of 

inductors. Switched capacitor DC-DC power converters may have small size and 20 

high energy conversion efficiency. Different topologies of switched capacitor DC-DC 

power converters are capable of providing DC voltage step-up (i.e. boost) and DC 

voltage step-down (i.e. buck) with a topology dependent optimum voltage 

conversion ratio for example 1:2 or 1:3 step-up conversion and 2:1 and 3:1 step-

down conversion. 25 

 

Switched capacitor DC-DC converters are highly useful for powering head-wearable 

hearing devices where the compact dimensions of the housing or custom shell in 

conjunction with small battery capacity typically place severe constraints on size, 

power conversion efficiency and electromagnetic emissions of the power supply 30 

circuitry.  

 

However, it remains a challenge to maintain high energy conversion efficiency of 
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existing switched capacitor DC-DC converters in application where the DC input 

voltage varies over a large voltage range and likewise in applications where the load 

power or load current shows great variation. With respect to the varying level of the 

DC input voltage of the SC DC-DC converter, numerous types of rechargeable 

battery sources such as Li-ion battery cells exhibit a large voltage variation for 5 

example from about 4.2 V at a fully charged state to about 3.0 V at a discharged 

state. With respect to the varying load power this may be caused by power 

consumption fluctuations of various types of consumers, e.g. circuit blocks or 

modules, e.g. flash memory, RF transceiver etc., powered by the switched capacitor 

DC-DC converter. Some of these consumers may by nature exhibit highly variable 10 

power consumption, e.g. an audio power amplifier of a hearing device, or exhibit 

highly variable power consumption because they are only temporarily activated. The 

latter type of consumers may reside in sleep-mode/power-down during long time 

periods interrupted by relatively brief bursts of activity leading to corresponding 

bursts of power consumption.  15 

 

Fully integrated switched capacitor DC-DC converters are often capable of 

achieving high energy conversion efficiency at small output power levels because a 

large number of flying capacitors and a correspondingly large number of converter 

topologies can readily be designed in integrated format where the flying capacitors 20 

are integrally formed on the semiconductor die or circuit, i.e. on-chip. The large 

number of converter topologies means that the intrinsic energy efficiency of the 

switched capacitor DC-DC converter can be kept high despite a large variation of 

the DC input voltage. However, fully integrated switched capacitor DC-DC 

converters are typically unable to support large load power levels because of the 25 

limited capacitance of integrated flying capacitors and practical limits to the 

switching frequency. On the other hand, it is often impractical to achieve high 

intrinsic energy efficiency in switched capacitor DC-DC converters based on 

external flying capacitors, i.e. off-chip, flying capacitors. The need to dispose a large 

number of separate flying capacitors and associated wire routing and interconnect 30 

pins on a carrier board is impractical, in particular for compact portable 

communication devices such as mobile phones, head-wearable hearing devices etc. 

 

Hence, there remains a need in the art for switched capacitor DC-DC converters 
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with improved performance characteristics such as smaller dimensions and better 

adaptation to varying load conditions and varying DC input voltages. In particular 

improved switched capacitor DC-DC converters which are capable of delivering 

large load power bursts without compromising energy conversion efficiency at 

normal or ordinary and typically much smaller load power levels. 5 

  

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A first aspect of the invention relates to an integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-

DC converter comprising a first switched capacitor converter which comprises: 

- a DC input for receipt of a battery supply voltage, 10 

- a first switch array comprising a plurality of individually controllable semiconductor 

switches connectable to at least one external flying capacitor to form one or more 

individual converter topologies of the first switched capacitor converter for 

converting the battery supply voltage into an intermediate voltage. The integrated 

circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter additionally comprises a second 15 

switched capacitor converter which comprises: 

an input connected to the intermediate voltage, 

- a second switch array comprising a plurality of individually controllable 

semiconductor switches and a plurality of internal flying capacitors, e.g. two, three, 

or four, configurable to form a plurality of individual converter topologies for 20 

converting the intermediate voltage into a DC output voltage. The integrated circuit 

switched capacitor DC-DC converter furthermore comprises a controller connected 

to respective control terminals of the respective individually controllable 

semiconductor switches of the first and second switch arrays to select a converter 

topology of the first switched capacitor converter and select a converter topology of 25 

the second switched capacitor converter. 

 

The battery supply voltage may be supplied by rechargeable battery cell(s) or 

disposable battery cell or cells delivering the battery supply voltage to the DC input 

of the integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter. The battery cell or 30 

cells may for example comprise a disposable Zn-Air battery or may comprise at 

least one rechargeable Li-Ion battery cell. Li-Ion battery cells supply a nominal 

battery voltage of around 4.0 V but the battery voltage varies considerably from 

about 4.2 V in a fully charged state to about 3.0 V in a discharged state. Other types 
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of rechargeable battery cell(s) often exhibit similar variations of battery voltage 

depending on the charge state of the cell(s). 

 

The integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter may be configured as a 

step-down converter. The first switched capacitor converter may be configured to 5 

step-down the battery voltage by 2:1, 3:2 or 3:1 by the controller by a suitable 

selection of the topology of the first switched capacitor converter. The second 

switched capacitor converter may comprise a large number of selectable converter 

topologies for example comprising those specified in Table 1 below under n=3. The 

controller may be configured to determine and select the particular converter 10 

topology, of the number of selectable converter topologies, which exhibits the 

highest intrinsic energy efficiency at the intermediate voltage supplied by the first 

converter and the desired DC output voltage as discussed in further detail below 

with reference to the appended drawings. The controller may therefore be 

configured to dynamically switch between different topologies of the second 15 

switched capacitor DC-DC converter in response to variations of battery supply 

voltage and/or variation of the DC output voltage to repeatedly maximize the intrinsic 

energy efficiency of the second switched capacitor DC-DC converter. Certain 

embodiments of the controller may additionally be configured to switch between the 

different topologies of the second switched capacitor DC-DC converter in response 20 

to variations of the intermediate voltage. This may be achieved by comparing the 

intermediate voltage to a certain threshold voltage and switch topology of the 

intermediate voltage exceeds this threshold voltage.  

 

The skilled person will understand that the first and second switched capacitor 25 

converters of the integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter are series 

connected from the DC input, receiving the battery supply voltage, to the DC output 

voltage since the intermediate voltage outputted by the first switched capacitor 

converter is connected to the input of the second switched capacitor converter. This 

series connection means that the first switched capacitor converter shields the 30 

second switched capacitor converter from receipt of a full battery voltage level. This 

means that the plurality of controllable semiconductor switches of the second 

converter may be implemented as standard low-voltage semiconductor transistors 
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instead of high-voltage devices with the advantages discussed in further detail 

below with reference to the appended drawings.  

 

The intermediate voltage, at the input of the second switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter, may be unconnected to any pad or terminal of the integrated circuit or 5 

semiconductor die or chip, i.e. not externally accessible. That embodiment therefore 

operates without any off-chip smoothing capacitor coupled to the intermediate 

voltage leading to a beneficial reduction of external components and chip area 

 

The at least one external flying capacitor(s) of the first switched capacitor converter 10 

is external, i.e. off-chip, relative to an integrated circuit holding the residual circuitry 

of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter. Hence, the at least one external flying 

capacitor(s) may be arranged on a carrier board, such as single-layer of multilayer 

printed circuit board (PCB) holding the integrated circuit. The plurality of internal 

flying capacitors of the second switched capacitor converter is integrated on the 15 

integrated circuit, i.e. on the semiconductor die or chip. The second switched 

capacitor converter may for example comprise more than two, three, four or five 

internal flying capacitors.  The integrated property of the plurality of internal flying 

capacitors tend to limit the maximum capacitance of the flying capacitors due to a 

relatively low capacitance per area or capacitance density available on integrated 20 

circuits as discussed in further detail below with reference to the appended 

drawings. However, a large number of flying capacitors means that the intrinsic 

energy efficiency of the second switched capacitor DC-DC converter can be kept 

high over large variations of the DC input voltage and/or variations of the DC output 

voltage for the reasons discussed previously.   25 

 

According to one embodiment of the integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter, the controller is configured for determining, directly or indirectly, a charge 

state of the at least one external flying capacitor, 

- comparing the charge state to a predetermined charge criterion,    30 

- recharging the at least one external flying capacitor via the first switch array in 

response to compliance with the predetermined charge criterion. The controller may 

be configured to recharge the at least one external flying capacitor by toggling 

respective states of first and second pairs of individually controllable semiconductor 
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switches of the first switch array to connect the least one external flying capacitor 

between the DC input, delivering the battery supply voltage, and the input of the 

second switched capacitor converter as discussed in further detail below with 

reference to the appended drawings. 

 5 

According to one embodiment of the integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter, the controller is configured to: 

- recharging the at least one external flying capacitor at a default or minimum 

switching frequency, e.g. higher than 16 kHz, irrespective of the predetermined 

charge state to set a lower bound of the switching frequency of the first switched 10 

capacitor converter. By selecting a minimum switching frequency above the audio 

band, e.g. higher than 16 kHz or higher than 20 kHz, the controller prevents 

switching frequency noise on the DC output voltage and on other power supply rails 

from leaking into audio signals of various types audio processing circuitry that may 

be powered by the integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter. 15 

 

The integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter preferably comprises a 

clock generator which generates a clock signal and derives at least one pair of non-

overlapping clock phases therefrom for controlling the state switching of the plurality 

of individually controllable semiconductor switches of each of the first and second 20 

switch arrays. In some embodiments, the individually controllable semiconductor 

switches of the first converter section and the individually controllable semiconductor 

switches of each of the first and second switch arrays may be driven by the 

synchronous non-overlapping clock phases even though the frequency of the non-

overlapping clock phases of the first switch array may be significantly lower than the 25 

frequency of the non-overlapping clock phases of the second switch array as 

discussed in further detail below with reference to the appended drawings. 

 

The integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter may comprise: 

a first controllable bypass switch (SWBP1) and a second controllable bypass switch 30 

(SWBP2) configured to: 

- in a first state, connect the at least one external flying capacitor in series between 

the DC input and the DC output voltage,  
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- in a second state, connect the at least one external flying capacitor between a 

negative supply rail and the the DC output voltage; thereby bypassing the second 

switched capacitor converter. 

 

The first and second controllable bypass switches, i.e. a bypass circuit, allows the 5 

controller to switch the switched capacitor DC-DC converter between two distinct 

modes of operation. A first mode of operation can be viewed as a normal mode of 

operation where the output of the first switched capacitor converter essentially 

charges the input of the second switched capacitor converter and a second mode of 

operation which can be viewed as a “high-power” mode where the output of the first 10 

switched capacitor converter essentially charges the DC output voltage directly. The 

high-power mode enables this embodiment of the switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter to deliver a large load power bursts without compromising the energy 

conversion efficiency at normal or ordinary load power levels as discussed in further 

detail below with reference to the appended drawings. 15 

 

The first controllable bypass switch may be configured to selectively connect and 

disconnect a first terminal of the at least one external flying capacitor and the DC 

output voltage in accordance with a first switch control signal supplied by the 

controller and the second controllable bypass switch (SWBP2) is configured to 20 

selectively connecting and disconnecting a second terminal of the at least one 

external flying capacitor and the DC output voltage in accordance with a second 

switch control signal supplied by the controller. 

 

According to yet another embodiment the controller is configured to: 25 

generate the first switch control signal, of the first pair of individually controllable 

semiconductor switches, synchronously to the first clock phase (p1) of the clock 

signal; and 

generate the second switch control signal, of the second pair of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches, synchronously to the second clock phase (p2) 30 

of the clock signal. 

 

The second switched capacitor converter preferably comprises an output voltage 

regulator e.g. based on a feedback mechanism. The output voltage regulator may 
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comprise: 

a reference voltage input for receipt of a first DC reference voltage and a feedback 

voltage input for receipt of a feedback voltage representative of the DC output 

voltage, 

an error signal generator configured to combine the first DC reference voltage and 5 

the feedback voltage to determine a control signal. The controller being configured 

to generate respective clock phases for the plurality of individually controllable 

semiconductor switches of the second switch array to adjust the DC output voltage. 

Various exemplary control schemes that may be utilized by the output voltage 

regulator to control the DC output voltage are discussed in further detail below with 10 

reference to the appended drawings. 

 

The controller may be configured to select the topology of the second switched 

capacitor converter such that an intrinsic energy efficiency of the second switched 

capacitor converter is maximum;  15 

said  intrinsic energy efficiency being η1 = VCR/iVCR = Vo1/(Vint*iVCR); 

η1= Intrinsic energy efficiency of the second switched capacitor converter at the set-

point voltage of the DC output voltage; 

VCR= voltage conversion ratio of selected converter topology; 

iVCR = ideal voltage conversion ratio; 20 

Vint = Intermediate voltage. 

 

A total capacitance of the at least one external flying capacitor may be larger than 

500 nF or larger than 2 µF; and/or a total capacitance of the plurality of internal 

flying capacitors, i.e. on-chip capacitors, may be smaller than 100 nF or 22 nF - 25 

such as smaller than 5 nF.     

 

A second aspect of the invention relates to a head-wearable hearing device 

comprising an integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to 

any of the above-described embodiments thereof and at least one rechargeable 30 

battery cell, such as one or more Li-Ion battery cell(s), connectable to the DC input 

for supplying the battery supply voltage.  

 

The head-wearable hearing device may comprise a hearing instrument or hearing aid 
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such as a BTE, RIE, ITE, ITC, or CIC, etc. The hearing aid may comprise one or 

several microphone(s) for picking-up sound from the external environment of the 

hearing instrument and generate a first audio signal in response. The head-wearable 

hearing device may alternatively be a headset, headphone, earphone, ear defender, or 

earmuff, etc., such as an Ear-Hook, In-Ear, On-Ear, Over-the-Ear, Behind-the-Neck, 5 

Helmet, or Headguard, etc.  

 

The head-wearable hearing device may comprise various active components and 

audio transducers for receipt of incoming speech and other sound signals, 

processing of received sound signals and conversion of the processed sound 10 

signals into a corresponding output sound signal for application to a user’s ear 

and/or transmission to a remote listener.  

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Embodiments of the invention will be described in more detail in connection with the 15 

appended drawings, in which:  

FIG. 1 shows a simplified schematic block diagram a head-wearable hearing device 

comprising an exemplary integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter 

according to any of the below-described embodiments thereof; 

FIG. 2 shows first and second simplified schematic block diagrams of first and 20 

second switched capacitor DC-DC converter topologies to illustrate the background 

of the invention, 

FIG. 3 shows a generally applicable electrical model of a switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter to explain the background of the invention, 

FIG. 4 is simplified schematic block diagram the exemplary integrated circuit 25 

switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to embodiments of the invention; 

and 

FIG. 5 shows various voltage waveforms at internal circuit nodes of the exemplary 

integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter during operation. 

 30 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

In the following various exemplary embodiments of the present switched capacitor 

DC-DC converter are described with reference to the appended drawings. The 

skilled person will understand that the appended drawings are schematic and 
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simplified for clarity and therefore merely show details which are essential to the 

understanding of the invention while other details have been left out. Like reference 

numerals refer to like elements or components throughout. Like elements or 

components will therefore not necessarily be described in detail with respect to each 

figure. The skilled person will further appreciate that certain actions and/or steps 5 

may be described or depicted in a particular order of occurrence while those skilled 

in the art will understand that such specificity with respect to sequence is not 

actually required. 

 

FIG. 1 shows a simplified schematic block diagram of an exemplary head-wearable 10 

hearing device 10 comprising an integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter 100 according to any of the below-described embodiments thereof. The 

DC input voltage input of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 is connected 

to a rechargeable battery source VDD. The rechargeable battery source is connected 

to the hearing device circuitry, including the integrally formed switched capacitor 15 

DC-DC converter 100, through a positive supply voltage terminal 19. The skilled 

person will understand that the battery source in other embodiments of the invention 

may comprise a non-rechargeable battery source where it is desired to step-up or 

step-down the nominal DC voltage level supplied by such non-rechargeable battery 

source to a different DC voltage level more optimal, e.g. lower power consumption, 20 

for active circuits or circuit blocks. The head-wearable hearing device 10 may 

comprise a hearing instrument or aid comprising various types of hearing aid 

housing styles such as Behind-the-Ear (BTE), In-the-Canal (ITC), Completely-in-

Canal (CIC), RIC etc. The rechargeable battery source VDD may comprise at least 

one Li-Ion battery cell and may hence supply a nominal DC input voltage Vbat at 25 

around 4.0 V to the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100. However, the battery 

discharge curve of Li-Ion battery cells lead to a large variation of the DC input 

voltage Vbat from about 4.2 V at a fully charged state and down-to about 3.0 V at a 

discharged state and this places several implications for the design of the switched 

capacitor DC-DC converter 100 as discussed below. The head-wearable hearing 30 

device 10 comprises at least one microphone M1 generating an audio signal in 

response to incoming sound at the device. The audio signal is amplified/buffered 

and digitized in an input channel comprising an optional microphone preamplifier 

(not shown) and the analog-to-digital converter 120 to provide a digital microphone 
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signal to an appropriate input port or channel of a control and processing circuit 109 

or processor. The head-wearable hearing device 10 may comprise a wireless 

transceiver 104 coupled to an antenna 105.   

 

The processor 109 may comprise a software programmable DSP core and may 5 

apply one or more signal processing functions to the digital microphone signal under 

control of a set of executable program instructions or code. The one or more signal 

processing functions may be adapted to process the digital microphone signal as 

needed for example according to a hearing loss of a user where the head-wearable 

hearing device 10 comprises a hearing aid or hearing loss compensating 10 

functionality such that an appropriately compensated microphone signal is supplied 

to the user via the miniature loudspeaker 119. These signal processing functions 

may comprise different processing parameters of functions like non-linear 

amplification, noise reduction, frequency response shaping etc. The processor109 is 

clocked by a master clock signal supplied by a master/system clock generator 115 15 

and the clock frequency may lie above 2 MHz for example between 2 and 40 MHz. 

The master clock generator 115 may additionally supply synchronous clock signals 

to the analog-to-digital converter120 and the class D output amplifier 113. As 

discussed above, the class D output amplifier 113 may convert the compensated 

microphone signal into a corresponding modulated output signal at a predetermined 20 

modulation frequency which is applied to the miniature receiver or loudspeaker 119 

for production of sound pressure in the hearing instrument user’s ear canal. The 

modulation frequency of the class D output amplifier may vary depending on the 

type of modulation scheme and performance requirement of the amplifier in a 

specific application. The class D output amplifier 113 may be configured to PWM or 25 

PDM modulate the output signal to the loudspeaker 119 with a modulation 

frequency between 250 kHz and 2 MHz.  

 

The present embodiment of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 is 

configured to step-down the applied DC input voltage in two separate steps by 30 

utilizing series connected first and second switched capacitor DC-DC converters 

(not shown) to generate the DC output voltage Vout as discussed in additional detail 

below. An output/smoothing capacitor Co1 is connected to the DC output voltage 

Vout of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100. The first switched capacitor 
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DC-DC converter comprises an external flying capacitor Cfly where the term external 

means external to an integrated circuit or semiconductor die or chip on which the 

remaining components of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 are 

integrated, possibly together with other active circuit blocks of the head-wearable 

hearing device 10. These other active circuits may comprise the previously 5 

discussed analog-to-digital converter Σ∆1 120, clock generator 115, a processor 

109, RF wireless transceiver 104, class D audio output amplifier 113 etc.   

 

The capacitance of the output/smoothing capacitor Co1 may be larger than 500 nF 

such as between 1 and 10 µF while the capacitance of the flying capacitor Cfly may 10 

lie between 500 nF and 10 µF in a typical head-wearable hearing device 10.  

 

If the rechargeable battery source VDD comprises Li-Ion battery cell(s), the switched 

capacitor DC-DC converter 100 may be designed to provide a nominal DC output 

voltage Vo1 between 1.5 V and 1.0 V such as about 1.2 V. The 1.2 V DC output 15 

voltage typically provides optimum or near-optimum power supply conditions for 

certain individual circuits or circuit blocks of the head-wearable hearing device 10 

such as the class D audio output amplifier 113 or certain support circuit within the 

signal processor or DSP 109. The skilled person will appreciate that many circuit 

blocks, for example the class D audio output amplifier 113 and a flash memory or 20 

EEPROM memory (not shown) or sensor interface circuits (not shown), of the 

device 10 that are powered by the DC output voltage Vo1 may exhibit a highly 

variable current or power consumption over time for example with a relatively small 

power consumption for long time periods interrupted by occasional burst of relatively 

high power consumption. This time varying power consumption leads to certain 25 

challenges for traditional switched capacitor DC-DC converters as discussed below 

while a hybrid nature of the present switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 is able 

to adapt to the varying power consumption needs of the load circuit(s) or consumers 

without sacrificing high conversion efficiency during normal or average power 

consumption as discussed in additional detail below.  30 

 

The upper half of FIG. 2 shows a simplified schematic block diagram of a charge 

pump stage of a first switched capacitor DC-DC converter for illustrating the 

background of the present invention. The switched capacitor DC-DC converter is a 
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step-down 2:1 topology configured for converting a DC input voltage Vbat into a DC 

output voltage of approximately one-half of the DC input voltage. The charge pump 

circuit 200 comprises a flying capacitor Cfly, an output/smoothing capacitor Cout and 

a switch array including a first controllable semiconductor switch SW1, a second 

controllable semiconductor switch SW2, a third controllable semiconductor switch 5 

SW3 and a fourth controllable semiconductor switch SW4. Switches SW1 and SW2 

are driven by a first clock phase Φ1 of a clock signal and switches SW3 and SW4 

are driven by a second clock phase Φ2 of the clock signal as schematically 

illustrated on the drawing. The first and second clock phases Φ1, Φ2 (alternatively 

designated p1, p2 on the drawings) of the clock signal are complementary and non-10 

overlapping. The DC input voltage Vbat to the charge pump circuit 200 is applied to 

switch SW1 and the DC output voltage Vout is delivered at output/smoothing 

capacitor Cout. A load of the charge pump circuit 200 is connected across the 

output/smoothing capacitor Cout and the skilled person will understand the latter 

supplies energy power to the load when the flying capacitor Cfly is charging from the 15 

DC input voltage. The skilled person will appreciate that each of the controllable 

semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 may comprise a MOSFET, e.g. 

NMOS transistor, or a combination of MOSFETs, as the small size, large off-

resistance and low on-resistance of MOSFET switches are advantageous properties 

in numerous applications of the charge pump circuit 200. In the present step-down 20 

topology of the charge pump circuit 200, SW1 is connected between the DC input 

voltage Vbat and a positive terminal of the flying capacitor SW4; SW2 is connected 

between a negative terminal of the flying capacitor SW4 and the DC output voltage. 

In an alternative 1:2 step-up embodiment, SW2 is connected between the negative 

terminal of the flying capacitor and a negative DC supply rail, such as GND. SW3 is 25 

connected between the negative terminal of the flying capacitor and the negative DC 

supply rail - e.g. GND. In the alternative 1:2 step-up embodiment, SW3 is connected 

between the negative terminal of the flying capacitor and the DC input voltage. SW4 

is connected between the positive terminal of the flying capacitor and the DC output 

voltage. During operation of the charge pump circuit 200, the first and second 30 

switches SW1, SW2 are switched between respective on-states and off-states in 

accordance with the first clock phase Φ1 and the third and fourth switches SW3, 

SW4 are switched between respective on-states and off-states in accordance with 

the second clock phase Φ2. Hence, the switch array is configured to, in or during the 
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first clock phase, charge the flying capacitor Cfly from the DC input voltage Vbat 

through the on-resistances of SW1 and SW2. The combined on-resistance of SW1 

and SW2 is schematically represented by resistor 2*RSW. 

 

Furthermore, during the first clock phase, the switches SW3 and SW4 are off or 5 

non-conducting which lead to the equivalent schematic circuit diagram 200a. As 

illustrated, the flying capacitor Cfly and output capacitor Cout are effectively 

connected in series between the DC input voltage Vin and GND such that the output 

voltage is charged to approximately one-half of the DC input voltage by periodically 

switching between the first and se cond clock phases in steady state operation when 10 

no load current is drawn from the output voltage of the charge pump circuit 200. The 

switch array is configured to, in or during the second clock phase Φ2, discharge the 

flying capacitor Cfly into the output capacitor Cout through a charge sharing 

mechanism due to the parallel connection of the flying capacitor and output 

capacitor through the conducting states of the switches SW3 and SW4. During the 15 

second clock phase, the switches SW1 and SW2 are off, i.e. or non-conducting, 

which leads to the equivalent schematic circuit diagram 200b. As illustrated, the 

flying capacitor Cfly and output capacitor Cout are effectively connected in parallel 

and disconnected from the DC input voltage Vbat. The skilled person will appreciate 

that each of the controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 20 

may comprises a control terminal (not shown), e.g. a gate terminal for MOSFETs, to 

which the first or second clock phases Φ1, Φ2 are applied to selectively switch the 

controllable semiconductor switch in question between its on-state and off-state.  

 

The lower half of FIG. 2 shows a simplified schematic block diagram of a charge 25 

pump stage 200-1 of a second switched capacitor DC-DC converter with supporting 

a plurality of converter topologies for illustrating the background of the present 

invention. The present embodiment of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter may 

be configured to generate step-down conversion ratios of 1/3, ½ and 2/3 by 

appropriate adaptation of the converter topology. The present charge pump circuit 30 

200-1 comprises, in contrast to the previously discussed pump circuit 200, two 

separate flying capacitors – a first flying capacitor Cfly1 and a second flying capacitor 

Cfly2. The charge pump circuit 200-1 comprises additionally an output/smoothing 
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capacitor Cout and a switch array including a total of seven controllable 

semiconductor switches controlled by respective clock phases of the first and 

second non-overlapping clock phases Φ1, Φ2 as illustrated.  During operation of the 

charge pump circuit 200, the switch array is configured to, in or during the first clock 

phase, simultaneously charge the first flying capacitor Cfly1 and second flying 5 

capacitor Cfly2 from the DC input voltage Vin through the on-resistances of active 

switches. Furthermore, during the first clock phase, the switches operated by the 

second clock phase Φ2 are off or non-conducting which leads to the equivalent 

schematic circuit diagram 200-1a. As illustrated, the first and second flying 

capacitors and the output capacitor Cout are effectively connected in series between 10 

the DC input voltage Vbat and GND, or another negative supply rail, such that the 

output voltage is charged to approximately one-third of the DC input voltage in 

steady state operation of the pump circuit for the reasons discussed above in 

connection with the first charge pump circuit 200. The switch array is configured to, 

during the second clock phase Φ2, discharge the first and second flying capacitors 15 

into the output capacitor Cout through a charge sharing mechanism caused by the 

parallel connection of the first and second flying capacitors and output capacitor 

through the respective on-resistances of the active/conducting switches. During the 

second clock phase, the switches operated by the first clock phase Φ1 are off or 

non-conducting while the switches operated by the second clock phase Φ2 are on or 20 

conducting which lead to the equivalent schematic circuit diagram 200-1b of the 

charge pump circuit 200-1. As illustrated, the first and second flying capacitors Cfly1 

and Cfly2 and the output capacitor Cout are effectively connected in parallel and 

disconnected from the DC input voltage Vbat.  

 25 

FIG. 3 is a generally applicable model 300 of a switched capacitor DC-DC converter 

which model is discussed below to highlight the background of some of the 

advantageous properties of integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter in 

accordance with the present invention. The DC input voltage Vin feeds input power 

or energy to switched capacitor DC-DC converter and during operation the latter 30 

generates the DC output voltage Vout which may be higher or lower than the DC 

input voltage depending on the topology of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 

as discussed above. Generally, switched capacitor DC-DC converter efficiencies 

suffer by both intrinsic energy losses which are due to the linear loss when the SC 
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DC-DC converter is operated with a voltage conversion ratio (VCR) deviating from 

the so-called ideal voltage conversion ratio, iVCR, and some “extrinsic losses” due 

to e.g. parasitic capacitances at nodes of the output stage, gate capacitances of the 

semiconductor switches etc. The on-resistance of the latter switches leads to 

intrinsic power losses in the switched capacitor DC-DC converter because excess 5 

power of regulating the DC output voltage to a level below Vbat* iVCR is dissipated 

in these on-resistances. 

 

Experience shows that the intrinsic energy losses typically are dominating in 

switched capacitor DC-DC converter designs using external flying capacitors 10 

because the ratio of useful capacitance to parasitic capacitance is very large for 

such external flying capacitors. The intrinsic and extrinsic loss mechanisms of a 

switched capacitor DC-DC converter is illustrated by the model 300 of FIG. 3 

comprising an ideal transformer 302 with a variable winding ratio as set by the 

actual VCR (i.e. Vout /Vin) and an equivalent loss resistance Req connected in series 15 

with a secondary winding of the transformer 302. The loss resistance Req comprises 

two separate resistance components:  

 

1) a first resistance component representing an equivalent output resistance 

associated with switching of the one or more flying capacitors at the clock frequency 20 

of the clock signal driving the first and second clock phases. The skilled person will 

understand that this equivalent output resistance is inversely proportional to the 

clock frequency such that increasing clock frequency leads to decreasing equivalent 

output resistance; and 

2) a second resistance component representing the combined on-resistance of the 25 

active semiconductor switches in any particular clock phase, e.g. on-resistances of 

the switches SW1 and SW2 in the first clock phase Φ1 of the previously discussed 

exemplary 2:1 step-down charge pump circuit 200.  

 

A switched capacitor DC-DC converter is particularly energy or power efficient when 30 

the DC input voltage and the DC output voltage are related by one of the ideal 

voltage conversion ratio iVCR(s) associated with the selected topology of the SC 

DC-DC converter such as 1/3 or ½ or 2/3 or 2, or 3 or 5 etc. By increasing the 

number of flying capacitors a growing number of possible converter topologies and 
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associated iVCRs may be selected as illustrated by Table 1 below illustrating the 

rapid growth of iVCRs with n for a step-down type switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter: 

 

TABLE 1. 5 

 

As discussed above, the so-called intrinsic energy loss of the switched capacitor 

DC-DC converter is minimized, or equivalently the intrinsic energy efficiency is 

maximized, when the converter is operated at one of the iVCRs. Hence, it would 

seem desirable to include a large number of flying capacitors in a switched capacitor 10 

DC-DC converter design to enable multiple converter topologies or gears if the DC 

input voltage varies widely and/or the target DC output voltage varies widely. The 

large number of converter topologies makes it possible to select a particular 

converter topology, e.g. 1/5 or 2/3, which possesses an iVCR close to any desired 

operating point, in terms of DC input voltage and DC output voltage, of the SC 15 

converter. This ensures a high intrinsic energy efficiency of the switched capacitor 

DC-DC converter. However, a large number of external capacitors are generally 

undesirable due to increasing carrier footprint, increasing manufacturing costs etc. 

of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter. These disadvantages are particularly 

pronounced for compact wearable devices like hearing instruments and headsets 20 

that are severely space constrained.  

 

FIG. 4 shows simplified schematic block of the previously discussed exemplary 

integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 in accordance with 

embodiments of the invention. The integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC 25 

converter 100 comprises a first switched capacitor converter 402 and a second 

switched capacitor converter 404. The first switched capacitor converter 402 

comprises a DC input 401 for receipt of a battery supply voltage Vbat. The battery 
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supply voltage Vbat is provided to the DC input 401 through an externally accessible 

pad or terminal of an semiconductor die or chip holding the integrated circuit 100. 

The first switched capacitor converter 402 comprises a first switch array comprising 

a plurality of individually controllable semiconductor switches SW0, SW1, SW2 and 

SW3 that are connectable to an external flying capacitor Cfly. The external flying 5 

capacitor Cfly is coupled to the first switch array through a pair of externally 

accessible pads or terminals 405, 407 of the integrated circuit 100. The skilled 

person will understand that the illustrated switched capacitor DC-DC converter 

which merely comprises a single flying capacitor may be configured as 1:1 converter 

topology, 2:1 converter topology or a 1:2 converter topology by appropriate switch 10 

array control. However, other embodiments of the first switched capacitor converter 

402 may comprise one or more additional external flying capacitor(s) and configured 

to provide additional converter topologies such as step-down conversion ratios of 

1/3 and 2/3 by appropriate adaptation of the converter topology. During operation 

the first switched capacitor converter 402 generates an output voltage Vsc, int using 15 

the previously discussed operating mechanisms. This output voltage Vsc, int can be 

viewed as an intermediate voltage of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 

since this intermediate voltage in some embodiments may be unconnected to any 

pad or terminal of the semiconductor die or chip, i.e. not externally accessible. The 

latter embodiment of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 therefore 20 

operates without any off-chip smoothing capacitor coupled to the intermediate 

voltage Vsc, int leading to a beneficial reduction of external components and chip 

area.   

 

However, the output voltage Vsc,int is coupled to an input Vin of the second 25 

switched capacitor converter 404 via wire or trace 408. The second switched 

capacitor converter 404 therefore converts the output voltage Vsc, int supplied by 

the first switched capacitor converter 402 into the DC output voltage Vout of the 

switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100. A smoothing capacitor Cout is connected 

to the output voltage Vout of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100. This is 30 

preferably an external capacitor as indicated connected to the output of the second 

switched capacitor converter 404 via a terminal or pad 423 of the semiconductor die. 

The skilled person will understand that the first and second switched capacitor 

converters 402, 404 are series connected between the DC input 401 and the DC 
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output voltage Vout. The second switched capacitor converter 404 comprises a 

second switch array which may comprise a plurality of individually controllable 

semiconductor switches, e.g. including an output stage of the converter 404 (not 

shown) and a plurality of internal flying capacitors (not shown) e.g. three, four, five 

or even more internal flying capacitors using the mechanisms and switch array 5 

designs discussed previously in connection with FIG. 2. The plurality of internal 

flying capacitors are therefore integrated on the semiconductor die, i.e. chip, which 

severely limits the maximum capacitance of each of the flying capacitors due to the 

relatively low capacitance per area or capacitance density available on 

semiconductor dies and the generally high costs of die area. The plurality of internal 10 

flying capacitors, output stage and part of the controller of the second converter 404 

are arranged inside a schematically illustrated circuit block 420 which interfaces to 

the residual portion of the integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 

via terminals Vin, Vfb, Vset, Vout, requestQ and Vss. 

 15 

The switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 additionally comprises the previously 

discussed controller (not shown). This controller may be distributed over several 

control sections or circuits for example a first control section 411 and a second 

control section arranged within circuit block 420 of the second switched capacitor 

converter 404. The controller may comprise a suitably configured digital state 20 

machine or a software programmable microprocessor. The controller is connected to 

the respective controllable semiconductor switches of the first and second switch 

arrays and capable of changing the respective topologies of the first and second 

switched capacitor converters. The controller may in certain embodiments be 

configured or programmed to select the topology of the second switched capacitor 25 

converter 404 to maximize its intrinsic energy efficiency at the set-point of the DC 

output voltage Vout. 

 

The intrinsic energy efficiency being η1 = VCR/iVCR = Vo1/(Vint*iVCR); 

η1= Intrinsic energy efficiency of the second switched capacitor converter at the set-30 

point voltage of the DC output voltage; 

VCR= Voltage conversion ratio of selected converter topology: 

iVCR = ideal voltage conversion ratio of the second switched capacitor converter 
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Vsc, int = the intermediate voltage at the input of the second switched capacitor 

converter. 

 

The integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 preferably comprises 

a clock generator (not shown) which generates a clock signal and derives a pair of 5 

non-overlapping clock phases therefrom for controlling state switching of the four 

individually controllable semiconductor switches of the first switch array of the first 

switched capacitor converter 402. The same pair of non-overlapping clock phases 

may control state switching of the plurality of individually controllable semiconductor 

switches of the second switch array of the second switched capacitor converter 404. 10 

The first control section 411 is configured to apply the pair of clock phases p1,p2 to 

the individually controllable semiconductor switches of the first switch array allowing 

the first control section 411 to control the timing of the non-overlapping clock phases 

p1,p2. In this manner, the first switched capacitor converter 402 can operate as a 

passive slave to the first control section 411 exclusively recharging the flying 15 

capacitor Cfly on request from the first control section 411. More specifically, during a 

discharge state, or discharge phase, of the first switch array of the first switched 

capacitor converter 402, the semiconductor switches SW1 and SW3 are switched to 

on or conducting states by the first control section 411 via the non-overlapping clock 

phases p1,p2 while the semiconductor switches SW0 and SW2 are switch to off or 20 

non-conducting states. This discharge state connects the flying capacitor Cfly in 

parallel to the DC input Vin of the second switched capacitor converter 404 and 

therefore delivers energy or charge from Cfly to the second switched capacitor 

converter 404 such that Cfly is gradually depleted or discharged.   

 25 

In contrast, during a charging state, or charge phase, of the first switch array of the 

first switched capacitor converter 402 the states of the individually controllable 

semiconductor switches of the first switch array have been toggled on request from 

the controller via control section 411 such that semiconductor switches SW0 and 

SW2 are conducting while the semiconductor switches SW1 and SW3 are off or 30 

non-conducting. In this manner, the flying capacitor Cfly is now connected between 

the DC input voltage 401 and the DC input Vin of the second switched capacitor 

converter 404 via the semiconductor switches SW0 and SW2. Hence, recharging 

the flying capacitor Cfly and charging the DC input Vin of the second switched 
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capacitor converter 404. This charging state of the first switch array of the first 

switched capacitor converter 402 may continue until the intermediate voltage to the 

second switched capacitor converter 404 is discharged again and the first switch 

array in response switched or toggled back to the discharge state where the now 

recharged flying capacitor Cfly supplies energy to the of the second switched 5 

capacitor converter 404. The skilled person will understand that during charging of 

Cfly the intermediate voltage Vsc, int is falling. Accordingly, the first switch array may 

be toggled or switched between charge and discharge states by the controller in 

response to Vsc, int complies with a predetermined charge criterion - for example 

falls below a certain threshold voltage. The predetermined charge criterion, e.g. 10 

threshold voltage, may for example represent a charge level where the integrated 

circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 is unable to maintain the DC output 

voltage at the target or desired output voltage. Consequently, the first switched 

capacitor converter 402 can be operated at very high energy efficiency because this 

converter 402 may be configured to only switch or toggle state when the flying 15 

capacitor Cfly has been discharged to a critical state. The charge state of the flying 

capacitor Cfly may be determined by the controller in a direct manner or in indirect 

manner. The controller may be configured to determine the charge state of the flying 

capacitor Cfly indirectly by monitoring a switching frequency, or equivalently an 

output resistance of the second switched capacitor converter 404. When the 20 

switching frequency of the second switched capacitor converter 404 reaches its 

maximum switching frequency this condition may indicate that the charge on the 

flying capacitor Cfly is depleted. Hence, in response the controller issues a recharge 

command to the first switched capacitor converter 402 via the output port “requestQ” 

of the second switched capacitor converter 404. This recharge command is 25 

conveyed through the first control section 411 to the individually controllable 

semiconductor switches SW0, SW1, SW2 and SW3 of the first switch array leading 

to the previously discussed state switching of the first switch array. The skilled 

person will understand that this embodiment is particularly suited where the second 

switched capacitor converter 404 comprises an output voltage regulator utilizing 30 

switching frequency control of the DC output voltage Vout.  

 

An alternative embodiment of the controller may be configured to determine the 

charge state of the flying capacitor Cfly indirectly by monitoring a voltage difference 
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between the DC output voltage Vout and a set-point or target voltage Vset of the DC 

output voltage.  

 

The second switched capacitor converter 404 preferably comprises an output 

voltage regulator which is configured to maintain the DC output voltage at a DC 5 

reference voltage or set-point voltage such as a DC output voltage between 0.6 V 

and 1.4 V. A reference voltage generator 413 is configured supply the set-point 

voltage to a reference voltage input Vset of the controller. The voltage regulator 

additionally comprises a feedback voltage input Vfb that is connected to the DC 

output voltage Vout. The voltage regulator additionally comprises an error signal 10 

generator (not shown) configured to subtract the DC reference voltage Vset and the 

feedback voltage at the Vfb input to determine a control signal, e.g. error signal, for 

the controller representing a difference between a current DC output voltage and the 

set-point voltage. According to this embodiment, the controller may be configured to 

control the requestQ signal via a second error signal representing Vout - Vset -15 

Vdelta, where Vdelta is a voltage significantly smaller than Vset, e.g. less than one-

tenth e.g. below 20 mV. When this second error signal becomes negative it 

indicates that Vout has dropped below Vset - Vdelta which is likely due to the 

second switched capacitor converter 404 is unable to deliver sufficient current to the 

load at existing voltage level of Vsc, int. The controller may therefore issue the 20 

requestQ signal in response Vout - Vset – Vdelta becomes > 0.  

 

The controller may use various well-known control mechanisms to adjust the DC 

output voltage such as pulse width control, single boundary control, pulse frequency 

control, pulse skipping control etc. This may be achieved by appropriate control of 25 

the timing of respective clock phases of the plurality of individually controllable 

semiconductor switches of each of the first switch array and second switch array. 

 

In the case of pulse skipping control the toggling of the charging state of the first 

switched capacitor power converter 402 may be carried out in response to a 30 

“shooting frequency” or time separation between individual pulses generated by the 

controller exceeds a certain threshold. The detection of the condition of high 

shooting frequency could be implemented by detecting if the controller issues more 

than a certain number of pulses within a certain time frame. This detection may be 
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implemented by a digital counter in combination with a divided clock signal derived 

from the main clock signal for defining the pulse counting time frame.  

 

When using a single boundary toggling controller, which may be viewed as a type of 

frequency modulation control, phase transitions of the output stage of the first 5 

switched capacitor power converter 402, e.g. either p1 to p2 or p2 to p1, is issued 

when the DC output voltage Vout drops below the set-point voltage. The comparison 

may be carried out by a dynamically clocked comparator such that a toggle signal is 

issued as long as the output voltage is below the set-point voltage. If the number of 

toggles in a certain time frame exceeds a predefined number, the controller issues 10 

the requestQ signal to cause a charging state switch or toggle in the first switched 

capacitor converter 402. 

 

The integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 comprises an 

optional bypass circuit which allows the controller to bypass the second switched 15 

capacitor converter 404 under certain operating conditions. This bypass circuit 

comprises a first controllable bypass switch SWBP1 and a second controllable 

bypass switch SWBP2. This bypass circuit allows the integrated circuit switched 

capacitor DC-DC converter 100 to switch from a normal mode of operation as 

described above, where the output of the first switched capacitor converter 402 20 

essentially charges the input of the second switched capacitor converter 404, to a 

“high-power” mode where the output of the first switched capacitor converter 402 

essentially charges the DC output voltage and output capacitor. The high-power 

mode enables the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 to deliver a large load 

power bursts without compromising the energy conversion efficiency at normal or 25 

ordinary load power levels. This is accomplished by connecting the first switch array 

SW0, SW1, SW2 and SW3 directly to the output voltage Vout and output capacitor 

Cout   through the first and controllable bypass switches SWBP1 and SWBP2.  

 

The controller of the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 may be configured to 30 

select the normal mode of operation when the load current supplied at Vout is 

smaller than a certain current or power threshold or limit e.g. 1 mW, 5.0 mA or 1.0 

mA etc. The second switched capacitor converter 404 is capable of supplying such 

small load power levels at a high efficiency for the reasons discussed previously. 
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However, if the load power level jumps to a level above the power threshold or limit, 

the second switched capacitor converter 404 may be unable to deliver the required 

power and accommodate this power burst for the reasons discussed previously. The 

controller detects that the power burst exceeds the power threshold and in response 

activates the bypass circuit to switch the switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 to 5 

the high-power mode. The output resistance or impedance of the first switched 

capacitor converter 402 is smaller than the output resistance of the second switched 

capacitor converter 404 due to inter alia the much larger capacitance of the external 

flying capacitor Cfly than the combined capacitance of the plurality of internal, or 

integrated, flying capacitors of the second switched capacitor converter 404. The 10 

capacitance of the external flying capacitor Cfly may be larger than 500 nF or larger 

than 1 µF and the combined capacitance of the plurality of internal, or integrated, 

flying capacitors smaller than 50 nF. The controller may control the respective state 

switching of the first and controllable bypass switches SWBP1 and SWBP2 via a 

suitable port or connection 417, 418 to respective control terminals of the first and 15 

second controllable bypass switches SWBP1 and SWBP2. The control or drive signal 

of the first bypass switch SWBP1 is preferably synchronous with the first clock phase 

p1 and the control or drive signal of the second bypass switch SWBP2 is preferably 

synchronous with the second clock phase p2.  

 20 

Hence, the first and second bypass switches SWBP1 and SWBP2 are operated in a 

non-overlapping scheme and in opposite phase by their respective control signals. 

During the first clock phase p1, the first and third semiconductor switches SW0 and 

SW2 of the first switch array and first bypass switches SWBP1 are all conducting/on. 

Consequently, the external flying capacitor Cfly is connected between the DC input 25 

401 and the DC output voltage Vout such that Cfly and Cout are coupled in series to 

the DC input 401 and battery voltage Vbat. The first terminal Vct of the external 

flying capacitor Cfly is connected to the DC input 401 through Sw0 and the second 

terminal Vcb of Cfly is connected to Vout through SWBP1.  

 30 

During the second clock phase p2, the second and fourth semiconductor switches 

SW1 and SW4 of the first switch array and second bypass switches SWBP2 are all 

conducting/on while SW0, SW2 and SWBP1 are off. Consequently, the external flying 

capacitor Cfly is connected between a negative supply rail, e.g. ground or a negative 
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DC supply voltage relative to Vbat, and the DC output voltage such that the second 

switched capacitor converter 404 effectively is bypassed because Cfly is coupled in 

parallel to the output capacitor Cout and charge therein directly discharged to the 

output capacitor Cout. 

 5 

Each of the first and second controllable bypass switches SWBP1 and SWBP2 may 

include one or several semiconductor switches such as a MOSFET device(s).  Each 

of the first and second controllable bypass switches SWBP1 and SWBP2 may comprise 

multiple switch segments coupled in parallel and individually controllable by 

controller. The controller may be configured to turn-on only the number of switch 10 

segments necessary to support the current load on Vout.  

 

The skilled person will appreciate that the intrinsic energy efficiency of the first 

switched capacitor converter 402 may be less-than ideal during the high-power 

mode, due to a limited number of available converter topologies, e.g. only 1:1 and 15 

2:1 step-down based on a single flying capacitor. However, this lower intrinsic 

energy efficiency may have merely marginal impact on the total energy consumption 

if the duration of the power consumption bursts is small compared to the time 

periods of normal or ordinary load power levels. During the latter time periods, the 

second switched capacitor converter 404 supplies the load power at very high 20 

intrinsic energy efficiency. 

 

FIG. 5 shows various plots of voltage waveforms at internal circuit nodes of the 

exemplary integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter 100 during 

operation. The DC output voltage Vout is set to 1.2 V. Plot 500 shows the voltage at 25 

the first terminal Vct of the external flying capacitor Cfly at battery voltages Vbat of 

4.2V (dotted line) and 3.0 V (full line). As expected Vct alternates between the 

battery voltage Vbat and Vout in accordance with the non-overlapping clock phases 

p1,p2. The plot 510 shows the corresponding voltage at the second terminal Vcb of 

the external flying capacitor Cfly at battery voltages Vbat of 4.2V (dotted line) and 3.0 30 

V (full line). Vcb alternates between (Vbat minus Vout) and gnd (zero volts) in 

accordance with the non-overlapping clock phases p1,p2.The skilled person will 

appreciate that at least some of the controllable semiconductor switches SW1, SW2, 

SW3 and SW4 of the first switch array of the first converter 402 are subjected to 
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voltage levels corresponding to Vbat. This means that at least some of these 

controllable semiconductor switches must be so-called high voltage devices in state-

of-art CMOS semiconductor processes to be able to withstand the maximum battery 

voltage level, e.g. 4.2 V, without break-down or other damage. On the other hand, 

the plot 520 shows the corresponding intermediate voltage Vsc, int, which is the 5 

input voltage Vin of the second switched capacitor converter 404, at battery voltages 

Vbat of 4.2V (dotted line) and 3.0 V (full line). As shown, the intermediate voltage 

Vsc, int Vcb alternates between (Vbat minus Vout) and Vout in accordance with the 

non-overlapping clock phases p1, p2. Consequently, the controllable semiconductor 

switches of the second switch array of the second converter 404 are subjected to 10 

voltage levels well-below Vbat. The first converter 402 shields the second converter 

404 to the full Vbat voltage level. This means that the controllable semiconductor 

switches of the second converter 404 may be implemented as standard low-voltage 

semiconductor transistors which exhibit a smaller parasitic capacitance and smaller 

area than the high-voltage semiconductor transistors and therefore improving the 15 

energy efficiency of the second converter 404.   
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CLAIMS 
 
1. An integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter comprising: 

- a first switched capacitor converter comprising: 

- a DC input for receipt of a battery supply voltage, 5 

- a first switch array comprising a plurality of individually controllable semiconductor 

switches connectable to at least one external flying capacitor to form one or more 

individual converter topologies of the first switched capacitor converter for 

converting the battery supply voltage into an intermediate voltage; 

- a second switched capacitor converter comprising: 10 

an input connected to the intermediate voltage, 

- a second switch array comprising a plurality of individually controllable 

semiconductor switches and a plurality of internal flying capacitors configurable to 

form a plurality of individual converter topologies for converting the intermediate 

voltage into a DC output voltage; and 15 

- a controller connected to respective control terminals of the respective individually 

controllable semiconductor switches of the first and second switch arrays to select a  

converter topology of the first switched capacitor converter and select a converter 

topology of the second switched capacitor converter. 

 20 

2. An integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to claim 1, 

wherein the controller is configured to: 

determining, directly or indirectly, a charge state of the at least one external flying 

capacitor, 

- comparing the charge state to a predetermined charge criterion,    25 

- recharging the at least one external flying capacitor via the first switch array in 

response to compliance with the predetermined charge criterion. 

 

3. An integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to claim 2, 

wherein the controller is configured to recharge the at least one external flying 30 

capacitor by toggling respective states of first and second pairs of individually 

controllable semiconductor switches of the first switch array to connect the least one 

external flying capacitor between the DC input (battery voltage) and the input of the 

second switched capacitor converter. 
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4. An integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to claim 2 or 

3, wherein the predetermined charge criterion of the at least one external flying 

capacitor comprises one or more of: 

- a switching frequency of the second switched capacitor converter, 5 

- a voltage difference between the DC output voltage and a set-point or target 

voltage of the DC output voltage, 

- a voltage drop across the at least one external flying capacitor. 

 

5. An integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to any of 10 

claims 2 -4, wherein the controller is configured to: 

- recharging the at least one external flying capacitor at a default or minimum 

switching frequency, e.g. higher than 16 kHz, irrespective of the predetermined 

charge state to set a lower bound of the switching frequency of the first switched 

capacitor converter. 15 

 

6. An integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to any of 

claims 1 -5, wherein a minimum switching frequency of the second switched 

capacitor converter is higher than 1 MHz, such as above 5 MHz or above 10 MHz 

and/or 20 

- a maximum switching frequency of the first switched capacitor converter is below 

250 kHz, such as below 100 kHz. 

 

7. An integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to any of the 

preceding claims, wherein the first switch array comprises: 25 

a first pair of individually controllable semiconductor switches driven by a first clock 

phase (p1) of a clock signal,  

a second pair of individually controllable semiconductor switches driven by a 

second, and non-overlapping, clock phase (p2) of the clock signal;  

said first pair of individually controllable semiconductor switches configured to 30 

charge the least one external flying capacitor from the battery supply voltage during 

the first clock phase and said second pair of individually controllable semiconductor 

switches configured to discharge the least one external flying capacitor to the input 

of the second switched capacitor converter during the second clock phase. 
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8. An integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to any of the 

preceding claims, comprising: 

a first controllable bypass switch (SWBP1) and a second controllable bypass switch 

(SWBP2) configured to: 5 

- in a first state, connect the at least one external flying capacitor (in series) between 

the DC input and the DC output voltage,  

- in a second state, connect the at least one external flying capacitor between a 

negative supply rail and the the DC output voltage; thereby bypassing the second 

switched capacitor converter. 10 

 

9. An integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to claim 8, 

wherein the first controllable bypass switch (SWBP1) is configured to selectively 

connecting and disconnecting a first terminal of the at least one external flying 

capacitor and the DC output voltage in accordance with a first switch control signal 15 

supplied by the controller; and 

the second controllable bypass switch (SWBP2) is configured to selectively 

connecting and disconnecting a second terminal of the at least one external flying 

capacitor and the DC output voltage in accordance with a second switch control 

signal supplied by the controller. 20 

 

10. An integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to claims 7 

and 9, wherein the controller is configured to: 

generate the first switch control signal synchronously to the first clock phase (p1) of 

the clock signal; and 25 

generate the second switch control signal synchronously to the second clock phase 

(p2) of the clock signal. 

 

11. An integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to any of the 

preceding claims, wherein the second switched capacitor converter comprises an 30 

output voltage regulator, said output voltage regulator comprising: 

a reference voltage input for receipt of a first DC reference voltage and a feedback 

voltage input for receipt of a feedback voltage representative of the DC output 

voltage, 
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an error signal generator configured to combine the first DC reference voltage and 

the feedback voltage to determine a control signal, 

said controller being configured to generate : 

- respective clock phases for the plurality of individually controllable semiconductor 

switches of the second switch array to adjust the DC output voltage. 5 

 

12. An integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to any of the 

preceding claims, wherein controller is configured to select the topology of the 

second switched capacitor converter such that an intrinsic energy efficiency of the 

second switched capacitor converter is maximum;  10 

said intrinsic energy efficiency being η1 = VCR/iVCR = Vo1/(Vint*iVCR); 

η1= Intrinsic energy efficiency of the second switched capacitor converter at the set-

point voltage of the DC output voltage; 

VCR= voltage conversion ratio of selected converter topology; 

iVCR = ideal voltage conversion ratio; 15 

Vint = Intermediate voltage. 

 

13. An integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to any of the 

preceding claims, wherein a total capacitance of the at least one external flying 

capacitor is larger than 500 nF; and/or  20 

a total capacitance of the plurality of internal flying capacitors is smaller than 22 nF 

such as smaller than 5 nF. 

 

14. A head-wearable hearing device comprising: 

- an integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC converter according to any of the 25 

preceding claims, 

at least one rechargeable battery cell, such as one or more Li-Ion battery cell(s), 

connectable to the DC input for supplying the battery supply voltage. 

 

 30 
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ABSTRACT  
The present invention relates to an integrated circuit switched capacitor DC-DC 

converter which comprises a first switched capacitor converter based on at least one 

external flying capacitor and a second switched capacitor converter which 

comprises a plurality of internal flying capacitors. A controller is configured to select 5 

a converter topology of the first switched capacitor converter and a select a 

converter topology of the second switched capacitor converter. 

 

 

 10 
(FIG. 4 for publication) 
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